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VI I

Preface e
Thiss thesis includes studies in theoretical and empirical macroeconomics. I am convinced
thatt both are essential in the investigation of intertemporal relatioas in the economy.
Thiss thesis studies the interaction between the private sector and the government, among
others,, from both points of view. How policy affects the economy and how it might affect
thee distribution of welfare both within and across generations is the focus of the theoretical
chapters.. Empirical research in turn focuses on the questions of existence and magnitude
off possible interactions.
Att the time you read this thesis, writing is completed. Fortunately, the processes of
readingg and writing have not been separated completely. First of all, the development
off this thesis has been an interactive process with Ben Heijdra.

His knowledge, ideas,

enthusiasmm and skepticism has shaped my research. Co-producing large parts of chapters
22 and 3 has been the perfect introduction into intertemporal macroeconomics. Secondly,
thoughh I left the university of Groningen, where I finished my masters, Groningen has
neverr left me. Jan Jacobs has introduced me in the world of economists, and never left
mee alone. His comments on chapter 5 has improved the empirical model significantly.
Finally,, several collegues have commented on several parts of this thesis. With the risk of
forgettingg somebody, I would like to thank Nick Draper, Bas Jacobs, Udo Kock, Jan Peter
Kooiman,, Gerard Kuper, Jan-Egbert Sturm and Ed Westerhout for their comments and
Lexx Meijdam for his contribution to chapter 3.
Inn writing this thesis, I have also benefited from those did not read parts of it, but
whosee support I have appreciated much. First of all, I thank all my friends, for all our
walking,, talking and swimming. Secondly, I have appreciated the contacts with colleagues
inn Amsterdam and the Hague. I have learned economics not only from my teachers, but
alsoo from my parents who have learned me how to save money and from my children,
Thomas,, Hannah and David, who learn me how to spend it. I wish that some day, they
willl be able to read at least the preface of this thesis.

Chapterr 1
Introduction n
Shouldd the government interfere in the economy? Obviously, the government does. Tax
burdenss and public expenditures of 30% to 50% of GDP are common in Western Europe.1
Partt of both taxation and spending is targeted at improving welfare by redistribution, by
influencingg individual choices, or by providing public goods. Examples of these are the
sociall security system, taxes on energy and tobacco, and the public provision of hospitals
andd infrastructure.
TwoTwo questions are central in this book. First, what are the economic and welfare
implicationss of government actions? Beyond any doubt, the government is able to affect
economicc variables like production and consumption. Therefore, under the assumption
thatt welfare depends among others on consumption, policy affects welfare too. And it
mightt even improve welfare. The second central question is under what conditions, or
inn which situations, is the government able to improve welfare? These conditions are
almostt by definition related to market imperfections: if the market functions perfectly
thee optimal situation will be achieved without government intervention. However, there
mightt be imperfections in the economy, like lack of information, insufficient flexibility or
externalities.. In the presence of these imperfections, the economy functions suboptimally
whenn left on its own. These central questions are recurring in all chapters of this thesis,
evenn though the chapters cover a wide variety of topics. In the following, the topics covered
inn the four main chapters of this thesis are introduced. After that, we discuss the themes
whichh run through the chapters like a thread.

'Seee Tanzi and Schuknecht (2000).
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Introduction

T h e economy, environment and government

T a x i n gg energy t o improve t h e environment
Thee first main chapter is a study in environmental economics. Starting point is the empiricall regularity that the use of energy inputs in the production process pollutes the
environmentt in a period of decades rather than years. 2 We do not dispute this regularity,
butt investigate the economic and political consequences of this fact.
Politicians,, who deal with both the economic and environmental implications of their
proposals,, may take different positions. 3 On one side, they might argue that saving the
environmentt is their primary task. Society or politicians have to strive for a clean environment,, which means that pollution should be reduced or even eliminated. This requirement
off a high quality of the environment imposes restrictions on the production possibilities.
Highh costs of pollution abatement, of developing clean production processes and, in the
extreme,, of closing industries are of secondary importance in this view. On the other side,
politicianss may put the economy first and ignore the environmental deterioration. Given
thee fact that the environment will deteriorate severely, it is going to have negative impact
onn the production possibilities sooner or later, which implies that the positions of ignorancee and irrelevance are unsustainable. Inevitably, choices have to be made. If one puts
thee environment first, production possibilities are being limited. If one pays attention to
thee economy only, the negative consequences of environmental deterioration will become
visible,, sooner or later.
Ann important aspect of this dilemma is the division of costs and benefits of environmentall policy across economic agents: the polluter has to pay whereas others benefit. This
divisionn of costs and benefits is a consequence of the presence of environmental externalitiess where the economic activities of one agent pollutes the environment of others. The
secondd characteristic of the dilemma is that the measurement of the environmental quality
iss generally more difficult than the measurement of economic production or consumption.
Moreover,, even if measurement of costs and benefits is possible at both sides, their comparabilityy might be difficult. For example, how should one weigh the benefits of an emission
reductionn of a megaton carbon dioxide against a 1% production reduction?
Thee question how the trade-off between environmental quality and the changes in the
economyy can be explicated is answered by charging a levy on goods which are not transferredd on a market, yet. 4
22

In chapter 2, most goods like capital, labor, energy and the

See Smulders (1995).
Seee "Never the twain shall meet" in Tho Economist. Februari 2. 2002.
4
Ann alternative answer is the introduction of a market for emission permits. This alternative will not
:!
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productionn goods are traded on a market; their values are therefore determined in the
interactionn between demand and supply. However, there does not exist a market for environmentall quality, even though it is a good with demand and supply. The demand stems
fromm households, who value the quality of the environment positively. The supply is negativelyy influenced by firms, because the use of energy in the production process pollutes
thee environment. Firms do not take the implications of their production decisions for the
environmentall quality into account, because the environment is valueless from their point
off view.
Thiss environmental externality is solved by the introduction of a tax on the source of
pollution,, which is the use of energy by firms. In contrast to the bulk of the literature
usingg static models, the energy-tax solution is embedded in a dynamic economy, where
theree exists a time-discrepancy between the reduction of emissions and the improvement
off the quality of the environment. One implication of this time-lag is that there might be
aa discrepancy between those who pay for the environmental policy and those who benefit
fromm it, in which case there will be a conflict between generations about the optimal design
off the environmental policy.
AA government which takes into account the welfare of only existing generations, is
likelyy to underestimate the benefits of the environmental policy. This results in a lessthan-optimall tax on emissions. Future generations, who benefit from the environmental
externalityy in terms of a cleaner environment, are willing to compensate for part of the
burdenn associated with the current reductions in pollution. However, the fact that future
generationss are not participating in the current economy or in current political decisions,
impliess that there exists an intergenerational externality.
Thee previous discussion leads to several research questions: how does the environmental
policyy affect the welfare of different generations? Answering this question requires insight
inn the consequences of the policy for the economy and the environment. Given the likely
unevenn distribution of costs and benefits across generations, the question arises, whether
aa government with a limited time-horizon will undercharge the tax rate on pollution. If
thee intergenerational externality has this implication, the subsequent question is how the
environmentall policy can be designed in a way that the optimal solution can be achieved.
Thesee question are being investigated in a model with the following characteristics.
First,, in order to investigate the interactions between the economy and the environment and
betweenn households and firms, a general equilibrium model is developed. The distribution
off the welfare implications of thee environmental policy are crucial. Therefore, we introduce
bee discussed in this thesis. Interested readers should consult Baumol and Oates (1988).
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overlappingg generations of households, who value the quality of thee environment positively.
Thee generations have finite lives and are not altruistic, which implies that generations who
benefitt from the policy are not willing to share part of their welfare gain. Next, the source
off pollution is the use of energy in production/' Therefore, we introduce firms who demand
labor,, capital and energy as inputs in the production process. The demand for energy is
suchh that the private marginal returns and costs are equal. However, firms do not take into
accountt that the use of energy pollutes the environment and reduces households' welfare.
Thiss implies that they underestimate the social marginal costs, and likely demand too
muchh energy. Finally, the environmental externality can be incorporated in the decisions
off firms by levying a tax on the use of energy which raises the private marginal cost. We
introducee a government who independently decides on the energy tax rate. In addition,
taxess and bonds can also be used for redistribution.
Byy levying a tax on generations who benefit from the environmental policy and by
redistributingg it to generations who benefit less or even pay for the policy, the government
iss able to implement an environmental cum redistribution policy that leaves all generations
betterr off. This has two implications. First, it facilitates the introduction of a policy that
wouldd in the absence of redistribution harm current generations. The intergenerational
externalityy is binding, in the sense that welfare improving policies might be retarded by
currentt generations, because they do not benefit from the policy. Second, the combined
policyy allows for the characterization of the energy tax rate which maximizes the uniform
changee in welfare for all generations. The optimal tax rate depends on the value which
householdss attach to the quality of the environment, on the relation between the use of
energyy and pollution, and on the ability of the environment to regenerate.
AA tax on energy raises government revenues. With these revenues, the government is
ablee to do several things. One option is to reimburse the energy-tax revenues via lumpsumm transfers. This is the theoretically preferred option because it does not distort the
economyy and therefore provides a good picture of how the environmental policy influences
thee economy. Alternatively, the energy-tax revenues might be reimbursed via a reduction
inn the tax on labor. This tax reform is being analyzed for two reasons. First, it might
bee the best option if both the environment and employment improve. It might be that
thee reduction of a distortionary tax rate instead of the lump-sum tax improves welfare
more.. The second reason is a practical reason, because the labor tax exist in all countries,
whereass lump-sum transfers might be infeasible.
r,

Iiii related papers, capital is the source of pollution, see Heijdra and Kooiman (1997) and Bovenberg
andd Heijdra (1998). Crucial is the distinction between capital as a stock and energy as a flow variable.
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Thiss tax reform fits in the literature on double dividend. This literature focuses on the
feasibilityy of both improving the environment and stimulating employment.6 Many authors
havee investigated this question in static frameworks and with capital as the polluting input.
Thee contribution of this chapter is to investigate the double-dividend question in a dynamic
frameworkk where a flow-variable pollutes the environment. The general conclusion in the
literaturee is that obtaining two dividends demands too much from a single instrument.
Thee higher tax on energy not only reduces the demand for energy, but also the demand
forr labor. This reduces in the first place the gross tax revenues by narrowing the labor
taxx base. The feasible labor tax reduction is therefore limited, and is generally insufficient
too undo the employment reduction. When investigated in a dynamic model, this main
conclusionn of the double dividend literature has to be confirmed, with one nuance however.
Ann increase in the energy tax rate does improve the environment. This improvement is
smalll but positive in the short run, and more pronounced in the long run. The second
dividendd of stimulating employment cannot be achieved in all periods. In the short run,
thee reduction of the labor tax rate might be sufficient to stimulate employment temporarily,
butt in the long run employment declines.
Publicc investment and labor taxation in a dynamic economy
Thee intergenerational distribution of costs and benefits is also a central theme in the third
chapter,, where the costs and benefits of a public investment policy are investigated. The
cruciall empirical regularity behind this chapter is that public investment increases the
productivityy of private inputs in a process of decades rather than years. The literature
onn this empirical 'fact' is abundant, see chapter 5 for an overview. The initiator of this
empiricall research is Aschauer (1989) who estimates that output is rather sensitive to
changess in the stock of public capital. Subsequent literature has debated this conclusion
andd generally find a smaller but still significant impact from public capital on output, not
soo much in the short run but convincingly in the long run. A reason why a higher stock of
publicc capital affects output with a delay might be that firms have to adjust their private
inputss or their technology in order to benefit optimally from it. These adjustments might
bee time-consuming, especially if adjustment costs are significantly large.
Inn chapter 3, we add a second reason why there likely exists a time lag between the
expendituress on public capital and the returns in terms of higher economic growth, which is
"Ann alternative double target is to improve the environment and to reduce the tax distortions, see
Bovenbergg and Goulder (1996). Surveys of the double dividend literature are Bovenberg (1997). Goulder
(1995)) and De Mooij (2000).
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thatt public capital is a stock variable. Decisions have to be made about the level of public
investment,, whereas the stock of public capital affects output. Consider the development
off a new mobile telephone system.' A whole range of decisions on exchanges, transmitting
pylons,, marketing etc. have to be taken before the new communication network improves
thee information exchange. Only if there exists a sufficiently large telephone system, private
firmss and households benefit from it.
Onee implication of the time lag between public investment and productivity improvementt is that the distribution of welfare gains and losses might be uneven across generations,
ass was the case with the environmental policy. Given that the costs precede the benefits,
itt is very likely that current generations pay for a policy that favors future ones. If governmentss are concerned with the welfare of current generations only, public investment is
lesss than if the welfare gains of future generations are taken into account as well. Again, a
redistributionn policy is introduced to equalize the welfare change of the public investment
policy,, which allows for the characterization of the policy that maximizes the benefits for
alll generations.
Thee reason why a public investment policy without redistribution does not benefit
alll generations is that public investment has to be financed.

First question is how the

conclusionss about optimal policy depends on the use of lump-sum versus labor taxes. We
showw that it matters for consumption and welfare whether the initial tax distortions are
large,, even if new investments are financed with lump-sum taxes. Initial tax distortions
cann be alleviated with a lump-sum financed policy, whereas the required increase in the
laborr tax rate aggravates the existing t a x distortions.
Withh balanced budget financing, current generations likely pay for a policy that mainly
benefitss future generations.

Alternatively, the government may choose to smooth the

burdenn of taxation. The question how the timing of taxation matters for the economic
andd welfare implications of an increase of public investment is one of the central questions
off chapter 3. We show that the timing of taxation affects the dynamic response of the
productionn side of the economy only if a distortionary tax rate changes.
Twoo alternative scenarios with labor-tax financing are investigated. In the first scenario,
thee government varies the labor tax rate in order to balance the budget instantaneously. In
thee alternative scenario, the government smoothes the labor tax change. This implies that
partt of the required tax revenues are shifted to the future, i.e. to periods when the change
'' Of course1, it is disputable whether mobile telephone systems should be publicly provided. In this
introduction,, nor in the chapter, we deeply discuss which goods should be provided publicly or privately.
Itt is simply assumed that then 1 are productive goods, generally with a stock nature, which are being
providedd publicly.
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inn public capital has become productive. Of course, the choice between both alternative
policiess matters for the distribution of welfare across generations: current generations prefer
thee smoothed tax change, future generations opt for the time-varying alternative. Suppose,
however,, that the welfare changes are redistributed across generations. Does it still matter
whetherr or not the change in the labor tax rate is smoothed? With the textbook result in
mindd one might suggest that taxes should be smoothed, because tax distortions are larger
att higher tax rates. 8 We show in chapter 3 that this result holds, but that it is only part
off the story. We show that there also is an interaction between the change in productivity
inducedd by the change in public capital and the labor tax rate. It is beneficial to raise the
laborr tax rate in periods where the marginal return to public capital is large, which is in
thee early periods where the stock of public capital is relatively low.
Thee framework of analysis is a general equilibrium model, where the expenditures on
publicc investment and the changes in the tax rates interact. The time lag between public
investmentt and output is modeled in two steps. First, it takes time to build up the stock
off public capital. Second, it is costly for firms to change their private capital stocks, which
impliess that the response of firms to changes in the stock of public capital is dynamic too.
Thee model includes overlapping generations of households, where consumption and leisure
generatee welfare. The assumption of endogenous labor supply is crucial in the analysis of
distortionaryy taxation. With exogenous labor supply the three means of financing, namely
lump-summ financing and the time-varying and smooth labor tax financing, are equivalent.
Thee relation between public capital and the private-sector economy is modeled with a
productionn function where the productivity of the private inputs depends on the stock of
publicc capital. By assuming that the production function exhibits constant returns to scale
inn the private inputs, we impose that an increase in public investment raises the long-run
levell of output, not its growth rate. 9
M o d e l i n gg u n e m p l o y m e n t - w i t h an application t o t h e N e t h e r l a n d s
Unemploymentt has been persistently high since the seventies in Western Europe. Though
thiss holds for the European Union on average, it does not hold for individual countries over
thee whole period. For example, Spain has shown a persistently rising rate of unemployment
whereass the Netherlands have experienced a significant reduction in the unemployment rate
8

Thee thesis that tax smoothing is optimal in an economy with tax distortion is developed by Barro
(1979). .
99
Alternatively, one might model a relation between economic growth and the share of public investment
byy means of a production function with increasing returns to scale, see Barro (1990) and Glomm and
Ravikumarr (1997).
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afterr two decades of high unemployment. Even if the rate of unemployment is persistently
high,, this persistency does not imply that unemployment is a static phenomenon. On the
contrary,, the flows into and out of unemployment are large too. For example, the rate of
unemploymentt in the Netherlands was about 7% of the labor force in 1997, but the annual
flowsflows in and out the labor force exceeded this number. The question arises why the large
flowsflows do not lead to a significant reduction in the rate of unemployment in many countries,
butt also why a country like the Netherlands has managed to cut the unemployment rate
significantly. .
Givenn the large and persistent rates of unemployment in Europe it is interesting and
desirablee to include unemployment in a dynamic model. 10

Of the existing frameworks

too model unemployment we choose the theory of search on the labor market, because it
emphasizess the relation between unemployment as a stock and the flows into and out of
unemployment.. These models have been developed by Diamond (1982), Pissarides (1985)
andd Mortensen (1986). The basics of this theory of search can be characterized as follows.
Unemploymentt never disappears because the flows into it are persistent and the flows
outt of it are limited. Flows out of the labor force exist because firms fire workers. In a
worldd of uncertainty with idiosyncratic shocks, there will always be firms that break up, or
t h a tt want to fire part of their labor force because their return to employment has declined.
Flowss out of the labor force might also exist because workers leave their job and either leave
thee labor market or start searching for a new job. Crucial for the existence of steady-state
unemploymentt is that unemployed workers are not able to find a job instantaneously. The
mainn reason why it takes time for workers to find a job is that workers do not know which
firmsfirms demand labor in general, or demand a specialist the unemployed worker might be. In
otherr words, unemployment exists because the labor market is not sufficiently transparent.
Bothh firms and workers require information about each other, and it is costly to obtain this
information.. This labor market imperfection implies that the flow out of unemployment
iss limited, and only a fraction of the unemployed workers are able to find a job in a given
period. .
Inn a market, characterized with search frictions, labor supply and demand never match
perfectly.. This implies that both parties have some power of setting the wage rate. A
workerr has the option to quit the match if the firms offers a low wage, which implies that
thee firm has to search for a new worker. A firm has a similar option to quit if the workers
100

In the previous chapters, employment has been endogenous because labor supply responds to changes
inn the wage rate. Fluctuations in employment could however not deviate from the labor supply changes
becausee the labor market was assumed to function perfectly competitively. In other words, the models of
chapterss 2 and 3 abstract from unemployment.
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requiress a high wage rate. In general there is a range of wage rates which are acceptable
forr both workers and firms. Following the practice in day-to-day live, we assume that firms
andd workers negotiate over this wage rate. This wage rate is set such that both workers
andd firms gain from the match, and is higher than the fall-back position of workers and less
thann the marginal productivity of labor. More specifically, we assume that the monopoly
rentt of a match is shared according to the generalized Nash solution to a wage bargaining
problem,, see Pissarides (2000).
Searchh frictions and wage negotiations are the imperfections of the labor market in the
modell of chapter 4. Changes in unemployment stem from job destruction and creation,
whichh both are endogenous. One of the key questions of the chapter is therefore how
changess in the unemployment rate are determined. Hereby the distinction between shocks
andd institutions is useful, see also Blanchard (1999). Among the relevant 'institutions' are
searchh on the labor market and the design of the wage negotiations. The shocks we include
aree changes in the interest rate and oil prices, and various policy shifts among which an
increasee in public investment.
Thee analysis in this chapter differs from the previous chapters by relying on numerical
simulationss complemented with a few analytical results.11 The analytical results are either
interestingg in themselves, or helpful in the explanation of the numerical results. The
analyticall results are based on a simplified version of the model, with exogenous firing. We
showw that the equilibrium unemployment rate depends crucially on the job finding rate,
wheree an increase in the job finding rate reduces the unemployment rate. Deviations in
thee job-finding rate can be decomposed in two components, one related to the demand for
labor,, the other to the search intensity. Both are influenced by exogenous shocks and by
policyy changes. For example, an increase in the productivity of labor raises the demand for
laborr which improves the job-finding rate. On the other hand, the wage rate is pushed up
whichh stimulates households to enter the labor market and start searching for a job. This
increasee in the total number of job-searchers reduces the probability for each individual
searcherr to find a job. The net effect of labor productivity on the job-finding rate, and
thereforee on the unemployment rate, is ambiguous. Additional analysis of the relationship
betweenn labor productivity and unemployment is done with the use of an applied model.
Forr the numerical results, we use the model with endogenous job separation calibrated
forr the Netherlands in 1997. The applied model is used for the investigation of the responsee in the unemployment rate and other variables to exogenous shocks. The exogenous
111

The use of applied general equilibrium models as a tool for economic analysis has been initiated by
Shovenn and Whalley (1972).
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shockk might induce a new equilibrium and we present both the new steady state and the
transitionn path towards it. Because the transitions on the labor market are relatively fast,
thee macroeconomic transition path is dominated by the dynamics of capital. The numericall analysis based on long-run responses has, in a model with search unemployment, also
beenn used by Hornstein and Yuan (1999). An alternative approach is to test the model
forr its behavior in the short run, by investigating whether a general equilibrium model
withh search unemployment is able to replicate the short-run fluctuations in unemployment
andd the comovements of unemployment with output and other variables, see among others
Andolfattoo (1996) and Merz (1995) for the United States and Feve and Langot (1996) for
France. .
Thee question to be answered with t h e numerical model is whether the model is able
too replicate the main unemployment fluctuations in the Netherlands in the past three
decades.. In this period changes in the unemployment rate up to 6% in the period 198019833 can be observed. We investigate whether the model is able to reproduce such changes
inn the unemployment rate in response to shocks that have occurred in the same period
too.. The analysis shows that a shock to the interest rate has a significant impact on the
unemploymentt rate in the model. An increase in the real interest rate of 4%-point might
inducee an increase in the unemployment rate of about 2%-point. There are two channels
byy which the interest rate might influence the unemployment rate. First, a change in the
interestt rate implies a change in the discount rate, which might affect the decisions of
laborr supply and search. The second channel by which the interest rate might affect the
unemploymentt rate is by increasing the user cost of capital which reduces the demand for
labor.. It is unlikely that the unemployment rate is affected significantly via the second
channel,, because similar shocks to the price of energy or to public investment hardly affects
thee unemployment rate. Alternative shocks we investigate are changes in policy variables
likee the labor tax, subsidies on vacancies and investment and the replacement rate. We
showw that policy might be able to affect the unemployment rate, but the induced changes
aree small in comparison with the observed fluctuations in the past three decades.
Thee simulations show that the model is insufficiently able to replicate the unemployment
fluctuationsfluctuations

in the Netherlands. In the model, large changes in the unemployment rate ar

inducedd by fluctuations in the interest and a few labor-market policies only. A disturbing
factorr like large oil-price fluctuations, might explain temporary shifts in the unemployment
rate,, but does not lead to persistently higher levels of unemployment. This implies that
thee search-theory of the labor market might be a good starting point in the analysis of
unemployment,, but is not the complete story. In order to replicate persistent changes in
thee rate of unemployment, additional labor-market frictions have to be introduced into the
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model. .

T h ee d y n a m i c s of public investment and t h e price of energy
Thee previous three chapters all started with empirical regularities as cornerstones of the
theoreticall models. In the final chapter, we do not start with an empirical observation, but
finishfinish with it: we intend to establish the existence of empirical relations. More specifically,
chapterr 5 is an econometric study on the dynamic link between public investment and the
pricee of energy on the one hand, and a few key private sector variables on the other hand.
Inn the previous chapters, the 'facts' that both public investment and energy prices affect
thee economy with a delay, were taken as given. In this chapter, however, both relationships
aree being viewed as hypotheses. The focus shifts therefore from the question about the
consequencess of these regularities, to the empirical question whether these relationships can
bee observed in the economy. This empirical question can of course be asked in many setting,
coveringg many countries or sectors and including a wide variety of public capital or energy
prices.. We focus, however, on aggregate variables in a single economy: the Netherlands.
Inn addition, the question can be answered using different econometric methods.

Given

thee restriction to a single country and the focus on dynamics, the vector-autoregression
method,, developed by Sims (1980), is well suited for the investigation of the hypotheses of
thiss chapter.
Thee chapter starts with a small theoretical model exploring the impact from public
investmentt and energy prices on the economy. Both elements are added to a standard
productionn function. Dynamics are included by assuming that the accumulation of private
capitall is costly. Both elements are embedded in a general equilibrium model for a small
openn economy. The model is therefore a simplified version of the models in chapters 2 and
3.. This small model serves as a interpretation tool and is used for the derivation of several
hypotheses. .
Thee first hypothesis is that private investment and output respond positively to an
increasee in public investment and a reduction in the price of energy. This causality is
assumedd to run one way: public capital is exogenous as it is decided by the government, and
energyy prices are exogenous because they are determined on the world market. The concept
off causality we apply is Granger-causality, see Granger (1969) and Sims (1972), where a
variablee x Granger-causes variable y if it helps forecasting that variable. This question
off causality can not be investigated in a linear regression model. For example, Aschauer
(1989)) observes a high elasticity between public capital and output in a static model, but is
nott able to investigate whether the causality runs from public capital to output or the other
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wayy around. Investigating causility requires the application of a dynamic econometric tool
likee the vector autoregression model.12
Byy hypothesizing the causality from public investment and energy prices on the economy,, we have already touched on the dynamic character of the relationship. This dynamic
interactionn will be investigated further. The second hypothesis is that it takes several years
beforee changes in both exogenous variables affect output and private investment. Again
thee tool of vector autoregression is useful. Having estimated the dependence of current
variabless on the lagged variables, one can invert the model by investigating how a shock
too past values of, for example, public investment would have influenced current output.
Onee might proceed one step further: how does a change in one variable today affect the
economyy in the future? These so-called impulse response functions show that employment
andd output, and to a lesser extent private investment, respond only gradually to shocks to
publicc investment and energy prices. With the public investment shock, it takes a complete
decadee before the maximum output response is achieved.
Outputt can be influenced by public investment and energy prices, but how important is
thiss dependency? How much of the fluctuations in output can be explained by fluctuations
inn public investment and energy prices? We show that output depends significantly on
energyy prices, on private investment, but only slightly on public investment. Next, variationss in private investment can to a large extent be attributed to fluctuations in public
investment.. Referring to the small model, this indicates that the causality from public
investmentt to output runs via private capital. In response to more infrastructure, firms
raisee their investments. Output increases if these private investments are being installed.
Thesee empirical results support the use of dynamic models for the analysis of environmentall and public investment policies. Moreover, the chapter shows that the production
sidee of the economy depends significantly on fluctuations in public investment and in the
pricee of energy. Characterizing the relations between them, as we do in this thesis, might
thereforee improve our understanding of the economy.

1.22

Recurring themes

Thee chapters in this thesis have different topics and use different methods of analysis.
Nevertheless,, the four chapters on energy prices, public capital and unemployment are
12
Inn a VAR model, the current levels of both variables, and possibly others, are being regressed on their
ownn lagged values and on the lags of all other variables. A variable x is said to Granger-cause variable y,
iff the lags of x, enter significantly in the regression equation for y.
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bundled.. In this section, we point at the interrelations among them.
Thee first theme is the focus on aggregate economic concepts like unemployment, employment,, output and consumption. These macroeconomic variables are studied in their
relationshipp with the environment and with government policies. Understanding these relationshipss requires insight in the behavior of individuals, like households and firms, and
inn the functioning of markets. For example, understanding how the unemployment rate
mightt respond to tax policy requires knowledge of thee labor market institutions and insight
inn how the actors on this market respond to policy changes.
Thee interrelation between the aggregate variables are therefore studied in a modern
framework,, where macroeconomic relations are based on microeconomic behavior. 13 There
aree several advantages of this approach. First, the macroeconomic results affect the welfare
off individual households. The general equilibrium framework allows for the analysis of these
welfaree implications of policy changes. In addition, the policy that maximizes welfare can
bee characterized. Next, the response to policy shocks is based on individual choices and
dependss on structural parameters like those of the utility function and the production
function.. Therefore, the fact that policy influences the aggregate relationships has been
modeledd explicitly. The critique by Lucas (1976) that the effects of policy are investigated
ass if the aggregate relations are stable does not apply to the microfounded models.
Thee second recurring question is how economic situations and actions of today influence
thee future. This question is relevant if economic situations are irreversible, or if reversion
iss very costly.

An example of this is global warming, which might be an irreversible

phenomenon.. Global warming is caused by pollution today, and might be tempered by a
reductionn of pollution. Linkages between economic variables across time might also stem
fromm the stock-nature of variables. Several examples of stocks are present in this thesis,
likee a clean environment, public and private capital and unemployment.

The common

characteristicc of stock variables is that current levels depend crucially on past developments.
Thee quality of the environment today is the result of a series of pollution and regeneration
inn the past. Also, large airports have not been developed overnight, but might have a
historyy of nearly a century. This characteristic of stocks implies that current behavior
havee implications for the economy in the future. Therefore, a desired future situation has
too be anticipated by economic actors.
Onee implication of the dynamic response of the economy to shocks, is that decisions
13

Inn the context of economic growth, this approach has been developed by Ramsey (1928), Cass (1965)
andd Koopmans (1965). The approach is fundamental to the overlapping generations models, see Diamond
(1965)) and Blanchard (1985). More general treatments can be found by Sargent (1987), Blanchard and
Fisherr (1989) and Obstfeld and Rogoff (1996).
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off current generations might influence the economy in the future, the economy in which
futuree generations are present. This intergenerational distribution of welfare is one of the
centrall themes in the theoretical chapters. 14 It is shown how an uneven distribution might
affectt the decisions of current generations, and how a redistribution policy might overcome
thee welfare differences. 15
Onn a few other aspects of dynamic macroeconomics, this book touches obliquely. First,
thee dynamic transition paths are elements of the short run fluctuations in the economy. 10
Second,, these transition paths might be elements of economic growth in the medium run.
Thee models in this book cannot explain long-run growth, because they fit in the exogenous
growthh paradigm, where shocks affect growth only temporarily.
Thee third theme in the thesis is the existence of imperfections and their solutions. Most
imperfectionss are related to the fact that the actions of individuals have consequences
whichh they are unable to or unwilling t o take into account. Examples of these are: the
environmentall externalities where firms do not take into account the impact of their use
off energy on the environment; the inability of individuals to optimally explore public
capitall expenditures; the assumption that current generations do not take into account the
consequencess of their behavior for future generations; and the search externalities on the
laborr market.
Howw can these imperfections be overcome? In many cases, the government is assumed to
playy a crucial role in improving the efficiency of the economy by reducing the imperfections.
Amongg the solutions are a tax on energy and an intergenerational distribution policy. These
1-11
This aspect of the thesis is related to the literature on generational accounting, which is designed
too investigate the intergenerational distribution of the consequences of fiscal policy. The generational
accountss have been developed by Auerbach et al. (1994) and Kotlikoff (1992). A critical assesment of the
literaturee is provided by Buiter (1997). This thesis improves on the generational accounts in two respect.
First,, the response of economic agents to fiscal policy is taken into account. In addition, the focus is on
thee distribution of changes in welfare instead of changes in the tax-bill of each generation.
15
Thee redistribution between generations is one of the reasons for the existence of debt, see Alesina and
Perottii (1995). Among the other reasons is tax smoothing, an example of which is presented in chapter 3,
wheree tax-smoothing versus balanced budget policies are compared.
I6
Thee literature on these short-run fluctuations or business cycles is large and broad. Jacobs (1998)
mentionss seven concepts explaining or characterizing business cycles, of which I mention four. First,
businesss cycles might arise from exogenous shocks, or might be an endogenous phenomenon. Second, they
mightt be equilibrium or disequilibrium phenomena. Next, they might be induced or propagated by real
orr monetary shocks. Finally, the government might or might not play a crucial role.
Inn this thesis, fluctuations arise from time-invariant exogenous shocks, which are propagated dynamicallyy to the economy. This can be aspect of unraveling business cycles, but is obviously not a complete
explanation,, and is not designed as such.
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aree examples of how governments might solve externalities. However, restoring efficiency in
aa market with externalities does not always require government intervention. An example is
givenn in chapter 4, where the search externality can be neutralized by another externality,
namelyy the externality in the wage setting. If a worker and a firm agree upon a high
wage,, average wages increase. This encourages workers to start searching for a job, but
discouragess firms to open new vacancies. Following Hosios (1990), we show that the wage
settingg externality and the search externality may cancel out. However, if one externality
iss stronger than the other, labor market policy might still improve efficiency.
Withh this focus on imperfections and their solutions, this thesis is related to the large
literaturee on public economics.17 Key questions related to these public goods are how
theirr provision affects the economy, whether private provision is suboptimal, and how
thee government can restore optimality. Similar questions can be stated with respect to
externalities:: how do they affect the economy, and how can the government contribute to
pushh the economy towards optimality. One contribution of this book is that these questions
aree posed in a dynamic framework, with overlapping generations, then the static results
aree modified.
Thee implication of the intergenerational externality is that policies are suboptimal if
currentt generations decide upon them without taking the implications of their decisions
forr future generations into account. This aspect of the thesis is related to the literature on
publicc choice, see Drazen (2000).
Generall equilibrium models are useful tools in the analysis of externalities and their
solutions.. The externalities on the labor market might be analyzed in a partial equilibriumm framework, but the implication of firm's pollution on the quality of the environment
ass appreciated by households and the solution by taxing the use of energy can only be
investigatedd in a general equilibrium framework. But even in the model with unemployment,, embedding the labor market in a general equilibrium model has value added. To
mentionn one aspect, a general equilibrium model is well suited to investigate the impact
onn unemployment of shocks outside the labor market, like changes in public investment or
ann investment subsidy.
Thee final theme is a move towards empiricism. Chapter 2 is purely theoretically. Chapterr 3 contains a numerical illustration. In the fourth chapter, a small general equilibrium
modell for the Netherlands is calibrated and the results are contrasted with historical observations.. Finally, chapter 5 includes an econometric study on the responsiveness of the
economyy to changes in public investment and energy prices.
17

Seee Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980) and Myles (1995) for textbooks on public economics.
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Pagann (1994) distinguishes three types of research in econometrics. These types all start
withh some 'model' of a random variable and an error term, because the fit of the model
willl never be perfect. The first type of research, not included in this thesis, derives the
modell from economic reasoning and pays specific attention to the error term. Examples in
linee with the topics of this book are the estimation of the matching function, see Diamond
(1982),, and the estimation of the output elasticity of public capital, see Aschauer (1989).
Thee second type of research emphasizes statistical relationships. Central in this approach
iss the notion that the data, consisting of a set of variables, are regarded as realizations
fromm a joint density. Economic theory plays a minor role, it might help to choose the set
off interrelated variables, and it might guide the simplification of the estimated relations.
Ann example of this is the VAR-approach applied in chapter 5. The third approach relies
onn formal economic models, with minor reliance on the error term. This approached is
labeledd 'calibration', and is popularized in economics by Shoven and Whalley (1972) and
Kydlandd and Prescott (1982). We use this approach in the model about unemployment in
thee Netherlands.

Chapterr 2
Taxingg energy to improve the
environment t
2.11

Introduction

Onee of the causes of environmental deterioration is pollution. This cause has a cumulative
nature,, which implies that pollution should be considered as a stock-variable. Looking
backward,, the stock of pollution today is not only generated by the emissions yesterday,
butt has been accumulated over the past years or decades. With a focus on the future,
thiss stock nature of pollution implies that it cannot be removed overnight. Only if the
emissionss are being reduced for a long time, the stock of pollution possibly diminishes.
Economicc agents, like firms and households, do not generally intend to pollute the
environment,, but pollutive emissions are a by-product of the production or consumption
off preferred goods. These emissions cannot freely be reduced, but a reduction in emissions
askss for a reduction in output, a shift towards the use of less pollutive inputs or a shift in
technology.. This points at a second time-consuming element in the reduction of pollution:
thee reduction of emissions might not be achieved immediately.
Thiss time-dimension of improving the environment is the central focus of this chapter.. Pollution does not only have infratemporal effects, but has in addition a significant
intertemporall dimension. Intratemporal effects include the cost of emission-reductions,
whereass the time-consuming reduction in pollution and the gradual improvement in the
environmentt are part of the intertemporal dimension.
Environmentall policy should pay attention to both aspects, which has the following
"Thiss is a rewritten version of Heijdra and Van der Horst (2000), extended with a section on double
dividend. .
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implications.. One has to take into account that costs might precede the benefits. Trading
offf today's costs and benefits would underestimate the benefits and the resulting environmentall policy would be less than optimal. In contrast, a single focus on the steady-state
effectss of the policy would underestimate the costs and might result in excessive pollution
reductions.. Finally, the intertemporal dimension of environmental policy includes the intergenerationall distribution of costs and benefits: early action might hurt consumers today
inn favor of future generations.
Twoo externalities are analyzed in this chapter, an environmental and an intergenerationall externality. 1 The environmental externality is introduced by assuming that firms
emitt pollution as an unintended and free by-product of the use of energy or fossils in the
productionn process. These emissions pollute the environment, which reduces the utility
householdss get from a high quality of the environment. Firms do not take into account the
consequencess of their pollution for the households, which creates an external effect from
firmsfirms to households via a reduction in the quality of the environment. The intergenerational
externalityy stems from the fact that current pollution by firms, but also current policy actionss to improve the environment, have consequences for future generations. Optimal policyy should therefore take into account both the mfragenerational and the mtergenerational
dimensions. .
AA key aspect of externalities is that an incorrect price, often no price at all, is charged
forr the 'involuntary' trade between households. Price correction is therefore a common
solutionn to externalities. For the environmental externality, two solutions are well-known:
ann emission tax and a system of tradable emission permits, where the first solution is
appliedd in this chapter. The solution to the intergenerational externality is also sought
inn the tax system, by introducing a redistribution policy consisting of lump-sum transfers
fromm one generation to another.
Thee tax on energy, meant to correct the environmental externality, generates tax revenues.. We investigate two alternative applications for these revenues; they might be used
forr transferring income lump sum to households, or they might be used for a reduction in
thee tax on labor income. The first application is useful for the analysis of the efficiency implicationss of the environmental policy, see Heijdra and Van der Horst (2000). The second
applicationn is an attempt to improve the environmental policy by reducing a distortionary
tax..
]

This tax reform might serve two targets: it might improve the environment and

Koxx (1997) gives two conditions for the existence of an externality. First, "activities by agent A cause
ann unintended and unrequested shift in the utility or production possibilities of other economic agent
B"" (p4). Second, "the shift effect as such has not been the subject of a preceding bargain or market
transaction"" (p6). See Bauuiol and Oates (1988) for similar conditions.
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stimulatee employment. Or alternatively, it might improve the environment and reduce the
distortionss of the tax system. This question about the possibility of two dividends will be
investigatedd in section 2.5. We extend the literature on double dividend, by analyzing it
inn an intergenerational context. Key publications in this literature are Bovenberg and Van
derr Ploeg (1994), Ligthart and Van der Ploeg (1996) and Schneider (1997) who use static
models,, and Bovenberg and De Mooij (1997) and Hettich (1998) adopting the endogenous
growthh framework.
Thee distinguishing features of this chapter, compared to the existing literature on environmentall tax reform are fourfold. First, the economy we model is small and open,
inn contrast to related papers by Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998), Bovenberg and de Mooij
(1997)) and John et al. (1995). The open economy assumption implies that the interest rate
iss determined at the world market, and also that the world price of energy is not affected
byy the tax-reform. Our model is therefore well suited to analyze an unilateral tax reform.
AA second important assumption is that households live finitely and are not altruistic. They
doo not want to pay for environmental improvements of future generations. This introduces
thee intergenerational externality, which has also been modeled by John and Pecchenino
(1994)) and John et al. (1995) in a two-period overlapping generations model. Introducing
overlappingg generations is a key extension to the existing literature, which has started with
Soloww (1974). The third distinguishing feature of this chapter is the analytical derivation
off both the transition path of the economy in reaction to the energy tax and the optimal
efficiencyy conditions. The transition path is analytically derived for a representative householdd model by Bovenberg and De Mooij (1997) and Bovenberg and Smulders (1996). In an
overlappingg generations context, the analysis is generally restricted to steady-state effects,
seee Bovenberg and Goulder (1995), John and Pecchenino (1994) and John et al. (1995) .
Thee optimal environmental tax is analytically derived by Bovenberg and Goulder (1996)
inn a static context, whereas we also take the intergenerational redistribution of welfare
intoo account. The analytical derivation of welfare effects of the complete transition path
allowss us to draw conclusions about the incidence of the government policies on different
generations.. The question who gains and who benefits can thus be answered. Our final
contributionn is the analysis of the double dividend hypothesis in the OLG-context, where
wee do not restrict the analysis to steady-state comparisons, but where the impact and
transitionn changes are also taken into account. We show that the existence of a double
dividendd depends crucially on the time-horizon.
Thee chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 develops the model of overlapping generationss where households preferences not only depend on consumption but also on leisure
andd the quality of the environment. The assumption of endogenous labor supply is shown
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too be crucial in the analysis of the tax reform. The environmental externality is modeled
byy introducing energy as input in the production process, where the use of energy has the
by-effectt of polluting the environment. The quality of the environment is introduced as an
argumentt in the utility function. The overlapping generations structure is modeled in line
withh Blanchard (1985) and Yaari (1965), which is adopted because its simple demographic
structuree allows for aggregation, but where intergenerational distributional effects can be
investigated.. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 introduce the 'pure' environmental policy, where the
environmentall externality is corrected using a tax on the use of energy, and where the
lump-summ transfers are used for balancing the budget. We investigate the implications of
thiss policy for the macroeconomy and for the environment and show7 that the welfare distributionn of this policy is uneven. These welfare changes can be redistributed and results
inn a characterization of the optimal environmental policy. Section 2.5 is devoted to the
analysiss of the tax reform, where the revenues from the energy-tax policy are used for a
reductionn in the labor tax rate. This section reinvestigates the macroeconomic and welfare
implicationss of the environmental policy given the alternative use of the energy-tax revenues.. The section results in an investigation of the double-dividend issue. Finally, section
2.66 presents some concluding remarks and directions for future research.
Thiss chapter is most closely related to Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998) who have studied
thee pure environmental policy in a model for a closed economy where labor supply is
exogenous. 22 The endogeneity of labor supply complicates this chapter slightly, but shows
thee dependence of the environmental policy on the distorting labor tax rate and allows for
thee investigation of the tax reform. The source of pollution in Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998)
iss the stock of capital and the capital income tax corrects the environmental externality.
However,, not the possibly inactive existence of the equipment and machinery in a plant,
butt the use of variable inputs like petrol and electricity in the production process pollute
thee environment. The polluting factor in this chapter is therefore the use of energy.

2.22

The model

Wee analyze the effects of energy taxation on the behavior of firms and households in a small,
open,, dynamic, competitive, general equilibrium context. Dynamic, because investment
decisions,, reflecting the slow adjustment of capital, are very important if the input of
2

AA few intermediate steps between Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998) and this chapter has been taken by
Heijdraa and Kooiman (1997). who have introduced endogenous labor supply in a model for a small open
economy,, but where capital is still the polluting production factor.
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energyy in production becomes more expensive. This implies that the intermediate effects
off the tax may be very different or even opposite to the long-run steady-state effects.
Perfectlyy competitive, though the world may not always be that perfect. Nevertheless, it
iss a reasonable starting point for the analysis and can eventually serve as a benchmark for
imperfectlyy competitive extensions of the model. General equilibrium, because firms do not
livee on an island, but are linked in several ways with the rest of the economy. Linked with
householdss because they own the firm and because households supply the labor and capital
boughtt by the firm. Linked with the government who receives the energy tax payments.
Andd linked with foreign economies because they can export goods, import energy and
borrowborrow funds in order to accumulate capital. Finally, the model includes a perfect capital
market,, which implies that the domestic interest rate is equal to the foreign interest rate,
att which rate households can freely lend and firms can freely borrow. This implies that
thee investment decision of firms are made separately from saving decisions, see Matsuyama
(1987).. With the possible exception of perfectly competitive firms, all mentioned aspects
aree important characteristics of a small open economy like the Dutch economy.
InIn the following, we first describe the environment, which is affected by the pollution
off firms. Next, the household model is presented, which is an extension of the Blanchard
(1985)) model by the inclusion of leisure and the quality of the environment in the utility
function.. The description of the behavior of a representative firm in section 2.2.3 is followed
byy short descriptions of the government and the rest of the world.

2.2.11

The environment

Wee model the natural environment as simple as possible. Three effects are taken into
account,, which can also be found in Nordhaus (1994). First, the production activities by
firmsfirms pollute the environment. We choose to link pollution solely to the use of energy in
contrastt to Nordhaus who links it to total output and in contrast to Heijdra and Kooiman
(1997)) and Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998) who link it to the capital stock used in production.. Our explicit inclusion of energy captures the idea that the use of the capital stock,
ratherr than its existence, pollutes the environment. An alternative way of modeling this
effectt is by linking pollution to the utilization rate of capital. Second, nature renews itself,, it recovers from disasters. We assume that the speed of regeneration is a decreasing
functionn of the quality of the environment. In a polluted environment, there is much scope
forr improvement and regeneration is fast. Third, pollution reduces the quality of the environment.. Our measure of environmental quality is very general and includes a variable
likee global temperature. The relation between the change in environmental quality E, the
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levell of environmental quality E and t h e pollutive use of energy N is modeled as: 3
È(t)=f(E{t),N(t)).È(t)=f(E{t),N(t)).

IEJN<0-.

Thee assumptions with respect to the first derivatives of ƒ guarantee the stability of the
equationn and gives a negative steady-state relation between pollution and the quality of
thee environment. This specification of the dynamics of environmental quality is adopted
fromm Bovenberg and Heijdra (1998). Smulders (1995) shows that this specification is consistentt with well known physical laws. With this specification, we abstract from abatement
technologies,, not because we consider those to be irrelevant, but because it does not fit
inn t h e context of this chapter, with its focus on using the tax system for correcting the
environmentall externality. 1

2.2.22

Households

AA qualitatively good environment is appreciated by the households, i.e. an increase in the
environmentall quality raises their utility. In addition, households appreciate consumption
andd leisure. T h e households under consideration are characterized by these preferences
(whichh are explicated below), by their ability to work, by their amount of financial assets,
byy their age and by their expected remaining lifetime. Of these characteristics only the
agee and the amount financial wealth differ between households. Households of different
agee simultaneously exist and are part of an economy with overlapping generations.
Everyy household experience lifetime uncertainty. An elegant way of modeling the behaviorr of households with finite expected lifetime, still allowing for aggregation, originates
fromm the work of Yaari (1965). It is introduced in an overlapping generation context by
Blanchardd (1985). Time is continuous and a large vintage of new households is born at
everyy instant in time. These households are born poor, without financial assets, but have
thee ability to work. The expected lifetime is uniform for all households, both the newly
bornn and those who have lived for many years, and is equal to 1//?. This implies that each
periodd a fraction 3 of the population dies. Households of different ages also have a uniformm ability to work. Households only differ in the financial wealth they have accumulated
inn their private history. In this section, we first model the behavior of a representative
householdd of generation v, who is born v years before the time of the shock (which is time
tt = 0). The section concludes with the aggregation over all households of all generations.
"'AA dotted variable denotes its relative change, i.e. E(t) = df and a subscript to a function is its first
partiall derivative, i.e. ƒ/.; = ~*fe.
ll
SeeSee Bovenberg and De Mooij (1997). John and Pecchenino (1994) and Hettich (1998) for models
includingg pollution abatement.
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Onee element of households' utility is consumption. This consumption good is produced
byy firms or imported from the rest of the world. The domestic price of this good is equal
too the world price and is chosen as the numeraire. A second element of households' welfare
iss leisure. Households are endowed with one unit of time, which they can divide between
laborr supply L and leisure 1 — L. Households trade off the benefits and cost of labor
supply.. The cost is the reduction in leisure and the benefit is wage income which allows
forr consumption. The preferences of households over consumption and leisure are modeled
withh the following definition of full consumption X, which measures the contribution of
consumptionn and leisure to the welfare of a household from generation v in period r:
X(V,T)X(V,T)

= C(V,T)

- - ^ — L{V,T)^

,

<7L > 0,

wheree C(v, r) is consumption at time r of a household born in period v and ui is the wage
elasticityy of labor supply. This definition of full consumption, introduced by Greenwood et
al.. (1988), eliminates the intertemporal substitution effect in labor supply. We eliminate
thiss effect because the empirical evidence on its existence and magnitude is weak, see Card
(1994)) for a discussion of the empirical literature on this subject.
Fulll consumption is not the single determinant of households' welfare, but welfare dependss on the quality of the environment as well. Both are combined in the following utility
function,, which is a separable function of environmental quality and full consumption:
oo o

[logg X(v, r) + lE log E(r)]eia+fi){t-T)dr,
a, 1E > 0; j3 > 0.
(2.3)
/
Householdss have a strong aversion against zero full consumption and zero environmental
welfare,, which is modeled with a logarithmic utility function. Future consumption, leisure
andd environmental quality is discounted at the sum of the subjective discount rate a and
thee probability of death p. The shorter households expect to live, the stronger they prefer
consumptionn in early periods. Households choose consumption and labor supply in order
too maximize their welfare. Individual households cannot significantly affect the quality of
thee environment and take its quality as given.
Yaarii (1965) and Blanchard (1985) show that the uncertainty of the income stream
stemmingg from lifetime uncertainty can be offset by the introduction of a life-insurance
companyy in a perfect annuity market. This company promises to pay every period a fraction
/3/3 of the wealth of the household whereas the household promises to give its complete
wealthh to the life-insurance company when it dies. This removes the single uncertainty
inn the model and restores the deterministic character.5 The payments from the insurance
5
Yaarii (1965) shows the equivalence between the certain-lifetime model and the uncertain lifetime model
withh an annuity market.

(2.2)
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companyy are part of households 1 income, which in addition consists of interest payments,
after-taxx labor income and lump-sum transfers.

This implies that the accumulation of

financiall wealth can be written as:
A(I.KA(I.K r ) = [ r + 3]A{v, r) + W{T)[\

- tL (r)]L(v. r) + G(T) - C{v, r ) ,

(2.4)

wheree r is t h e real foreign interest rate, A is financial wealth, G are the lump-sum transfers
fromm the government. W is the real wage rate and tL is the labor tax rate. Households
aree born without wealth. The wage rate is uniform among generations, because the ability
too work is uniform. In a perfectly competitive labor market, wealthier households are not
ablee to bargain a higher wage rate. Households divide their financial wealth over shares
V',, foreign assets F, and government bonds B:
A(V,T)A(V,T)

= B(v,r)

+ F(V,T)

+ V{IKT).

(2.5)

Householdss have to be solvent, which places a ceiling on their rate of debt accumulation.
Householdss choose the optimal path of full consumption, or equivalently of labor supply and
consumption,, in order t o maximize utility given its budget and subject to the transversality
condition.. Environmental quality does not affect the consumption and leisure decisions,
becausee the utility function is separable between full consumption and the environment.
Duee to the separable structure of preferences, the choice problem for household v can
bee solved in two steps. 0 First, the dynamic problem is solved. This leads to an Euler
equationn describing the optimal growth of full consumption:

Fulll consumption growth is positive if the interest rate is larger than the subjective rate of
timee preference. In this case, it is beneficial to postpone consumption, because the interest
paymentss over savings are larger than households impatience. Note that the impatience
stemmingg from having a small probability of death, 3 in equation (2.3), equals the insurance
premiumm paid by the life-insurance company, 0 in equation (2.4), and does therefore not
affectt the growth of full consumption. Second, full consumption is divided over leisure and
consumption: :
L(vJ)L(vJ)
C(v.t)C(v.t)

= [W(t)(l-tL)\"-,
= X(v.t)

(2.7)
l+ai

+ -^[W(t){l-tL)]

-.

11 -f Or
'Thee derivation of this and other results are given in the appendix to this chapter.

(2.8)
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Laborr supply does depend on the current net wage rate. It does not depend on future wages
becausee we have assumed that there is no intertemporal substitution in labor supply. It
doess not depend on age, because labor productivity is not age-specific.
Aggregatee consumption, labor supply and financial wealth can be obtained by summing
overr all households of all generations.

Aggregation is feasible, and leads to attractive

relations,, if the demographic structure is well chosen. Following Blanchard (1985), we
assumee that in every period v a large vintage of households is born. The size of this vintage
iss normalized at /?, which implies that j3 represents the fraction of newborns in the total
population.. The total population is held constant, because the fraction of households that
diess is also equal to (3. The size of the older generations is therefore equal to j3 exp[(3(v — t)].
Aggregationn of, for example, consumption is the summation of period t consumption of
vintagee v, weighted with the vintage size:
C(t)=C(t)=

f

C{v,t)0e0{v't}dv.

(2.9)

JJ — oo

Thee aggregate equations are given in Table 2.1 as equations (2.Nil) to (2.N14). The first
equationn implies that full consumption is a fixed proportion of total wealth, consisting of
financiall wealth and human wealth, where the latter is defined as the discounted sum of
futuree income:
oo o

/

YYFF(T)e(T)e{r+3){t{r+3){t--T)T)dr,dr,

(2.10

whichh implies equation (2.N8). Total income or full income is the sum of net wage income
andd lump-sum transfers, see equation (2.N11). The accumulation equations for human and
financiall wealth can be combined with equation (2.N11) to the following growth equation
forr aggregate full consumption:
X(t)X(t) = (r - a)X(t)

- P(a + P)A(t).

(2.11)

Thee striking difference with equation (2.6) is the inclusion of assets. If a household dies with
positivee wealth, this wealth is redistributed via the life-insurance company, to the living
households.. Wealth is redistributed from the old with relatively large consumption, to the
youngg who consume less. This implies a reduction in the growth rate of full consumption.
Inn the steady state, aggregate full consumption does not grow, whereas individual full
consumptionn grows at rate r — a.

2.2.33

Firms

Thee consumed good is produced by many identical firms, where the behavior of a representativee firm is modeled. Labor, capital and energy are inputs in the production process,
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Tablee 2.1: Summary of the model

Environment t
Ê(t) Ê(t)

(2.N1) )

f(E(t).N(t)) f(E(t).N(t))

Finns s
I(t) I(t)
=
Kit)Kit) - SKit)
$$
K(t) K(t)
Hi)Hi)
I{t) I{t)
<?(*) ) rr + 6 - <ï>
K(t) K(t) K{t)K{t)
=L{tyL{tyLLK{t)K{t)fKfKS(t)S(t)fs fs

K(t)K(t)

mm =
Y{t)Y{t)
Y(t) Y(t)
(L (L
L(t) L(t)
Y(t) Y(t)
N(t) N(t)
11

(2.N2) )
€h

Y(t)
K(t)

(2.N3) )
(2.N4) )

W(t) W(t)

(2.N5) )

(ll + i.v(0)P.v(0

(2.N6) )

=

(2.N7) )
Households
louse! ! s

Hit) Hit)
A(t) A(t)
YYFF(t) (t)
X(t) X(t)

rr +

$)H(t)-YF(t)

(2.N8) )

(2.N10) )

(a(a + j3)[A(t) + H(t)\

(2.N11) )

11 + I7L

L{t) L{t)

[W{t){l-t[W{t){l-tLL(t))](t))]

C(t) C(t)

X(t)+aX(t)+aLL[Y[YFF(t)(t)

A(t) A(t)

(2.N9) )

(r-a-(r-a--:i)A(t)-(a
;i)A{t)
- (a + J)H(t) + YF(t)
-:i)A(t)-(a
11
W{t)(l-tW{t)(l-tLL(t))](t))]1+1+'"--T(t) '"--T(t)

(2.N12) )

aL aL

+ T(t)]

q(t)K{t)q(t)K{t) + B(t) + F(t)

(2.XX 13)
(2.N14) )

Government t
B(t) B(t)

rB(t)-T(t)-trB(t)-T(t)-tLL(t)W(t)L(t)-t(t)W(t)L(t)-tNN(t)Px(t)N(t) (t)Px(t)N(t)

(2.N15) )
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seee equation (2.N4). 7 Labor is hired at the wage rate W, where the level of the wage is
determinedd on a perfectly competitive labor market equating labor supply and demand.
Energyy is bought at the world market at the exogenous price level PN. In addition, the
governmentt is able to levy an ad valorem energy tax t^. Investment goods are the same
goodss as consumption goods, and are either produced by the firms themselves, or imported
fromm abroad. The price of the investment goods is equal to the output price, which is normalizedd at unity. The installation of investment goods into productive capital is costly. We
followw Uzawa (1969) by postulating a convex installation function $ (.) which links gross
too net capital accumulation: 8
K(r)K(r) =

K(r),K(r),

(2.12)

''
wheree I denotes gross investment, K is the stock of capital and 6 is the depreciation rate.
Thee convexity of the installation function implies that the adjustment speed of the capital
stockk is finite. The firm maximizes V, which is the present value of its future cash flow IT:
oo o

/
U(T)U(T)

n ( r ) e - r ( t - T ^ r ,,

= Y(r)-W(T)L(T)-(l

(2.13)
+ tN)PN(T)N(T)-I(r).

(2.14)

Thee firm chooses the optimal time paths for labor, energy and capital, where it is restricted
byy the production function (2.N4) and the capital accumulation equation (2.12). The firstorderr conditions with respect to labor and energy imply the usual marginal productivity
equationss for labor and energy demand, see equations (2.N5) and (2.N6). We interpret the
co-statee variable of the capital accumulation restriction in the Hamiltonian, called Tobin's
7
Fullertonn and Metcalf (1997,p3) describe the following alternative interpretation for the variable N in
thee production function: "One might write a production function (..) where both the output and the waste
by-productt are produced using inputs like labor, capital (..). Using a device common in environmental
economics,, however, we simply move the waste emissions to the other side of the equation. (..) we
vieww emissions as an input to production, with its own downward sloping marginal product curve (since
successivee units of emissions are less crucial to production)." Formally, this can be shown as follow. Let
thee standard production function be Y = LaKl~a and let the emissions be linearly related to output:
PP = bY. Multiply both sides of the production function with the emissions, and solve in terms of output
as: :
PYPY = LaKx aP = bY2 = LaK1-aP
=» Y = l£"/2#(i-a)/2pi/2_
bb
Withh this interpretation, the tax on energy becomes the tax on emissions. An increase in the tax rate
inducess firms to reduce their emissions, which requires a reduction in output.
88
The installation function $ is convex and homogenous at degree zero in the investment-capital ratio:
*(0)) = *'(0) = 0 and *"(.) > 0.
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q,q, as the (shadow) value of capital. Equation (2.N7) then implies that investments depend
positivelyy on the value of currently installed capital. Maximization of the Hamiltonian
withh respect to the co-state variable gives equation (2.N3), describing the growth of the
valuee of capital. If the market value of capital is larger than the internal rate of return on
capital,, as indicated by q, the firm has to reduce its capital stock in order to increase its
marginall productivity. The slow capital adjustment speed implies that the capital stock
cann only change gradually.
Inn terms of Hayashi (1982), our installation function
nouss of degree one, as is the production function.

fy(I,K,t)

= $(-jr)K,

is homoge-

Hayashi shows that the value of the

representativee firm is then given by:
V(t)V(t) = q(t)K(t)

(2.15)

Aggregationn of the equations of this subsection will give the same equations because all
firmss are equal, see equations (2.N2) to (2.N7) in Table 2.1. Note that the value of all
firmss together is owned by the households, see equation (2.N14).

2.2.44

T h e government and t h e rest of the world

Thee key task of the government is to levy a tax on energy, which possibly alleviates
thee environmental externality.

Neither firms nor households can change the quality of

thee environment individually, because every individual household or firm is too small to
individuallyy change the quality of the environment. In contrast, a large player like the
governmentt might be able to improve the environment. The second task for the government
iss to balance its budget, either instantaneously or intertemporally. The government collects
taxess on energy and labor, transfers resources lump sum to households and might issue
bonds,, see equation (2.N15). The third task for the government is to redistribute income.
Thee government is able to levy lump-sum taxes and to issue bonds such that income is
redistributedd among households. This redistribution policy does not affect the production
sidee of the economy, because distortionary taxes are not involved.
Wee have already pointed at the possibility that the goods used for consumption or
investmentt might be imported. The reversal is also feasible; domestically produced goods
cann be exported. Note that the produced, consumed and invested goods are of the same
typee and have the same unit price. They are distinguished from energy, which is not
producedd domestically, but has to be imported. 9 The value of the net surplus of exports
!,

Thiss assumption is not crucial. It is possible to specify the production process for domestically producedd energy. This would slightly complicate the analysis without adding to the results.
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overr imports are added to the amount of foreign assets:
F{t)F{t) = rF(t) + Y{t) - C{t) - I(t) - PN(t)N(t).

(2.16)

Thiss completes the model. The markets for investment and consumption goods, for
energy,, for labor and for assets are always in equilibrium. Walras' Law implies that one of
thee equilibrium conditions is redundant. The model is summarized in Table 2.1. The model
iss linearized around an initial steady state, with B (0) = F (0) = 0 imposed. The linearized
modell is presented in Table 2.2. This linearized model is specified in the relative change of
thee variables, e.g. L (t) — (L (t) — L) jL, where L denotes employment in the initial steady
state.. The definitions in Table 2.2 shows that relative changes of a few variables like taxes
andd assets are defined slightly differently. Several parameters have been introduced in the
linearization,, some of which we discuss briefly. The speed of pollution and regeneration of
thee environment is measured by QJV and aE, respectively. The degree of capital mobility
iss measured by the inverse of 0$. The size of the initial burden of distortionary taxes is
measuredd by u>c — £ L * L + e JV^ATJ where sL and £M are the labor and energy shares in output
andd £L and 9N — £jv/ (1 + 1 ^ ) are (transformations of) the initial tax rates on labor and
energy.. These initial tax rates will appear crucial determinants of the welfare effects of the
environmentall policy.

2.33

T h e macroeconomic effects of energy taxation

Wee have presented a model in which firms use energy as one of the essential inputs in
production.. The use of energy pollutes the environment, where the environment is enjoyed
byy households. This means that there exists a negative externality from production to the
households.. We investigate whether the proper use of the energy tax rate eliminates this
environmentall externality. The environmental policy consists of an increase in the energy
taxx rate accompanied with an endogenous change in the lump-sum transfers, in order to
keepp the government budget balanced. In this section, we investigate the macroeconomic
implicationss of this policy for households and firms and its effect on the environment. The
welfaree implications are analyzed in the next section.

2.3.11

The investment system

Thee after-tax price of energy, which is one of the inputs in the production, is increased
byy the proposed policy. In this paragraph, we investigate in two steps the implications of
thiss policy for the variables directly related to the production process. The dynamics of
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Tablee 2.2: Summary of the linearized model

Environment t

E(t)E(t)

=
-h-hEE[Ë(t)[Ë(t)

+

(2.L1 1

osN{t)

Firms s

k{t)k{t) =
rrFF — iHt)-K(t)]

mm =Wit)Wit)
Y(t)Y(t)

-

(2.L2 2

m£[Y(t)
K(t) K(t)

=
fLL{t)fLL{t) + f.KK(t)

+

(2.L3 3

eNN(t)

(2.L4 4

\V(t)\V(t)

=Y(t)Y(t) -

L(t)

(2.L5 5

ttNN{t){t)

=Y(t)Y(t) -

N(t)

(2.L6 6

mm =

<r*(i(t)<r*(i(t) - K(t))

(2.L7 7

Households s
H(t)H(t)

=(r(rFF + 3)11 {t) -

A(t)A(t) {r{r
= FF-a--ayyFF{t){t)

fL(ll
-tL)[\V(t)-tL(t)]
=

L{t)L{t)

A{t)A{t)

{2.L8 8
rFYF(t)

(2.L9 9

-f(t)

(2.L10 0

+ A(t)}

=

::rrC(t)C(t)

rFYF(t)

3)A{t) - (a + ;i)H{t) +

(2.L11 1

=<n,[W{t)-i<n,[W{t)-iLL(t)) (t))
uu=xxX{t)+<rX{t)+<rLL[Y[YFF(t)(t)

(2.L12 2
+ f(t)].

(2.L13 3

=
wwAA[q(t)[q(t) + K(t}} + B(t) + F(t)

(2.L14 4

Government t

kt)kt) =r\B(t)r\B(t)

- f(t) - e £ (l - tL)tL(t)

- u,GY{t) - eN(l -

Definitions s
-- . — 1L
U,,,, _
y

^a^a = tut + e.v^.v
Z(t Z(t dZ(l) dZ(l) Z(t)Z(t) = '1^1

(2.L15) )

Relationss between shares
fifi = C.G. I.X
ti=ti= A.H

e vv

- = rfe

ZZ ?
A.B.F.H
FdZ(t) FdZ(t)
^ l . Z(t)Z(t) =
ZZ = A.B.F.H
^
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dtdtLL{t) {t)
tUt) tUt)
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^
nnFF =-IF. -IF.
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+
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+
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thee responses of the production side of the economy can be summarized in the investment
system,, which is the system of differential equations in capital and Tobin's q, with the
energyy tax rate as exogenous variable. We first analyze the time path of capital and its
shadoww value. The responses of output, investment, employment, wages and energy usage
followw straightforwardly.
Thee investment system can be obtained from equations (2.L2) and (2.L3) by rewriting
itit in terms of capital, Tobin's q and the change in the energy tax rate. The change in the
capitall stock can be written in terms of q by substituting investment equation (2.L7) into
equationn (2.L2). Next, we write output Y(t) in terms of capital and the energy tax rate
byy substituting equations (2.L12), (2.L5) and (2.L6) in the production function (2.L4):
1+CTL L

Y(t) Y(t)

[e[eKKK(t)K(t) - eNtN}.

(2.17) )

CAT(11 + VL) + £L

Thee investment system can then be written as:

#2,1 1

<$2,11

k(t) k(t)

00

K(t) K(t)

=

rr

00

(2.18) )

+ +ll ll

UAVLUAVL + €*:(! +<7L)]'

7/ /

<$2.11 ( 1 +

CTL)ejV;

ÉL L

wheree 7/ measures the shock to the investment system and the Jacobian matrix is denoted
A// with typical element Sjj. Note that the dynamic equations of capital and Tobin's q
doo not depend on the other dynamic variables H,A,B and E. The investment system
cann therefore by analyzed separately from the other dynamic equations. We show in the
appendixx that the investment system is saddlepoint stable. This implies that the time
pathss of capital and Tobin's q do not explode if the economy evolves along the saddlepath.
Thee investment Jacobian has two distinct eigenvalues, one positive the other negative,
denotedd by 77 and —hi respectively:
r'er'eKKeeLLioj ioj 1 1 ff 1 —
u\o$u\o$ [eL + eK (1 + crL-r,
)] , 2

hihi = - 4 r2 + 4

h] + r.

(2.19) )

Thee investment system is represented graphically in figure 2.1. The initial equilibrium
iss denoted by EQ and is the intersection of three lines. The K(t) — 0 locus represents
(-fif,, «^-combinations for which the capital stock is constant, i.e. for which investment net
off depreciation is zero. This locus is horizontal and determines the equilibrium value of
Tobin'ss q at which gross investments are equal to the depreciation of capital. Net investmentss are positive if Tobin's q is larger than this equilibrium value, and vice versa. The
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Figuree 2.1: The investment system

K(t)K(t) = 0

A"(DC C

A'(0) )

Kit) Kit)
Eg,Eg, E\ are the initial and final steady states, respectively.
SPo,SPiSPo,SPi are the initial and 'after shock' saddle paths, respectively.
Thee arrows indicating the dynamics are drawn for the initial equilibrium, Eg.

horizontall arrows indicate the direction of the growth of capital outside this equilibrium.
Thee g(i) = 0-locus represents combinations of capital and Tobin's q for which the latter
iss constant. It is downward sloping because the larger the capital stock is, the lower is its
marginall product. This reduces the dividend to the owners of the shares, as indicated by a
lowerr level of Tobin's q. A point to the right of this locus represents a capital stock which
iss too large. This implies that the marginal product of capital is too small, so Tobin's q
decreases.. This dynamic behavior is represented by the vertical arrows in figure 2.1. The
horizontall and vertical arrows together confirm that the investment system is saddle path
stablee and show that the saddle path, represented by the line SPQ, is downward sloping.
Startingg in the initial equilibrium, the government raises the energy tax rate, which
enterss the investment system as a positive shock: jj > 0. This shifts the q(t) = 0-locus
downward,, but leaves the K(t)

= 0-locus unaffected, see equation (2.18). As a result,
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thee saddle path will shift downward and the new equilibrium becomes Ex.

The initial

equilibriumm now lies in an unstable region where both capital and its value tend to grow
forever.. This situation is unstable, because it results in an unlimited growth of capital,
whichh eventually pushes consumption to zero. The optimal and stable reaction of firms
iss to adjust the value of capital immediately downward. Point A in figure 2.1 represents
thiss downward adjustment of q on the new saddle path, and also shows that the capital
stockk does not respond immediately. The change in the shadow price of capital reflects
thee reduction in the return to capital due to the increase in the price of a complementary
input.. The impact change in capital and its shadow value can be expressed as:
mm
ww

"^? ( V~ g ?>

=_^L =
r + hj

ÜJA

J» < 0>

*(0) = O-

(2-20)

(r + hi) [eL + eK (1 + aL)\

Thee reduction in Tobin's q is a function of the size of the shock and the adjustment speed
off the investment system. A low value of hi implies that the adjustment process is going
too be lengthy and capital is going to be out of its optimal level for quite a long time. This
reducess the value of capital significantly. The reduction in Tobin's q reduces investment,
seee equation (2.L7). As a result, the capital stock declines gradually, thereby moving from
pointt A towards the new equilibrium Ei. In equilibrium, the return to capital is dictated by
thee world market, which implies that Tobin's q returns to its original level and q{oo) = 0.
Givenn the higher cost of energy, the required return to capital can only be obtained at a
lowerr capital stock:
ff(oo)ff(oo) = -CNil

+ (TL)

tN

< 0,

q(oo) = 0.

(2.21)

Inn the transition period, both the capital stock and Tobin's q move monotonically from
theirr impact change towards the new steady state. The adjustment speed is equal to the
negativee eigenvalue —hi, which implies:
K(t)K(t) - [1 - e - h " ] £ ( o o ) ,

q{t) = e-hltq(0)-

(2-22)

Thee responses of output, investment, employment, wages and energy follow straightforwardlyy from the time paths of capital and Tobin's q. These responses are summarized
inn Table 2.3. The fall in Tobin's q reduces investment at impact. The after tax energy
pricee has increases, which reduces the demand for energy immediately. 10 This reduction in
1(11

Hence, since investment and energy use decline at impact, the model mimics the short-run complementarityy between capital and energy which is often found in empirical work, see Apostolakis (1990).
Thiss short-run complementarity is a general equilibrium effect and is not imposed via restrictions on the
productionn function. In contrast, the production function models capital and energy as substitutes, which
iss confirmed by the long-run responses in our model and is also supported by the empirical evidence, see
Apostolakiss (1990).
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Tablee 2.3: Impact, transition and long-run responses of some macro-variables
Impactt
L

Long-run

Transition

Outputt

K(0) = -(^+Z &*

Y(°o) = * ( o o )

Y (oo) < Y (0) < 0

Employmentt

1(0) = - - ^ ^ — ^

L(oc) = - ^ t

L(oo)<L

Wagess

W(0) = -7-^-—tN

W(oo) = -%tx

W (oo) < W (0) < 0

Investmentt

7(0)

/(oo) = K(oc)

/ ( o o ) , 7(0) < 0

Energyy

JV(Q) = - J f f i l L ^ f i V

= --^j^^ts

Ar ( o o )

N

v

=

(0) < 0

JV (pp) < jy (0) < 0

Thee changes in the stock of capital and in Tohin's </ are given in equations (2.20) and (2.21). In transition,
alll variables move monotonically from their impact value towards their long-run value, with growth rate
hi: hi:
Ü(t)Ü(t) = £(()) - [Ü{0) -L'(oc)](l - *--'"'),

U = LL,N,

IV'. y.

thee use of energy reduces output, but the fall in output is limited because capital remains
unchanged.. Less production reduces the demand for labor, which implies that both employmentt and the wage rate start to fall. During transition, the declining stock of capital
reducess output and the complementary inputs in production, employment and energy. The
long-runn ratio between output and capital is determined by the (unchanged) interest rate,
whichh implies that the relative change in output equals the change of the capital stock. The
samee holds for the long-run change in private investment because the investment-capital
ratioo is determined by the depreciation rate. The reduction in energy usage is sharper than
thee output and capital reductions, because its price has increased. The opposite holds for
labor,, where the reduction in labor demand translates in a reduction of both employment
andd its price. The results of this section are summarized in the following proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.1 Consider an unanticipated

and permanent

rate,rate, i) At impact, this policy reduces Tobin's q, investment

increase in the energy tax
output

employment

and the

wagewage rate whereas the capital stock is fixed, ii) In the long run, this policy reduces the capital
stock,stock, which in combination
andand wages even further.
monotonicallymonotonically

with the reduction

in energy, reduces output,

employment

Tobin's q returns to its original level. Hi) All variables evolve
from their impact to their long-run responses at the adjustment

Proof:Proof: see text and appendix.
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T h e saving system

Wee shift the focus from the production-side of the economy to the households, who decide
uponn consumption and savings. Key determinant of both is the accumulation of wealth,
whichh in several ways depends on the previous results.
Centrall to the analysis is the accumulation of human and financial wealth, as given
inn equations (2.L8) and (2.L9). Both equations are interrelated and constitute the saving
system: :

_

H(t)H(t)

r+

fi

0

A(t)A(t) \ ~ [ -(a + 0) r-a-p

H(t)

-rY-rYFF{t) {t)

+ + rYrYFF(t) (t)
\[ A(t)

(2.23) )

Thee conditions for saddle-path stability of this system are stated in the following proposition: :
P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.2 Ifa

+ /3>r>a>0,

then the saving system in equation (2.23) is

saddle-pathsaddle-path stable, with eigenvalues —hs~

— (a + (3 — r) < 0 and rs = r + (3 > 0. Proof:

seesee appendix.
Pulll income is the driving force of the saving system and depends on the investment
systemm in two ways. First, full income depends first-of-all on net labor income, where the
wagee response is given in Table 2.3. The reduction in wages and employment implies a
reductionn in full income via this channel. In addition, full income depends on the lumpsumm transfers. Under the assumption that the revenue from taxing labor and energy is
recycledd by means of age-independent lump-sum transfers to households, these transfers
cann be written from equation (2.L15) as:
-f(t)-f(t)

= [eLtL + eN9N] Y{t) + eN(l - 9N)tN.

(2.24)

Thee effect of the policy on tax revenues can be divided in a tax-rate and a tax-base effect.
Thee tax base consists of wage income and energy usage if both the initial labor tax rate tL
andd the initial energy tax rate t^ — 9^/ {\ — 9^). It is clear from Table 2.3 that the tax
basee declines, which implies a reduction in the lump-sum transfers if the initial tax rates
aree positive. The tax-rate effect, which is the second term in equation (2.24), induces an
increasee in lump-sum transfers and full income. The change in the energy tax rate and the
inducedd time paths of output and wages imply the following time path of full income:
YYFF (t)

=

y>(o)) =
VF(OO))

=

YF (0) e~h,t + YF (oo) [l - e _ M ] ,
eeKK(l(l + aL) - eLaLtL - [ ! + ( ! - eL)crL}9N
ejv^jv, ,

tLtL + CK(1 +0L)
£L&LtL£L&LtL + [CL + Cjv(l + 0-L)]9N
eeNNttNN < 0.
CL L

(2.25)
(2.26) )
(2.27) )
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Iff the labor tax and energy tax rates are low initially, the positive tax-rate effect might
dominatee the negative effects of the reduction in the tax base and the decline of net wage
income.. In this case, full income improves at impact.

In the long run, the decline in

fulll income due to the wage decline and tax-base erosion dominates the positive tax-base
effect..

Unambiguously, the long-run change in full income is smaller than the impact

change:: YF (oo) < YF (0).
Thee second way in which the investment system affects households is the reduction in
thee value of the assets they own:

ito)=^,-(0)=-- ,"*!" ( i ,*rV» < °

«2-28>

ri[€ri[€LL +£K{1 + VL)\
Inn the following, we investigate the implications of these two impulses for the saving
system.. The intuition behind the results are clarified with figure 2.2. This figure is drawn
underr the assumption that YF(0) > 0 > YF(oo).

The initial equilibrium E() is the inter-

sectionn of three lines. The first line represent the combinations of human and financial
wealthh at which human wealth is constant: H(t) = 0. This line is horizontal because
humann wealth is defined as a weighted sum of current and future full income, independent
off financial wealth. Human wealth can only be below (above) the equilibrium line if full
incomee is going to fall (rise) in the future.

This future decline (rise) implies a further

reductionn (increase) in human wealth, which is indicated by the vertical arrows. The secondd line through EQ is the const ant-financial wealth locus at which A(t) = 0. This line is
downward-slopingg for the following reason. An increase in both human and financial wealth
stimulatee full consumption. This growth of full consumption reduces savings and therefore
thee accumulation of financial wealth. The level of financial wealth has also a positive effect
onn its growth rate via the interest payments, but this effect is dominated by the first effect.
Therefore,, financial wealth is stable, for given level of full income, only if a high level of
humann wealth is accompanied with a low level of financial wealth. Any point to the right
off this downward-sloping line represents a situation with relatively much financial wealth,
implyingg that the stock of assets declines. This is indicated by the leftward-pointed arrows.. The arrows confirm that the saving system is saddle-point stable and show that the
saddlee path coincides with the H(t) = 0-locus. 1 1 The third line through E0 represents
combinationss of human and financial wealth at which full consumption is stable. This line
connectss all intersections of the human and financial equilibrium loci, indicating that full
consumptionn is stable whenever both human and financial wealth are stable.
111

The saving system is sadcllepath stable if the constant-financial-wealth locus is downward sloping,
whichh requires a + 3 > r. This confirms the first requirement for saddle-path stability in proposition 2.2.
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Figuree 2.2: The saving system

X(t)X(t) = 0

(H(t)(H(t) = 0)o

(A(t)(A(t) = 0)o

A(0))

A(oo)

Thiss picture is drawn under the assumption that the initial tax rates are small but positive.
Thee arrows indicate the dynamics around the initial steady state, E0.
Thee dotted curves are two possible transition paths of the economy, from B to E\.

Considerr the environmental policy where the energy tax rate is increased uniformly.
Ass stated before, the saving system is affected in two ways by this policy. First, the value
off the assets decline, which is indicated in figure 2.2 by the position of A (0) to the left
off point E0. Second, full income changes, where the long-run change is negative and less
thann the ambiguous impact change.

Using figure 2.2 and based on the derivations in

thee appendix, the long-run, impact and transition responses of the saving system can be
characterizedd as follow. From equation (2.23), the long-run response of the saving system
followw straightforwardly:
= —YF{oo) < 0,
rs rs
r(rr(r —
l OL 1 ~
AUx>)AUx>) =
, 'YF(oo)
rshrshs s

(2.29) )

H(oo)H(oo)

< 0.

(2.30) )

Thee long-run changes in human and financial wealth depend on the long-run changes in full
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income,, which implies that both decline. The reduction in both types of wealth depends
negativelyy on the initial tax rates, see equation (2.27). This new steady state is shown
inn figure 2.2 as equilibrium E\, which is the intersection of three lines, representing the
zero-growthh curves of full consumption, human wealth and financial wealth.
T h ee impact response of financial wealth is determined by the change in Tobin's q and is
representedd by A (0) in figure 2.2. For the characterisation of the impact response of human
wealth,, knowledge about the saddle path is essential. As shown before, the saddle path
withh a time-invariant shock is horizontal. The shock to the saving system is, however,
nott uniform. Instead, full income is declining, which asserts downward pressure on the
saddle-path.. The resulting dynamic saddle path is represented by the curve SP*.

The

verticall direction of this saddle path is unambiguously downward. The horizontal direction
mightt be either way, depending on whether households are saving or dissaving. 12 Having
characterizedd the dynamic saddle path, the impact response of human wealth follows at
pointt B as the intersection of the SP*-curve and the impact response of financial wealth.
Inn terms of full income, it can be written as:
H(0)H(0) = rC(YF(t),rs)

=
fs\fs\rrss

.

r

, . \rsYF(0)

+ />/Y F (OG)1 > H (oo),

+ ri[) I

(2.31)

J

wheree C{Yf{t), rs) is the Laplace transform1,1 of full income, which can be interpreted as
thee net present value of full income discounted at rate rs- The impact change in human
wealthh is positive only if the impact change in full income is positive (necessary but not
sufficientt condition), which might occur if the initial tax rates on labor income and energy
usagee are very low. The impact change in full income is relatively important if the effective
discountt rate of households, rs = r + ,6, is high. On the other hand, if the adjustment
speedd of the investment system is large, full income will soon reach its long-run level, which
increasess its weight in the impact change in human wealth.
Humann wealth declines over time, but the time path of financial wealth is more complicated.. First, the impact change in financial wealth is determined by the fall in Tobin's
q,q, whereas the long-run change is determined by the fall in full income. Whether or not
thee impact reduction in human wealth is larger than the long-run decline depends on
thee initial tax rates. Second, the transition from impact to the new steady state is nonmonotonically,, because the dynamics of the investment system and saving system interact;
fulll income evolves at rate hj, whereas the saving system moves towards the new steady
12

Thee figure is constructed under the assumption that A(0) < A(oc). The reverse might however be
truee for high initial tax rates. For zero tax rates it can be shown that A (0) < ,4 (oc) = 0.
1,!
Thee Laplace transform of a function f(t) with parameter s is defined as C(f(t), s) = J^
f(t)e~sidt.
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statee at adjustment speed hs[H{0) - H{oc)](l - e~h,t),
(2.32)
riri
—
a
.
~
A{t)A{t) = i ( o o ) [ l - e - ^ ] + A ( 0 ) e - ^ + ^—-[F F (0)-y>(oo)]T(/i;,^,f),(2.33)
TsTs + ft/
wheree the transition function T is defined as:
H(t)H(t)

= H{0)-

=-<jt t

T(p,g,0=<<

V

> 0 ,,

~

if p ^ g ;

p,q>0,

(2.34)

|^e- p '' > 0,
if p = g > 0 .
Thiss function is called transition function, because it is strictly positive during transition
butt equal to zero at t = 0 and t —• oc. This function has an inverted-U shape, with a
singlee maximum on the positive time-axis. In figure 2.2 two transition paths are shown
fromm point B towards point E\, one where the response of financial wealth does and one
wheree it does not overshoot. Whether or not overshooting takes place depends on the size
off the transition term (the third term in equation 2.33).
Wee conclude this section discussing the implications for consumption. Full consumption
XX is a linear function of the sum of human and financial wealth which implies that full
consumptionn declines in the long run. At impact, human wealth might be positive, whereas
financialfinancial wealth has certainly decreased. The sum of both is negative, which implies that
fulll consumption falls at impact. Equation (2.L13) then shows that consumption C, which
dependss positively on full consumption and wages, also falls at impact. In the long run,
bothh wages and full income decline, which implies that consumption reduces as well.
Propositionn 2.3 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in the energy tax
rate,rate, i) At impact, this policy reduces financial wealth and full consumption, whereas humanman wealth declines unless the initial tax rates are very small, ii) In the long run, this
policypolicy reduces human and financial wealth, inducing full consumption to decline too. Hi)
HumanHuman wealth moves monotonically towards the new steady state. Financial wealth possibly
overshootsovershoots its long-run response. Proof: see text and appendix.

2.3.33

T h e environment

Thee reduction in the use of energy reduces the pollution of the environment. This gives
thee environment the opportunity to improve. However, the quality of the environment
iss a stock variable which can only change gradually.14 In the appendix it is shown that
14

Thee fact that the flow-variable energy is taxed instead of the stock-variable capital implies that the
emissionss are reduced immediately. The improvement in environmental quality takes off faster, but still is
nott allowed to jump, see Heijdra and Bovenberg (1998) for taxing capital to improve the environment.
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equationn (2.LI) combined with the energy path (see Table 2.3) can be rewritten as:
É{t)É{t) = hE(r^[-N(0)]T{hE.h1.t)

+(Tx[-N(oc)}A(hE.hr.t)

> 0,

(2.35)

wheree the transition term T (.), defined in equation (2.34), is positive because -N (0) > 0.
Neww in this equation is the adjustment term A (.), which represent a S-shaped, non-negative
movementt from zero to one. The adjustment term is defined as:
((ll_pr-«-_pr-«-99e->«e->«

Mp^q.

p q
= {
11 1 — (1 +pt)e->'f.

A(p.q.t)A(p.q.t)

A(p,q.0)A(p,q.0)

= 0.

A(p.q.oc)

(2.36)
if p = q.
= l.

dA

^<l-t)

>Q

Thee increase in the energy tax rate reduces the use of energy, which in turn reduces
pollution.. This allows for an improvement in the quality of the environment. In the long
run,, the quality of the environment settles down at a higher level:
È(oo)) = -osN{oc)

> 0.

(2.37)

P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.4 In response to an unanticipated and permanent increase in the energy tax
rate,rate, the quality of the environment

2.44

monotonically improves. Proof: see text and appendix.

T h e welfare effects of t h e energy t a x

Thee macroeconomic and environmental changes induced by the increase in the energy tax
ratee have implications for the welfare of households. These welfare changes can be decomposedd into two parts, stemming from the change in full consumption and from the change
inn environmental quality. Due to the separability of welfare, these two parts can be analyzedd separately, where we first concentrate on the welfare from consumption, and discuss
thee changes in environmental welfare in subsection 2.4.2. One of the main conclusions
willl be that the change in welfare varies across generations. Subsection 2.4.3 introduces a
redistributionn policy which makes the change in welfare uniform. Based on this uniform
welfaree change, the efficiency of the environmental policy is investigated.

2.4.11

Non-environmental welfare

Definee the non-environmental welfare from equation (2.3) as:
oo o

/

\ogX{v.\ogX{v. T^-^+^-^dT,

v<t.

(2.38)
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Forr existing generations, the welfare change is evaluated at the time the policy starts,
vv < t = 0, whereas the welfare change of future generations is evaluated at date of birth:
vv — t > 0. In the previous section, the macroeconomic effects of the environmental policy
havee been investigated. Now, we relate the individual welfare changes to these macrochanges.. The integral over full consumption in equation (2.38) can be evaluated using the
Eulerr equation (2.6) which states that the growth rate of full consumption is fixed. This
impliess that the change in welfare in period t, while depending on the future path of full
consumption,, can be written as a function of the change in full consumption in that period:
dAdAxx(v,t)(v,t) = — i - r d l o g X ( M ) - — ^ X ( M ) .
(2-39)
aa + p
a+p
Thee generation-specific change in full consumption is in turn related to the macro-changes
inn human and financial wealth. Because older households have accumulated more financial
wealth,, their change in full consumption depends for a larger degree on the change in the
valuee of the assets, which implies that the welfare change of existing generations can be
writtenn as:
dAdAxx{v,0){v,0) =

(a(a + 0)

-ah,g(0)) ++
_ - „(r-«M
M h (1
e(r'n)v) ^(0)

vv < 0,

(2.40)

wheree exp [(r — a) v] measures the share of human wealth in the total wealth of household
v,v, which is equal to unity for the newborn generation (v = 0). The relative changes of
humann and financial wealth are independent of age, and only the portfolio differs among
generations.. Older households have accumulated more financial wealth, but all households
havee the same human wealth. This implies that the welfare change of older generations dependd to a greater extent on the impact change in financial wealth. The non-environmental
welfaree of the older generations declines unambiguously, because equation (2.28) shows
thatt A (0) < 0. The opposite might hold for very young households, but only if the initial
taxx rates are very low. Equation (2.31) makes clear that the impact change in human
wealthh depends negatively on the initial tax rates. For low initial tax rates, the change in
humann wealth is positive, and obviously larger than the change in financial wealth. For
higherr initial tax rates, the change in human may fall below the change in financial wealth.
Therefore,, the welfare change of existing generations is negatively related to age if the
initiall tax rates are low, but the opposite might hold for larger tax rates.
Futuree generations are born in a world that is different from the initial steady state
ass a result of the shock. The change in non-environmental welfare of future generations
iss evaluated at date of birth, and depends only on human wealth because households are
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bornn without assets:
dAx(v,v)=dAx(v,v)=

*

jfy),

i'>0,

(2.41)

Thee change in human wealth, given in equation (2.32) declines over time. Therefore, the
earlierr a consumer is born, the more it benefits from the increased lump-sum payments and
thee larger its welfare increase is: c?A.\(oc, oo) < rfA.\-(0,0). In addition, the generations of
thee new steady state are worse off in absolute terms if the initial tax rates are positive:
dAx(oo.dAx(oo. oo) < 0. The results of this section are summarized in the following proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.5 Consider an unanticipated

and permanent

increase in the energy tax

rate,rate, i) Old households (v —• — oo) pay for the policy, because the reduction in the value
ofof their assets is not compensated

by the change in human wealth, ii) Households of the

initialinitial steady state (v — 0) benefit from the policy if the initial tax rates on labor income
andand energy usage are low. Hi) Households born in the new steady state (?' —• +oo) face a

reductionreduction in their welfare unless both tax rates are zero initially, iv) The welfare change of
allall other generations

are a weighted average of these three extremes.

Proof: see text and

appendix. appendix.

2.4.22

Environmental welfare

Thee increase in the energy tax rate is meant to improve the quality of the environment
byy reducing the pollutive use of energy. Households value the quality of the environment
positively,, because an increase in environmental quality improves their welfare. This section
showss that the improvement in the quality of the environment benefits all people, but some
householdss more than others.
Environmentall welfare is the second part of equation (2.3), which implies that the
changee in environmental welfare depends on the change in the quality of the environment:
dAdAEE{v,t)=>y{v,t)=>yEE

f

Ë(r)e-{o+^7dr,

JJ max(t'.O)

wheree the change in environmental welfare is the discounted sum of future changes in the
qualityy of the environment. Current generations evaluate the change in the quality of the
environmentt at the date the policy is announced and implemented (which is by assumption
thee same date). Future generations evaluate their gain from the policy at birth.
Thee change in the quality of the environment in turn depends on the change in the use
off energy, see equation (2.35). We have shown in Proposition 2.1 that the use of energy

(2
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fallss at impact and declines even further over time. Proposition 2.4 then shows that this
monotoniee decline in the use of energy induces a monotonie increase in the quality of the
environment.. In the appendix, it is shown that this implies that the welfare gain, stemming
fromm the improved environment, also increases over time:
ddAddAEE{t) {t)
>0, ,
dt dt

(2.43) )

Thee fact that the quality of the environment improves over time implies that future generationss benefit more from the policy than current generations in terms of environmental
welfare.. The fact that the quality of the environment grows monotonically, implies by
noo means that its time path is simple. Instead, the change in environmental quality dependss on the adjustment speed of the investment system hi, on the regeneration speed of
thee environment HE, and on the discount rate of the households (a + /3). Environmental
welfaree depends on the time path of environmental quality, which implies the change in
environmentall welfare of the current generations depends on the three adjustment speeds:
lE^E^i lE^E^i

dAdAEE{v,0){v,0) =
(a(a + 0 + hE){a + /3 + hj)

-a-aNNN(0)N(0)
Ë{oo)
> 0 ,,
h, h,
aa + /3

v < 0.

(2.44)

Thee change in environmental welfare is positive for all generations, even for the existing
generationss who benefit least. It reaches its maximum level in the new steady state:

aa + p

(2.45) )

Thee results of this section are summarized in the following proposition.
Propositionn 2.6 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in the energy tax
rate,rate, i) The change in welfare stemming from the improvement in the quality of the environmentvironment induced by this policy is positive for all generations, ii) This change increases
withwith the date of birth. Proof: see text and appendix.

2.4.33

Optimal policy and inter generational redistribution

Thee effect of the environmental policy on the welfare of a household depends crucially on
itss age or date of birth. Old existing generations suffer from the decline in wealth, but
benefitt from an improvement in their environmental welfare. Young existing generations
facee the same environmental welfare improvement, but their non-environmental welfare
mightt improve as well, provided that the pre-existing tax rates are not too large. The
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environmentall welfare change of future generations increases with date of birth, whereas
thee opposite holds for their non-environmental welfare. Now, the question comes to mind
whetherr the energy tax rate should be raised. Stated differently, what is the optimal environmentall policy? The answer to this question is hard to answer because some generations
mightt gain from, whereas other might have to pay for the policy. This difficulty can be
avoidedd by making the welfare change uniform by redistributing welfare or income from
onee household to the other. A well-designed redistribution policy makes the welfare gain
uniformm for all generations without introducing additional (tax-)distortions in the economy.
Thee main instrument for this policy is therefore the lump-sum transfer.
Thee redistribution policy has the following characteristics. First, the government budgett is given by equation (2.L15) with T (t) — 0 and the restriction that the government
shouldd remain solvent imposed. The solvency restriction implies that the redistribution
policyy does not introduce additional resources in the economy.

Second, the change in

lump-summ transfers G might be time-varying, which induces a non-uniform time path of
governmentt bonds, by equation (2.L15). Finally, for redistribution purposes, the governmentt is allowed to change its bonds at impact.
Thee redistribution policy should offset the variation in the welfare change among generations.. This variation stems from the gradual adjustment of private capital and the
environment,, and can therefore be offset if the following time path of government bonds
iss introduced (where the time path of lump-sum transfers also includes the same growth
rates): :
Bit)Bit) =b0 + b,e-'"' + b2c-h*\

(2.46)

Wee have to solve the parameters b, such that the resulting welfare change is uniform. The
aimm of uniforming the welfare change for all generations can be split in two parts. First, a
necessaryy requirement is that the welfare change of existing generations is uniform. Given
thatt the environmental welfare change of existing generations is already uniform, equation
(2.40)) about the full-consumption welfare change implies that total welfare is uniform if:

Ü511 = 6M,

(2.47)

Thee second requirement is that the welfare change of future generations, including the
generationss born at t — 0, is uniform, where the uniform welfare change is denoted II:
nn = dA{v, v) = dkx {v, v) + dAE {v, v),

(2.48)

wheree dAx and dA^ are given in equations (2.41) and (2.42). Both conditions will be
imposedd in turn.
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Thee change in lump-sum transfers affects full income by equation (2.L10), and results
inn the following change in human wealth:
H(t)"<H(t)"<HH = H{ty

bo bo &i(ii + ft/A-)c-M
rr + /3
r + (3 + hr

MHWr) c . y
r + (3 + hE

+

(2.49) )

wheree the superscript N denotes change in human wealth due to the increase in the energy
taxx rate as given in equation (2.32) and R indicates the redistribution policy. Because
thee change in human wealth depends on the time path of bonds, the change in welfare
dependss on it too. 15 This implies that both the welfare change from the energy tax policy
dkdkNN (v, v) and the welfare change from the redistribution policy dAR (v,v) depend on the
adjustmentt speeds hj and HE- The appropriate choice of b\ and b2 makes these changes
uniformm for all future generations:
N,R N,R

11

rba rba 7 £ £(oo) )

nn = dA{v,vy^n =(a(a + 0) iü H(oof-H(oofrr + (3 + +aa + p
H

v>0,v>0,

(2.50)

Thee uniform welfare change of future generations depends on the long-run changes in
humann wealth, government bonds and environmental quality. The impact changes in both
humann and financial wealth depend on the parameters of the bond path.

For human

wealth,, this is shown in equation (2.49) with t = 0. The impact change in financial wealth
cann be written from equation (2.L14) as:

A(oy A(oy cjcjAAq{0)q{0)NN

+ b0 + bi + b2.

(2.51) )

Existingg generations are being compensated for the reduction in their wealth by a (likely
positive)) change in the value of the government bonds. 16 Given that the impact changes
off both human and financial wealth depend on the change in bonds, condition (2.47) can
bee satisfied by the appropriate choice of bQ. Using this value of b0 in equation (2.50) yields
thee uniform welfare change for all generations:
UJUJXX {a + P) Il

=

w^g(O) +
hjhj

+1E+1EUJUJX X

hi hi
YF(0)NYF(0)N

hE

rr + hir + hi

15

+

-*>(oo)/ /

rr + hj

E(oc)E(oc) + r-^[-N(0)]

(2.52) )

Seee equation (2.A88) in the appendix.
Thee impact change in government bonds is given by:

16

B{0)B{0) = -ujAq(0)

+ LüA [n - -> E dA £ (0)]

wheree the environmental welfare gain of existing generations, tiA£(0), is given in equation (2.44). The
leadingg term on the right-hand-side implies that existing generations are being compensated for their
financialfinancial wealth loss. The second term implies that this compensation increases if the environmental
welfaree gain of existing generation falls short of the age-independent welfare gain, and vice versa.
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Thee terms on the first line represent the non-environmental welfare change. If the
initiall tax rates are positive, this change is negative, which implies that the increase in
thee energy tax rate distorts the economy. This marginal reduction in non-environmental
wrelfaree equals zero if both tax rates are zero initially:
uuAAq(0)q(0) + — T — YF{0)LS + - ^ - y ( o c ) L S < 0,
rr + h;
r + hi

(2.53)

Wouldd households have no preference for the environment (7^ = 0), then an increase in
thee energy tax rate is not an optimal policy. In contrast, if households do appreciate a high
qualityy of the environment, the improvement in the environment induced by the reduction
inn the use of energy raises their welfare. The whole time path of thee change in the quality of
thee environment is relevant for the uniform welfare change. Early changes benefit existing
generations,, future changes predominantly benefits future generations, and both changes
aree taken into account in the redistribution policy.
Ann important difference between the changes in non-environmental and environmental
welfaree is that the first depends on the initial tax rates, unlike the second. If both tax
ratess equal zero initially, the increase in the energy tax rate does not affect the first-part of
thee uniform welfare change, but the quality of the environment does improve. Therefore,
thee environmental policy raises welfare (uniformly after redistribution) in this case. The
oppositee might hold for large tax rates, because the tax rise distorts the economy more
severely,, without inducing a larger improvement in the quality of the environment. This
suggestt that there exists an optimal level of initial tax rates at which a marginal change
inn the tax rate does neither improve or reduce welfare. This relation between the change
inn welfare and the tax rates can be written as: 1 '

nn
3 pp

NN

=

-[irLaLtL

+ TrN(es-0^)]eytN.

IE^-E^NLÜX

(2.54)
(2.55) )

{r{r + hE)es

Thiss equation shows that the change in welfare is positive if ti — 9$ — 0, and that this
changee depends negatively on both initial tax rates. If the initial tax on labor equals zero,
thenn the optimal energy tax rate is given by 9N = 9^.

The optimal energy tax rate is

positivee if households' welfare depends on the quality of the environment (7^ > 0), if the
qualityy of the environment is related to the pollution in the economy (<JN > 0), and if the
environmentt is assumed to regenerate (HE > 0). In addition, if the output-elasticity of
1

'' The parameters nL > 0 and nN > 0 are defined below equation (2. A97) of the appendix.
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energyy is high (large value of eN), then the distortionary costs of the environmental policy
iss high and the optimal tax rate is low. The optimal tax on energy is named the Pigovian
taxx rate (indicated by superscript 'P') because this tax rate corrects the distortion in the
economy,, see Pigou (1947) and Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980) .
Thiss Pigovian tax rate does not depend on the overlapping-generations structure of
thee model. In the appendix we briefly investigate the model with an infinitely living
representativee agent instead of overlapping generations. The optimal solutions in both
modelss are the same. This implies that the redistribution policy aimed at uniforming the
welfaree change does solve the intergenerational externality. This externality prevented
existingg households to take the welfare of future generations into account, which resulted
inn inefficient environmental policy. With redistribution, however, households are forced
too take care of the welfare of future generations because they have to compensate their
welfaree losses.
Thee Pigovian tax rate in equation (2.54) constitutes the first-best egalitarian policy.18
Thee alternative might be to raise the labor tax rate, or to raise both. An increase in the
laborr tax rate reduces the demand for both labor and energy (just like the energy-tax
policy)) and allows for an improvement in the environment. Nevertheless, it is optimal to
usee only the energy tax for correcting the environmental externality.19 The intuition is that
thee use of energy is the source of pollution and the quality of the environment can improve
onlyy if the use of energy is being reduced. Two tax rates can be used to reduce the use of
energy,, one directly, the other indirectly. For a given reduction in the use of energy, the
costt in terms of output (and the non-environmental welfare related to it), are minimized
iff the source of pollution is taxed directly. On the other hand, equation (2.54) also shows
thatt if the labor tax rate is positive (for some reason other than improving the quality
off the environment), then the optimal tax rate on energy is below its Pigovian level.20
ls
Thiss is shown in the appendix, see equation (2.A98). In addition, it is shown in the appendix that it
iss also the optimal solution for a representative agent model, where a single (or many identical) agent has
ann infinite lifetime.
19
Seee the appendix for the proof of this statement along the following lines. First, introduce a labor tax
policy,, consisting of an unanticipated and permanent increase in the labor tax rate, where the lump-sum
taxx is used for balancing the budget. Second, show the economic, environmental and welfare implications
off this labor tax policy. This results in an expression for the uniform welfare change as a function of tL,
dependingg on the initial tax rates. Finally, show that marginal changes in both tax rates {tN > 0 and
tLtL > 0) do not affect uniform welfare II if and only if tt = 0 and ON — 9N.
20
Thiss confirms the result of Bovenberg and De Mooij (1997) obtained in a static model, where pollution
iss related to consumption instead of production. See Cremer and Gahvari (2001) for a more elaborate
analysiss of second-best optimal environmental policy if the policy options are restricted.
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Thee reason is that the labor tax rate has the side-effect of improving the environment by
reducingg the pollutive use of energy. The results of this section are summarized in the
followingg proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.7 Consider
rate,rate, i) A redistribution
struments,struments,

an unanticipated

and permanent

increase in the energy tax

policy with the lump-sum transfers and government

can be applied to make the welfare change uniform,

changechange depends negatively on the tax distortions

bonds as in-

ii) This uniform

welfar

as indicated by initial tax rates, and is

positivepositive of low initial tax rates. Hi) The first-best optimal policy is to correct the environmentalmental externality with a positive tax on energy and a zero tax on labor income, iv) The
second-bestsecond-best policy recognizes the complementarity

between labor and energy, which impl

thatthat the optimal tax on energy depends negatively on the labor tax rate. Proof: see text and
appendix. appendix.

2.55

Tax reform

Thee previous section resulted in the observation that the optimal tax on energy falls short
off the Pigovian tax if the initial tax rate on labor is positive. The proof of this result relied
onn the use of the labor tax rate as a second instrument, in addition to the energy tax rate.
Thee revenues of both tax rates were redistributed lump sum to households, which might
nott be the optimal way of dealing with the tax revenues. The policy might be improved if
thee revenues from the energy tax are used for a reduction of the labor tax rate. This taxreformm policy might improve welfare beyond the energy-tax policy of the previous section. 21
Thiss policy might also weaken the reductions in employment and output; possibly the tax
reformm allows for a growth in employment. Finally, the tax-reform policy might result
inn an alternative Pigovian tax rate, because it does not only correct the environmental
externality,, but may also weaken the labor tax distortion. We investigate these issues in
turn. .
Inn the tax reform policy, we assume that the change in the energy tax rate is unanticipatedd and permanent, where the labor t a x rate responds endogenously in order to balance
thee static budget of the government.

Equation (2.L15) implies that the budget of the

governmentt is balanced if:
f t ( ll - tL)tL (t) = -wGY(t)
211

- eN(l - 6N)tN,

u}G = eLtL + tN0N.

(2.56)

See Heijdra and Kooiman (1997) for an analysis of the tax reform in a model with capital as the
pollutivee input.
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Ann increase in the energy tax has a tax-base and a tax-rate effect. The tax-base effect
consistss of changes in labor and energy demand, and can be summarized as a change in
output.. This output change is multiplied by the share of government expenditures in
output,, which are financed by the labor and energy taxes. A reduction in tax revenues
causedd by the reduction in the tax base have to be compensated with an increase in the
laborr tax rate. The second term in equation (2.56) represents the tax-rate effect. An
increasee in the energy tax rate allows, abstracting from the tax-base effect, for a reduction
inn the labor tax rate.
Inn the remaining of this section, we analyze the tax-reform policy along the same lines as
thee environmental policy of the previous sections. We discuss the stability of the economy,
thee response of the labor tax rate, the responses of the investment and saving systems,
andd the welfare implications of the tax reform. We name the policy of this section the taxreformm policy, whereas the policy of the previous sections is denoted the pure environmental
policy. .

2.5.11

Stability

Thee investment system under the tax reform policy resembles that of the pure environmentall policy, with the important modification that both the shock-term and the Jacobian
matrixx now depend on the initial tax rates:

K(t) K(t)

(2.57) )

cTR cTR

7

(l+<j(l+<jLL)t)tLL+a+aLL66N N

T««

UJUJA A

CN^N-CN^N-

rrHH(t(tLL,e,eNN) )

wheree the variables and parameters of the tax-reform policy are labeled with the superscriptt 'TR', and where tpTR(tL,dN) > 0, defined in the appendix, depends negatively on
thee initial tax rates. The first implication of the tax reform is that it reduces the adjustmentt speed of the investment system: hJR < h?, where the superscript 'N' indicates the
puree environmental policy. The tax reform policy acts like an automatic stabilizer of the
economy,, because an increase in one tax rate reduces the other. This effect might be very
strongg and might even result in an unstable situation. Consider the case where the labor
taxx is large and where labor demand is low initially. The firm responds to the tax reform
byy substituting its use of energy for labor. This restores part of the initial imbalance in
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inputss caused by the large labor tax. As a result, the firm increases its capital stock and
thee marginal productivity of capital rises. This productivity shift allows the firm to invest
evenn more. This process does not stabilize in a linearized model. We avoid this situation
byy imposing the following sufficient stability condition (2.SC):
U.U. < —

TTT^-v.

2.SC)

Off course, the labor tax rate should be less than unity. It should be even smaller if labor
supplyy responds to net wage changes. If labor supply is endogenous, then employment also
dependss negatively on the initial energy tax rate, which implies that stability is guaranteed
att even smaller labor tax rates. 2 2

2.5.22

Labor tax change

Wee started the section on tax reform with the question whether the tax-reform policy allows
forr an increase in both the quality of the environment and employment. A prerequisite for
employmentt to grow is that the policy induces a reduction in the labor tax rate. In this
section,, we investigate under which conditions the increase in the energy tax rate induces
aa reduction in the labor tax rate.
Thee labor tax rate reduces if the revenues of the energy tax are an increasing function
off the energy tax rate, that is if the economy is on the upward-sloping segment of the
Lafferr curve. The response of the labor tax rate depends on the response of the tax base,
consistingg of the changes in employment and energy usage induced by the tax reform
policy.. The response of the labor tax rate is likely to be positive if the increase in the
energyy tax rate results in a small reduction in its tax base, and if the change in both tax
ratess results in a relatively small reduction in employment (where employment might even
increase).. Equation (2.56) shows that the reduction in the tax base is small if the initial
taxx rates are low. In addition, if output declines over time, as in the scenario with the pure
environmentall policy, then the labor tax rate is more likely to be reduced initially rather
t h a nn in the long run. We show in the appendix that the impact and long-run changes in
- 2 Thee stable combinations of the initial labor- and energy tax rates are shown graphically in figure 2.3
inn the appendix. The stability condition (2.SC) is satisfied for combinitions of tL and 0N in the area
OABN.. Technically, the investment system might also be stable if both tax rates are large initially, such
thatt V' (ti^Öff) < 0. These combinations of initial tax rates are represented by the region ACDB. This
regionn is however an uneconomical region for two reasons, it cannot be achieved via a continous increase
inn both tax rates starting at zero-tax rates and it does not exclude the tt = 1-case.
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thee labor tax rate can be stated as:
=

- 11 +

h(oo)h(oo)
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*L(0))
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(2.58)
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Iff the initial tax rates are zero, then the change in the tax base it not important, and
thee labor tax rate is reduced uniformly. If the energy tax rate is absent initially, but the
laborr tax rate is strictly positive, then the tax reform reduces the labor-tax distortions,
whichh allows for a stronger reduction in the labor tax rate. In contrast, if the energy
taxx rate is positive initially, the additional increase in the tax rate aggravates the tax
distortions,, which allows for a smaller reduction in the labor tax rate. There might even
bee combinations of tax rates for which the increase in the energy tax reduces revenues,
whichh have to be compensated with an increase in the labor tax rate. It is unlikely that
thiss increase in both tax rates constitutes an optimal policy or leads to a reduction in
employment.. In the following, we impose that the tax reform implies a reduction in the
laborr tax rate by requiring that the following conditions are satisfied:23
LL

^+'0

+

L{
L)
nl \V

(2.NLC)

Thee conditions avoiding the positive dependence between the labor tax and the energy tax
ratess are called 'no-Laffer-curve conditions' (NLC). The first condition implies that the
laborr tax rate reduces at impact and the second condition is sufficient for a steady-state
reduction.. If both conditions hold, then the change in the labor tax rate is negative in all
periods,, ti (t) < 0.

2.5.33

Investment, production and employment

Thee changes in investment, output and employment can be obtained from the investment
systemm in equation (2.57). If the no-Laffercurve conditions (2.NLC) hold then the speed of
thee investment system is smaller, because the labor-tax reduction acts like an automatic
23

Thee combinations of initial tax rates for which the change in the labor tax rate is negative are shown
graphicallyy in figure 2.3 in the appendix. The area OCSF shows combinations of tax rates for which
thee No-Laffer-curve condition holds at impact. The upper-boundary of this area is kinked, because it is
thee combination of the stability condition (line AB) and the short-run NLC-condition (line EF). The
NLC-regionn for t = 0 is larger than the region O AG where the tax change is still positive in the new steady
state. .
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stabilizer.. In addition, the shock to the investment system 7 7 is also dampened by the
introductionn of the tax reform. The energy tax increase hits the investment system less
becausee it is accompanied by a positive shock, namely the decline in the labor tax.
Thee impact reduction in investment is still one-to-one related to the value of capital.
Thee reduction in the value of capital is however less severe because the cost-price of one
co-operativee input (labor) is reduced, though the price of energy is still increased. Because
firmss face a smaller shock, their value of capital will be reduced less and they will cut
theirr investments less. The switch from lump-sum repayments to the tax reform therefore
increasess the capital stock of firms in the new steady state, though it is still a reduction in
absolutee sense:
/(0)- vv < ƒ(0)™ < 0.

NN

k(o)k(o)

TR

= k(o)

ƒ(oo)-v < /(oo)™ < 0.

k(oo)N < k(oc)Tn < o.

= o,

{

'

j

Thee fact that the change in the energy tax rate hits the firms less severe under tax reform
hass several other consequences. Firms reduce their output and use of energy less. The reasonn for this is that a complementary input in production, namely labor, becomes cheaper.
Nevertheless,, the use of energy still declines, which implies that pollution is reduced and
thatt the environment improves. The tax reform, however, dampens the improvement of
thee environment.
Onn the labor market, the tax reform has one clear consequence in that it raises the
supplyy of labor. This has the well-known implication of raising employment and reducing
thee gross wage rate. The impact change of this employment shift can be written as:
L ( 0 ) ' "" =

VL^KVL^K
vv

-0N)

(ti 'L-V.\
'L-V.\

—t—tNN

> L(0)N.

(2.61)

Employmentt grows at impact if the initial tax on energy is not too large, in fact if 9y < eK.
Thee change is likely to be positive if the share of the stock-variable capital is large, in
whichh case the reduction in the tax base is modest. With a large initial tax on energy, the
reductionn in the labor tax rate is relatively small, see equation (2.58), which tempers the
employmentt growth.
Thee change in employment is tempered by the initial tax on energy, because a high tax
ratess induces a strong reduction in the energy-tax base, which allows for a smaller reduction
inn the labor tax rate. Over time, the capital stock declines, which implies that employment
reducess too. In the long run, employment declines if labor supply is endogenous and if the
initiall tax rate on energy is positive:
L{x)TL{x)T„„

=

^ ( 1 - ^

^

>

-L v

{2 62)
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Thee previous discussion shows that the tax reform policy allows for an improvement in
bothh the quality of the environment and employment, at impact and during transition, but
nott in the long run. This double dividend only holds if the initial tax on energy is low.
Thee results of the tax-reform policy so far are summarized in the following proposition.
Propositionn 2.8 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in the energy tax
rates,rates, where tax revenues are reimbursed via the labor tax rate, i) The response of the
economyeconomy is stable if condition (2.SC) holds, ii) The labor tax rate declines if conditions
(2.NLC)(2.NLC) hold, iii) If both assumptions hold then the real effects of the environmental policy
areare tempered as compared to the case where lump-sum taxes are used for reimbursement.
ThisThis implies that the increase in the energy tax rate improves the quality of the environment
less. less.

2.5.44

Full income and welfare

Thee reduction in the labor tax rate raises the value of capital, raises employment, reducess the gross wage rate and reduces the improvement in the quality of the environment.
Thiss obviously affects the welfare of households, but whether or not welfare improves is
ambiguous. .
Onee of the key determinants of households1 welfare is full income. It is improved by
thee increase in the net wage rate, but reduced by the reduction of leisure. One important
differencee with the pure environmental policy is that the lump-sum transfers no longer
change,, but the labor tax rate does. Both tax changes depend however on the change in
thee labor tax and energy tax bases, which implies that the change in full income can for
bothh policies be written as:
YYFF(t)(t) = eL(l - tL)W(t) + UGY{t) + j ^ - i x .

(2.63)

Thee change in full income differs between both policies only insofar wages and output do.
Att impact, the stronger wage rate reduction dominates the weaker output decline for low
initiall tax rates (i.e. for low values of uc)- In the long run, the output effect dominates,
becausee the long-run wage change does not depend on the type of reimbursement. These
effectss are confirmed by the following impact and long-run changes in full income:
y>(o) TR
) TR

€K€K
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N
(l-t(l-tLL)e)eNNttNNN<Y<Y
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(2.65)
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Thesee changes closely resemble those of employment in equations (2.61) and (2.62).
Thee tax reform reduces the impact change in full income because the reduction in the
laborr tax rate stimulates the supply of labor. In the long run, the effect of the labor tax
reductionn on net income dominates the effect on labor supply, which implies that the tax
reformm weakens the reduction in full income. The time path of full income implies for
humann wealth that its long-run change is higher, whereas the tax reform has an ambiguous
effectt on the impact change. For zero initial tax rates, it can be shown that the tax reform
reducess the growth of human wealth at impact.
Thee changes in the use of energy, in the value of capital and in full income determine
thee implications of the tax reform for welfare. First, the tax reform policy is less effective
inn reducing the demand for energy. This implies that the quality of the environment and
thee welfare households get from it improve less:
dAdAEE (i\ t)Tli

< d\E {v, t)N .

(2.66)

T h ee implications for non-environmental welfare are not uniform. Old households gain
fromm the tax reform because the value of their assets reduces less. The changes in human
wealthh are higher in the long run but ambiguous at impact. This implies that future
generationss benefit from the tax reform, but the gain for newborns might be either positive
orr negative.
Ass with the pure environmental policy, the redistribution policy is used in order to get
aa uniform welfare change. This uniform welfare change can again be split in two parts, an
environmentall and a non-environmental part. The first part is positive but smaller with
thee tax reform as compared to the pure environmental policy, see equation (2.66). The
oppositee holds for the non-environmental part of welfare: the reduction is larger if the
energy-taxx revenues are reimbursed via the lump-sum tax than via a reduction of the labor
taxx rate:

oo > n™ > n £

o < n™ < n£.

(2.67)

Thee change in welfare can again be written as a function of the initial tax rates, cf. equation
(2.54): :

n™™ = - r ™ (oN - &PN) t.N - TTLntJN + r[jïi L [eN - (i + oL) epN] ts,

(2.68)

wheree the Pigovian energy tax rate is the same as in the lump-sum scenario (it is defined
inn equation (2.55)). The parameters T]R
appendix..

> 0 are defined in equation (2.A134) in the

If the energy tax equals this Pigovian rate and if the initial labor tax rate

equalss zero, then the environmental policy does not affect welfare, no matter how the

Conclusion Conclusion
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taxx revenues are reimbursed. The optimal policy is therefore independent of the way of
financing.. The reason for this is that the labor tax is non-distorting at the zero level and
thee marginal benefits from reducing the labor tax rate (assuming that a negative tax on
laborr is allowed) are zero.
Comparedd with the pure environmental policy, a new term has been added consisting
off an interaction term between the initial tax rates. The origin of this interaction term
iss the negative dependence of the change in employment or labor income on the initial
energyy tax rate. Full income in turn depends among other things on the after-tax labor
income.. Therefore, a high labor tax rate weakens implications of the negative dependence
off employment on the energy tax rate for full income and therefore for welfare.

2.5.55

Double dividend

Thee question whether the tax reform yields two dividends can be answered in two ways,
dependingg on which dividend one chooses. One of the dividends is always the improvementt in the quality of the environment. Both policies yield this dividend unambiguously.
InIn the literature there are two types of the second dividend, namely either the dividend
thatt employment increases or the dividend that public revenues are raised in a less distortionaryy way, see Bovenberg (1997), Goulder (1995) and Ligthart (1997). Consider first
thee employment dividend. It is clear from our previous discussion that this employment
dividendd is absent in the long run, because employment will be reduced in the long run if
onee of both taxes are positive initially. For low initial tax rates, employment improves with
thee tax-reform policy, but declines if the lump-sum tax is used for reimbursing energy tax
revenues.. Therefore, the tax reform generates a temporary double dividend. The second
typee of dividend, reducing the distortions of the tax system, can be judged by the change
inn non-environmental welfare, which is defined in the first row of equation (2.52). This
non-environmentall welfare is negative, both with lump-sum and labor-tax reimbursement,
seee equation (2.67). In the lump-sum scenario this result is intuive, because an increase
inn a distorting tax on the use of energy is used for the reduction of a non-distorting lumpsumm tax. With the tax reform, the distorting labor tax is reduced, but even in this case
non-environmentall welfare declines.

2.66

Conclusion

Bothh the source of and the solution to environmental externalities are often time consuming
andd might span subsequent generations. For example, global warming is caused by the
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pollutionn of several decades and its reversal is going to be a long-lasting process too.
Thiss chapter deals with a particular environmental externality, namely from the productionn process to the households. Firms pollute the environment as a by-product of the
usee of energy or fossils in the production process. This deterioration of the environment
reducess the welfare of households. The solution to this environmental externality is sought
inn a tax on the use of energy. Energy is the direct source of pollution and taxing this direct
sourcee is the optimal solution to the environmental externality. Taxing labor does also
improvee the environment because it leads indirectly to a reduction in the use of energy,
butt this tax policy is shown to be suboptimal.
Taxingg energy does not improve the environment overnight. Instead, the environmental
policyy might generate an intergenerational distribution of costs and benefits. In particular,
existingg generations benefit less from the improvement in the quality of the environment
thann future generations.

Moreover, capital owrners likely have to pay a larger share of

thee tax bill, due to a deterioration in the value of their shares. On the other hand, the
returnn to labor might improve initially due to a tax transfer from firms to households,
whichh implies that the non-environmental part of welfare might improve for the young
generations.. Future generations have t o pay for the energy-tax policy, but they benefit
mostt from the improvement in environmental quality. The key point of this chapter is that
thiss uneven distribution of welfare implications might restrain the implementation of the
policy,, because future generations likely benefit more from the environmental policy than
currentt generations. Current generations might vote against an efficient policy because
theyy do not benefit from it.
Iff the policy maker has access to a public debt instrument, it is possible to neutralize
thee intergenerational distribution of welfare changes without distorting the economy. The
environmentall policy can be combined with a redistribution policy which transfers wealth
fromm generations who benefit from to those who pay for the energy tax increase.

The

resultingg welfare change is uniform, which allows the policy maker to set the energy tax
ratee at its Pigovian rate, leading to the internalization of the environmental externality.
Thee key point of the chapter is not restricted to the particular problem at hand nor
too the proposed solution. Other kinds of externality might generate uneven distributions
off welfare and the optimal solution might be infeasible unless a redistribution policy is
applied.. An alternative solution like t h e introduction of an optimal system of tradable
emissionn permits requires trade between non-overlapping generations, and its implementationn might be facilitated by a complementary redistribution policy. Different externalities,
stemmingg from the consumptive use of energy, or harming the production process, likely
resultt in an uneven distribution of welfare too. Of course, it is unclear in advance whether
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thee environmental policy in these situation are too large or too small, but they likely are
suboptimall in the absence of redistribution. Therefore, ignoring the distributional implicationss of environmental policies likely result in suboptimal policy design.

2.. A

Appendix

2.A.11

Appendix t o section 2.2: the model

Firm m
Thee optimization problem for the firm can be stated as:
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Thee assumption of a small open economy implies that the interest rate is exogenous:
r{r)r{r) — r. Let q be the co-state for the capital accumulation equation in the current-value
Hamiltonian.. Maximization of the Hamiltonian with respect to labor, energy, investment
andd capital yields:
*LY(T) *LY(T)
L(T) L(T)

==

CNY(T) CNY(T)

==

N(T) N(T)

(2.A5) )

W{T),

[l +

(2.A6) )

tN(r)]PN(r),

(2.A7) )
qq (r) - rq (r

dY{r) dY{r)
Hr) Hr)
++ q(r)$ $
K(r) K(r)
dK{r) dK{r)

K(T)K(T)

\K(T))\

(2.A8) )

Usee the third equation to write the fourth equation as:
I(T)I(T)
I{r) I{r)
r(r)r(r) + 8 - $
q(r)q(r) = q{r)
+
K(r) K(r) + K(T)K(T)

eKY{r)
K(T)

'

(2.A9) )

Finally,, if <&(I/K) is homogenous of degree zero, and noting that the production function
iss homogenous of the first degree, Hayashi (1982) shows that the value of the firm, V(t) is
givenn by:
V(T)V(T) = q{r)K{T)
(2.A10)
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Households s
Householdss optimization problem is:
poo poo

maxA(«,i))

=

L.C.AL.C.A

/

[log X (v, r) + 7 E log E(T)]e{n+m-r)

dr.

a. 7 £ > 00 > 0.(2.A11)

Jt

X{V,T)X{V,T) = C(v,T)-^jL(v,r)^T
A(V,T)A(V,T)

(2.A12)

= [r + 0]A(v,T) + W{T)[l-tL(T)]L(v,T)-T(r)-C{v,T)

(2.A13)

withh solvency condition lim r _ too A (v, r ) exp [— (r -+- j3) r] = 0. The current-value Hamiltonian,, with full income X substituted in the utility function and where A (i\ r) is the
co-statee variable of the budget identity, implies the following first-order conditions:

X{V,T X{V,T

X(V,T)X(V,T) = 0

-L(V,T)^L -L(V,T)^L

++ W(T) [1 - tL (r)] X(v, r) = 0
X{v,r) X{v,r)
d\(v,T) d\(v,T)
== -(r-a)X(v,r)
dr dr
Byy eliminating A (v.t),

(2.A14)

(2.A15)
(2.A16)

we can write:
X(t.r) )
L ( T ; , T ) ' ^^

(2.A17) )
= W(r)[l-tL(r)}

(2.A18)

Fulll consumption is written as a function of wealth in the following steps. First, the budget
restrictionn of household v can be rewritten from equations (2.A18) and (2.A12) as:
A{v.A{v. r) - (r + 0)A(v, r) = —*— \W{T) (1 - tL (r))] 1+CTL - T{T) - X(v. r).
11 + OL

(2.A19)

Next,, both sides are multiplied with eSr+^t~T^ and integrated to:
A(v,A(v, T) + H(r) = r X(v, T^W'-^dT,

(2.A20)

wheree human wealth H is defined as the discounted sum of full income Yi
F-FH{t)H{t)
YF(T)YF(T)

= rYF(T)e(r+W(-TUT,
-

-^[W(r)(l-tL(r))}1+(Tl'-T(r).

11 +<Ti

(2.A21)
(2.A22)
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Humann wealth and full income do not depend on the age of the household. Finally, equation
(2.A20)) and (2.A17) can be combined to:
X(v,X(v, t) = {a + P) [A{v, t) + H(t)}.

(2.A23)

Hence,, full consumption is a constant proportion of total wealth defined as the sum of
humann and financial wealth.
Aggregationn Aggregation implies the summation over all households. The size of each
generationn at birth is /3. Each time unit, a fraction (3 of each generation dies. This implies
thatt aggregate variables follow from the generation-specific equivalents as:
x(t)=x(t)= f

xfatWe^-Qdv.

(2.A24)

JJ — oo

Thee aggregate growth equation for financial wealth can be obtained by differentiating the
definitionn for A, and by application of the Leibniz rule:
,4(00 = 0A(t, t) - 0A(t) + f

A(v, t)0e^v-f)dv.

(2.A25)

JJ — oo

Thee first term on the right-hand-side is zero because newborn people are born without
financiall wealth. Using equation (2.A19), we can evaluate the third term and obtain
equationn (Tl.6). Aggregation of full consumption in equation (2.A23) straightforwardly
impliess equation (2.Nil). Labor supply does not depend on age, because wages are uniform,
whichh implies (2.N12). Aggregate consumption C in equation (2.N13) can be obtained
fromm equation (2.A12) in combination with the definition of full consumption in equation
(2.A22).. Differentiating equation (2.A21) yields the dynamic equation (2.N8) for human
wealth. .
Thee aggregate model is presented in Table 2.1 on page 26. We log-linearize this model
aroundd an initial steady-state, with B(t) = 0 initially, which we have presented in Table
2.22 on page 30. This linearized model consists of two dynamic parts, the saving system
givenn by equations (2.L8) and (2.L9), and the investment system given by equations (2.L2)
andd (2.L3).

2.A.22

Appendix to section 2.3: macroeconomic effects

Thee investment system
Considerr the policy where the government changes both the labor tax rate and the energy
taxx rate once-and-for-all, where both tax rates are treated independently. The results
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inn t h e text where only the energy tax is increased follow straightforwardly by restricting
t h ee change in the labor t a x rate to zero. Changes in the lump-sum transfers balance the
governmentt budget. We investigate the economic and welfare effects of this policy, where
wee first focus on the solution of the investment system, which is the system of differential
equationss in capital and Tobin's q, with the t a x rates as exogenous shocks. The investment
systemm can be obtained by solving output, employment, wages and energy usage in terms
off capital and the two tax rates. The following expressions can be obtained from equations
(2.L4),, (2.L5), (2.L6) and (2.L12):
11 + <JL

Y(t) Y(t)

- ILIL — ejvtyv
11 + CTL

(eLL + eK)tL
[e[eKKK(t) K(t)

Lit) Lit)

(2.A26) )

eeKKK(t)K(t)

(2.A27) )

^NÏN] ^NÏN]

11

W(t) W(t)

[e[eKKK(t)K(t)

-+- (LKVLÏL -

eeKKK(t) K(t)£L<?L £L<?L
ttL L

N(t) N(t)

(2.A28) )

ZNÏN]

ll + ( l - e L ) a L

*Ar r

(2.A29) )

T h ee equation for output can be used in equation (2.N3) to write the growth rate of Tobin's
qq in terms of q, K and the t a x rates. The investment equation (2.N7) can be combined
withh the capital accumulation equation (2.N2) to write K as a function of Tobin's q. The
investmentt system, which is the system of differential equations in capital and Tobin's q,
cann now be written as:
00

K(t) K(t)
rr

q(t) q(t)
7//

--

K(t) K(t)

<:K-<:K-ffr. r.
uA[tL+e.K(l+(TL)]

rr

++

00

mm

(2.A30) )
(2.A31) )

= rereKK [eLaLtL + eN(l + OL)JN\

wheree the Jacobian on the right hand side is denoted A/ with elements 5^
Stabilityy of t h e i n v e s t m e n t dynamics

Observe the following properties of the Jaco-

biann matrix:
•• Trace(A 7 ) = r > 0 and determinant: \AA = -612S2i
whichh implies: Rank(A/) = 2.

= —2—f^lL

M

< 0,

•• Therefore, A / has two distinct eigenvalues: —hi < 0 < ry:
JrJr22 + 4<5i,2<y2,i ~ r
ÏHÏH = -*—
,

Jr2 + 4<5i,2<52,i + r
r7 = - *
—
= r + /i 7 .

Thee investment system is saddlepath stable, because its two eigenvalues are oppositelyy signed. The system consists of a state variable K and a jumping variable q.
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Impactt response We solve the investment system by applying the Laplace transformation,, see Kreyszig (1993). 24 Rewrite the investment system from equation (2.A30) as:

Capitall is predetermined: K{0) = 0. Tobin'sc? has to jump to the saddlepath in order
too stabilize the system, which means that the unstable eigenvalue has to be neutralized.
Considerr the case in which s — rj. Pre-multiplication with adj (77 ƒ — A/) gives:

adjj (rjI - A , ) (rjl - A ; ) ( ^

^

'

j

) = adj (rjl - A ; ) (

VV C{q(t),r:} J

°

],

(2.A33)

\ Ciy^n}+ g(0) J

wheree the left-hand-side equals the zero-vector, because the matrix T\I — A/ is singular.
Thee right-hand-side also equals zero if:
g(0)) = - £ { 7 / , r ; } = - ^ = . L ^ ^ h + eN(l + a^t»}
WW
w
" "
rj
rj u,A[tL + eK{\ + <rL)]

v

Thee impact changes in output, employment, wages and energy follow straightforwardly
fromm equations (2.A26) to (2.A29) by putting K (0) = 0. The impact change in investment
followss from equation (2.L7): I (0) — q (0) /&$.
T h ee transition p a t h The transition path can be obtained by solving the investment
systemm in equation (2.A32) for 0 < s ^ rj. Rewrite this equation as:

c{K(t),s) c{K(t),s)

( s i - A / ) - 11
J

C{q(t),8)C{q(t),8)

(2.A35)
\£{7j,s}-£{7/,r/}
00

Therefore: :

C{k(t),C{k(t),ss\\
II

J

c{mc{m

=

~™"'

(T^üjA\S + rii)srj

->>->> - TfjdhD

24

=-I^^(-l--l)

a^üj^njr]

s + rij

(2.A36)

s

(2 A37)

Thee Laplace transform has been introduced in the economic analysis by .ludd (1982, 1985, 1987).
Readerss unfamiliar with the technique of analyzing log-linearized perfect foresight models should also
consultt Bovenberg (1993).

-
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whichh shows that the unstable root —^— is eliminated from the solutions for capital
and
r
iff — rj

Too bin's q. Inverting both expressions imply:
K{t)K{t)
q(t)q(t)

=

K (oc) (l - e-^)

, K(oo) =

^ 2 i - = -art;

-

\hiri \hiri

( 1 + gL)€Ar

-hit -hitn
q(0)e'

=

tv(2.A38)

*L *L

(2.A39) )
Tl Tl

Thiss can be used in equations (2.A26) to (2.A29) to solve for the long-run changes in
output,, employment, wages and energy:
r ( o c ) ) --

K(oc) -

aLtL

Z(oc) ) ==

-r^[Y(^)-tL}

W('x) W('x)
==

f(oo)-L =

(11 + ''<J[MN
LI^I\

77

(2.A40) )

t.v. .

= -

rr

VLC.V7

(2.A41) )
(2.A42) )

-—fY

N{oc) N{oc)
== Y(OO) - t\' — —aiJi —

(11 + <7/.)e.v + fA

(2.A43) )

tv--

C h a n g ee in full i n c o m e
Thee government budget equation (2.L15), with B = 0. can be substituted in the definition
off full income (2.L10):
YYFF(t)(t) = e/,(l - tL)W(t) + [eLtL + (XeN]Y(t)

+ e. v (l -

0N)tx

(2.A44) )

wheree 0 < 6N = -r^j— < 1. Both wages and output grow monotonically at rate hi, which
impliess that full income can be written as:
YYFF(t)(t)

=

YYFF(0)(0)

=

Y>(0) - [VWO) - ÏV(oo)] ( l -

(2.A45) )

M ll + CTL) - (1 + <rL - <TLeL)0.v - <Ttetf/J f.vtv (2.A46)

€A'(11

r,(cc) )

e~hli)

[(f<[(f< - e.vö.v - {eL + f A-)*/J £ƒ,<

+0"L)

+£ƒ.

e.v(ll +<7i) +e L
dsds + oLt> f.vt.VV

- [f A'^.V + CL^/J CTL^L-

(2.A47) )

t ii

and d
fKfK [ei + <r,y(l + g/,)fljV + eioiti)
YYFF(0)-Y(0)-YFF(oo) (oo)
eeKK{\{\ + oi) +eL

t.xt.x + crLti>> 0.

(2.A48)

£L L

Equationn (2.A45) and the observations that both YF (0) and — Yf-(O) — Y/r (oo) depend
negativelyy on ti and Os, whereas h; does not depend on both tax rates, imply that full
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incomee is a decreasing function of the initial tax rates:
dYdYFF (t)
<0. .

dYdYFF(t) (t)
<0, ,
d6d6N N

(2.A49) )

dtj. dtj.

T h ee saving s y s t e m
Thee system of differential equations in human and financial wealth is named the saving
system.. It can be written as:
rr + f3
-(a-(a + {3)

H(t) H(t)
A(t) A(t)

H(t) H(t)

0
r-a-fJ

++
A(t) A(t)

-rY-rYFF(t) (t)
rYrYFF{t) {t)

(2.A50) )

Thee Jacobian of this system is denoted As, which has the following properties:
•• Assume that r > a, then Trace(A s ) = 2r - a > 0.
•• Assume that a + /3 >r, then | A S | = (r + fi)(r - a-0)

<Q.

•• Therefore, the saving system is saddlepath stable with eigenvalues: rs = r + /3 and

-h-hss=-(a=-(a
I m p a c tt effect

+

/3-r).

Because K(Q) = F(0) = B(0) = 0, equation (2.A34) implies:
i ( 0 )) = uAq(0) =

rr

£K{£LOIJL

rr + hj

+ e/v(l + CTLYN)

€L + eK(\ + aL)

(2.A51) )

<0. .

Thee Laplace transform of the saving system (2.A50) is:
(si(si -

As)

C(H(t),a) C(H(t),a)H{0)-C(rYH{0)-C(rYFF(t),s) (t),s)
C(A(t),s) C(A(t),s) A(0)A(0) + £(rYF{t),s)

(2.A52) )

Thee impact change in human wealth have to offset the unstable dynamics of the saving
system.. Consider s = rs and multiply both sides with adj(r s 7 - A s ) , cf. the derivation of
g(0)) in equation (2.A34):
aa + 2/3 0
H(0)-rC(YH(0)-rC(YFF(t),r(t),rss) )
-{a+-{a+ 13) 0 A(0)A(0) + r£(YF(t),rs)

(2.A53) )

whichh implies the solution for the impact change in human wealth:
üm\üm\
H(Q)H(Q)
-

rtv
rC{YFt+\
(t),rs) \

= V>(oo)
r

rrssYYFF(0)(0)
rs(rsrs(rs + hi)
r(ll + <JL)£N£K

{rs{rs + hi){tK{l

\-r- YF(0)-YF(ce)
rsrs + hi

(2.A54) )

+ hiYF(oo)}

tt
>0,
+ aL) + eLNN
)

ONON =

tL=0.

(2.A55) )
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Becausee full income depends negatively on the initial tax rates, the impact change in human
wealthh does so as well. Because financial wealth does not depend on the initial tax rates,
fulll consumption is maximized at tL = tN = 0. This highest level is still negative:
X(0) )

r(ll + <rL)tKtLtN
-P(*-P(* + 0)
<0, ,
€€KK{1{1 4- <JL) + eL [(rs 4- h])(r + h})

h'h'

=tL=0

(2.A56) )

Transitionn p a t h
Thee next step is to investigate the time path of human and financial capital. Let s ^
andd invert the matrix in equation (2.A52):
==

(si-As)'1

H{0)-rClYH{0)-rClYFF(t),s (t),s
A(0)+rC{YA(0)+rC{YFF(t),s} (t),s}

wheree (si — As)

1

rs

(2.A57) )

11
ss + hs
0
ss ~ rs)(s 4- hs) [-(a + P) s- rs

whichh can be written as:

Usee the expression of full income in equation (2. A45) to write both equations as:
rrYYFF(oo)(oo)
c{H(t),s) c{H(t),s)

srsrss

YF(0)-YF(oo)
j r
(rs +hI)(s + hi)

„r~„., l
,4(0) | rYF(^)
c{A(t),s}c{A(t),s} aa =+ / J?C{£(«),
S JJ + — 1 ^ +
ss + hs
ss + hs
r(rr(r - a)YF(oo) 1 1
11
ss + hs
s
rshs rshs

r[YF(0)-YF(oc)}
|
s(s + hs)
(s + hi)(s + hs)
j(Q) ^ r(r-a
((
+
hl)lYF(0)-YF(oc)}
ss + hs
(rs + hi) (s + hi) (s + hs)

Thee Laplace transformations for human and financial wealth can be inverted to:
H(t)H(t)
A(t) A(t)

Y (0)-Y (oc)__htt
YYFF(oc)(oc) |
= r^—^
+r
- r F ^ - ^F e
rsrs
rs + hj
r(rr(r — a
hst
~Y~YFF(oo)(oo) [e~hst - l]
+A(0)e~
rshs rshs
r(rr(r -a-h hi)
+ + rsrs + hi f F t O ) - F F ( o o ) l r ( / i 7 , / i S , i ) , ,

(2.A58) )
(2.A59) )

wheree T ( . ) is a transition function whose properties are stated in the following lemma.
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L e m m aa 2.9 The transition function T (p, q, t) is defined as:
T(p,q,t)={T(p,q,t)={
\te~\te~pp\\
ItIt has the following
1.1. C(T(p,q,t),s)

~

'

(2-A60)
p = q.

properties:
=

T^(^r)

T{p,p,t)=te-pt

2.2.

3.3. T (p, q, 0) = limt^oo T{p, q,t)=0
II

q p

^

^

and T(p,

q,t)>0

= ~pT(p, q, t) + e " * = -qT(p, q, t) + e " *

5.5. T(p, <?, t) has a single maximum on the positive real axis
Proof.. For (I) and (II), see Kreyszig (1993,p318). We proof (III)-(V) only for p ^ q.
Casee p — q can be derived similarly.
(Ill):: It is clear by inspection that T{p, q, 0) = lim^oo T{p, q, t) = 0. Let q > p. Then the
denominatorr is positive. Rewrite the numerator as: e~pt[l - e(p-q)t].

Because p - q < 0 we

noww that 0 < e (p_(?)t < 1. Similar proof for q < p.
m

nn

v l v J ::

ar(p,q,t) _
dt
~

(V):: Let p^q

-pe'Pt+pe-^+{q-p)^qt
Q-P

^pe-P'+ge-"1
q-p

then

aT{

W>t) = 0 if and only if t =

_
ln v

-qe-Pt+qe-"tMQ-p)e-qt
<i-p

~_^ q > 0. It is a maximum because

T(p,T(p, q, t) > 0 and zero at its barriers.
Longg run

From H(oo) = A{oo) = 0, it follows that:
^—YF(OO)<0,
rr + p
r
A(oo)A(oo) = - ^ - ^
-—YF(oo)<0

H(oo))

-

(2.A61)
(2.A62)

Qualityy of t h e environment
Recalll that the change in the use of energy N(t) can be obtained from equation (2.A29)
withh the time path of capital in equation (2.A38) as:
N(t)N(t)
-__

N(oo) + [N{0)-N(oo)]e-h!t,

=
_

N{oo)N{oo)

eLuLtL + (1 + ai (1 - £L)) tN
=

{l{l + aL)€N
-oLtL€L €L

+tLn
tN tN

(2.A63)
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Applyy the Laplace transform to equation (2.L1) to write the change in environmental
qualityy as:
N{oc)N{oc)
s(ss(s + hE)

=~hEoN

c{Ê(t),s\c{Ê(t),s\

A>(0) - N(x)
(s + hE){s + hi)

(2.A64) )

Invertt the Laplace function to obtain the time path of environmental quality:
Ë(t)Ë(t)
--

-hEN(™)[l-e-h*t]-hEaN[N(Q)-N(oc)}T(hE,hI,t),

=

-hEcr.xN^TihE.hj.^-crxNi^AihE^Lt),

(2.A65)

Thee path of the quality of the environment consists of two parts. The first is a positive transitionn path, the second part is a S-shaped adjustment path from 0 to Ë(oc) = -<r 1 vA r (oo)(>
0).. The change in environmental quality in response to an energy-tax increase is growing
overr time, which is stated in Proposition 2.11. First, we define the adjustment function.
L e m m aa 2.10 The adjustment function A (p. q. t) is defined as:
E£l E£l

A{p,q,t)A{p,q,t) = \ *
P-"
l-pl-p22e->"e->"
andand has the following properties:

P Q

^
p=q

1.1. A(p, g, 0 = 1 - e-i* - pT (p, q, t)
2.2. C {A (p. q, t) . s\ = i - -.-E2_ -_t
3.3. limp^qA{p.q.t)
4.4. A(p. q. 0) = 0.

= 1 - (1

+pt)e'"f

l i m , _ ^ A(p.

q.t)=l

^ftll=pqT(p.q,t)>0

5.5.

Proof.. (1) and (4) are clear by inspection. (2) follows by application of Lemma 2.9.
(3):: C{A(p,p,t),s}
=
- - ^ = 1--L-^ J L ^ . P r o o f follows b y i riV e r ting this
expression. .
p-qp-q

*i

p-q

P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.11 The quality of the environment
settlessettles down in the new steady state.

increases over time:È (t) > 0, until it

Proof.. Use equation (2.A65) and Properties 1 and 2 to obtain:
è(t)è(t)

= —^-

= -hE<JNN{0)l^<7NT(aN,hE,t)
== hEo%T{aN,hE,t)[N(0)

becausee 0 > N(0) > N(oo).

+ e-bEt] -

aNN{oc)hEaKT((rx,hE,t)

- JV(oo)] - hEaNN(0)e-h^

Equality only holds if e~hE' = 0, that is if t -» oo.

> 0,
•
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Appendix to section 2.4: welfare analysis

Thee welfare analysis is split in two parts, a part where Prop the change in full consumption
andd a part depending on the change in environmental quality. Both parts are analyzed
separately. .
P r o pp full c o n s u m p t i o n
Definee welfare from full consumption of cohort v as, cf. equation (2.All):
logX{v,t)e-logX{v,t)e-(a+(a+^^TT-^dr.-^dr.

(2.A

Thee Euler equation (2.A17) can be integrated to:
X(v,X(v, r) = X(v, t)e<r-fl,><T-f>.

(2. A67)

Itt implies the following equation for utility, by substitution into (2.A66):
AAxx(v,t) (v,t)
dKdKxx{v,t){v,t)

11
aa + 0 logX(M) ) aa + 0

(2.A68) )

= ——d]ogX(v,t)
= ——=X(v,t).
aa + p
a+p

(2.A69)

Changess in lifetime utility of a cohort v household, depends only on changes in the impact
off consumption, because the remaining growth rate of consumption is exogenous. In other
words,, lifetime utility increases if the full-consumption path is shifted upward.
Existingg generations The 'full-consumption' welfare change of existing generations dependss on the generation-specific change in full consumption. In this section, it is shown
howw this generation specific change in X depends on the macro-changes in human and
financialfinancial wealth. Recall from equation (2.A23) that full consumption is a fraction of total
wealth: :
X{v,X{v, t) = (a + f3)[H(t) + A(v, t)},

(2.A70)

whichh can be linearized to:
je(

"'° )) = r(g(0) + A(„MlÈ{0)

+ MV

(2 A71)

< ° )] -

-

Thee change in financial wealth of generation v is related to the aggregate wealth change:
dA(v,0)dA(v,0)

dA(0)

j.

,

A(v,0)

2,

,

,

K

,
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Thee Euler equation (2.A17) implies that:
X(v.X(v. 0) = X(v, v)e-{r-n)",

v < 0,

(2.A73)

Usee equation (2.A71) on both sides of the previous equation, and obtain:
H(0)H(0) + A(v, 0) = e (r '- Q)t 'tf(0)

(2.A74)

whichh can be substituted in equation (2.A71):
(r-a)i''

X(v,X(v, 0) =

I _

(r-n)i;

H{0) +

A(0),

v < 0.

(2.A75)

UJA

U![JU![J

Thiss implies that, the change in non-environmental welfare for existing generations can be
writtenn as:
(r-a)v(r-a)v

1_

(r-a)r _

Mo,M0),

dA.Y(v,0)) = — — — t f ( 0 ) +

v < 0,

(2.A76)

Thee 'full-consumption' welfare change of very-old generations (v —»• — oo) depends almostt completely on the change in financial wealth, and is therefore negative, see equation
(2.A51).. The 'full-consumption' welfare change of newborn generations (;> — 0) depends
onn the human wealth change only, and might be positive for small initial tax rates, see
equationn (2.A55).
Futuree generations The 'full-consumption' welfare change of future generations is evaluatedd at birth. Because future generations are born without wealth, the impact change in
fulll consumption depends on the change in human wealth only:
X(v,v)X(v,v)

= —H(v) => dAx(v, v)

-^—^H(v),

v = t> 0.

(2.A77)

Thee transition path of human wealth is given by a gradual decline from the impact change
too its new long-run value, cf. equation (2.A58), which implies that the 'full-consumption'
welfaree of future generations declines with date of birth.
Welfaree d e p e n d s o n t h e quality of t h e environment
Thee 'environmental' welfare change is evaluated at date of birth v for future generations,
andd a t impact for existing generations and is defined as:
AAEE{t){t)

logE(r)e(a+3){'-T)dT

= -)E f

=>

(2.A78)

oo o

/

É(r)e-É(r)e-{(i{(i^^){t){t''T)T)dTdT

(2
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wheree É(T) is the change in the quality of the environment, see equation (2.A65). Substitutionn of this equation into equation (2.A79) gives after several manipulations:
-h-hEEt t
-h,t -h,t
llEEhhEE<7<7NN(-N(0)) (-N(0))
=
hihi - hE
a + P + hi
aa + /3 + hE
h,th,t
hhEEe-ehje-hEt
llEEE{oo)E{oo)
7i?£(oc)
a + 0 + hE
aa + 0 hihi - hE aa + j3+h!

dAdAEE(t)(t)

(2.A80) )

whichh implies that:
dAdAEE(0) (0)

11EEhhEEhi hi
-<r-<rNNN{0)N{0)
E(oc)
>0, ,
hi hi
(a(a + P + hE)(a + 0 + hi)
aa + /3

7 È(oo) )
dAdAEE(oo) (oo) E
>0, ,

(2.A82) )

aa + 0

P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.12 Environmental

(2.A81) )

welfare is growing over time: — g ^ > 0.

Proof.. Step 1: Proposition 2.11 implies that E(T) > E(t) if r > t. Step 2: Rewrite
dAdAEE(t)(t) from equation (2.A79):
oo o

/

ooo

/

É(T)-É(t)]ela+Mt-T>dT,

[É(t)[É(t) +
/-OÜ

ee-(a+0)r-(a+0)rdTdT

+ 1E

i

^ j

_

E{t)]e{a+0)it-T)dT,
^^ lEÈ(t)

aa + 0

Stepp 3: Take the derivative of dAE(t) to t, from equation (2.A79)
ddAddAEE{t) {t)
dt dt

oo o

//

È ( r ) e - ( a + / 3 ) r d rr -

7 Ê e (Q+/3 > ( E(t)e~ {a+I3)t

== (a + {3)dAE(t) - -fEÈ{t) > 0,
byy step 2.
Uniformm welfare
Inn the previous section, we have shown that the change in welfare differs between generations,, which implies that some generations gain from the environmental policy for which
otherss have to pay. Based on this information, one cannot judge whether or not the policy
shouldd be implemented. This judgement requires a uniform welfare change, which can
bee obtained if the environmental policy is accompanied with a redistribution policy. The
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instrumentss for this redistribution policy axe the lump-sum transfers and the government
bonds,, because the policy should be non-distort ing.
Whatt are the conditions for the welfare change to become uniform? For existing generations,, the environmental welfare change is uniform and given by equation (2.A81).
Equationn (2.A76) shows that the non-environmental welfare change of existing generations
iss uniform if:
H(0)/uH(0)/uHH = A(0)/uA.
(2.A83)
T h ee welfare change of future generations is uniform if:
(2.A84) )

dA(v)dA(v) = dAx (v) + dAE (v) = f!

wheree cfAA and dAE are defined in equations (2.A66) and (2.A78). In condition (2.A83)
thee impact change in financial depends on the impact change in government bonds. In
conditionn (2.A84) the time-path of non-environmental welfare change depends via full
incomee on the time-path of lump-sum transfers. Consider the following bond path:
B(t)B(t) = bo + he'0*'+

he'0**,

(2.A85) )

wheree J3(oo) — b0 and B(0) = b0 + &i + b2. The time path of bonds implies that the
time-pathh of lump-sum transfers becomes, cf. equation (2.L15):
t
T(t) T(t)bobo + b,(l + ^-)e-^
rr

+ b2(l + — )e-^t-eL(l-tL)tL(t)-UGY(t)-€N{l-eN)tN(t)
r

(2.A86)

Wee use this path of government bond, to redistribute income across generations, in order to
makee the welfare change uniform. The redistribution policy is added to the environmental
policy.. When distinctions have to be made, the redistribution policy is labeled with a
subscriptt R, the environmental policy with a subscript N. The change in human wealth
cann be obtained from equations (2.L10) and (2.L8) as:
Hit) Hit) == H(t)

bb00
rr + 0

bi(\+01/r)
r + # + 0j

62(11 + 02/r)
rr + 6 + 0 2

c_c

(2.A87) )

wheree H (t)^ is defined in equation (2.A58). The welfare change of future generations can
thenn be obtained from equations (2.A77) and (2.A80):
dAdANRNR(v)(v)

11
~h ~h
=
H(0)H(0)NNe-e-hrthrt +
H(oo)
"1]N[l-e
]
w//(aa + /3)
bo bo,, M i + 4>i/0 c -p,f | b 2 (ll + 0 2 /r) -o-o t t
22
rr + 8 + 0\
""" rr + 3 + 0 2
7fiftfigJv(-JV(0)) )
hihi - h,£
aa + 0 + hE aa + 8 + h,
ff rr
EE XX
h,erhE"
1E1E (( ))
1EE(^hhEEe-e- ""
a + j3 + hE
hhE E aa + fi + hi

(2.A88) )
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wheree the improvement of the environment E is unaffected by the non-distorting redistributionn policy. This age-dependent welfare change is uniform if:
4>\4>\ = hi,
&!!
hh

0 2 = hE

r[Yr[YFF(p)-Y(p)-YFF{°QJ\{°QJ\NN
rr + hi
aa + 0
= -UH
aa + 0 + hE

t

=

(

hE

\(r

+ !3 + hI\(uJH(a

+ 0y

wheree we use
(tf(0)) - # ( » ) ] „ =

I
[V>(0) - * > ( » ) ] „
rr + p + /i/
Thee resulting uniform change in welfare is, with dA = IT:
(a(a + 0) n = — |tf(oo) L S - - ^
Usee H(oo) = -^Yp(oo)

(2.A90)

I + lEE{oo),

(2.A91)

to solve for &o as:

600 = YF(OO)LS

+

(r

+

^UH

[lEË{oo)

-(a+

0) II]

(2. A92)

Next,, we turn to the first-condition for uniformity stated in equation (2.A83). The
changee in welfare for the newborn generations is equal to the uniform welfare change for
alll future generations as expressed in equation (2.A91). The welfare change of very old
householdss is equal to IT if, cf. equation (2.A76):
i ( 0 ))

, ^
LüAq(0) + bp + 6i + 02 , Jh
+ dAE{0) =
-——
+ dAE 0),

nn =

{OL{OL + P)UA

(2.A93

(a + fj)ujA

wheree b0 + by + b2 — B(0). Equations (2.A92) and (2.A93) are two equations with two
unknowns,, b0 and II. Substitute b0,bi,b2 in equation (2.A93) and use equation (2.A81).
Thiss yields:
uuxx(a(a

+ 0)H

= u>Aq{0) + —T— YF{0)N + ^ - ^ ( 0 0 ) ^
rr + hi
r + hi
hihi

++

hE

Ê(oo))
lEuxrr + hir + hE

W
+

r

t

hi hi

0

»

(2.A94) )

wheree the values of q(0),YF(0) and YF{OO) are given in equations (2.A34), (2.A46) and
(2.A47).. The uniform welfare change depends on the changes in the tax rates on labor and
energyy and their initial values:

nn = rL(tL,eN)tL

+ TN{tL,eN)€NtN,

(2.A95)
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Thee functions T/, and I\v can be derived by substituting the solutions for Tobin's q, full
income,, environmental quality and energy usage in equation (2.A94). This implies that I \
cann be written as:
T i ( ^ L ^ v ))

(2.A96) )

-

rux(rrux(r +hj)[eK(l + crL) 4- CL] '
TTI.11 = h[fA'(l + 0-/J + £/.] -reKcrL]eL
71"" 1.2

[ri[(K(l[ri[(K(l + aL) +eL] - r e A ( l + crL)] crLe.v
e.v(rr + hE)

rr v can be expressed similarly:

r^(i/,, ,^,v)

=

-7T 2 .lCr/Jf.. - 71-2,2 [#V - 0, v ]

7T2.11 =

/i/fA"(l +OL) + r[€L

7T2,22 =

r/[fK(l + t7;J + g L ]+ e '

+<7L}

(2.A97) )

{h][eh{l + aL) +

eL}+reL)

AA similar expression is presented in equation (2.54), with 7r2.i = rujx(f + h[)[eE(l + 07J +
(L]TTL(L]TTL a n d 7r2.2 = ruJx(i' + hi)[(R-{^ + Vt) + ^L]^.\The initial tax system is optimal if
T/,(y.v-- 6y) = Txitt- 6 s) = 0. This condition is satisfied if:
ftft = 0,

(2.A98) )

(rr + hE)ex

R e p r e s e n t a t i v ee agent
Ass a benchmark, wTe briefly analyze the model with a representative household.

This

representativee household lives forever, which implies 8 — 0. Aggregate consumption growth
equalss individual consumption growth: X(t) — (r-a)X(t).

We avoid the economy to either

explodee or implode by assuming that a = r.
Recalll from equations (2.A69) and (2.A81) that the welfare change can be written as:

dA(0)) = ™

+

^^EEhhEEh] h] -a-aNNN(0)N(0)
(r+h(r+hEE){r){r + hi

E{oc)

(2.A99) )

X(Q)X(Q) can be written in terms of YF(Q) and YF(oo) by substituting equations (T2.1), (2.A51)
andd (2.A58) in. Use also from equation (2.A65) the fact that E(oo) = —hFN(oo) to rewrite
equationn (2.A99) as:
dA(0)) =

r[Yr[YFF(0)-Y(0)-YFF(oc)(oc)ll
l
!h
YYFF{oc){oc) +
•
+ uJAq(0)
(rr + hE)r]
rr + hi
rujx rujx

hEaNhl
<T<TlF
NNN(0)N(0)

N(oo)
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Thee relation between the welfare change of the representative agent and the uniform welfare
changee in the OLG-model is: rdA (0) - (a + (3) II. This implies that II = 0 iff dA(0) = 0.
Statedd differently, the optimal solution for the representative agent equals the optimal
solutionn for the overlapping generation model after redistribution.

2.A.44

Appendix to section 2.5: tax reform

Thee assumptions for the tax-reform policy are:
•• The change in the energy tax is uniform and exogenous: t^ (t) — t^.
•• Lump-sum transfers and bonds are not used: B(t) = G(t) = T(t) — 0. The single
exceptionn to this assumption is that the lump-sum transfers and bonds can be used
forr redistribution.
•• The tax-revenues raised by the increase in the energy tax rate are redistributed
throughh a change in the labor tax rate. This implies the following budget equation
forr the government, see equation (2.L15):
e L (ll - tL)tL(t)

= -uGY{t)

- eN(l -

9N)tN.

(2.A100) )

T h ee investment s y s t e m
Inn the previous section, both the energy tax rate and the labor tax rate were exogenous
too the investment system. Now, the labor tax rate is treated endogenously. This implies
thatt the investment system has to be written in terms of the single exogenous variable:
thee energy tax rate. This is done in the following steps.
First,, write output in terms of capital and the energy tax. Equations (2.L12) and (2.L5)
impliess the following relation between employment, output and the labor tax rate:
Oh Oh

L{t)L{t) =

(2.A101) )

Y(t)-tY(t)-tLL(t) (t)

Substitutee this equation and equation (2.L6) into equation (2.L4):
Y(t) Y(t)

1+ffL L
eeKK(l(l

+<TL)

ttKKK{t)K{t)

+eL

OL OL

- tdl{t)tdl{t)

1+0-L L

- e/v^v

(2.A102) )

Combinee equations (2.A100) and (2.A102) to eliminate tL(t):
Y(t)Y(t)

=

^(l+jrL){l-tL)R

l-(l

KK

rr {t{tLL,9,9NN; ;
rrHH(t(tLL,ÖN),ÖN)

= eK(l+<7L)

+ eL-(l

+
aL)tL+trLi
-e-eNNttNN..
rrHH(tL,9(tL,9NN) )

+

aL)(eK+€L)tL-eNaLer

(2.A103)
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Second,, write the investment system in terms of the single shock. Therefore, substitute
thee previous equation into equation (2.L3):

kit)kit) = rq(t) +
UJUJ A

C-LC-L - Q,(l

^

+ oi)h

-

11 - (1 + <JL)tL + aLBN

(NO'LON

tt1H1H(t(tLL,e,ess) )

VVIHIH(t(tLL.0x) .0x)

ff „Y^V

Combinee this equation with the capital accumulation equation to get the following expressionn for the investment system:
K(t) K(t)
q(t) q(t)

K(t) K(t)
zTR zTR
°2.1 1

Q(t) Q(t)

yyTH

TH

(2.A104) )

where: :
xTFt xTFt

lJlJR R

rtKrtK (L - ÉL(1 + oL)tL

-

fyaL9N

vviHiH{t{tLL.Qy) .Qy)
11 - (1 + aL)tL + aLeN
e,vi? ?
IJJA IJJA
rrHH(tL,e(tL,eNN) )

Stabilityy of t h e i n v e s t m e n t system The investment system is stable if (sufficient
condition)) the trace of its Jacobian is positive and its determinant is negative. Observe
fromm equation (2.A104) that Trace(Af R ) = r > 0 and that the determinant is negative
iff 6™ > 0. From the definition of 52 x follows that its denominator is always larger than
thee numerator. Stability therefore requires that either the numerator is positive {and the
denominatorr with it) or that the denominator is negative. The numerator is positive if:
ttLL <

11

11 +

(N<7L (N<7L

ffL

(NSC) )

f-L{l+°L)

Wee name this condition the Normal Stability Condition. This is a sufficient condition for
stability.. Stability can also be ensured for large tax rates, at which the denominator is
negative: :
tNaL
it +eK{l + aL)
tt
Thee combinations of//, and 6]\- for which the investment system is stable are drawn in figure
2.3,, where the initial labor tax rate is plotted on the x-axis and the initial energy tax rate
(moree precisely, its transformation 9^ — y ^ - ) on the y-axis. The investment system is
stablee for low tax rates for [ti, 8^) below the line AB, which represents condition (NSC).
Forr high tax rates, the system is stable if (£L,#A-) above the line CD.
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Figuree 2.3: Stability and No-Laffercurve Conditions

(e/.+£K)(l+ffi) )
£ L ( 1 + < T I . ))

00

'

II

1+ffii

'' C L + € N ( 1 + < 7 L )

Thee investment system is stable in the regions O ABN

and

' /

^ '' l+CTiYl-ez.) J

«L

Thee labour tax rate reduces at impact in the regions OCSF

(ez.+tK)(l+o-L)

u

U

'

CLID.
and

ELIDS.

Thee labour tax rate reduces in the long run in the regions O AG and

ALIB.

Firstt comparison w i t h l u m p - s u m policy In the following, we assume that the stabilityy condition (NSC) is satisfied. Let AjR be the Jacobian of the investment system under
taxx reform (TR) with elements off, see equation (2.A104). Let Af s be the Jacobian
off the investment system under the lump-sum transformation, see equation (2.18). Both
Jacobiann matrices differ only in their elements 62,1, where:
°2,11 - 0 2 , 1

=

rex rex
—

«LL - «1,(1 + O"L)£L -

«£, ,

«LL + « J f ( l -°L) -°L)
rtrtK K

UA[£K{\UA[£K{\

eNaL9N

VVRR{t{tLL,9,9NN) )

«A'(ll + C L ) o " i [ e L t L + Êjvöjv]
+ CL) + EL]

rrRR(t(tLL,0N) ,0N)

>0 0

whichh implies that:
rfrfss = r{>

r)

rrTR

TR

h,h, >hj = TR
h TR

Shortt run; No-Laffer curve condition We obtain an expression for the impact change
inn the labor tax rate and derive a sufficient condition for this tax change to be negative.
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Combinee equations (2.A100) and (2.A102) and eliminate Y(t), using K (0) = 0:
—t ; V ,,

tiMtiM

= -

TTsnsn

= eL + eK(l+<TL)-eL(l+aL)tL-[l

lvlvTRTR(t(tLL.6„)\.6„)\
TR

==

4>

(tL,9N)

(2.A105)

a
+

+ eK(l 4- <T/J£L - (1 +

<rL(l-eL)]Ox,

(TL€K)9N

Wee are interested in the combinations of ti and 0jV for which the impact change in the
laborr tax rate is negative. This implies that TSR and tpTR of equation (2.A105) should be
signedd equally. Because TSR coincides with the denominator of 6^x it is negative for the
'high-taxx rate' stable region, which is region CLID in figure 2.3:
if

T * * > 00

gy<eL

+

^

( 1+ < 7 / J

-(eL

+ e A ) ( 1 + (TJ )

-^

f.V<7/..

(2.A106)

t-NGL

Thiss condition is shown in figure 2.3 a s the area OCDN, which includes the stable region
OABN.. In addition, see the definition in equation (2.A103):
ii,TR,TR>Q>Q

e£ + M l + ^ ) _ l + ^ ( l - 6 L )

if

Thiss condition is shown in figure 2.3 as the area OEF. The boundary lines of these two
conditionss intersect at
VV

1 + CTL

wrhichh is point S in the figure. These observations imply that the impact change in the
laborr tax rate is negative in the regions OCSF and ELIDS. In the following we assume that
thee investment system is stable and the impact change in the labor tax rate is negative,
whichh holds for region OATF in figure 2.3. Point T is the intersection of equations (NSC)
andd (2.A107) holding with equality:

lL,

' V JJ

\1+<TL

^ - ( l +tf/J+ e//

fK(l+*L)

+ eL J

wheree ti (T) < tL (S) and 9N (T) > 9N (S). The region where the system is stable (for low
taxx rates) and where the labor tax rate reduces initially can be characterized as:
ff fL+ffv(l+ffj;)
||

^,+fA'(l+gl)

tL(l+<7L)
_

.

(fL+CK-)(l+"i,)j

-c

n

:f

_J

<

f

<

1
T/.fK-f.V

CLfKtN
<T +T <T

f

-L+(K(1+(Tl-)

(NLC-SR) )
Thiss condition is named the short-run No-Laffercurve Condition, defined as the condition
wheree the investment system is stable and the impact change in the labor t a x rate is
negative. .
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Shortt run; solution of t h e investment s y s t e m Next, the investment system with tax
reformm can be solved along the same lines as the system with lump-sum taxes, see 2.A32.
Therefore,, we show the impact results for the key variables and compare the solutions for
bothh scenarions. The impact change in Tobin's q is:
~TR ~TR

(0)) =

+
aL)tL+aL6N
rex rex l-(ll-(l
ejvijv. .
HH
r)ur)uA A
rr (t(tLL,e,eNN) )

(2.A108) )

Equationss (2.A103) and (2.A104) imply that:
TRTR

Y(0) Y(0)

_

\ - {\+QL)tL +OLÖN

rereKK

::

reK

(2.A109) )

(<0), ,
Y(0)LS.

Forr the other variables hold:
L {1
•- 11 + €K*HH
-

+
aL)tL
iN>N(o)LS,
rr (tL,e(tL,eNN) )

N(0)N(0)TRTR

L(Q)L(Q)TRTR

- ON)
:
rrHH{tL,e{tL,eNN) )
£L£L + tKGL ~ €L(1 + aL)tL - (1 -

(2.A110) )

OL{^KOL{^K

W(0fW(0fRR =

inin

i>i>

(t(tLL,e,eNN) )

(2.A111) )
eL)aL6N
—i—iNN

LSLS
< W(0)
<{E.A112)

Longg run; No-Laffer curve condition The long-run requirements q(t) — K{t) = 0
implyy from equations (2.L2), (2.L7), (2.L3), that q{oo) — 0 and /(oo) — V'(oo) — K(oo).
Togetherr with equation (2.A103) we obtain:
TR
K{oo) TR
K{oo)

\-{l+o\-{l+oLL)t)tLL

+ aL0N
CN-txCN-tx < 0

€L€L - €L(1 + 0L)ti - €N<JLON

(2.A113) )

Equationss (2.A100), (2.A102) and (2.A113) can be combined to express the long-run change
inn the labor tax rate as a function of the change in the energy tax rate.
HH

ttLL{oo){oo)

-LR -LR

r^r^=
LL
rr

TJbTJbHH(t(tLL,e,eNN))

(t(tLL,e,etN,
NN)e)eNN-tN,
RR
DD (t(tLL,e,eNN)e)eL L
= eL-eL(l

(2.A114) )

+ aL)tL

wheree T ^ > Tj^R. The condition that TQR > 0 coincides with the stability condition
(NSC)) and is satisfied in the region OABN in figure 2.3. The condition that Tj^R > 0
iss satisfied for a smaller set of initial tax rates, shown by the region OAG. The long-run
changee in the labor tax rate is negative if T^R and T^R are equally signed, which holds
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iff either T ^ > 0 or T^ f i < 0. and is characterized by the regions O AG and ALIB. The
stabilityy condition (NSC) and the condition that ti (oo) < 0 coincide for low tax rates if:
t , < - ^ ~~

öv

(NLC-LR)

Long-run;; solution of t h e investment s y s t e m The long-run change in the capital
stockk in the two scenarios can related by using equations (2.A101) and (2.L6) into the
productionn function (2.L4) with Y(oc) = A'(oc):
K(oc)K(oc)IRIR
==

= -aLtL(oo)-€N{1

+

+ K(oc)LS.

-aLiL{yi)

aL)

tN

> K(x)LS

(2.A115)

Usee equations (2.L6) and (2.LI) to find:
= ~

NM™NM™
Ë(oc)Ë(oc)TRTR

(l-^)[l-(l +^ / J

(.;(.; - eL{\ + aL)tL -

= ~axN{oc)TR

h,>fnoc)Ls

( 2 A n 6 )

€.\(TL9X

< Ë(oc)LS

(2.A117)

Equationss (2.L12), (2.L4), (2.L5) and (2.L6) can be used to write the long-run changes in
wagess and employment as:
W(x)W(x)TRTR
« o o ) ™™

=

= -~h-

= \V(oc)!-\

nL(l~lf"

(2.A118)
s

-^»>i(=o)"

(2.A119)

Thee inequalities in this section are based on the assumption that tL (oo) < 0 as stated in
conditionn (NLC-LR).
Transitionn We know that the labor tax change is completely determined by the investmentt system. T h e growth rate of K(t) under in the tax reform scenario is h). Thus
wee can write the time path of the labor tax and the other variables determined by the
investment-systemm under tax reform as (see section 2.A.2 for the derivation):
pi{t)pi{t)rRrR = fi(0)TR - [fi{0)TR - /i(oc) r/? ](l - e-'''1).

fi = K,L, N.q. tL,W, X,Y.

(2.A120)

Thiss implies for the change in the labor tax:
f L ( 0 ) < 00

A £t(oo)<0

=>

tL(t)<QVt.

(2.A121)
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Fulll i n c o m e

Thee analysis of the full income change deserves special attention, because it is a crucial
inputt in the saving system. We compare full income under both policies. Recapitulate
fromm equation (2.L10):
YYFF(t)(t)LSLS
TRTR

YYFF(t)(t)

= eL(l-tLW(t)LS

+ G(t),

eL(l-tL)[W(t)TR-tL{t)].

=

Usee equation (2.L15) to rewrite both equation as:
YYFF(t)(t)ii=€=€LL(l-t(l-tLL)W{t))W{t)ii+ujGY(t)+ujGY(t)ii

+ €N[l-0N]tN,

i = LS,TR.

Withh respect t o the long run, we know that the change in the wage rate is unaffected by
thee tax reform. It then follows from equation (2.A115) that:
YYFF{oc){oc)TRTR

> YF(oc)LS

*>

tL(oc)<0.

(2.A123)

Substitutee equations (2.A115) and (2.A118) in (2.A122) to obtain:
Y>(oo))

=

j —
7-CNEJVCLL - € L ( 1 + (TLjtL ~ CN0L0N

(2.A124J

Usee equations (2.A109) and (2.A112) in equation (2.A122) and get:
tKtK ~ y N
YYFF(0)(0)TR TR ,TRu,TRu
a ^ €N(l-tL)tN.

(2.A125)

Thee denominator of this expression is positive if the stability condition holds. Therefore,
thee impact change in full income is positive if BN < eK. The impact change in full income
inn both scenarios can be related as:
YYFF(0)(0)TRTR

< YF(0)LS

if

eN9N < eK - (eK + eL)tL

(2.A126)

Givenn that the stability condition is satisfied, this condition is likely to be satisfied. For
example,, the conditions that e L > eK and aL < 1 are already sufficient (and certainly not
necessary). .
Savingg s y s t e m
Thee tax-reform scenario affects the shock to the saving system but not the Jacobian matrix.
Thee saving system is therefore defined as (2.A50) with YF (t) = YjR (i). The impact change
inn human wealth follows from equation (2.A55):
vv

YYFF{oo){oo)TRTR
rs

YF(0)TR-YF(oo)TR
rs + hjR

TT
[hJRYF(ocfR
rsirsrsirs + hj")

+ rsYF{Q)TR}.

(2.A127)
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Iff ts = tL = 0, then hJR = ht, YF(oc)TR = YF(oc)LS = 0 and YF(0)TR < YF(0)LS, which
impliess that 0 < H{0)TR < H(Q)LS.
Thee long-run change in human wealth follows from equations (2.A61) and (2. A123):
00 > tf(oc)r/? = -J-^YF(oc)TR

> H(oc)LS.

(2.A128)

Thee impact change in financial wealth follows from equations (2.A51) and (2.A108):
A(0)A(0)TRTR

= UAq{0)TR

11
-TR TR r£K

II

~{l+0L)tL+<TLt

f.vt.vv > 4 ( 0\LS) "\LS
VV1M1M(ti,9(ti,9NN) )

(2.A129)

Welfaree effects
Inn this section, we consider the welfare effects of various generations, starting with the very
old.. Take equation (2.A76) and let v —• - o c to get, see equation (2.A129):
00 > dA'y'li-ocA))

A 0)

=

j

^ > dA' v £(-oc.0).

(2.A130)

Fromm the same equation we can deduce the welfare of newborns, see equation (2.A127):
H 0)
j ™.
(2.A131)
w//(aa + /3)
Forr small initial tax rates, the impact change in human wealth is positive, but less than
thee change under lump-sum rebating. Take equation (2.A77) and let r —• oc to get:

d A & ( 0 . 0 ) ==

00 > d A ' ^ s o , oo) =

g ( 0

°^"

>

H( 0O)
""
(

= d\%(oc.

oc).

(2.A132)

Ass before, the non-environmental welfare change of all other existing generations is the
weightedd average of the first two equations, where for all future generations it is the
weightedd average of the second and third equation, cf. equation (2.A76) and (2.A77).
Next,, we investigate the change in environmental welfare. First, we rewrite its impact
changee in terms of the change in output, which satisfies the following:
L e m m aa 2.13
Y(t)Y(t)TRTR>Y(t)>Y(t)LSLS

if ï L ( o o ) < 0 .

Proof.. Equation (2.A120) implies:
Y(t)Y(t)TRTR

- Y(t)LS

= y(0)™e- f t ™' - Y(0)LSe-'"'
-Y(oc)-Y(oc)TRTRe-e-hhJJRfRf
+

+ Y(oo)rR Y(oc)!-se-h".

Y(oo)LS
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wheree Y(0)TR > Y(Q)LS, Y(oo)TR > Y{oo)LS and hJR < hi. This difference is monotonicallyy increasing in hj and the difference is therefore minimized in hj = hJR:
Y(t)Y(t)TRTR

- Y(t)LS

= [Y(0)TR - Y ( 0 ) L S ] e ^ P < + [Y(oc)TR - Y(oc)LS](l

- e'^1)

> 0,

wheree the terms with respect to the long-run changes are positive if the long-run NLCconditionn holds. •
Thee change in environmental quality is given in equation (2.L1), which can be written
inn terms of output and the energy tax rate by substituting equation (2.L6) in:
Ë{t)Ë{t)
(s(s + hE)C{Ë{t),s}

=

-hE[Ë{t)+aNY(t)-aNtN]
-hEaNC^Y{t),s^+hE(TNt-j-

=

Thee impact change in environmental welfare can be written as:

== ^Ec{É(r),a + 0}
== _ ***» £ jy (T) , a+/ a-ftgf%
*iV-hhEE + a + (3 I

i

a + /3

Usee the lemma to conclude that:
dAdAEE (v, t)TR < dkE (v, t)LS

if tL (oo) < 0.

(2.A133) )

U n i f o r mm welfare change
Promm the derivation of equation (2.A94) it is clear that this expression still holds for the
laborr tax reform. We substitute (2.A108), (2.A125) and (2.A124) in the first part of this
equationn and equations (2.A110) and (2.A116), with £(oc) = -aNN(oo),
into the second
part,, and obtain the uniform welfare change under the tax reform policy:

nn

-- [TTNR {9N - 0%) + TTLRtL + TTNRtL [ON - (1 + aL) 0PN}] eNtN
r(lr(l + (TL£K)

r^r^TRTR
Y-TR
Y-TR
11

L

rrTR
11

TR
NL

(tL,6N)

hihi (1 -

SK)

r, [iPTR (tL,9N) -eK{\+

aL) (1 - tL)]

raiEK raiEK

r,i>r,i>TRTR(t(tLlLl66NN) )
hihi (1
11
riri WR(tL,9N)
TpTR(tL,6N)-eK(l
eeNN{r{r + hE)

-eK)
+

aL)(l-tL)\

(2.A134)
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Notee that TjR consists of positive and negative terms. A larger initial labor tax reduces the
falll in energy and creates less environmental quality improvement. The change in welfare
willl be less. On the other hand, the fall in wages will harm households relatively less if
theirr after tax wage income is only a small fraction of the gross wage, i.e. if the labor tax
iss large.
Assumee that TTLR > 0. Then the optimal solution under lump-sum taxation: (tL, 6N) =
(0.. 0S) is still an optimal solution. However, in the tax-reform scenario, it is not the unique
solution.. Instead, there is a range of optimal combinations of the labor tax rate and the
energyy tax rate:

if T[RtL = - r ( . " (9y

rfnrfn = o

epx)

(2.A135)

Theree exists a trade-off between the energy tax rate and the labor tax rate. If the labor
taxx rate is positive, the change in the energy tax rate is smaller than the Pigovian rate
fromm the lump-sum scenario, because a second benefit from the energy tax increase is a
reductionn in the labor tax rate.

2.A.55

Welfare comparison

Inn the analysis of the pure environmental policy, we have analyzed uniform increases in
bothh the energy tax rate and the labor tax rate. The key implication of the tax reform is
thatt the labor tax change is time-varying, such that the budget of the policy is balanced.
Inn this section, we compare again the key results of the pure environmental policy and the
taxx reform policy, with a focus on the change in welfare, using the equations for the first
policyy and using the assumption that the change in the labor tax rate is negative in the
secondd scenario: £, {tL(t)

,s} < Q.

Considerr the investment system (2.A30) with the shock term redefined as:
l !! =

rereKK VLOLIL (t) 4- CA-(1 +

,, r £ , .

M

,

oL)iN]

o

(2.A136)

Equationn (2.A34) implies that the impact change in the value of assets becomes:
9(0)™™ = -£(->/• r/) = g(0)jf-

T L

T «\

v£{tL(t).rj}

(2.A137)
J

VAlf-LVAlf-L + e / \ ( l + 0 7 J J

wheree q (0) v' denotes the impact change in Tobin's q due to the increase in the energy tax
ratee reimbursed via the lump-sum tax. Equation (2.A122) shows that the change in full
incomee can for both scenario's be written as:

ffFF(ty(ty - eL(i - tL)w(ty

+ LucY(ty + fjV[i - eN\tN,

i = LS, TR.

(2.A138)
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Thee impact in output and wages can be written from equations (2.A26), (2.A28), (2.A40)
andd (2.A42), with K (0) = 0, as:
F(0))

1+CTLL

=

tL°L tL°L
ttLL (0) - eNtN

(2.A139) )

11
=
[ÏKVLÏL[ÏKVLÏL (0) - e ^ t j v ] .
CK(11 + CTL) + eL

W(0)W(0)

(2.A140) )

whichh implies that the impact change in full income can be written as:
[tK[tK - (1 - £N)tl. ~ €NBN]^L(TLÏL

yyFF(oy(oy

=

(0)

(2.A141) )

[e[eLL{l{l - tL) + OJG (1 + <JL)} CNÏN

++ ejv[l

-0N]tN,

Thee long-run changes in output and wages, and the implies long-run change in full income
are: :
1H1H
rTR
rTR
YY
{oc){oc)

W(oo)W(oo)

v>(ooy y

=
=

-aLtL

(ll + ^z,)e
(oc)

(2.A142) )

^JV, ,

fL L

-—tN

-<7£,*LL (OO)

(2.A143) )
WG G
( l - t L )) + — ( 1 + < 7 L ) + (1

ejvtATT

(2.A144)

Thiss implies that the impact change in Tobin's q and the long-run change in full income
aree unambiguously larger with the tax-reform policy. The impact change in full income is
smallerr if (ex — (1 — fyv) *z, ~ £N&N) > 0, which at least holds for moderate tax rates. The
differencee in non-environmental welfare between the tax reform and the pure environmental
policyy is given by the labor-tax terms:
eK<7L
n™-n^'' = £K£Krere(1 eK<7L
+ Oh) + ÉL
LL

tt

-lM_c{t-lM_c{tLL{t),r{t),rII}\-^-u}\-^-uGGaaLLtL{oo) tL{oo)
(2.A145) )

Thee ti {0)-term, stemming from the impact change in full income, is the single negative
termm (note tL (t) < 0). If tL6N = 0, then equations (2.A105) and (2.A105) show that
itit (0) = ÏL (OO) which implies that C { t i ( i ) , r / } = ^ . Thus, for low initial tax rates, the
taxx reform weakens the reduction in non-environmental welfare. It is possible but unlikely
thatt the opposite holds for high tax rates.
Environmentall welfare depends on two factors. The long-run change in the quality of
thee environment can be written in both scenarios as:
ËË (oc) = crNoLtL (oc) + aN

(11 +<JL)£N + CI
CL L

f-N f-N

(2.A146) )
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andd impact change in the use of energy is:
,v(o)) = -

; ^ \

( 0 )

—

(i+°LU-<L))tx

Off course, the endogenous labor-tax terms are non-zero only in the tax-reform scenario.
Thiss implies that the difference in environmental welfare between both policies is:
yrTItyrTIt

Y.LS _

c

nPnI
00LLÏÏLL {OC) +
"L<JL
ri ri
€ft'(ll + 07.) +€L

tL (0)
<<

0

(2.A148)

Twoo extreme cases can be distinguished. If the quality of the environment does not affect
thee welfare of households, then a tax-reform should be implemented: reducing a distortionaryy tax instead of the lump-sum tax is beneficial. On the other hand, if the environmentall preference is very strong {^E —• oo), then a pure environmental policy is preferable,
becausee induces the strongest improvement in environmental quality.
Thiss result is based on the assumption that the tax reform induces a reduction in the
laborr tax rate. This assumption is independent of the assumption about the 'environmental
preferencee parameter' ^E.

The results of this section can be summarized in the following

Proposition. .
P r o p o s i t i o nn 2.14 Consider an unanticipated and permanent
rate,rate, leading to an increase in tax revenues.
enues:enues: i) a time-varying

increase in the energy tax

Consider the alternative uses for these rev-

reduction in the lump-sum tax and ii) a time-varying reduction in

thethe labor tax rate. The first use induces a stronger improvement
whereaswhereas the second use implies a stronger improvement

in environmental

in non-environmental

householdshouseholds have a strong (weak) preference for the environment,
alternativealternative use should be applied.

welfare,
welfare. If

then the first (secon

Chapterr 3
Publicc capital and the timing of
taxation n
3.11

Introduction

Thee common approach in the analysis of government expenditure is to consider its real effectss in isolation from any additional effects the method of financing might have (Turnovsky
andd Fisher, 1995). This common approach has pointed at important issues like the effects
off public investment on growth, private investment and productivity among other things.
However,, by ignoring the financing part of public investment, these effects might be highly
overestimated.. Baxter and King (1993) show that the issue of labor taxation versus lumpsumm taxation is numerically far more important than other issues they investigate, like
temporaryy versus permanent changes in public investment.
InIn this chapter, we analyze the financing aspect in detail, where two main issues will
bee considered. First, following Baxter and King, we analyze the differences between lumpsumm and labor tax financing. Our analysis differs from theirs in considering a small open
economyy with a focus on welfare in addition to growth. Next, we investigate the differences
betweenn two labor tax policies, one where the tax is varied over time to balance the budget
andd the second where the change in the labor tax rate is uniform. In this second case,
bondss are used to smooth the labor tax rate over time.
Governmentss have to rely on distortionary taxes for financing their expenditures. This
iss the key difference between the present chapter and Heijdra and Meijdam (2002). One
off the questions we want to answer is how costly financing with labor income taxes is
ass compared to lump-sum financing. Another question is whether the timing of taxation
"Thiss chapter is a rewritten version of Heijdra, Van der Horst and Meijdam (2002).
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matters.. Does it matter whether the government raises taxes when needed, or is it advisable
too smooth the labor tax rate?
Inn the smooth-tax scenario, the changes in public investment and the labor tax rate
aree uniform, but result in time-varying responses of the tax base because both public
andd private capital have to be installed. Therefore, bonds have to be used for balancing
surplusess and deficits. In the variable-tax scenario, the labor tax rate changes every period,
inn order to balance the budget instantaneously. Therefore, the change in the labor tax rate
iss not uniform and both large and small changes in the tax rate occur. Because the tax
distortionss increase more than proportionally with the tax rate, one might suspect that the
smoothh tax scenario improves welfare more than the time-varying scenario. The opposite
is,, however, shown to hold in all but a few extreme cases (like the case where public capital
iss unproductive): the policy with time-varying labor tax financing raises welfare more than
thee smooth tax scenario. The intuition for this result stems from the interaction between
thee two aspects of the policy, where the increase in the stock of public capital simulates
laborr productivity but where the higher labor tax rate distorts the labor market. With
highh tax rates, the welfare gain of the increase in public capital is more pronounced, which
offsetss the welfare loss of the additional tax distortion.
Infrastructure,, like other types of productive government expenditure, very often has a
stockk nature, in the sense that it takes time to build it up. For example, it took decades
too develop the railway from east to west in the United States. In the mean time, the
expendituress have to be financed, but do not yield the full return. In this case, the question
whetherr public investment should be financed with bonds or with taxes is relevant. 1 Tax
financingg implies that public capital is financed at the time of its installation. With bond
financing,, the tax bill is shifted to periods where public capital becomes productive, which
mightt be years or decades after its installation. This issue of using bonds versus taxes in
coveringg public investment expenditures have been analyzed by Alesina and Perotti (1995),
whoo focus on which fund-raising regime voters would prefer. In contrast to them, we take
thee regime as given and investigate the economic and welfare implications of different
regimes. .
Thee long horizon of public investment projects implies that the costs and benefits
off these projects might be unevenly distributed across generations. It might occur that
projectss which are beneficial for future generations are not implemented if current generationss have to pay the tax-bill. This intergenerational conflict is, at least in this chapter,
*AA completely different but interesting point ha,s been made by Devarajan et al. (1998) who show
inn an endogenous growth model that private capital with a positive externality to other firms should be
subsidizedd rather than being provided by the government.
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thee underlying reason why funding with taxes or with bonds might yield different economic
outcomes.22 Financing with bonds alleviates the costs for current generations by shifting the
costss to future generations who benefit from the growing stock of public capital. Current
generationss who decide upon the policy might be more willing to raise public investment
iff it is financed with bonds. Van Ewijk (1997) has touched on this issue, by analyzing the
goldenn rule of finance in an overlapping generations model with exogenous wages. Wages
aree endogenized by Glomm and Ravikumar (1997) by explicitly modeling the production
andd consumption choices of households and firms. We proceed one step further by endogenizingg labor supply, which implies that employment might be distorted by taxes on labor.
Inn addition, our specification yields explicit solutions for optimal public investment policy,
unlikee the model of Glomm and Ravikumar.
Theree is a rich literature on the economic and welfare effects of public investment, both
theoreticallyy and empirically. The financing of public expenditures has been analyzed by
severall authors. Aschauer (1988) argues that distortionary taxation possibly offsets the
growth-enhancingg effect of government expenditure, especially if the expenditure shift is
permanent.. Glomm and Ravikumar (1999) investigate the macroeconomic and welfare
effectss of public investment where revenues are collected with distortionary taxes on labor
incomee and capital. They prove the existence and uniqueness of an optimal public investmentt plan, but do not characterize it. For example, they state that the investment decision
dependss on the initial labor tax rate, but do not explain how.
Fromm the empirical literature, two results are relevant for this chapter. First, most
econometricc studies show that public investment improves productivity and enhances
growth,, especially in the long run. The econometric research has been initiated by Aschauer
(1989)) who reports quite a large productivity effect of public capital. Recent literature has
weakenedd this large effect, but still finds a positive effect, see Gramlich (1994) and Glomm
andd Ravikumar (1997) for surveys of the empiricaly literature. For the Netherlands, this
positivee effect is confirmed in chapter 5. Secondly, numerical simulations indicate that the
wayy of financing is important for the growth and welfare effects of public investment, see
Baxterr and King (1993) and chapter 4 in this thesis.
Basedd on the assumption that public investment enhances growth, many authors have
investigatedd the causes and consequences of this relationship. The general answer to the
questionquestion why public capital matters for growth is that public capital is productive in
itselff and that it raises the productivity of the private inputs. In addition, public capital
mightt directly influence the utility of the households (i.e. might be an argument in the
22

We abstract from alternative reasons like the presence of capital-market imperfections.
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utilityy function), which implies that households revise their consumption and labor supply
decisionss if the stock of public capital changes.
approaches..

Arrow and Kurz (1969) include both

In the present chapter, only the first relation between public capital and

growrthh is used.
Wee analyze the economic consequences of the relationship between public capital and
growthh using the production function as the description of the key relation between public
capitall and growth. This production function is characterized with diminishing marginal
returns.. Therefore, the long-run growth rate is exogenous and does not depend on public
capital,, see Arrow and Kurz (1969). Alternatively, one might introduce constant marginal
returns.. Then, the long-run growth rate is influenced by the share of productive public
expendituress in the economy, see Barro (1990). 3 Empirical support for the second approach,
wrheree the long-run growth rate depends on the share of public capital, is presented by
Barroo (1990) and Easterly and Rebelo (1993). However, the literature does not agree on
thiss issue; see Glomm and Ravikumar (1997) for an overview of the empirical literature on
publicc investment and growth. 1
Differentt from the focus on the long run is the focus on the business cycle. Several
authorss have investigated whether fluctuations in public investment determine significantly
thee economic fluctuations at the business cycle frequency; see Cassou and Lansing (1998)
whoo focus on the transition path of public capital shocks, and Lansing (1998) for an
applicationn in a real business cycle (RBC) framework. They conclude that modeling the
economicc effects of public capital improves the performance of their applied models. The
dynamicc transition of the economy in response to public investment policies is, like in the
RBC-literature,, a cornerstone of this chapter. We investigate the transition path explicitly,
andd show its significance for the distribution of welfare between the generations. 5
'Relatedd papers are: Alogoskoufis and Kalyvitis (1996) with an application to a small open economy:
Futagainii et al. (1993) who introduce threshold externalities: Greiner and Hanusch (1998) who model publicc capital as a stock variable: Glomm and Ravikumar (1997) who adopt an OLG-model with endogenous
growth:: and Turnovsky (2000) who allows labor supply to respond to fiscal policy. A common conclusion
inn this literature is that fiscal policy in general and public capital in particular matters for production in
thee long run.
'Givenn the debate about endogenous versus exogenous growth, see for example Mankiw et al. (1992)
andd .Jones (1995.1999). it should be no surprise that there is no consensus too on the question whether the
sharee of public capital matters for long-run growth or not.
'AA few extensions are worth mentioning. First. Fisher and Turnovsky (1998) and Glomm and Ravikumarr (1994) focus on congestion in public capital. Congestion implies that for a given level of aggregate
services,, the quality available to an individual declines as other users congest the facilities. With a high
degreee of congestion, a given increase in public investment induces a smaller growth of private capital,
especiallyy if public capital has to be financed with distortionary taxes. Other extensions are Ramey and
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Inn the next section, we develop the model for a small open economy, in which there
aree overlapping generations of households who supply labor endogenously and own the
firms.firms. The production of the single good requires employment, private and public capital
ass inputs. Public capital is provided by the government which levies taxes for financing.
Inn section 3.3, the macroeconomic effects of a permanent increase in public investment are
investigated,, where three alternative means of financing are distinguished. As a benchmark,
wee investigate lump-sum financing. In addition, we consider two alternatives for labor
taxx financing, one where the labor tax adjusts to balance the budget, the other where
thee change in the tax rate is uniform. In section 3.4, the welfare implications of the
publicc investment policy with the alternative rules of financing are analyzed. This yields
expressionss for the optimal share of public investment. In addition, the welfare effect of
thee alternative policies are ranked in a simulation exercise. Conclusions follow in section
3.5. .

3.22

The model

3.2.11

Households

Thee structure of the household sector in the economy is equal to that in the previous chapter:: there are overlapping generations of households of different age with fixed expected
remainingg lifetimes. The behaviour of each household is slightly modified, where the welfaree of households only depends on full consumption and leisure, but does not depend
onn the quality of the environment. The household model is therefore a copy of that in
sectionn 2.2.2 with j E — 0, to which we refer for details. Here, we focus the key elements
off the household sector. First, welfare is defined as the discounted sum of consumption
andd leisure, where a logarthmic utility function is used. The logarithmic utility function
impliess a strong aversion against zero consumption and a unit elasticity of intertemporal
substitution.. Empirical evidence by Hahm (1998) suggest that the elasticity of intertemporall substitution is smaller than one. However, the restriction of this elasticity to unity
doess not affect the key results of the chapter, because it does not affect the labor supply
equationn (see below).6
Shapiroo (1998) who model two sectors and Bougheas et al. (1999) who focus on international trade and
introducee externatilities of public capital across the border.
e
Hahm'ss estimates of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution point at 9 = 0.3. Heijdra and Van der
Horstt (1998) analyse the more general CRRA felicity function, where 6 is the elasticity parameter. They
showw that a smaller Ö, implies an increase in the growth rate of consumption and the steady state level of
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Laborr supply is endogenous and depends on the after-tax wage rate, see equation
(3.Nil)) in Table 3.1. This assumptions is common in the literature, see Cassou and
Lansingg (1998). An exception is Turnovsky and Fisher (1995) who compare the economic
andd welfare effect of public investment and government consumption, where one of the
mainn channels through which both affect the economy is the wealth effect on labor supply.
Fulll consumption, denned as the weighted sum of consumption and leisure, is a fixed
fractionn of total wealth.

This implies that households smooth consumption over time,

seee equation (3.N10). Total wealth consists of two parts, financial and human wealth,
wheree financial wealth is the sum of past savings and where human wealth is defined as
thee discounted sum of future after-tax labor income or full income. Finally, knowing full
consumptionn and labor supply, consumption follows.

3.2.22

Firms

Thee single good is produced by many firms, all identical to the representative firm, which is
modeledd in this section. The production of this single good at period t uses positive inputs
off labor and two types of capital, namely private and public capital, denoted by K(t) and
Ko(t),Ko(t),

respectively. Production is linearly homogenous in the two private inputs, labor

andd private capital, where we follow Baxter and King (1993), among others, by adopting
aa Cobb-Douglas production structure: 7
Y(t)Y(t) = L(t)' Kit)1-'

KG(ty>'.

0 < rj < e < 1.

(3.1)

Thee restiction on the parameters imply that the elasticity of output with respect to total
capital,, defined as the sum of public and private capital, is less than unity. This assumption
iss necessary for stability, and implies t h a t our model fits in the framework of models with
exogenouss growth. The amount of public capital is determined by the government. Public
capitall is freely available for firms, and influences the productivity of the private inputs. In
contrast,, private capital is under firms' control, but is costly. It is costly, not only because
investmentt goods have to be bought (at the exogenous world price), but also because the
installationn of investment goods is expensive. Given that capital depreciates at a constant
ratee 6, capital accumulation is defined as:

k(t) k(t) ^[j^)-6\K{t),^[j^)-6\K{t),

$ ( 0 ) = 0,

$'(0)>0,

$"(*)<0,

financialfinancial wealth. The qualitative results of this chapter do not depend on the restriction of 9 to unity.
'Glonmii and Ravikumar (1999) adopt a more general production function, but are not able to derive
explicitee expressions for the optimal level of public investment.
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Tablee 3.1: Summary of the model

KKGG{t){t)

K(t)K(t)

4(t) 4(t)
==
Y(t) Y(t)
W(t) W(t)

Publicc capital
IIGG(t) (t)
=
$G $G
G GKo(t) Ko(t)
KKGG{t) {t)
Firms s
I(t) I(t)
K{t)K{t) - 5K{t)
= $
K(t) K(t)

++

(3.N1) )

(3.N2) )
Yit) Yit)
K(t) K(t)

M>-*-* M>-*-*
HtyKity-'KaitT HtyKity-'KaitT
q(t)

\K(t)J \K(t)J

Y(t) Y(t)
L(t) L(t)

(3.N3) )
(3.N4) )
(3.N5) )

11

(3.N6) )
Households s

H(t) H(t)

[r[r +

A(t) A(t)

(r-

YYFF(t) (t)

a

0)H(t)-YF(t)

(3.N7) )

-- 0)A(t) - (Q + P)H{t) + YF{t)

——[[—[W(t)(l-t—[W(t)(l-tLL(t))Y(t))Y++^-T(t) ^-T(t)
11 +

(3.N8) )
(3.N9) )

<JL

X{t) X{t)

(a(a + P)[A(t) + H(t)}

(3.N10) )

L(t) L(t)

[W(t)(l-t[W(t)(l-tLL(tW(tWL L

(3.N11) )

C(t) C(t)

X(t)X(t) + aL[YF(t) + T(t)}

(3.N12) )

A(t) A(t)

q(t)K(t)q(t)K(t) + B{t) + F{t)

Assets s

B(t) B(t)

rB{t)rB{t) + IG(t) - T(t) -

F(t) F(t)

rF(t)rF(t) +

(3.N13) )
tL(t)W(t}L(t)

Y(t)-C(t)-I(t)-IG(t)

(3.N14) )
(3.N15) )
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wheree $(.) is a convex installation function, denned over the ratio of gross investment I
andd capital, which is homogenous of degree zero in I and K. The convexity of this function
impliess that large changes in the capital stock are extremely expensive, which induces firms
too smooth their capital adjustment.*
Thee firm maximizes the present value of its future cash flow V, discounted with the
worldd real interest rate:

\y(t)-W{t)L(t)-I(t)]e^-^dT,\y(t)-W{t)L(t)-I(t)]e^-^
wheree period t cash flow is given by gross output minus the costs of the inputs labor and
capital..

The firm maximizes V by choosing optimal time paths for labor and capital,

wheree it is restricted by its production function (3.1) and by the capital accumulation
equationn (3.2) with costate variable q. The first order condition with respect to labor imply
thee usual marginal productivity equation for labor, see equation (3.N5) in Table 3.1. We
interprett the costate variable of the capital accumulation restriction in the Hamiltonian,
calledd Tobin's q, as the (shadow) value of capital. Equation (3.N6) shows that optimal
investmentt is positively related to the value of capital, which in turn depends the difference
betweenn the productivity of labor and the investment-capital ratio:

Thee internal rate of return on capital has to be equal to the real interest rate, which is
thee return to capital on the world market. The internal rate of return in the steady state
consistss of the productivity of labor minus investment costs per unit of capital. During
transition,, the internal rate of return improves if the capital stock is growing (which makes
futuree investments less expensive) or if the Tobin's q is growing.
Thee slow capital adjustment speed implies that the capital stock can only change gradually.. In the absence of installation costs, firms will adjust their stock of capital immediately
whichh implies that the change in investment is undefined. Moreover, because the capital
stockk is always a t its preferred level, Tobin's q will equal unity. This eliminates all dynamicss in the behavior of the firm. We avoid this unrealistic consequence by introducing
installationn costs.
Inn terms of Hayashi (1982), our installation function * ( ƒ . K,t) = $ ( £ ) # , is homogenouss of degree one in private inputs, as is the production function.

This implies that

** Alternatively, one might, model installation as an adjustment cost which reduces the present value of
thee firm, see Abel and Blanchard (1986).
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marginall q, or Tobin's q, equals equals the average q, and that the value of the representative firm
iss given by:
V{t)V{t) = q(t)K(t).

(3.5)

Thiss value of the firm is part of households wealth, see equation (3.N13).

3.2.33

The government and the rest of t h e world

Thee government has to invest in public capital, which serves as a necessary and complementaryy input in production. As with private capital, the accumulation of public capital
takess time, which is modeled by assuming that the accumulation of public capital is costly.
Wee use the same functional form for the installation of public capital, though the size of
thee adjustment costs and the depreciation rate of public investment may differ from those
off private investment, see equation (3.2):
KKGG(t)(t) =

..

G

\KG(t)J

KKGG{t).{t).

(3.6)

Thee government has to finance its investments by levying taxes from households, either
lumpp sum or by taxing labor. The government has to remain solvent, but has the option
too postpone tax collection to the future, or save for future tax relief. In the next sections,
wee analyze and compare several financing possibilities. The dynamic budget equation of
thee government is given by:
B{t)B{t) = rB{t) + IG{t) - T(t) - tL(t)W(t)L(t).

(3.7)

Thee single good is traded freely with the rest of the world, such that total demand for
thee single good is the sum of household demand, firm's investment demand and export
demand.. This implies the following trade balance of the single good, or net exports:
TB(t)TB(t) = Y(t) - C(t) - I(t) - IG(t).

(3.8)

Thee value of a trade surplus is added to the stock of foreign assets, as are the interest
paymentss on these assets:
F(t)F(t) = rFF{t)+TB(t).

(3.9)

Thiss completes the model. The markets for the consumption good and the asset market
aree always in equilibrium. Walras' Law implies that one of the equilibrium conditions is
redundant. .
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Linearization of the model

Thee model is linearized around an initial steady state, where all equations are rewritten
inn terms of the relative change of the variables. 9

The linearized model is presented in

Tablee 3.2. We comment on a few linearized equations. The time path of public capital
dependss solely on public investment, which is an exogenous variable in our model, and can
thereforee independently be deduced from equation (3.LI). The investment equation (3.L6)
cann be used to write the growth of capital and its value, K and q, as functions of their levels
only,, i.e. as a two-dimensional system of linear differential equations, depending upon the
exogenouss tax rates and the given time path of public capital. In the next section, we start
thee analysis of the model by solving the system of linear differential equations in capital
andd Tobin's q. The results of this analysis serve as an input in a second system of two
linearr differential equations in human and financial wealth. The time paths of all other
variabless follows from the analysis of these two systems.
Thee linearization has added two new parameters, oA and BQ, which are defined in
Tablee 3.2. These parameters measure the sensitivity of private and public capital to changes
inn their respective investment levels. In the absence of adjustment costs, both installation
functionss become identities, which implies that a A —* 0, l}iLL —> 6 and BQ —• 5c- However, as
pointedd out in section 3.2.2, the absence of private investment adjustment costs eliminates
alll investment dynamics.

3.33

Macroeconomic effects

Thee main aim of the government to increase public investment is the stimulation of productionn and employment in the economy. Heijdra and Meijdam (2002) show that public
investmentt enhances growth if it can be financed with lump-sum taxes and if there are no
pre-existingg distortionary taxes. However, both ifs are problematic. In the actual world,
lump-summ taxes are hardly ever used for financing government expenditures as governmentss have to use distortionary taxes like the labor tax. In fact, they have to raise taxes
fromm an already high level of about 30 to 50%, see Tanzi and Schuknecht (2000).
Thesee observation lead to the basic questions of this section: does the positive relation
betweenn public investment and output still hold if the labor tax rate has to be increased;
andd how does the pre-existence of distortionary taxes affect the relation between public
"Thee relative change of the variable x is (for most variables) defined as x (t) — x^l7gS\saK where x (ss)
iss the value of x in the initial steady state. Exceptions to this definition are the wealth variables and the
policyy variables, whose definitions can be found in Table 3.2.
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Tablee 3.2: Summary of the linearized model

Publicc capital
==
KKGG{t) {t)

(3.L1) )

0G\IG(t) - KG(t)}
Firms s
r

k{t) k{t)==

(3X2) )

J£l[ïit)-K(t)}

WA WA

(3.L3) )

rq(t)-r-^LZ^LlY(t)-K(t)}

i{t) i{t)==

LÜA LÜA

Y{t) Y{t)==

eL(t) +

W{t) W{t)
==

(3.L4) )

{l-t)k(t)+r}kG{t)

(3.L5) )

Y(t)-L(t)

==
Q(t) Q(t)

(3.L6) )

uA[ï{t)-k(t)\
Households s

==
H{t) H{t)

{T +

==
A{t) A{t)

{r-a-P)A{t)-{a

==
YYFF{t) {t)

(3.L7) )

P)H{t)-rYF{t)

(3.L8) )

+ li)H{t) + rYF{t)

(3.L9) )

e{\-tL)\W{t)-tL{t)]-f{t)

(3.L10) )

X{t) X{t)==

^[A(t)
+ H(t)]
rujx rujx
==
crL[W(t)-tL(t)}
L{t) L{t)

==
wwccC(t) C(t)

uxX(t)

(3.L11) )
(3.L12) )

+ aL[YF(t) + f(t)}

Assets s
(3.L13) )

A(t) A(t)==

uA [q(t) + K(t)] + B(t) + F(t)

B{t) B{t)==

r [fi(t) + uGïG{t)

F{t) F{t)==

r [F (*) + Y (t) - LJCC (t) - uiiï (t) - UIGÏG (*)]
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j i ( ( ) E « ,,
^(i)) = lte,

- f(t) - f (I - tL)tL(t)
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investmentt and the private sector?
Thesee questions will be answered in a fewr steps. First, we define three policies, which
differr in their financing rules. These policies are analyzed in their consequences for investment,, output, employment and consumption, among other things. The welfare implications
off the policies are postponed to the next section.

3.3.11

Definition of the policies

Thee government increases public investment once and for all, starting at time t = 0:
I(;I(; {t) — IG- t > 0. This change in public investment has not been anticipated by the private
sector. 100

Given the increase in public investment, the stock of public capital increases

monotonically,, see equation (3.L1):
KKcc(t)=(t)=

[l-e-e<!t]ï(;.

(3.10)

Thee expenditures on public investment have to be financed by an increase in tax revenuess or by an increase in public debt, which implies that future tax revenues have to be
increased.. We distinguish the following alternative financing rules.
Inn the first scenario, the government uses the lump-sum tax to finance public investment,, and balances its budget instantaneously. This policy rule serves as a benchmark
case,, and differs from the analysis of Heijdra and Meijdam (2002) by including pre-existing
laborr taxes. The budget equation under the non-distorting lump-sum financing rule can
bee written from equation (3.L14) as:
ff N(t)

= UJCJC; - €tL \WN

(t) + LN (*)] ,

(3.11)

wheree the superscript Ar indicates the use of non-distortionary taxes. The change in lumpsumm tax T equals the expenditures on public investment minus the change in labor-tax
revenuess at the pre-determined tax rate. Note that f/, (t) = 0 in this scenario, which implies
thatt changes in tax revenues stem from changes in the labor tax base and in addition from
changess in the lump-sum tax.
Inn the second and third scenarios, we assume that the government has to rely on the
laborr tax for financing the public investment expenditures. We analyze two alternatives,
onee where the labor tax rate is time-varying, the other with a uniform tax change. In the
secondd scenario, the labor tax is adjusted such that the government budget is balanced
lu

Baxterr and King (1993) show numerically that anticipation its not a key aspect of the economic effect
off a public investment policy.
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instantaneously: :
e(ll - tL)% (t) = UJG!G ~ etL [Wv (t) + Lv (t)] ,

(3.12)

wheree the superscript V marks the scenario with a variable (over time) tax on labour.
Thee resulting path of the labor tax rate might be quite complicated, and governments
mightt prefer an uniform change in the labor tax rate instead. This is the second labor-tax
financingg rule, where the government changes the labor tax once-and-for-all, under the
conditionn that the discounted sum of tax revenues equals the discounted sum of public
investmentt expenditures. This requires that budget surpluses and deficits are transferred
overr time, for which the government uses bonds. Under the condition that the discounted
summ of surpluses has to sum to zero, the government budget equation (3.L14) can be stated
forr this third scenario as:
00 = Bcs (0) = J"

[u;G!G - e(l - tL)tcL - etL [Wc (r) + Lc (r)]] e ^ d r ,

(3.13)

wheree bonds used for labor tax smoothing are denoted Bs. This scenario where the labor
taxx rate is constant after an initial jump is labeled with the superscript C.
Inn the remaining of this section, the economic consequences of the alternative financing
ruless are analyzed. The similarities between the three policies are the change in public
investmentt and the requirement of government solvency. The policies differ in their financingg rules, namely balanced budget with lump-sum or labor taxes, or a uniform labor tax
changee with bonds.

3.3.22

Non-distorting financing

Inn the first scenario, the change in the expenditures on public investment is financed in two
ways.. First, the policy induces a shift in the labor tax base, which might raise the labor
taxx revenues for the given (and unchanged) labor tax rate. Differences between the public
investmentt expenditures and the labor tax revenues have to be financed with changes in
thee lump-sum tax, see equation (3.11).
Thee gradual increase in public capital gradually improves the productivity of the privatee inputs. Given unit substitution elasticities between labor, private capital and public
capital,, the demand for both employment and private capital increases. Labor supply in
turnn is stimulated by an increase in the wage rate. This is the story of this section in a
nutshell.. The details, including the dynamics, are told using the analytical solution of the
model. .
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I n v e s t m e n t ,, e m p l o y m e n t a n d production

The first step is the analysis of the re-

sponsee of investment, employment and output to the public investment policy. Key tool in
thee analysis is the so-called investment system, which is the system of differential equations
inn private capital and Tobin's q. Private capital depends on private investment which is in
turnn determined by Tobin's q, see equations (3.L2) and (3.L6). This defines the first row
inn the investment system, see equation (3.14) below. The second row defines the dynamics
off Tobin's q. Equation (3.L3) shows t h a t Tobin's q depends on the productivity of capital.. The change in the productivity of private capital depends positively on output, and
thereforee on employment and public capital, but declines with the stock of private capital.
Fromm this set of determinants of Tobin's q, private capital is part of the investment system,
publicc capital is exogenous and only employment has to be written in terms of public and
privatee capital and Tobin's q. This can be done in two steps. First, the labor demand
andd supply equations (3.L5) and (3.L11) can be used to solve employment as a function
off output. Next, this relation between employment and output can be substituted in the
productionn function (3.L4) to write labor and output in terms of private and public capital.. Public capital is therefore the single exogenous determinant of the investment system,
whichh can be written in matrix notation as:
KKNN(t) (t)

00

óf

&\\

r

KKNN(t)(t)

W

0

(3-14) )

where e
0]] 2

=

> 0.
(T(TAAUJUJA A

uuAA [1 + cr^ (1 - e ) ]

Underr lump-sum tax financing, the shock to the investment system 7}v (t) is unambiguously
positive.. Only at impact, when public investment has not been added to the stock of public
capital,, the shock is zero.
T h ee investment system, as given in equation (3.14) is saddlepath stable, where capital
iss the pre-determined variable and Tobin's q is allowed to change discretely in response to
ann unanticipated shock. The two eigenvalues of the system, -hf

< 0 and rf > 0, play a

cruciall role in the solution of the system and are related according to: rf = /if + r > 0.
Wee refer to the appendix for a proof of the saddle-path property and the definition of the
eigenvalues. .
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Considerr now the response of private capital and its shadow value to the policy change
announcedd and implemented at time t — 0. Because capital is a pre-determined variable,
itit cannot respond instantaneously: K (0) = 0. For an arbitrary impact change in the value
off capital, the investment system will evolve with two adjustment speeds, a stable and an
unstablee speed (h^ and rf, respectively) . The saddlepath property of the system implies
thatt there is a unique initial change in Tobin's q such that the unstable adjustment speed is
neutralized.. This unique change in Tobin's q and the related change in private investment
(seee the appendix for the derivation) are given by:
aaAA!!NN(0)(0)

= qN{0)

ƒ ƒ7?(r)e-Jo Jo rr

uuAA[l[l +

)

TT

dr, dr,
(1(1 + <JL)T)

77 la>0.
GG11G G la>0.
<TL(l-e)]r?{r?+0G)

(3.15) )

Thee first equation shows that Tobin's q is a forward looking variable, which takes into
accountt all future shocks 7^ (t). The second equation shows that the impact change in
privatee investment is large if the output elasticities of public capital r\ and private capital
(11 - E) are large, if the accumulation speed of public capital 9G is high and if labor supply
iss elastic (high value of aL). With elastic labor supply, the positive public investment
impulsee induces a positive labor supply response, which raises the productivity of capital
andd induces a stronger jump in investment. This initial response of private investment is
smalll if the adjustment speed of the investment system is large (because r f = /if + r).
Givenn the imposed stability of the investment system, the long-run growth rates of
capitall and Tobin's q return to zero. Imposing the zero-growth rates and inverting the
squaree matrix in equation (3.14) yields the steady state solution for capital:
KKNN (00) = ^ £ M =
<>2,11

{l+aL)7]

KG

(00),

where KG (00) = IG.

(3.16)

C

Thee accumulation of public capital is solely determined by the change in public investment.
Inducedd by the productivity increasing effect of public capital, firms raise their private
capitall too. Given the specification of the production function, public capital does not
crowdd out private capital but stimulates it instead.11 The long-run (relative) change in
privatee investment equals the long-run capital change, which implies that Tobin's q returns
too its pre-shock steady state value: qN (00) = 0. The long-run changes of investment,
output,, employment and wages can be obtained from the long-run public and private
111
Fisher and Turnovsky (1998) shows how the relation between public and private capital is affected by
thee presence of congestion. Chapter 5 deals empirically with the relation between both types of capital.
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capitall changes:
/• vv (oc) = Y* (oc) = A' v (oc).

Ws

(oc) =

LS

(0C)

=

71

IC.

(3.17)

Thee adjustment paths of capital and its related variables are determined by two adjustmentt speeds, namely the growth rate of public capital $c, which is the growth rate of
thee shock to the investment system, and the adjustment speed of the investment system
hf.hf.

The next equation shows the time path of private capital, where similar expressions

cann be given for the capital related variables:
A ' vv (*) = Kx

(oc)

l-e-»?<--!^-T(h?.6l-e-»?<--!^-T(h?.6GG.t)
.t) )
(3.18)

Thee first and second expressions in brackets define an exponential movement from the
impactt change to the long-run change. The third term consists of a transition function
multipliedd with a negative parameter. The transition function defines the interaction betweenn the dynamics of private and public capital: it is hump-shaped, i.e. zero at impact
andd in the long run and positive in between. The transition term, parameter times function,, is negative, which implies that the gradual adjustment of public capital depresses the
accumulationn of private capital in transition.
Observee that the responses of capital, output, employment and (gross) wages do not
dependd on the pre-existing labor tax rate under the lump-sum financing rule.
C o n s u m p t i o nn a n d w e a l t h

The change in public investment raises employment and

y

w ages,, and therefore improves households labor income. On the other hand, public investmentt has to be financed, partly by the growth in labor tax revenues (due to the broadening
off the tax base) and partly by a change in the lump-sum tax. The response of households
too this income change can be analyzed with the so-called saving system and the related
consumptionn equations (for C and X). The saving system is defined as the system of differentiall equations in human and financial wealth, and can be written in matrix notation
as: :
HHNN{t) {t)
ss

AA {t) {t)

rr + 0
—— (a + 3)

0
r~ a — 3

A"(t)A"(t) J + I rYff(t)

I

(3 19)

'

Thiss system too, is saddle-path stable, where financial wealth is predetermined and
humann wealth is the jumping variable.

Financial wealth is predetermined in a rather

speciall way, because it is a function of the value of the firm, which in turn depends initially
onn the change in Tobin's q: AN(0) =

UJAQN(0).
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effects

Thee saving system depends crucially on the change in full income, which in turn is a
functionn of net labor income minus lump-sum taxes and leisure costs, see equation (3.L9).
Thee changes in labor income and employment have been determined in the analysis of the
investmentt system, where the public investment policy is shown to boost both. The change
inn lump-sum taxes follows from the budget equation (3.11). The change in full income can
thereforee be expressed as:
y // (t) =e[l

+ oLtL\ WN (t) - UJCJG-

(3.20)

Thee change in full income depends positively on the pre-existing labor tax rate only if labor
supplyy is elastic, i.e. only if o^ > 0. Consider the case where labor supply is inelastic. Then
thee labor tax does not affect labor supply and is therefore non-distorting. In this case, the
taxx on labor and the lump-sum tax are equivalent, they do not affect the production side
off the economy, but only reduce net income. On the other hand, labor supply depends on
thee labor tax rate if labor supply is elastic. The reason is that the marginal cost of labor
supplyy (i.e. leisure costs) does not depend on the labor tax rate, but the marginal benefit
(nett wage rate) does. Stated differently, the return to a reduction in leisure is the increase
inn net wage income which depends on the labor tax rate. The costs of a reduction in leisure
aree measured in welfare terms, independent of the pre-existing tax rate. The wage growth
inducedd by the public investment policy increases the cost of labor supply, which holds
bothh for existing and for newly created employment. This growth in costs is tempered if
nett wage income is a smaller fraction of gross wage income, i.e. if the labor tax rate is
large.. The second part of the full-income equation shows that public investment has to be
financedd with lump-sum taxes, insofar the expenditures are not covered by the change in
laborr tax revenues. From equation (3.20) combined with expressions for the change in the
wagee rate, cf. equation (3.17), the impact and long-run changes in full income are:
Y»Y» (0) = -UGÏG

< 0,

r F V (oo) = [(1 + aLtL) JJ - ÜÜG] ÏG-

(3.21)

Att impact, full income clearly reduces, because the public investment expenditures has
too be financed, whereas public capital is not productive immediately. In the long run,
thee policy benefits households via an increase in full income only if the output elasticity
off public capital r\ is large relative to the initial public investment share UJG- In moving
towardss the new steady state, full income follows a transition path similar to the transition
pathh of private capital in equation (3.18).
Inducedd by the change in full income, human and financial wealth can be solved from
thee saving system. The impact change in financial wealth has already been shown to be
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positive,, because it depends on the change in Tobin's q. The impact change in human
wealthh depends on the time path of full income:
HHNN(0)(0)

=

r /

r^(r)e-(^)rdr,

Jo Jo
rr + /3 rr + 3 + 'G 'G
00

<r ,.'•"
%%

r(r + eG)(l
r?(r? +

11 +0LtL)V
+

-WG

(3.22) )

oL)(l-e)
eG)il+aL(l-e)]<L-

Thee first equation can be interpreted in two ways. First, human wealth is by definition
thee discounted sum of future full income, where the discount rate is the sum of the interest
ratee and the probability of death. Second, r + /? is the positive (unstable) eigenvalue of the
savingg system. The impact change in human wealth has to neutralize the unstable growth
rate.. The second equation shows that t h e impact change in human capital depends crucially
onn the output elasticity of public capital rj and the initial output share of public capital UJQThiss is the result from the dependence of full income on these parameters, see equations
(3.21).. A high elasticity of public capital in output raises the productivity improvement
inducedd by the public investment policy. The effect of this productivity improvement on
thee human-wealth change at impact, is tempered by the stock nature of public capital,
9c9c > 0, because the returns to the policy in terms of wage growth are delayed. In contrast,
thee expenditures on public investment have to be financed immediately and uniformly.
Evenn though the labor tax rate is exogenous, the change in human wealth still depends
onn it, because households value their leisure at the net wage rate. The response of human
wealthh depends negatively on the size of the initial stock of public capital, as measured
byy UJQ , because the marginal productivity of public capital declines if the stock of public
capitall is already large. Summarizing, the public investment policy certainly benefits the
ownerss of the firm, but might or might not be beneficial for workers, see Okuno (1986) for
aa similar point.
Overr time, the saving system is subject to three adjustment speeds, those of public
capitall 0G, of the investment system hf and of the saving system (a + p — r) > 0. In the
longg run, the saving system stabilizes at:
j j " ( o o ))

=

-L^yN
rr + p

^<»)) = fr +

{oo) = - ^ [ ( l +aLtL)V-cjG]ïG>HN(0),
r+ p

flfr+l-r)^00)-

(3.23)

(3 24)

'

Thee fact that the long-run change in human wealth exceeds the impact change stems from
thee fact that the benefits of the public investment policy in terms of labor income increase
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overr time, whereas the costs (equal to -LÜGÏG) are constant. Observe that the long-run
changee in human wealth does not depend on the adjustment cost of public and private
capital,, because the installation of capital will have been completed. The long-run change
inn financial wealth only depends on full income, because it will have been accumulated
fromm saved labor income.
Thee change in full consumption follows the changes in human and financial wealth, see
equationn (3.L10), because households consume a fraction of total wealth. Full consumption
thereforee depends solely on full income in the long run. In addition, it depends on the
changee in the value of capital in the short run. The change in consumption C depends on
thee change in full consumption and labor supply:
uuccCC (t) = UJXX (t) +e(l-tL)L

(t).

(3.25)

Thee change in full consumption is ambiguous, whereas leisure unambiguously declines (for
positivee values of <JL), leaving an ambiguous but likely positive response of consumption
too the public investment policy. Observe that neither consumption nor full consumption
hass to be constant over time, as in a life-cycle model with a representative agent, which
stemss from the existence of finitely living overlapping generations in the economy.
Thiss completes the analysis of the responses of the macroeconomic variables to the
publicc investment policy with lump-sum financing, which we have summarized in the next
proposition.. The welfare implications of the policy will be investigated in section 3.4.
Propositionn 3.1 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in public investment
financedfinanced with lump-sum taxes, i) The responses of output, private investment and employmentment do not depend on initial tax distortions. The long-run responses of these variables are
positive;positive; at impact only private investment increases, ii) The impact response of financial
wealthwealth is positive and does not depend on the initial tax rates, in) The response of human
wealthwealth depends positively on the initial tax rates if labor supply is endogenous. Proof: see
texttext and appendix.

3.3.33

Time varying labor t a x financing

Inn the previous section, we have analyzed the policy where a once-and-for-all increase
inn public investment was financed by a time-varying change in lump-sum taxes. In this
section,, we make one significant change to this policy, by assuming that the government
cannott use lump-sum taxes, but has to rely on labor taxes instead. In this section, we
assumee that the government changes the labor tax such that the static government budget
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iss balanced at all times, see equation (3.12). As in the previous section, the increase in
publicc investment improves the productivity of the private inputs and induces an increase
inn the demand for those private inputs. Unlike the lump-sum tax policy, where the change
inn the lump-sum tax does not affect the production side of the economy, the labor tax
changee affects the supply of labor and therefore changes the responses of employment,
wages,, output and private capital.
I n v e s t m e n t ,, e m p l o y m e n t a n d production

The investment system is modified be-

causee labor supply depends on the labor tax rate. The change in the labor tax rate is
endogenous,, because it depends on the change in the tax base. Both the tax base and the
taxx rate depend on the change in public investment. Therefore, the investment system can
stilll be written as a function of public investment as the single exogenous shock:

KKvv(t) (t)
VV

QQ (t) (t)

«51.2 2

KKvv(t)(t)

\

(

0

(3.26) )

&&

where e
:V:V
'1,22

_
ctf
— °1.2'

?V
V€ (1 - f) [l - tL {I + <TL)] ^ fJV
°2,1 ~ ~" f/-, ,
T7^
7~T~
f S ö 2,li

WAWA [(1 + oL) (1 - tL) +(TLt\ L
Underr the time-varying labor tax financing rule, the shock to the investment system 7) (t)
iss no longer unambiguously positive.

In fact, it is clearly negative at impact because

thee stock of public capital does not increase immediately, whereas the public investment
expendituress have to be financed. Comparing equation (3.26) with the 'lump-sum tax'
investmentt system in equation (3.14) shows that the capital accumulation equation does
nott change. In the equation for Tobin's q, the sensitivity of the value of capital to changes
inn the stock of capital, measured by ö\A, is reduced. A given increase in private capital is
accompaniedd by an increase in employment, which increases the tax base and allows for
aa reduction in the labor tax rate. Therefore, if the labor tax rate is endogenous, a given
increasee in capital reduces its productivity, and therefore the shadow value of capital, by
less.. This implies that the adjustment speed of the investment system is smaller: h) < hf\
wheree the equality holds if labor supply is exogenous or if the initial labor tax rate is zero.
Thee investment system with the labor tax financing rule can be analyzed along the
samee lines as in the previous section. Therefore, we state the main results and focus on
thee differences between the labor tax and the lump-sum tax financing rules. The impact
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changee in private investment and Tobin's q to the new saddle path are:
°AI°AIVV

(l(l + <jL){l-tL)6G
r(l-e))
cucuAA [(1 + <TL) (1 - i L ) " euL] [
r ^ r f + 9G)

oL

(0) = qv (0) =

(3.27) )
v

Thee difference between ï

N

(0) and Ï

(0) consist of two parts. First, the positive effect

off the increase in public investment is larger (terms involving 77), because the induced
reductionn in the labor tax makes a larger jump in private investment optimal. However,
thee fact that public investment has to be financed with a distortionary tax reduces the
incentivess to invest. The second effect likely dominates unless the initial share of public
expendituress on public investment LOG is very small. With lump-sum financing, output and
employmentt did not respond at impact, because they were determined completely by the
changee in private capital. In contrast, they now depend on the change in the labor tax
rate: :

*T(o)) =
iy v (o))

[l+ffL(l-c)]wGG
/G>0,,
e[(le[(l +
aL){l-tL)-e<TL]

(3.28) )
(3.29) )

= 11 + a (1 - e)tltl (0) > 0,
L
vv

eLeLvv(Q)(Q) YY= (0) (0)

(3.30) )

tltl (0) < 0,

1+(T1+(TLL(1-E) (1-E)

wheree the increase in the labor tax rate raises the gross wage rate and reduces employment
andd output if labor supply is endogenous. Following the increase in public capital, the
demandd for private inputs will grow over time, as with lump-sum financing. With labor
taxx financing, the stock of private capital will decline in response of the increase in the
laborr tax rate. In the long-run, the change in the stock of private capital is ambiguous:
YYvv (00) = Iv (00) = Kv (00)

==

)) =

77(11 + <TJT)(1 - tL)

-aLujG

(3.31) )

*[1 1-t-tLL(l+a(l+aLL)] )]
K1

(3.32) )

00 0

e[l-te[l-tLL(l+a(l+aLL)})}

G

'

(3.33) )

wheree the long-run change in private capital is smaller in the 'normal' case that the distortionaryy labor tax has to be raised. Only in the case where the initial labor tax rate
iss rather large, the public investment policy might be self-financing and might allow for a
reductionn in the labor tax rate. An increase in the labor tax rate also reduces employment,
butt the change in the gross wage rate does not depend on the labor tax. The fact that the
demandd for labor and capital are interrelated, combined with the fact that the return to
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privatee capital is fixed at the world-market rate of return in the long run, implies that the
competitivee wage rate depends on labor productivity (and therefore on the stock of public
capital)) but not on the labor tax rate:
L v '(oo)) = LN(oo) - °i?L (oo),

Wv(oo)

= ?-ÏG.

(3.34)

Finally,, a crucial difference between the responses of capital, output, employment and
wagess under the lump-sum tax and the labor tax financing rules, is that the responses
dependd on the initial labor tax rate in the labor tax scenario. The increase in the labor
taxx rate enforces the distortions on the labor market and reduces the effectiveness of the
publicc investment policy.
C o n s u m p t i o nn a n d w e a l t h

At the consumption-saving side of the economy households

havee to pay for the public investment policy, by paying taxes. They respond to the change
inn full income, which is the change in net wage income corrected for the cost of changes
inn leisure (or labor supply). Would the change in full income be the same with both
policyy rules, then households would choose the same level of consumption and savings.
Thiss implies that the saving-system, as defined in equation (3.19) still holds, with the only
modificationn that the changes in full income differ.
AA simple expression for the change in full income can be obtained by substituting the
budgett constraint into the definition of full income, and by using the labor demand and
supplyy equations to write output and the labor tax changes as a function of wages:
Y£{t)Y£{t)

=

£{1 tL v

~ h (t).

(3.35)

AA given change in employment benefits households a lot if the labor share in income is
largee or if the labor tax rate is small. If full income is written as a function of wages, a
nicee difference between the two policy rules can be observed. Full income is written as a
functionn of wages with lump-sum taxation in equation (3.20) and with labor taxation as:

AA high labor tax rate increases the sensitivity of full income to the wage rate under the
lump-summ financing rule, but reduces this sensitivity in the labor tax scenario.

With

lump-summ taxation, we have interpreted this fact by referring to the marginal cost of
leisure,, which depends on the net wage rate. With a high labor tax rate, net wages are
relativelyy insensitive to gross wage changes, such that the increase in employment becomes
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lesss costly and full income increases more. With labor taxation, this effect is still present,
butt is dominated by the distortionary effect of the labor tax. The distortionary effect of
ann increase in the labor tax is larger if the tax rate is already high.
Basedd on the impact and long-run changes of wages and employment, the changes in
fulll income can be written as:
{

\7*L\U?

* ? ( 0 )) = (11 +

Y?(oc)Y?(oc) =

cr

&,

YFN(0)<Y?(0)<0,

(3.37)

L j ( l - tL) - €<?L
^ ' I ^ ' ^ Ï G ,

YÏ(oo) = Y»(oo)-eaLtLFL(oo).

(3.38)

Iff labor supply is endogenous [p^ > 0), the public investment policy generates a smaller
reductionn in full income at impact if the labor tax rate is increased instead of the lump-sum
tax,, because the increase in the labor tax rate reduces employment and increases leisure.
Becausee the stock of capital is fixed at impact, the distortionary effects of the labor tax
changee are relatively small. In the long run, however, the distortionary effect dominates
andd the increase in the labor tax rate reduces full income, as compared to an increase in
thee lump-sum tax. In the long run, the public investment policy raises full income, if and
onlyy if i] > LUCInducedd by the change in full income, the changes in human and financial wealth can
bee solved from the saving system. The expressions for human and financial wealth does
nott add insight in the model or in the effects of the public investment policy, beyond the
insightss of the previous section. We skip them and move on to the third policy rule. The
resultss of this section are summarized in the next proposition.

Propositionn 3.2 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in public investment
financedfinanced with taxes on labor, such that the budget of the government is balanced instantaneously,neously, i) The endogenous response of the labor tax rate depends positively on the initial
laborlabor tax rate, ii) The responses of output, private investment and employment depend
negativelynegatively on the response of the labor tax rate, and therefore negatively on the initial
taxtax distortions. The impact responses of these three variables are negative; the long-run
responsesresponses are ambiguous, in) The impact response of financial wealth is ambiguous and
dependsdepends negatively on the initial labor tax rate, iv) The dependence of the full-income and
human-wealthhuman-wealth responses on the initial labor tax rate are ambiguous. They are functions of
thethe productivity of public capital and the initial share of public investment. Proof: see text
andand appendix.
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3.3.44

Labor t a x financing (uniform tax change)

Howw do the results change if the government finances its public investment expenditures
withh a uniform tax change. In this scenario, the government does not have to balance its
budgett in every period, but has to balance it over time by using bonds. The discounted
summ of labor tax revenues, stemming from the change in the labor tax rate and the labor
taxx base, has to equal the discounted sum of public investment expenditures, see equation
(3.13). .
Thee policy with the uniform labor t a x change is analyzed in two steps. First, the changes
inn capital, output, employment and wages are derived as functions of the changes in public
investmentt and the labor tax rate. Next, the required change in the labor tax rate can be
solvedd from the government budget equation (3.13) as a function of the change in public
investmentt expenditures. At the end of the analysis, the change in the labor tax rate is
solvedd as a function of the public investment shock. The investment system equals those of
thee first scenario, see equation (3.14), with the modification that the shock to the system
dependss on public investment and the labor tax rate:

WAWA

[1 + " M 1 -

f

)\

Ann increase in public investment or a reduction in the labor tax rate are positive shocks
too the investment system. With endogenous labor supply, households respond to changes
inn the labor tax rate. In this case, employment falls initially in response to an increase in
thee labor tax rate, whereas the wage rate rises:

£r

£

?? = - i T ^ l j ^

*"<«»>> - T T £ A % -

(3 40)

-

(341)

Observee that the relation between the labor tax change on the one hand and employment,
outputt and wages on the other hand are exactly equal to the relations under the second
scenario,, with time-varying labor tax, cf. equations (3.30) and (3.29). However, the impact
changee in the labor tax rate might differ. With scenario 'V', the initial public investment
hass to be financed completely by the labor tax change. With scenario 'C', the labor tax
changee is smoothed. Part of the initial public investment revenues can therefore be financed
withh future tax revenues. Given the fact that public investment becomes productive only
gradually,, future tax revenues will be larger than the initial revenues. This implies that
thee initial tax change is probably smaller under the smoothed policy than under scenario
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'V:tjf(0)>#.122
Thee reduction in employment reduces the return to capital. The value of capital and
privatee investment is therefore lower at impact than without the labor tax change:
(3 42)

**i°**i° (0) = f (O = f (0) - ^-0%-t)f&

'

Att impact, firms take into account that they have to pay part of the labor tax bill, which
reducess their return to labor and capital, and respond by reducing private investment.
Givenn that the change in the labor tax rate is uniform, it reduces employment, capital
andd output in the long run. Again, the relations are similar to those in scenario 'V',
presentedd in equations (3.32) and (3.34), but the tax changes differ, (t£ ^ t£ (oo) in
general): :
YYcc.{oc).{oc) = Kc{oo)
cc

LL {oo){oo)
cc

WW (oo)(oo)

= KN(oo)-aLtcL,
N

= L (oo)-aLif,

(3.43)
(3.44)

N

= ^ (oc).

(3.45)

Again,, the labor tax rate does not affect the wage rate in the long run, because it is
fixedd by the production price frontier. The transition path of the production-side variables
cann also be characterized by two terms, a term involving the public investment change and
aa term related to the labor tax change. Given that the labor tax change is uniform, the
labor-taxx induced transition path only depends on the adjustment speed of the investment
system.. For example, the time paths of the changes in employment and the wage rate can
bee written as:
LLcc(t)(t) = LN(t)-^GLf,
e-^-aJïh-e-^},
11 + ai [L — e)
L
J
W°(t)W°(t) = WN{t)+^~fia\e-h^,

(3.46)
(3.47)

wheree the labor tax part shows the exponential movement from the impact change to
thee long-run change. The solutions for employment and the wage rate determine the
endogenouss change in the labor tax base as a function of the changes in public investment
andd the labor tax rate. With this information, the required uniform labor tax rate can be
122

The result that t\ (0) > t^ does not follow from a mathematical proof, but follows from the argumentation.. The use of the word 'probably' means that the relation does not have to hold under all possible
combinationn of parameters. We return to this issue below, where we derive the required uniform change
inn the labor tax rate.
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determined,, under the assumption that the discounted sum of tax revenues equals the sum
off public investment expenditures. We rewrite equation (3.13), substitute the time-paths of
wagess and employment in, and obtain the following equivalent expressions for the required
uniformm labor tax change:
tïtï

=

TTTZT^-rZT- f
[^C>) + ^(r)]e-'^r,
e(l-te(l-tLL))
l-tL
11

(3.48)
(3.49) )

ii -r UQ

wheree 0 < Qc < e and 0 < %^ < 1, both are defined in equation (3.A42) in the appendix.
Thee first expression clearly shows that the labor tax rate has to change insofar the change
inn the labor tax base does not cover the public investment expenditures. The revenues from
thee change in the labor tax base are clearly zero if the initial tax rate is zero (in this case
f2ff = £). For a positive initial tax rate, the revenues depend positively on the adjustment
speedd of public capital and on the wage-elasticity of labor supply. Stated differently, the
requiredd labor tax change is smaller for higher values ofstop 6C, or uL • The intuition for the
firstt is clear: the faster the stock of public capital grows, the sooner wage income increases
andd the smaller the required increase in the labor tax rate is. The intuition for the second
observationn is that the increase in gross wage income increases and the required change
inn the tax rate declines if labor supply responds more strongly to the public investment
policy. .
Thee complicated expression for the uniform change in the labor tax rate does not allow
forr a comparison between the two labor-tax scenarios for all parameter values. A few
observationss can nevertheless be made. If the initial labor tax rate equals zero then the
requiredd labor tax change in scenario !V" is constant and equal to the uniform labor tax
changee in the present scenario: f\ (t) — f£ = ^IQ

if tjj = 0. If the initial labor tax rate

iss strictly positive, but labor supply is assumed to be exogenous, then:

* - , ^^(°°) t c
*L*L

r]tlr]tl

rr + eG ff

h; < 0,

(TL = 0.

(3.51)

1-*L

Thee impact change in the time-varying labor tax is relatively large, because it cannot
benefitt from the increase in the labor tax base in future periods. The opposite holds for
thee long-run change, where the time-varying tax does not have to finance the deficits of
earlierr periods.
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Thee uniform change in the labor tax rate implies that bonds have to be issued. The
exceptionn is the case where tL = 0 initially, in which case the change in the tax base
doess not generate tax revenues, such that all revenues have to be collected by means of
thee tax rate change. If the initial tax rate is strictly positive, the impact change in the
accumulationn of bonds can be expressed as:
~~
( 0 ) = r r uuGGhh

-r
1 + &L
~^ C£t"cLL +1 +etL< 7 ( 1 - 0
L

rr
L

(3.52) )

..

whichh is positive because the change in the labor tax rate falls short of the public investment
expenditures. 133 Over time, bonds have to be issued as long as the growth in the tax base
combinedd with the change in the tax rate are insufficient to cover the expenditures. The
periodd of debt accumulation will be followed by a period of debt decumulation and the
long-runn change in the stock of bonds will likely be positive, because the change in labor
taxx revenues are sufficient to finance interest payments on bonds in addition to the public
investmentt expenditures:
B%B% (oo) = e [1 - tL (1 + aL)] tcL + [tL (1 + oL) J] - LOG} IG-

(3.53)

Wee finish the discussion of the macroeconomic effects of the public investment policy
withh uniform labor-tax financing with expressions for the impact and long-run changes of
fulll income:

*?(»)) - ^ - ' ^ - € ( ï ; ^ ( ( i - 7 ) g -

(3 55)

-

Initially,, the labor tax change reduces full income. In the long run, the larger stock of
publicc investment improves full income, whereas the labor tax change reduces it.

The

resultss of this section are summarized in the next proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 3.3 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in public

investment

financedfinanced with a uniform change in the labor tax rate, i) The endogenous response of the
laborlabor tax rate depends positively on the initial labor tax rate, ii) The responses of output,
privateprivate investment

and employment depend negatively on the response of the labor tax rate,

andand therefore negatively on the initial tax distortions.

The impact responses of these three

variablesvariables are negative; the long-run responses are ambiguous.
13

Hi) The impact response of

Thee numerical illustration at the end of the chapter shows that there might be exceptions to this rule,

thoughh these would be rare.
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financialfinancial wealth is ambiguous and depends negatively on the initial labor tax rate, iv) Th
dependencedependence of the full-income
ambiguous.ambiguous.
publicpublic investment.

3.44

It is a function

and human-wealth
of the productivity

responses on the initial labor tax rat

of public capital and the initial share

Proof: see text and appendix.

Welfare change

Thee previous section has shown the macroeconomic effects of the public investment policy,
wheree we finished the analysis of each scenario with changes in full income, consumption
andd wealth.

That is, we ended with the implications of the policies for the household

sector.. The household sector is not homogenous, but consists of overlapping generations of
differentt ages with different stocks of financial wealth. Old households are rich, and their
(full)) consumption change depends significantly on the change in the value of their financial
wealth.. Young households have hardly any assets, and their consumption depends crucially
onn the change in labor income. Finally, the consumption of future households depends on
futuree changes in labor income which differ from the current changes due to the dynamic
naturee of the macroeconomic response. In this section, we first analyze the generationspecificc welfare change caused by the three public investment policies. Comparing the
welfaree changes of the three scenarios would likely result in generation-specific rankings; one
generationn might prefer scenario A over B, whereas others prefer scenario B. The question
arisess whether the ranking among the policy can be made uniform for all generations.
Wee show that bonds can be used to transfer income, and therefore welfare, from one
generationn to another such that the welfare change becomes independent of age. These
uniformm welfare changes are compared. The complicated nature of the resulting expressions
prohibitt a complete analytical comparison, and a complementary numerical comparison is
presentedd in section 3.4.2. Before, we analyze the welfare changes, both generation specific
andd uniform, of the three scenarios.

3.4.11

Non-distorting financing

Thee welfare change of the public investment policies are not uniformly distributed among
generations.. The welfare change can be written as a function of the change in full consumption,, which in turn depends on human and financial wealth. Only existing generations
ownn assets, which implies that their welfare change can be written as a weighted function
off human and financial wealth, with a larger fraction of financial wealth for older generations.. The welfare change of future generations is solely determined by the change in
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humann wealth:14
fd\{v,0)) = £^H(0)
\U{v,v)\U{v,v)

+ £$3jf *0),

v < 0,

= z^H{v),

(356)

no-

wheree dA is the absolute welfare change in response to the public investment policy. The
welfaree change of existing generations is evaluated at impact, where two extreme cases
cann be distinguished. Firstly, very old generations have accumulated over their lifetime an
enormouss amount of financial wealth. Their human wealth is negligible in comparison with
theirr financial wealth, which implies that their welfare change is completely determined by
thee initial change in financial wealth:

*V»(-oo,0)) = f

(

V^>0-

(3-57)

Thee public investment policy improves the welfare of the old generations, because the value
off their shares increases, see equation (3.15). Secondly, generations born at impact have
nott yet accumulated financial wealth. Their welfare change is therefore a function of the
changee in human wealth only:
dA"(0,0)) =

f(°}

(3-58)

Veryy young generations benefit from the public investment policy only if public capital is
relativelyy scarce at impact (see equation (3.22), where the impact change in human wealth
iss positive if UJG is small relative to rj). The public investment policy with lump-sum
financingg raises the welfare of the old generations, but may or may not raise the welfare of
youngerr generations, which implies that old generations likely benefit more from the policy
thann young ones.
Thee welfare of both the capital owners and the workers depend negatively on the
presencee of adjustment costs in public capital BG. The fact that it takes time for public
capitall to become productive implies that the benefits are delayed, which of course reduces
thee welfare gain of existing generations. An important difference between the welfare
changee of workers (which all existing generations are) and of the owners of the firms
(predominantlyy the older generations) is the dependence of their welfare change on the
pre-existingg labor tax rate. Only the cost of labor supply depends on the after-tax wage
rate.. If the labor tax rate is high, workers benefit more from the public investment policy,
becausee their increase in labor supply is relatively cheap.
14

Seee equation (2.40) and (2.41) in the previous chapter.
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Thee welfare change of future generations is evaluated at their date of birth, see the
secondd row in equation (3.56). Their welfare change only depends on the change in human
wealth.. Ultimately, the welfare change of future generations becomes:
dAdAyy (oo. oc) =
j A - ^ T > dAs (0.0).
cucuHH (a + 3)

(3.59)

Futuree generations born in a later year benefit more from the policy because aggregate
humann wealth grows over time.
Summarizing,, the public investment policy with lump-sum financing benefits the old
generations,, because they are the owners of the firm. It benefits future generations more
thann the generations born just before or after the announcement and implementation of
thee policy, because public capital becomes productive only gradually. Young generations
mostt likely have to pay for the public investment policy.
U n i f o r mm welfare c h a n g e
Shouldd the government invest in public capital, given the uneven distribution of welfare
effects,, where some generations benefit from the policy change, but where the welfare of
otherr generations possibly declines? There are at least two ways of answering this question.
First,, one might focus on the welfare of existing generations, and let the answer be decided
byy majority voting. The very old generations benefit, whereas the young generations might
havee to pay, so the answer could go either way. A significant drawback of this approach is
thatt future generations are ignored. They cannot decide upon the implementation of the
policy.. A way out of this dilemma, by taking the votes of future generations into account,
hass the important drawback that there are infinitely many households in future generations
againstt a finite amount of existing households. Discounting the votes of future generations
mayy solve this problem, but the choice of the generational discount rate is ambiguous and
mightt influence the answer significantly.
AA sensible way of answering the question is the following. Suppose that the government
cann redistribute income from one generation to another, without distorting the economy,
inn a way that all generations benefit t h e same from the public investment policy. If the
uniformm welfare change is positive, the policy should certainly be implemented. How can
thiss redistribution policy be implemented or analyzed? It can be analyzed, though implementationn might be difficult, by introducing a redistributive policy with lump-sum taxes
andd bonds as instruments. Generations who benefit a lot from the policy are subject to a
lump-summ tax increase, where the revenues are transferred to generations who benefits less
fromm the policy. Bonds might be needed to transfer tax revenues from future generations
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too current (or vice versa) or between future generations with different dates of birth. This
redistributionn policy should satisfy the restriction that the government budget is balanced
intertemporarily: :
TTRR(t)(t) = ÉR(t)-^&,

hmBR(t)=0,

(3.60)

wheree the subscript 'R' indicates the redistribution purpose of the lump-sum transfers and
bonds. .
Returningg to our model, the question have to be answered how the redistribution policy
shouldd be implemented. Under what conditions is the welfare change uniform? Inspection
off equation (3.56) shows that the welfare change is uniform if the following set of conditions
hold: :

(( dA{v,v) = n
1 d A ( M )) = n

& m = m,

v<0,

H(t) = H,

t = v>0.

&

Iff the first condition holds, then the welfare change of existing generations is uniform.
Thee second condition states that the welfare change of future generations is uniform if the
changee in human wealth is independent of time. Two instruments, namely lump-sum taxes
andd bonds, are used for the redistribution between households of various generations. First,
humann wealth depends on full income, which can be influenced by the government without
affectingg the production side of the economy by varying the lump-sum tax. Secondly, the
impactt change in financial wealth depends among other things on the impact change in
governmentt bonds.
Thee change in human wealth can be written analog to the expression in equation (3.22)
as: :
HHNN(v)(v)

= r

Yj?{T)e-(r+3)(T-v)dT,

(3.62)

JJ V

whichh is independent of the date of birth if the change in full income is uniform. In the
derivationn of the change of full income, see equations (3.20) and (3.21), we have shown
thatt the change in full income is not uniform, but is governed by the adjustment speeds hf
andd $G- However, we have abstracted in this derivation from government bonds, because
theyy are not used in the public investment policy. In contrast, bonds are essential in the
redistributionn policy. The expression for full income, taking the redistribution policy of
equationn (3.60) into account, becomes:

YPYP (t) =e[l + oLtL) WN (t) - UJCJG + ^

^ - BS (t).

(3.63)
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Iff the time path of bonds is set such that the dynamics of the wage rate is exactly offset by
thee dynamics in government bonds, then the change in full income is made uniform. This
impliess that government bonds has to evolve at rates hf and 9Q too:
B%B% = 6oV + b^e-'1'1

+ b%e-"ct.

(3.64)

Forr appropriate choices of fef and b^, see the appendix for details, the changes in full
incomee and in human wealth are uniform:
HHNN(t)(t)

H^=-I—YF.
rr + ti
NN
[(l[(l +
<ritL)v-UG]lG-K
r+.'i r+.'i
=

(3.65)

Therefore,, with the appropriate choice for the dynamics of the government bonds, we have
satisfiedd the second condition for uniform welfare, see equation (3.61), which implies that
wee have obtained a single welfare change for all future generations. Next, we consider the
firstfirst requirement which makes the welfare change of existing generations uniform. Equation
(3.L8)) clearly shows that the introduction of bonds affect the asset position of households.
Thee impact change in financial wealth under the public investment cum redistribution
policyy becomes:
AANN (0) = LJAqN (0) + b* + b? + &£',

(3.66)

wheree q^ (0) is given in equation (3.15). Welfare of existing generations can now be made
uniformm by the appropriate choice of b$ . Stated differently, the owners of financial wealth
aree offered a bundle of government bonds, either positive or negative, which makes their
financiall wealth change equivalent to their human wealth change (equivalent in welfare
terms).. The uniform welfare change resulting from this redistribution policy can be written
as: :
(oo +

8)ujxdA!

[ l + t l - O ^ t J ^ - f ï - W G G / G ll
uVV

(3.67)

r(r +
flG)(l+<7f,)(l-g)
'ƒƒ V, + <7f;) [1 + <7L (1 W J

Fromm this equation, the golden rule of public investment can be derived. This golden
rulee is to set the share of public investment at its optimal level, meaning that both an
increasee and a reduction in the public investment share would reduce welfare.

In an

economyy without labor taxes and where public capital can be installed without delay,
thee golden rule is L0°(f = 7], where cj^ f indicates the optimal share of public investment.
Heijdraa and Meijdam (2002) have shown that the stock nature of public capital modifies
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thee golden rule to CJ'Q — ^r%-r}, which straightforwardly follows from equation (3.67) for
OL^LOL^L — 0. Therefore, the optimal share of public investment is smaller if the installation of
publicc capital is slow. Equation (3.67) clearly shows that the same golden rule holds with
exogenouss labor supply, in which case the labor tax does not distort the economy. Finally,
iff public capital is a stock variable, if the initial labor tax is strictly positive and if labor
supplyy is endogenous, the golden rule for public investment financed with lump-sum taxes
is: :

w

ff = [ l + ( l - V £ ) c r

L

fc]-^.

(3.68)

Thee optimal share of public investment depends positively on the initial labor tax rate.
Statedd differently, for given values of UJQ and r], and for a given change in public investment,
thee welfare change depends positively on the pre-existing labor tax rate. The reason for
thiss result is not that the size of the labor-supply change depends on the labor tax rate,
becausee it does not (cf. equation (3.17)). The reason is that the cost of the reduction in
leisuree depends on the initial labor tax rate, because it depends on the net wage rate. The
intuitionn behind this result has been discussed extensively in relation to the change in full
incomee on page 101.
Itt is remarkable that the welfare change depends on the adjustment speed of the investmentt system hf only if (JIXL > 0. The reason is that a high adjustment speed improves the
welfaree of workers because the growth in labor income is fastened. In contrast, the welfare
changee of the old (and rich) generations declines, because the jump in the asset price q (0)
iss small if the adjustment is fast. Both effects cancel out by redistribution if labor supply
iss exogenous, or with a zero labor tax rate. From these two effects, the return to work
dependss positively on the initial tax rate, whereas the value of the shares does not depend
onn it. Therefore, an increase in the adjustment speed of the investment system accelerate
thee positive return from the policy to the workers.
AA final observation can be made. The welfare gain of the public investment policy
dependss negatively on the sum of the subjective discount rate and death rate (a + j3). A
higherr value of both imply that future returns are discounted more heavily, and the delayed
gainss from the public investment policy are worth less. However, the optimal policy of the
governmentt does not depend on both rates. All households have the same effective discount
ratee (a + /?), so each individual welfare gain or loss is rescaled by the same amount, and
redistributionn does not affect the relative size of the welfare change.
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Laborr t a x financing; t i m e varying tax rate
Havingg discussed extensively the welfare effects of the public investment policy financed
withh lump-sum taxes, the policies with labor tax financing can be discussed briefly, without
repeatingg the derivations.

The welfare effects of the public investment policy are still

uneven.. One significant difference is worth mentioning, namely that the owners of the
firmm do not unambiguously gain from the policy, as was the case with lump-sum financing.
Changess in the labor tax rate affects labor supply and therefore the return to capital.
Similarr to the previous section, the welfare gains and losses are equalized using a redistributionn policy with lump-sum taxes and bonds. 15 To be clear about this, the government
cannott rely on the lump-sum tax for financing its public investment policy. Only for redistribution,, the lump-sum tax can be used. Interpreted differently, the lump-sum tax is used
onlyy for analytical purposes, in order to reveal the uniform welfare change of the public
investmentt policy. As before, a time p a t h of bonds and lump-sum taxes is introduced such
thatt the two conditions for equalizing welfare, stated in equation (3.61), are satisfied. The
resultingg uniform welfare change can be written as:
{a{a + /3)ujxdAv
vv
'F 'F

=
_

9

V-UGV-UG
rr + 9G'
'

(l-tL)[l+<JL(l-e)}
(l+a(l+aLL)(l-t)(l-tLL))

(11 - c)tLGL
r y
+ T——71
-T K
l+<7L(l-£)

y
V~

-|
ÏGÏG (3-69)
^G^G\

>]L

-eaL

wheree tpt > 0 and ipG > 0 are defined equation (3.A60) in the appendix. If either labor
supplyy is exogenous, or the initial labor tax is zero, then the endogenous labor tax change
iss non-distorting (in the linearized model where we focus on infinitesimal changes) and the
uniformm welfare change equals that of the lump-sum scenario: dAv = d/YA. Of course this
impliess that the optimal share of public investment is equal in both cases if aLtL = 0 . If the
initiall labor tax rate is positive and the labor supply is endogenous, then both the positive
effectt of the increase in public capital (terms related to rj) and the negative effect of the
increasee in public expenditures (terms related to UJG) are intensified. The intensification
off the positive effect stems from the fact that the increase in labor income allows for a
reductionn in the labor tax rate. This is an additional positive effect of the policy. On the
otherr hand, the fact that the labor t a x rate has to be increased instead of the lump-sum
tax,, enforces the negative welfare implications of increased taxation. It is hard to say which
155

It would be possible to redistribute welfare using the labor tax in combination with bonds. This is more
realisticc in an economy without lump-sum taxes. Redistribution with labor taxes is however distorting, and
affectss the resulting uniform welfare gain. With the bond cum labor tax redistribution, the effectiveness
off the public investment policy cannot be revealed.
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effectt dominates. One would suspect that the public investment policy raises welfare less
iff the labor tax rate has to be increased instead of the lump-sum tax. The complicated
naturee of the expressions prohibit the analytical comparison of the welfare effects in both
scenarios,, and we leave it to a few numerical illustrations in section 3.4.2.
Laborr t a x financing; uniform t a x rate
Inn the third scenario, the change in the labor tax rate is uniform. This yields a deficit
inn the early periods, when the productivity change due to the growing stock of public
capitall is relatively small. The deficit has to be financed with surpluses in later periods.
Thee smooth labor tax rate does of course not guarantee a smooth welfare path. Similar
too the previous scenarios we introduce a redistribution policy, with bonds and lump-sum
taxess as instruments. The bonds used for redistribution, denoted BR, have to meet the
solvencyy condition, but does not have to satisfy BR (0) = 0, like we did for bonds used
forr smoothing the labor tax rate. The interesting question is whether the resulting welfare
changee is different from the second scenario (with the time-varying labor tax rate), and
inn what direction. Stated differently, should the government smooth the labor tax rate or
not? ?
Followingg the same derivations as before, the uniform welfare change in the third scenarioo can be written as:
(a(a + /3)uxdAc

=l

+ e ^ - Oc cO
nn

wheree 0 < i>cL < 1, 0 < rf = ^

rr + 9G

l+eal+eaLLttLLyy c c

L

* > GGÏÏGG
LÜLÜ

nn

(3.70)

< 1 and 0 < Qc < e are defined equation (3.A63)

inn the appendix. As in the previous section, the way of financing is irrelevant if labor
supplyy is exogenous or if the initial labor tax rate equals zero. Endogenous labor supply or
pre-existingg labor tax distortions intensifies both the welfare gains and welfare losses of the
publicc investment policy. Unfortunately, a meaningful comparison between scenarios 'V'
andd 'C' cannot be made. For this comparison we have to rely on a numerical illustration
off the model. The results of this section are summarized in the next proposition.
P r o p o s i t i o nn 3.4 Consider an unanticipated and permanent increase in public
wherewhere the government

rate;rate; or both bonds and the labor tax rate,
investmentinvestment

investment,

budget is balanced by varying the lump-sum tax rate; the labor tax
i) The welfare implications

of these public

policies depend negatively on the initial share of public investment,

welfarewelfare change depends positively on initial tax distortions
appliedapplied for additional fund-raising,

if lump-sum

in) With labor-tax financing,

ii) The

taxes might be

this positive

relation
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betweenbetween the welfare change and the initial tax rate is tempered by the aggravation of the
laborlabor tax distortions.

3.4.22

Proof: see text and appendix.

Quantitative comparison of t h e scenarios

Inn the previous sections, we have derived the key relations of the model. Unfortunately, an
analyticall comparison of the results is not always possible. As an alternative, we compare
thee key results of the scenarios by means of a numerical illustration of the model, with
thee focus on the welfare changes induced by the policy scenarios. The key question of the
numericall analysis is whether we can range the scenarios in order of their welfare effects. Is
itt true that the lump-sum policy is preferable in all cases? Should the government smooth
thee labor tax rate, or is a policy with a balanced budget preferable?
Inn the numerical illustration, we calibrate the model close to a few key parameters of
thee Dutch economy, such as the shares of consumption and investment in output and the
laborr income share. The parameters and the induced shares are presented in Table 3.4 in
thee appendix. These parameters and shares are used to calculate the welfare effects of the
publicc investment policy in the three scenarios. In addition, the endogenous change in the
laborr tax rate are presented. The results are shown in Table 3.3 for variations in the initial
laborr tax rate tL, the wage elasticity of labor supply UL , the public investment elasticity
off output n, and the initial share of public investment U>GThee table shows that in most cases the lump-sum tax case is preferred over the labor
taxx scenarios. There are two exceptions to this rule. First, with exogenous labor supply or
withh a zero initial labor tax rate, the quantitative results are conformable to the analytical
resultt that the welfare change is the same in the three scenarios. 16 The second exception is
whenn the labor tax is distorting, but when the tax rate can be reduced, which is the case
iff public capital is very productive (e.g. n — 0.30 and UÜQ — 0.10).
Thee more interesting comparison is between the time-varying and the constant labor
taxx changes, i.e. between scenarios 'V' and 'C'. It is clear from Table 3.3 that the timevaryingg scenario outperforms in all but a few extreme cases the policy where the labor tax
changee is uniform. These extreme cases have one thing in common, that the impact change
inn the labor tax rate is smaller than the long-run change. This points at the explanation
thatt the government should raise the tax rate a lot in early periods.
Howw can we explain the observation that the time-vary ing policy is in most cases
resultss in the largest welfare improvement or the weakest welfare reduction. The following
observationn (not shown in Table 3.3) might help answering this question. The expressions
16

Thee case with tL = 0 is not shown in the table because it is exactly equal to the case where <JL = 0.
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Tablee 3.3: Numerical illustration

dAdANN

dAv

dAs

tl{0)

tcL

t£(oo)

u=o.i i
<JL<JL = 0

-4.33 3

-4.33 3

-4.33 3

0.16 6

0.14 4

0.15 5

ooLL = 0.5

-3.99 9

-4.57 7

-4.58 8

0.16 6

0.14 4

0.15 5

ccLL = \

-3.66 6

-4.83 3

-4.83 3

0.17 7

0.14 4

0.16 6

<TL<TL = 0

-4.33 3

-4.33 3

-4.33 3

0.20 0

0.14 4

0.17 7

ooLL = 0.5

-3.32 2

-5.45 5

-5.46 6

0.23 3

0.14 4

0.19 9

ooLL = \

-2.32 2

-7.11 1

-7.22 2

0.27 7

0.14 4

0.22 2

-11.20 0 - 1 8 . 9 3 3 - 1 8 . 8 5 5

0.27 7

0.36 6

0.34 4

777 = 0.05

-6.76 6 -13.02 2 -13.04 4

0.27 7

0.25 5

0.28 8

777 = 0.10

-2.32 2

-7.11 1

-7.22 2

0.27 7

0.14 4

0.22 2

7^^ = 0.15

2.12 2

-1.21 1

-1.41 1

0.27 7

0.04 4

0.16 6

777 = 0.20

6.56 6

4.70 0

4.41 1

0.27 7 - 0 . 0 7 7

0.10 0

ttLL==

0.3

W G == 0.1

?77 = 0

777 = 0.30

15.45

16.51

16.03

0.27

-0.29 -0.03

777 =0.1 1
U)U)G -G

00

8.88 8

11.81 1

11.63 3

0.00 0

-0.21 1 -0.12 2

0J0JG ==
G

0.05

3.28 8

2.35 5

2.20 0

0.13 3 - 0 . 0 4 4

0.05 5

UJUJG==
G

0.10

-2.32 2

-7.11 1

-7.22 2

0.27 7

0.14 4

0.22 2

UJUJG==
G

0.15

-7.92 2 -16.58 8 -16.65 5

0.40 0

0.32 2

0.39 9

UUG G==

0.20 - 1 3 . 5 2 2 - 2 6 . 0 4 4 - 2 6 . 0 7 7

0.53 3

0.50 0

0.55 5

VG VG==

0.30 - 2 4 . 7 2 2 - 4 4 . 9 7 7 -44.92 2

0.80 0

0.86 6

0.89 9

Thee table shows the welfare and labor tax responses to a 1% increase in public investment. The assumptions
aboutt the parameters used in the calculations are summarized in Table 3.4 in the appendix. The upper
partt of the table shows the results for a low pre-existing labor tax rate, ti = 0 . 1 , and for variations in UL •
Thee second part shows the same results for a higher initial tax rate t^ = 0.3. In the third and final parts
off the table we have assumed that t^ — 0.3 and o^ — 1-0 and we have varied 77 or UJG-
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forr the welfare changes in equations (3.69) and (3.70) consist of two terms, a welfare
improvingg term related to the productivity of public capital (i.e. the 77-terms, defined as
dAjj)dAjj) and the welfare reducing terms related to the financing of the policy (i.e. the u>cterms,, denoted dA^G).u

Numerically, it can be shown that the positive effects (related to

77)) of the time-varying policy are always larger than the positive effects of the constanttax-changee policy, i.e. dA\

> dh£ > 0. In addition, the negative effects of the first are

alwayss 'more negative', i.e. dA^. < dA^r < 0. Stated differently, the positive and negative
responsess of the time-varying tax policy are always more pronounced than their smooth-tax
policyy equivalents. The results in Table 3.3 indicate that the 77-part of the welfare change
dominatess unless 77 < < OJQThiss begs the question why both the gains and the losses are less pronounced if the
responsee of the labor tax rate is smoothed. The answer with respect to the losses is quite
intuitive.. In the non-smoothed policy, the labor tax rate has to rise by a lot in early
periodss and can be reduced in later periods. The fact that the welfare loss increases more
thann proportionally with the tax rate implies that the benefits from the low-tax period
aree relatively small as compared to the costs of the large initial tax rise. On average, it is
betterr to smooth than to vary the labor tax rate, from the point of view of financing. 18
Thee fact that welfare gains are also less pronounced in the smooth-tax scenario is slightly
moree complicated. Consider again a policy where the labor tax rate has to be strongly
raisedd initially, which aggravates the existing tax distortions. The fact that productive
capitall grows implies that the tax distortions are relieved. This tax relief adds relatively
muchh to welfare if the labor tax is very distorting (i.e. if the tax rate is high) as compared to
thee case where the tax rate is lower. The benefits of the growing stock of public capital are
ann increasing function of the labor tax rate, again with a convex relationship. Therefore,
Thee terms are defined as, cf. equations (3.69) and (3.70):
+0a+0a
(a(a + 0)uix
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The argument is based on the non-uniform change in the labor tax rate. It does not matter for the
argumentationn whether the largest tax change occur in earlier or later periods.
Thee observations about the welfare cost of taxation confirms the well-known result that the excess
burdenn of taxation increases more than proportionally with the initial tax rate, see Atkinson and Stiglitz
(1980). .
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aa policy with both high and low labor tax rate changes benefit more from the policy than
thee policy with the smooth tax change.
AA few other observations can be made from Table 3.3. First, the government should
raisee its investment in public capital only if U>G < V (as a necessary condition). An increase
inn public investment is beneficial only if public capital is relatively productive, i.e. if the
pre-existingg stock of public capital is small. This holds for the lump-sum financing rule,
butt even more for the labor-tax scenarios. Second, in most cases, the long-run change in
thee labor tax rate (in the time-varying scenario) is smaller than the initial increase. The
exceptionss to this rule occur if n <C WG, and are exactly those cases where the constant
laborr tax scenario outperforms the time-varying scenario. Finally, the uniform labor tax
changee ££ is in most cases in between the impact and long-run changes of the time-varying
scenario.. This is induced by the assumption that the discounted sum of the labor tax
revenuess should be equal in both cases. The fact that there are exceptions to the rule
stemss from the fact that the time-varying labor tax change can be hump-shaped. In fact,
inn the cases where t^ > max {V[ (0), P[ (oo)} the hump-shape is important in the sense
thatt the maximum tax change is larger than both the impact and the long-run responses
andd also larger than the uniform change in the labor tax rate as well (i.e. max; t^ (t) > ¥[).

3.55

Conclusion

Thiss chapter has focused on the interaction between public investment policies and the
presencee of initial tax distortions. Even with lump-sum financing, initial tax distortions
matterr for the welfare implications of the public investment policy. The intuition is that
thee change in households' welfare in response to the public investment policy depends
negativelyy on the initial level of welfare. With relatively high tax distortions, the initial
levell of welfare is relatively low, which improves the return to the public investment policy.
Withh labor-tax financing, a second relation between tax distortions and the change in
welfaree is introduced, namely that raising the labor tax rate aggravates the labor-tax
distortions.. Obviously, this reduces the return to the public investment policy.
Nott only the instrument of financing matters, but also the timing of financing matters.
Inn the first place, it matters for the distribution of the welfare change over generations.
Iff public investment has to be financed instantaneously, the increase in the labor tax rate
iss relatively strong in the first years, which implies that current generations have to pay
aa relatively large part of the policy. In addition, the timing of financing matters for the
efficiencyy of the policy. Numerical simulations indicate that in many cases, depending
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onn assumptions about the economy in the initial steady state, time-varying taxation is
advisable.. Focusing only on the cost-side of t h e public investment policy, t a x rates should
bee smoothed, such that large tax-rate changes are avoided. In addition, the benefits of the
publicc investment policy are also diminished by smoothing the labor tax rate, because the
benefitss are an increasing function of t h e tax distortions. Adding the positive and negative
welfaree implications of smoothing the labor-tax response implies, in many cases, that the
laborr tax rate should not be smoothed.

3.. A

Appendix

3.A.11

Appendix t o section 3.3: macroeconomic effects

D e f i n ee t h e p o l i c y
Att time t — 0, the government increases public investment by a fixed amount permanently:
IGIG {t)

=

IG- The implied change in the stock of public capital is given in equation (3.10).

Wee consider three alternative scenarios for financing public investment:
(N)) Public investment is financed with lump-sum taxes, without a change in the labor
taxx rate. Bonds can be used for redistribution and are denoted BR. The budget
equationn (3.L14) can be written as:
ffNN (t) = coJG - etLYN (t) - £ « Ö ) + B £ ( t ) .

(3.A1)

(V)) Public investment is financed with labor taxes (endogenous and time-vary ing), withoutt a chance in the lump-sum tax. For the analysis of efficiency we introduce bonds
part:
andd lump-sum taxes completely separate from the \IG^L)
*T(<)) = 7^-[^[^ÏG-etLYv{t)\,
ffvv{t){t)

= BxR{t)-^^.

(3.A2)
(3.A3)

(C)) Public investment is financed with an endogenous, but constant change in the labor
taxx rate. The t a x base is however time-varying, which implies that the government
budgett is not balanced in each period. The government uses bonds Bs t o smooth
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surplusess and deficits under the restriction that the discounted sum of labor tax
revenuess equals the discounted sum of public investment expenditures. The policy
cann therefore be expressed as:

&j(t)&j(t) = r[èc (t) + uGïG -e{\-tL)tcl
00 -

-€tL[Wc (t) + Lc (*)]],

É%(0) = JX[uGÏG-e(l-tL)t<i-etL[Wc(T)

+

(3.A4)

Lc(T)]\e-rTdT.

Ass in case (V), for the analysis of the efficiency of this policy, we rely on a 'lump-sum
taxx with bonds' policy:
ffcc(t)(t) = É%(t)-$&.
rr

(3.A5)

Thee investment system
Thee investment system consists of the dynamic equations in K(t) and q(t). In general, we
cann write this system as:
K(t) K(t)

00

$1,2

$2,11

r

«(«)) I

\ i,W '

wheree 5^ and 7/ depend on the policy assumptions and are derived below for the various
policies.. The shock terms, like the changes in public investment and the labor tax are
includedd in •jj (t). For future reference we define the square matrix to be A/. We distinguish
betweenn the lump-sum tax change (in case N), a time-varying endogenous labor tax change
{casee V) and fixed labor tax change (case C).
Casee N: Lump-sum financing Let IG be given. We can use equations (3.L11), (3.L4)
andd (3.L5) to write output (and for future reference employment and wages) in terms of
capitall and the exogenous variables:
YY

** = i+.ui-<)r-c)K

+vK

°\-

(3 A7)

-

i"" - i^i-ot"-"*"*"*0]-

(3 A8)

*"" = u^o[ (1 - e) * w+ '*°]-

(3 A9)

'

'

Substitutee YN in equation (3.L3)
~N/*\~N/*\
t*(t)t*(t)
= ~*N
rqN ,*\
(t) +,

r(l1
J"}

- e€)

\

T

\ekN (t)-V(l

+ <rL) KG (t)] .

(3.A10)
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Togetherr with equation (3.L2), we have the following definitions for equation (3.A6):
<*ii 2

=

> 0.

rvv

(3.A11)

r{l-e)e

•'••'•mm = «jLn-^

+ ^l1-^'}'^

< 3A13 >

C a s ee V: t i m e varying labor tax rate The growth of capital can be written as a
functionn of Tobin's q by substituting equation (3.L6) into equation (3.L2). Next, we
eliminatee output in the equation for Tobin's q in two steps. First, write employment
andd wages as functions of output by substituting equations (3.L5) and (3.A2) in equationn (3.L11). Second, substitute the employment equation in the production function (3.1*4)
too write output as a function of private capital and public capital and investment (with
1'' 11
(J J
(w,,)(i-..

\. \.

.)-<<*!..)-<<*!. ''

YYvv(t) (t)==

Ol \-t7LuGJc+{l

LLvv(t) (t) ==

dl \-?J-UCJC+°L

\V\Vvv(t) (t) == 9Ï

( 11

e aL

J u(Jc

+ aL){l - tL) [(1 - e)kv(t)

+ VKG(t)]] ,

[(l-e)Kv(t)+Tikc(t)}] ,
+ (1 - tL (1 + aL)) [(1 - e)Kv(t)

(3A14) )
(3.A15) )

+ vka(t)] .. (3.A16)

Substitutee this expression for output in the dynamic ^-equation and substitute (3.L6) in
(3.L2)) and obtain the following parameters for the investment system (3.A6):
<£,,

= e)\[i-tdi

6\.26\.2

= ^2-

+ °L)\.

r(1

e]=

e)

(3.A17)

^,44 [(1 + °L) (1 - tL) ~ tOL\
-))'(t)=ö)'[(l+aL)(l-tL)(l-e-s<'-t)Ti-<TIUG]ïa.

(3.A18)

Obse rve:
e :
2

'''

2

''

(\ + UL){\-tL)-EOL
l-tl-tLL[l[l

Thee equality i,l

+ crL)

~ '
(1 + aL)(l

- tL)

-eaL

= ?rl = 1 holds if and only if aL = 0 or tL = 0 or both.

C a s ee C: uniform labor t a x change Though the labor tax rate is endogenous, we first
treatt it as a separate shock. Later on, we derive the relation between public investment
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andd the labor tax rate. We can use equations (3.L11), (3.L4) and (3.L5) to write output,
employmentt and wages in terms of capital and the exogenous variables:
YYcc(t)(t)

11 + (TL
=
l+<7L(l-e))

LLCC(t)(t)

=
ll +

WCWC

^)^)

=

™L™Lll rc
LL
11 + <JL

\l-e)K\l-e)Kcc(t)+(t)+VVKKGG-t-tccLL], ], (3.A20) )

aL(l-e)
^

(3.A19) )

-\(l-e)Kc(t)+VKG

\

+ aL(l-e)t(l].

11 + aL(L — e) L

(3.A21)
J

Substitutee Yc in equation (3.L3) and obtain the following definitions for equation (3.A6):
°1,22

—

"1,2'

(3.A22) )

°2,1 — °2,1»
r(l-e)ee

t?(t)t?(t) = 7?(0u;^[ll +

°lA-°lAaL(l-e)]

(3.A23) )

Stability y
Thee investment system is saddlepath stable if the eigenvalues of the square matrix A/ in
equationn (3.A6) are of opposite sign. Let —hi and 77 be the eigenvalues of A f . Then,
thee system is saddlepath stable if hj > 0 and 77 > 0. A sufficient condition for saddlepathh stability is that the trace of A/ is positive and its determinant negative. Observe that
TraceTrace (A/) = r > 0, and det (A/) = —5\,2&2,i, which is negative only if 52,\ > 0. Therefore,
thee system is saddlepath stable if <52,i > 0. This criterion is satisfied in cases 'N' and 'C'.
Inn the time-varying labor tax case 'V', the definition of 5 ^ implies that:

sl>osl>o

*

t

^<Y
++ ^L -

v tL>
11 + aL

'

' l+aaL(1
~e)
L

Wee assume that stability holds for the lower tax-rate region and impose the following
stabilityy condition (for scenario 'V'):
ttLL< <

11

(SC-b) )

11 + 0-L

Thee eigenvalues, z — — h^ri,

are the solutions of the characteristic equation z2 — rz —

^12^211 — 0 which solves for:

nn = -2\i + ll +

A5\2&2\ A5\2&2\

—hi—hi = r — 77.

Thee relation between <5^ and 621 implies that r f > r], h^ > h], and - j ^ > -fc.

(3.A24) )
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Solvee t h e i n v e s t m e n t s y s t e m : K(t) and q(t)
Wee will solve the investment system by Laplace transforming equation (3.A6), see Kreyszig
(1993).. We assume that private capital is a stock variable which cannot jump, i.e. K(Q) =
0.. Transform equation (3.A6) to:

VV £{g(0*s} /

\ £{~tj(t),s} -q(t0)

J

wheree I2 is the two-dimensional identity. For s = rj the matrix [s/2 — A/] becomes
singular.. For every square singular n-dimensional matrix A, with adjoint: adj(A), we
knoww that adj(A)A = 0 n , where 0 n is the n-dimensional zero-matrix. When we apply this
too equation (3.A25) we get:

,, 0 /"

\

-£{7/(0^/}+^o)

whichh implies that:

«0)) = £{llit).r,]

= 2lM_2lM^2im,

riri
==

(3 . A26)

ri + 9G

OGIJJOO) + rIyI(0)

ri(ri+0ri(ri+0GG) )
Forr 0 < s T^ T\ the two-dimensional matrix in equation (3.A25) can be inverted:
[sh[sh ~ A / ] " 1
{s{s + hj)(a-Ti)

—— r

5]

\ 521

whichh implies:
C(K(t),s}C(K(t),s}

=

hi')*g_ri)lC{-y,(t),r,}-£{-r,m,s}],

{B +

>> = ( . + h , ) '._ r , ) [gfa('),n}-/:faW..}].
Thiss can be inverted to:
e
7 —Tj—I
+ #C
-7
T{hj,dG,t),
(3.A27)
n + 6G
rjrj (r/ + 8C)
wheree the transition function T is defined in equation (2.A60). The solution for capital is:

*3WW -

K(t)K(t)
* ( o o ))

= K(oc) [ l - e - H +0KT(hI:5G,t),
= ^ M ,
0211

g A

.=_^[7/M-7/(0)]
Ti + 0 G

(3.A28)
(3A29)
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Thee change of the variables over time can be written as:
jj (t) = j (0) e'h'1 + j (oo) [l - e"*"] + OjT (hh 9G, t)

j = I, K, L, q, W, Y,

(3.A30)

wheree j (0) is the impact change, j (oo) is the long-run change and 9j is the transition
parameter,, which are defined in the previous section. For the three policy scenarios, these
parameterss are derived subsequently.
C a s ee N : L u m p - s u m financing Equation (3. A28) implies K (0) = 0, which in turn yield
zeroo changes in output, employment and wages by equations (3.A7), (3.A8) and (3.A9).
Usee the definition of the shock term (3.A13) in the expression (3.A26) for the impact
changee of Tobin's q to get:
r(l-e))
99GGr}(l+(?L)r}(l+(?L)
aaAAl"(0)l"(0)zN zN= <jN(0) =
UM[ll + < r L ( l - e ) ] r f ( r f + 0 G )

j

(3.A31) )

Inn the long run, equation (3.A27) implies qN (oo) = 0. Use the definition of the shock term
(3.A13)) in the expression (3.A29) for the long-run change in private capital:
Ï/(1+<TL)??
IG, IG,

YYNN (oo) = IN (oo) = KN (oo) =

wheree we use equations (3.L3) and (3.L2) to equate changes in output and private investmentt to the private capital change in the long run. From the labor demand and supply
equations,, (3.L5) and (3.L11) follows:
^(oo))

LLNN(oo)(oo)
<TL <TL

rj

^G. ^G.

Thee transition multiplier for capital 0h- follows from equation (3.A29), together with the
definitionss of 6^2

an

d 1?

m

equations (3.All) and (3.A13):
(3.A32) )

Casee V: t i m e varying labor t a x rate

The impact change of Tobin's q follows from

equationss (3.A26) and (3.A18):

aaAAPP

(0)xV= xV
qv (0) =

r(l l

w>i[(ll + < 7 L ) ( 1 - tL)

(l(l + aL){l-tL)r)9G
-eaL\

CTLUG

rY(rY+SrY(rY+SGG) )

IIGG.. (3.A33)
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Capitall still does not respond at impact, but the changes in output, employment and
wagess now depend on the change in the labor tax rate, cf. equations (3.A14), (3.A15) and
(3.A16): :
°iJ>°iJ>LL (0)
l + < 7 L ( l - e ))

_ H'r(0) _ fv'(0)
&LUG &LUG
-Ü-Ü (0) =
-Ic -Ic
1-e
e
e [(1 + cr/.)(l - tL) - €UL]

Ass before, qv (oc) = 0. Equations (3.A29), (3.L3) and (3.L2) together with the definition
off the shock term (3.A18) yields the long-run changes in private capital, investment and
output: :
LLujc ujc
YYKK (oc) = P ( o o ) = j r (oc.) 7](l+a7](l+aLL)(l-t)(l-tLL)-a)-aIc
(3.A34) )
e[l-te[l-tLL(l(l
+ aL)] Ic
Thee employment, change follows from the production function (3.L4): equation (3.A2)
yieldss the solution for the change in the labor tax rate; and the change in the wage rate
followss from equations (3.L11) and (3.L9):
LLvv(oc)(oc)
tl(oc))

=

°iAv°iAv -up)
Ky(oc)
-IcAoo) -IcAoo)
-In. -In.
e[l-te[l-tLL(l+a(l+aLL) )

^GIG ^GIG

=

ttL L

e(l-h)e(l-h)

\V\Vvv(oc] (oc]

YYvv(oc)(oc) = u}?rTlil
l-tL
t[l-tt[l-tLL{l{l

+

<rL)tl

+ aL)

;ïa,

(3.A35; ;

*T(Dc)) = ^ / r ; .
&L &L

Thee transition multiplier for capital 0K follows from equation (3.A29), together with the
definitionss of ó\ 2 and 7) in equations (3.A17) and (3.A18):
fe)V}T7(l+(7L)(l-fL)?
rr
f;>-- = —
: G c[l-tL(l ___——Icr}'r}' +9
+ <TL)

C a s ee C: uniform labor t a x change
equationss (3.A26) and (3.A23):
a,,Ia,,Icc(0)(0)

= qr(0)

(3.A3G) )

The impact change of Tobin's q follows from

r(l-e))

cc
h:v(lh:v(l +°L (o(o}}tt i i
In In
((
rr ,'(ry+0«) ,'(ry+0«)

(3A37) )
(3.A38) )

wheree change in the labor tax has to be solved below. As in the previous section, the
impactt changes of output, employment and wages only depends on the labor tax change,
cf.. (3.A7), (3.A8) and (3.A9) with Kc (0) = 0:
WWcc(0)(0)

_YC(0)
_?c
OL OL
== V- (0) = ll + a L ( l - c
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Thee long-run changes in output, investment, capital, employment and wages are:
YYcc(oo)(oo)
cc

LL {oo){oo)

F (oo) = Kc (oo) =

=
WL WL

V (1 + g L )

:c :c
= IIGG-VLtt=L-VLtt=L

WWcc (oo) =^T ^T

ÏG - vdl

= * " (oo) -

odl,

ic ic(oc)-aLtY,

iyiy

= W" (oo).

G

Finally,, the transition multiplier is the same as in scenario 'N', 0CK = 0%, because the labor
taxx change is uniform. This implies that the time path of capital can be written as:
KKcc{t){t)

kN{t)-aLtcl[l-e-h>t].

=

(3.A39) )

Casee C: solve for t h e e n d o g e n o u s labor t a x change Knowing the time paths of capital,, we are now able to determine the endogenous labor tax change. Given that Bg (0) = 0,
thee government budget can be written as:
00 = Bg(0)

=
==

J™ \e(l-tL)%

etLY(T)-L,GlG\e-rrdTt

+

c{€(l-tL)%

+

(3.A40) )

ctLY{t)-uGÏG,r},

whichh can be solved for the labor tax change in terms of IG:

%% =\ - t

uu
-^c{Y{t),r}
l " '•"•
) +• +e ( l - t

GG

L

~~

L

•Ic
•Ic
)'

(3.A41) )

Thee time paths of output, private and public capital can be written as:
e)) r
C{kC{kcc(t),r)(t),r)
c{kc{kGG(t),r)(t),r)

hf hf
(r + 9G)(r" + 6G)

r){lr){l + vL)~G
=
€€
n ff

rr, rr,

ssG G

= -Je -Je
r(rr(r + ÖG)

Substitutee this in the previous equation to get:

J_ _ojojGG fie fie

0<Q0<QCC

0<ró ó

=

7} (1 + aL)

c
tL—r^-^
Ic, Ic,

c[l-tL(l
+
trL)(l-il>2)]<e,
r(rr(r +
eG){l+aL){l-e)
<< 1,
r»(rN+6r»(rN+6GG)[l)[l
+ (TL(l-e)]
r<7f.(ll -

f)

i>ïi>ï =r f [ l + a L ( l - e ) )

<< 1.

(3.A42) )
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Observee that:
iff ir = 0 ,
CC

W

tt LL = 7TT=7IT [ G - ^ f f f e ^ ' ] *G if (TL =

T h ee labor t a x change in cases 'V' and ' C ' If ti — 0, then the private sector response
too the time-varying and constant labor tax change are equivalent:
t)t) (t) = cc
t'

vc f

Iff a; — 0, then
tt

4(0)) -A

=

tï(oo)-t<ïtï(oo)-t<ï

LL

&G

r$L r$L
= c \ l - t ii

C

T

^

n

11

GG

lC

rr + 9G

IIGG < 0 .

Fulll i n c o m e
Wee write full income in terms of private and public capital, labor tax, public investment
andd bonds.
C a s ee N : L u m p - s u m

financing

Yf(t)Yf(t)
Y>v(0))

Use equations (3.L11), (3.L5) and (3.A8) in (3.L9):
B%B% (t)
+
fiflfifl (0

= e[l+<TLtL}W»(t)-uaIG
=

(3.A43) )

-WG/c+ ^ai^-Bj-(0)

YF(OO)YF(OO)

=

[{l+a!tL)r]-ujG\ÏG

gffM
-+ M

B% (oo).

Forr future reference we define (where the bond-terms are ignored):
(3.A44) )
Co'' =
Cii

=

(l+oiJÜV- ( l - c ) f l f / _ , „ w/i
—V{1 + <7L),
(ri+eo){6(ri+eo){6GG-hj) -hj)

crr = -w+cn
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Casee V: t i m e varying labor t a x rate

Use equations (3.L11), (3.L5) and (3.A2) in

(3.L9): :

Y£(t)Y£(t) l -=t ( ll + < j ) l
L
L
Y F WW

~

f/(oo))

=

w

°\

(3.A45) )

rr

(l+aL)(l-tL)-«TL
( l - < L ) ( l , - q , G ) --

BRW, BRW,

r

Bg(00)

BBVVRR (oo)

Forr future reference we define (where the bond-terms are ignored):

= evF

Yï{t)Yï{t)
$$

=

(3.A46) )

£((l-e)A'

v/

(oo)+77/G),

e(l-€)(-Kv(oc)

CÏ'' =

+
Ö G - ^^

c2v''

= - ( t f + tf).

{\{\ +

Casee C: uniform labor t a x change

oL){l-tL)-<jLt

Use equations (3.L11), (3.L5) and (3.A20) in

(3.L9): :
(3.A47) )
11 +

(1 - €) L

f ( l - * L ))

I ff (0) =
i ff (00)

OL

re

ll + a L ( l - e )

^

=

(l-fL)r?/G

e

77

( l - i L ) ( ll

+

f7L)~c

ll + aL(l-e)

L

'

Usee equation (3.A39) to write the change in full income as:
Yf(t)Yf(t)

=

l

liyi

L

[(l-e)kN(t)-(l-e)aJï[l-e-h>t]+VKc(t)-tcL]

^

1+<T1+<TLL( (

c(l-tL))
| ^ yy
11 + <7L (1 - e)

[(1 - «•) # " (t) + VKG (t) + {!-€) VLÏÏC-^] - 6 (1 - tL) fL.

T h ee saving s y s t e m
Rewritee equations (3.L7) and (3.L8) to
H(t) H(t)
A(t) A(t)

rr + (3

-(a-(a + 0)

0

r-a~0

H(t) H(t)
A(t) A(t)

-rY-rYFF(t) (t)
rYrYFF(t) (t)
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Inn the previous chapter we have shown that the saving system is stable if Q + 3 > r. The
twoo eigenvalues, rs and — h$, of the Jacobian are distinct:
rsrs — r + 3 > 0,

hs = a -+- 3 — r.

Thee long-run solutions for human and financial wealth can be obtained by setting H{t) —
A(t)A(t) — 0 and using the inverse of the Jacobian:
H(oc)H(oc)

= -^—J YF{oc).
rr + 3

(3.A48)

( 3 " A4Q )
( +.T«M~?\
&(*>)•
(rr + p)(a + p - r)
Thee impact change of financial wealth is pre-determined by the change in Tobin's </, see
(3.L13): :
A

^^

=

A(0)A(0) = u;.4g(0).
Thee impact change in human wealth can be obtained by applying the Laplace transform:
H{0)H{0) - rC{Yy(t), r + 3}=r

f

YF(t)e-{r+3)tdt.

(3.A50)

Jo Jo

3.A.22

Appendix to section 3.4: welfare change

G e n e r a t i o nn specific welfare
Inn equations (2.A76) and (2.A77) we have shown that the distribution of welfare can be
writtenn as:
[dA(t>,0)) = fi"ll,H(0)

\d\(v,v)\d\(v,v)

+^ 9 ^ ( 0 ) ,

v < 0,

= :j;n^H{v).

v>0.

Therefore,, the welfare change is the same for all generations if the following two conditions
aree satisfied:
/7{0)) _

.4(0)

\H{v)=H(t)\H{v)=H(t)

tt = 0. v < 0.
= H,

(3.A52) )

f>0,i<>0.

Inn this section, we show how lump-sum taxes and bonds can be used for equalizing the
humann wealth change over time and for manipulating financial wealth too. This is done
forr each of the three scenarios.
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C a s ee N : L u m p - s u m financing Observe that human wealth is time-invariant if and
onlyy if full income is time invariant. Recall from equation (3.A44) that the change in full
incomee can be written as:
YYFFNN (t) = [c? +

+ C 2 N e- M " UG] ÏG + ^

tfe-^

- BN (t).

(3.A53)

Pulll income can be made uniform if the time path of bonds eliminate the dynamics of first
partt of full income. Let bonds therefore have the same growth rate as wage income:
BBNN(t)(t)

= bg + b?e-h?t+b$e-SGt,

B"(t) B"(t) NN
-B-B (t)(t)
rr

=

(3.A54)

- ( t f + fcf^ + M e - ^ + i f ^

+

^

e

^

Fulll income is made uniform if:
hhNN

blbl

r r'

_

rN

hN

~ ^fCl'

Y?Y?

=

HHNN

=rr + 3

b2

_

rN

'

- r + eGC2

.

*

[(l + aLtL)T}-u3G]ÏG-^,

=

[(1 + aLth) v

[
?"?" r +7TB
3
r

(3.A55)

G] /G

~"

6

" °1'

whichh implies that the second condition of equation (3.A52) is satisfied. The introduction
off bonds also affects the asset position of households:
AANN(0)=u(0)=uAAqqNN(0)(0)

+

BN(0).

Thee first condition of equation (3.A52) is satisfied if:
ÈÈNN

=

( ^ " ( 0 ) =)^L

[UAq* (0) +fcff+ 6? + ft?] .

(3A56)

Substitutee 6Q in (3.A55) and solve in terms of human wealth:
fiNfiN

=

<£H_

[[(11 + <TLtL) V ~ ^ G ] h + e>AQN (0) + ft? + ft?] .

(3.A57)

Usee the solutions for b^ and b% from equation (3.A55) and the solution for Tobin's q in
equationn (3.A31) to write:
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Thee previous two equations can be combined to:
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fromm which the uniform welfare change follows:

^+{i-^)<J^+{i-^)<JLLttLL}—^—r,-uj}—^—r,-uj(3.A59)
)
GG
whichh is equation (3.67) in the text.
C a s ee V: t i m e varying labor tax rate The analysis for the second scenarios proceeds
alongg the same lines as the previous derivations. The derivations are not repeated here
(theyy are available on request) because they are tedious and hardly informative. I make two
remarks.. First, the lump-sum cum bond policy is added to the macroeconomic effects of
thee public investment cum labor tax policy, where both policies are treated independently.
Lump-summ taxes are introduced only for the welfare analysis, where the assumption that
publicc investment has to be financed with labor taxes still holds. Second, the bond path
inn the second scenario resembles the path of the first scenario in equation (3.A54) with h)
usedd instead of ftf. The uniform welfare change that follows from the derivations is:
'1 1
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Inn the special case where ti = 0, the welfare changes are the same in both scenarios:
dAdAvv

= r/A v .

C a s ee C: uniform labor t a x change In the derivation of the uniform welfare change in
casee C, we use the relation between the changes in full income under case N and case C:
yeye
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Thee lump-sum taxes will only be used for redistribution. The 'redistribution' lump-sum
budgett restriction is therefore:

GGccRDRD(t)(t) =

^f^~B^D(t).

Wee postulate a stable path for B%D in order to eliminate the time variation in Yf

(t):

Thee government sets the coefficients ftf and b% such that the time variation in full income
iss eliminated:

f-ff =

^ ) [ „ * t f / 0 - t f f e ] = « W - ( ^ ) )ixh, ixh,
,CrN ,CrN

++ h? <$i<$iGG

CLN CLN

= <bq.

Thee time invariant change in full income and human wealth are then given by:
HHvv =

YgYg = <$ïG-mL-i%-

rr + p

Thee introduction of bonds also affects the asset position of households:
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Thee welfare change of existing generations is uniform if:
UUH H
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Substitutee b$ in and solve in terms of human wealth:
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Usee the derivation of HN in equation (3.A58), the definition of m^ and the expression for
qqNN (0) in equation (3.A31) to write the change in human wealth as:
HCHC = jjN + ^H_ r / c _ £ ( 1 _ ( 1 _ ^ } tL) i ]
wxx L
J
wheree the term in brackets equals zero if CT^L = 0- Use the endogenous labor-tax change
fromm equation (3.A41) to solve for the uniform welfare change as:
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Observee that in the special case where £/, = 0, we have Ac = A A .

(3.A63) )
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3.A.33

Appendix to t h e numerical illustration

Thee numerical illustration is developed in two steps. First, we calibrate the non-linear model
andd calculate the output shares of consumption and investment and various parameters.
Thesee shares and parameters have been used in the linearized model, where several key
resultss are presented in Table 3.3 in the main text. Table 3.4 shows the parameters of the
modell and the resulting shares.
_ _ „ ^ __
Table 3.4: Parameters and shares
Assumptionss about parameters
rr

óK

SG

èK

<j>G E

r)

a

3

oL

tL

0.0155

0.023

0.023

2.50

1.00

0.10

0.013

0.006

1.00

0.30

0.70

Resultingg parameters and shares
U/'f''

0.722

^ i

0.18

ÜJG

0.10

'^

A

0.12

bJ H

bJ X

0.26

0.48

QA

0.063

VQ

0.024

h'j

0.077

(lj

0.065

Parameterss like the interest rate r and the depreciation rates of private and public
capital,, 6K and 5G, the subjective rate of time preference a and the death rate 0 are
quarterly.. The parameters a and 3 are set such that the saving system is stable. The
installationn parameter for private capital <pK is 2.5 times the installation parameter for
publicc capital, which implies that private capital is adjusted much faster than public capital,
cf.. the values of a A and QQ. The elasticity of output with respect labor is assumed to equal
thee labor income share of about 0.7.
AA few parameters are varied in the numerical illustration. First, the public capital
elasticityy of output is assumed to be r\ = 0 . 1 in the basic calibration, but is varied between
zeroo and 0.3. Next, the same values are used for the initial share of public investment
inn output. Thirdly, the wage elasticity of labor supply is varied between zero and one.
Finally,, the pre-existing labor tax rate is assumed to be either 0.1 or 0.3. In the basic
calibration,, these assumptions result in consumption and investment shares of 72% and
18%% respectively.

Chapterr 4
Modelingg unemployment in a
dynamicc model
4.11

Introduction

Unemploymentt exists because some workers are unable to find a suitable job. One reason
behindd this phenomenon may be lack of information, which results in frictional unemployment.. The labor market is not perfectly transparent, so that the information about which
firmm has a vacancy does not reach the unemployed worker immediately. Also, firms do not
observee immediately which workers are searching for a job. In the real world, the dispersionn of information is costly, especially if specific worker skills are needed for the job, or
iff workers and firms are geographically dispersed. In the model economy, we approximate
thiss by assuming that both workers and firms have, in a given time period, a less than unit
probabilityy of finding a job or worker, in which we follow Diamond (1982), Mortensen and
Pissaridess (1994) and Pissarides (2000).
AA second reason why it might be difficult to find a suitable job, is that job searchers
mayy have too high aspirations. They are looking for the perfect job, at the perfect place,
withh high wages and good opportunities. Stated less ambitiously, they are looking for a
jobb that improves their welfare. It might be difficult to find this job, especially if leisure is
valuable,, benefits are high and vacancies are scarce.
Thiss hints at a third reason for the existence of unemployment namely lack of demand
forr labor. Of course, in a perfectly competitive economy, this would never happen as wages
simplyy adjust downward if supply exceeds demand. However, there are several reasons why
wagess are not at their market clearing levels, like the use of efficiency wages by firms or the
presencee of minimum wages. An alternative reason is that workers might collectively be
139 9
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ablee to negotiate a relatively high wage rate. If wages are high, wage costs may outweigh
thee benefits from employing labor, and labor demand may fall short of supply, thereby
creatingg unemployment.
Thesee causes of unemployment are interrelated. In this chapter, we study the interactionn between search frictions and wage negotiations. If workers bargain for a higher wage,
theyy raise firms' labor costs, to which firms respond by reducing the number of vacancies.
Thiss creates unemployment, especially if the probability of finding a job is very sensitive
too the size of the vacancy pool.
Thesee causes of unemployment can also be influenced by other frictions in the economy.
Forr example, if adjustments in the stock of capital are costly, which implies that it takes
timee to build a factory, firms are less flexible in changing their demand for labor. This
increasess the persistence of unemployment.
Inn this chapter, we analyze unemployment caused by the presence of search frictions,
butt influenced by other distortions in the economy. 1 This requires the integration of the
laborr market search model in a general equilibrium model. The main characteristics of
thee model are the following. First, it is designed for a small open economy, where labor is
immobile.. We assume that production requires the input of labor, capital and energy, and
thee presence of public infrastructure. Labor supply by representative agents is endogenous.
Thee labor market is characterized by search frictions and by productivity differences across
jobb matches. This allows for endogenous job separation by firms. Finally, the government
influencess the economy via the level of public investment, several taxes and subsidies and
viaa benefits.
Twoo questions are central in this chapter. First, what are the causes of unemployment in
ann economy with search frictions and wage negotiations. This question will be answered by
analysingg the response of the economy in general and the unemployment rate in particular,
too various shocks. Among the shocks we investigate are a public investment policy and
fluctuationss in the price of energy. This links the present chapter with the other chapters
inn this thesis. In addition, shocks to the interest rate and to various policy variables will be
investigated.. We show that all shocks affect the unemployment rate but not all in the long
run.. Among the shocks with temporary influence on the unemployment rate are public
investmentt and the price of energy. These shocks can nevertheless be long-lasting if the
adjustmentt speeds in the economy are low. The equilibrium rate of unemployment depends
Searchh on the labor market is not the only possible explanation for unemployment. Amongst the
otherss are union wage bargaining and efficiency wages. Introductory treatments of these approaches can
bee found in Romer (1996), Pissarides (1998) and Heijdra and Van der Ploeg (2002). See also Nickell (1990)
forr a survey on theories explaining unemployment.
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onn the interest rate and on policies directed at the labor market, like a vacancy subsidy.
Havingg identified the causes of unemployment in the model, we question whether the
modell is able to replicate the large unemployment shifts in the Netherlands. We focus on
long-lastingg shifts, which implies that they should be caused by labor-market policies or
byy shifts in the real interest rate. A similar approach is used for the Canadian economy
byy Hornstein and Yuan (1999). They focus on the response of the unemployment rate to
changess in various policy parameters. We extend their method by looking not only at
policyy changes but also at changes in the price of energy and the interest rate. A second
distinguishingg characteristic of this chapter is the endogeneity of job separations. Finally,
ourr focus in on the Netherlands, whereas Hornstein and Yuan apply their model to the
Canadiann economy.
Ann alternative approach in the literature questions whether the comovements of unemploymentt and output in the real economy can be replicated in the model economy. This
literaturee was initiated by Andolfatto (1996) and Merz (1995) who solve the social planner
solutionss of their models with exogenous job separations and without any tax distortions.
Theyy show that the models improve the performance of RBC-models in replicating labor
markett fluctuations. This literature is extended by Merz (1999), Cole and Rogerson (1999)
andd Gomes et al. (2001) by endogenizing job separations. They conclude that endogenizing
firingg significantly improves the match between the real economy and the model economy.
Forr the French economy, Feve and Langot (1996) have estimated the key parameters of
theirr model. Using the RBC-approach, they conclude that their model is able to match
thee empirical moments of the French economy.
Wee investigate the responsiveness of the unemployment rate to several exogenous shocks
inn a model for a small open economy with endogenous labor supply, where search frictions
createe unemployment and where firing is endogenized. We thereby extend the model of
Heijdraa and Keuschnigg (2000) by making labor supply endogenous. Our model differs
fromm Hornstein and Yuan (1999) by modeling firing. Our setup is also related to that of
Shii and Wen (1999) who focus on the employment and welfare effects of various tax policies
inn a closed economy with search frictions. In addition to the response of the economy to
taxx changes, we investigate the implications of shocks to the interest rate, the oil price and
governmentt spending.

4.1.11

A bird's eye view on unemployment in t h e Netherlands

Thee second central question of this chapter is whether the model with search unemploment
iss able to replicate the large unemployment changes in the Netherlands. This section
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F i g u r ee 4 . 1 : T i m e series for t h e N e t h e r l a n d s (1960-2000)
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investmentt and GDP. The real interest rate is calculated as the difference between the long-run interest
ratee and the GDP-deflator.
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brieflyy describes the development of the unemployment rate in the Netherlands. The key
observationss will serve as a benchmark for the analysis in subsequent sections.
Unemploymentt in the Netherlands was low in the 1950s and 1960s of the twentieth
century,, drastically grew in the 1970s, remained high in the 1980s and declined in the
1990s.22 Until 1970 the unemployment rate has been close to 1%, though the unemployment
ratee showed a tendency to rise in the late 1960s, even before any oil crisis had taken place,
seee figure 4.1. This might be due to the growing welfare state (for example,, the replacement
ratee has grown with more than 1%-point annually in 1960-1969), or a change in labor
markett structure resulting in the wage explosion in the mid 1960s. Both elements indicate
thatt the Dutch economy was not very well prepared for the oil-price shocks in the 1970's.
Inn the early 1970s the unemployment rate jumped up, from 1.3% in 1971 to 3.5% in
1976.. The upswing coincided with the sharp increase in the oil price, where the pricelevell of energy almost doubled between 1973-1974. It also coincided with the downturn in
publicc investment, where the share of public investment in GDP declined from 6% in 1970
too 3% in 1980. Finally, it coincided with the downturn in the real interest rate which has,
however,, not been able to offset the sharp unemployment growth.
Althoughh the price of energy declined in the late 1970s, the unemployment rate hardly
fell.. One reason might be that wage costs did not fall in the 1970s, as indicated by the real
wagee rate growth of 3% annually. Secondly, the replacement rate continued to increase,
withh 1%-point annually. Finally, the interest rate started to increase in the late 1970s,
whichh might have offset any existing unemployment reducing incentives.
Thee second upswing in the early 1980s, where the rate of unemployment tripled from
3.0%% in 1979 to 9.1% in 1983, coincided with the second sharp oil-price increase. Again
thee relative price of energy doubled. A second major determinant of the unemployment
growthh in the 1980s might be the cost of capital, which in turn depends on the real
interestt rate among others. The real interest rate has varied around 0% until 1976 grew
too about 5% in 1980, and stayed at the higher level afterwards. Noticeable elements of the
unemploymentt growth in the early 1980s are that the fraction of long-term unemployment
rosee dramatically (to 53% in 1985) and that both the real wage rate and the replacement
ratee went down.
Followingg the decline in the oil price (of the same size as the initial growth) starting
inn 1985, the unemployment rate gradually turned down from 10% in 1984 to 7% in 1990.
However,, the reduction in unemployment was not as strong as its initial growth, unem2

Seee Hartog and Theeuwes (1993) for a more elaborate description of post-war unemployment in the
Netherlandss on which part of this bird's eye view is based.
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ploymentt went down very slowly. In the early 1990s, the real wage rate start to grow again
andd a world wide recession in 1993-1994 raised the unemployment rate to 8.2% in 1994. In
strongg contrast to the 1970s and 1980s, the unemployment rate did not stay at this high
level,, but declined with nearly 1%-point annually between 1994 and 1999. The reduction
inn the unemployment rate from 8.2% in 1985 to 4.0% in 1999 coincided with a reduction
inn the real interest rate of almost 3 percentage points and a reduction in the replacement
ratee of from 83% in 1985 to 73% in 1999. Moreover, the growth in real wage costs was
veryy moderate, on average it was more than 2 percentage points less than the growth in
G D PP (1985-1999).

4.1.22

Related literature on the causes of unemployment

Thiss discussion points at several possible determinants of unemployment in the Netherlands.. The price of complementary inputs, like the energy price and the interest rate,
mayy push the unemployment rate up. Wage costs, depending on nominal wages, labor
taxess and social security premiums, are likely determinants of the rate of unemployment.
Finally,, policy variables like the size or composition of the welfare state (or the generosity
off unemployment benefits) and public investment are possible determinants of the rate of
unemployment. 3 3
Accordingg to Blanchard (1999), the empirical evidence suggest that the permanent
effectt of a higher interest rate on the unemployment rate might exist, but is likely to be
small.. Several explanations have been put forward. Broer et al. (2000) argue in a union
bargainingg model that if the substitution elasticity between labor and capital is less than
unity,, the unemployment rate depends positively on the interest rate, even in the long
run.. Phelps (1994) argues that the interest rate leads firms to increase their markup over
cost,, which implies a reduction in the real wage rate paid to workers. A higher level of
unemploymentt is needed for workers t o accept this lower real wage. In this chapter, we
arguee that the interest rate affects the unemployment rate because future returns to labor
H

Thiss list of possible causes is not complete and might be extended or qualified. For example, Westerhoutt (2001) focuses on the influence of the improper use of a disability scheme on the unemployment
rate,, which is an example of the relevance of the composition of the welfare system. Nickell and Van Ours
(1999)) point at the dependence of the equilibrium unemployment rate on supply-side explanations like the
designn of the wage negotiations, the popularity of part-time work, and the financial incentives for work
forr unemployed persons. Nickell (1998) shows that union density and coverage are significant explanatory
variabless of the unemployment rate. In addition, unemployment, and particular long-term unemployment
cann be reduced by active labor market policies. Finally, a more detailed treatment of active labor market
policyy is given by Mortensen and Pissarides (1999).
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aree discounted more heavily, which implies that costs of search weigh more heavily. In
addition,, higher capital costs reduce the return to labor, which induces a reduction in the
numberr of vacancies.
Thatt the real interest rate, or more precisely the user cost of capital, might be an
importantt determinant of the unemployment rate in the Netherlands has been shown by
Broerr et al. (2000) who have investigated the determinants of the equilibrium unemploymentt rate (NAIRU).4 They show that the equilibrium rate of unemployment depends on
thee wedge between labor costs and net wage income, on the replacement rate, and on the
interestt rate. 5 This study has been extended to six OECD-countries by Van der Horst
(2002),, who shows that the dependence of the equilibrium rate of unemployment on policy
variabless like the wedge and the interest rate also holds for the European economies in the
panel,, namely France, Germany, The Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom, but it
cannott be shown to hold for the United States.6
Thee relation between input prices and unemployment has also been analyzed by Carruthh et al. (1998) and Madsen (1998). Carruth et al. use a VAR-model for the US-economy
too show that the rate of unemployment depends in particular on the price of energy and
too a lesser extent on the interest rate. They show that an efficiency wage model of unemploymentt can account for the observed relations. In contrast, Madsen uses three types of
modelss with imperfections in the goods and labor market, not including search frictions,
andd conclude that none of them can account for the observed increase in the unemployment
ratee in the average OECD country from 1973 to 1993.7
Thee graphs and quoted studies indicate that variables like the price of energy, the
interestt rate, the replacement rate and several tax variables are key determinants of the
unemploymentt rate. Moreover, the reduction in the share of public investment might
havee influenced unemployment too. It is clear that both the unemployment rate and its
presumedd causes have shown large fluctuations in the post-war period. A reliable model of
4
Thee real interest rate is one of the key determinants of the user cost of capital, which in addition
dependss on the price of the investment goods, the depreciation rate and capital related taxes and subsidies,
seee Broer et al. (2000).
55
See Nickell (1998) for a similar result in a cross-country analysis for OECD countries.
6
Severall empirical studies have confirmed these relations. In chapter 5 we investigate the relation
betweenn public investment, oil prices and employment (though not unemployment) in the Netherlands by
meanss of a VAR-model. Shocks to these variables of 10% cause a 1% change in employment, where an
increasee in public investment or a reduction in the price of energy stimulate employment growth.
"Madsenn concludes that the Phelps (1994) model, which was behind the previous estimations, could not
satisfactoryy account for the 7.1%-point increase in the unemployment rate in the average OECD country
fromm 1973 to 1993.
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thee economy should be able to replicate these fluctuations. To investigate the reliability
off the model, we first calibrate it for the Dutch economy. Next, we shock the model with
changess in public investment and energy prices among others, and investigate whether the
observedd responses of the unemployment rate match the responses in the real economy.
Wee focus on the long-term responses, but will investigate the dynamics of the response as
well. .
Thee remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we develop
thee model which key properties are presented in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we calibrate
thee model in order to answer the questions about the steady-state effects of exogenous
orr policy shocks. In addition, we show the dynamic responses of the economy to several
impulses.. Based on the numerical results we discuss whether the model helps explaining
thee developments on the Dutch labor market in the past decades. Conclusions are drawn
inn section 4.5.

4.22

The model

Wee introduce the Mortensen-Pissarides search framework in a model for a small open economy.. The single closed market is the labor market, which is characterized by endogenous
laborr supply, endogenous job separation and search frictions. The economy consists of
households,, a government and two types of firms, namely production firms and investment
firms. .

4.2.11

Labor market: job and workers flows

Keyy features of the labor market are j o b creation and job destruction. Jobs are created if
workerss and firm find each other and agree upon the conditions of employment.
Wee model the labor market as a place where workers and firms are searching for each
other.. Unemployed workers are looking for a firm to work at, firms are looking for workers
too fill their vacancies. We assume that workers cannot immediately find a job, but have
too search for a firm with a vacancy. The probability that they meet a firm in a given
periodd is the job-finding rate. The job-finding rate is less than unity because workers do
nott know which firms have open vacancies. In the real life economy, workers may also have
difficultiess in finding vacancies that suit their ability. In the present chapter we assume
thatt all workers are equal, so we abstract from this particular information problem.
Thee information problem that workers do not know which firms have open vacancies
iss less important if many firms have open vacancies. If the number of vacancies is large,
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workerss have a large probability of finding one: their job-finding rate is high. On the other
hand,, competition among workers reduces their individual job-finding rates.
Similarly,, firms cannot immediately find an unemployed worker, but have to search for
himm or her. The probability that the firm with a vacancy finds an unemployed worker, called
thee contact rate, depends positively on the number of unemployed workers, but negatively
onn the number of competing labor demanding firms. Therefore, the functioning of the
laborr market is hampered by several externalities. Negative externalities from workers to
otherr workers, or from firms to other firms, but positive externalities from workers to firms
andd vice versa.
Thesee notions about job finding and vacancy filling can be modeled by means of a
matchingg function. This function defines how the total number of occasions where workers
findfind a job, called matches M, depend on the number of job searchers S and the number of
vacanciess V:

M{t)M{t)
--

= Mf (S {t) ,V (t)),
1 71

M^SW '

U{ > 0, Ml < 0, M/j > 0,

0 < 7? < 1,

(4.1)

wheree M* is the matching function. The matching function shows that the number of
firmsfirms and workers meeting each other is large if many firms have open vacancies and many
workerss are unemployed. The assumptions about the second derivatives imply that a high
levell of search unemployment reduces the job-finding rate for other workers but increases
thee contact rate for firms, and vice versa for the number of vacancies. The restriction of the
matchingg function to a constant return Cobb-Douglas function is common in the literature
andd is not rejected empirically, see Blanchard and Diamond (1989), Van Ours (1991) for the
Netherlandss and Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001) for a survey of the empirical literature.
Thee number of job matches determine the job-finding rate ƒ and the contact rate fi:
/ = ^^ = M0Ö1-"

ll=*i

=

MQe-r>

6 = V/S.

(4.2)

Bothh probabilities depend on the tightness of the labor market 9. If labor is scarce, i.e.
thee labor market is tight, firms have hard times filling their vacancies, whereas workers can
easilyy find a job.
Thee job-destruction rate is endogenous in the model. This requires some type of heterogeneityy on the labor market. Following Merz (1999), we assume that all workers are
equall in terms of their human capital and that the vacancies of all firms are equal. Only
matchess are heterogenous, where a specific technology is assigned to each job-worker pair.
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Wee assume that each newly created job-worker pair is randomly assigned a productivity
levell x e [O.')], such that this match produces x units of output per time-period. 8

A

job-workerr pair continues the production of x units of output per period until one of the
followingg events occur. First, existing matches are randomly assigned new productivity
levels.. These new productivity levels arrive continuously at rate £. Secondly, a fraction
<$ƒ„„ of all existing matches is separated. The change in the productivity level of existing
job-workerr matches can therefore be written as:
x{t)=0x{t)=0

with probability

xx (t) = x* (t) e [0, 7]
x(t)=0x(t)=0

"

(#

'

:

(l - efi,t) (l - e**) .
(1 - e*Lt) .

(4.3)

e*'-'.

wheree x* is the new productivity level and separated matches become unproductive. This
impliess that employment with productivity level x evolves as:
LrLr (t) = - (SL + 0 L, (t) + 9x [M (t) + ZL (t)}.
wheree L = f^ Lrdx

(4.4)

is total employment, and a dotted variable denotes the change over

timee of that variable, e.g. L = ^ . Jobs are created if existing jobs or new matches are
assignedd the productivity x. Employment at productivity level x declines if matches are
separatedd or obtain a new productivity level.
Inn a subsequent section, we show how this heterogeneity of productictivity levels leads to
endogenouss job separation. Crucial element will be a reservation productivity level, below
whichh matches are not profitable. Shocks to the return to employment might increase
thee reservation productivity level. This implies that the production of a larger fraction of
matchess is insufficient, and these matches will be separated.

4.2.22

Households

Futuree labor market positions are uncertain for everybody, because employed workers can
bee fired and unemployed workers may find a job. The probabilities for good or bad events
aree the same for everybody, but the event occurs each period for only few workers. The
ideosyncraticc nature of this uncertainty implies that fluctuations in wage income stemming
fromm the change in productivity levels are insurable. Workers guarantee a certain flow of
wagee income, not depending on idiosyncratic shocks, by a member of a large household,
cf..

Andolfatto (1996) and Merz (1997) . In this household, a fraction of the members

iss employed and earns wages, another fraction is unemployed and receives benefits and a
*Thee productivity level x is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0,7] with density gx = 1/7.
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thirdd fraction is neither employed nor looks for a job and does not earn anything. However,
beingg a member of the household, everybody gets the same share of the total household
income. .
Inn addition to the productivity shocks, the economy can be hit by macro-shocks, like
ann increase in the oil-price or a reduction in the level of public investment. These events
cannott be foreseen and hits everybody equal. Workers cannot insure themselves against
thesee 'aggregate' events.
Householdd income consists of labor income, benefits and wealth income minus tax
payments.. They divide their income between consumption and savings, which implies the
followingg definition of their budget:
{11 - tL) f Wx (t) Lx (t) dx + B (t) S (t) + TA (t) -T(t) = C(t)+A
Jo Jo

(*),

(4.5)

wheree ti is the labor tax rate, Wx is the wage rate depending on productivity level x, B is
benefits,, r is the exogenous world interest rate, A denotes assets, T is the lump-sum tax
andd C is consumption. The asset accumulation of households is limited by the requirement
thatt they have to remain solvent. The lifetime welfare of households is defined as:
A(«)=//

]nXFe-^dT,

XF = C--—-—-s——f-,

(4.6)

wheree p is the subjective rate of time preference and s is the relative weight of search
unemploymentt in the utility function. Welfare is a function of full income XF, which in turn
dependss on consumption and negatively on labor supply. The functional form, inspired by
Greenwoodd et al. (1988), is specified such that labor supply only depends on current wages
andd benefits. Lifetime welfare is maximized subject to the budget restriction (with costate
variablee XA), the flow of employment (with costate variables \L,X) and the restriction that
employmentt a t each productivity level cannot be negative Lx > 0. In the optimization,
householdss take the wage rates Wx as given. In the appendix, the Hamiltonian is defined
andd the first-order conditions are derived. We now focus on the key results. First, full
consumptionn evolves according to the well-known Euler equation:
XXFF = (r-p)XF.

(4.7)

Individuall and aggregate full consumption coincide, in contrast to the previous chapters
withh overlapping generations. Therefore, stability can only be guaranteed if r — pp Next,
unemployedd workers search for a job if the expected return to search employment outweighs
'Inn analyzing the model we assume that p = r holds, both in the basic scenarion and in scenarios.
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thee disutility stemming from the loss of leisure. In fact, job search is increased until both
valuess are equal:
sSsS11^^

=B+XF(f ƒ"

9x\L,xdx\

.

(4.8)

Thee left-hand-side represents the marginal welfare loss from an increase in search intensity.
Thiss marginal cost is in equilibrium equal t o the marginal benefits, which is the sum of
benefitt income B and the expected return of finding a job (measured in welfare units).
Thee equation clearly shows that the supply of labor depends on the level of the benefits,
seee Ljunqvist and Sargent (1998) for an elaborate analysis of this relationship. Thirdly,
thee value of employment at each productivity level \L,T satisfies the arbitrage equation:
P^L,P^L,

= [(1 - tL) Wx

L1^] -i- + i f

QxKzte

+ AL.* - (SL + 0 AL,X + 0HLx.

(4.9)

Thee left-hand-side of the equation is the return to a unit of time valued at the subjective
ratee of return p, which equals the market rate of return r. The right-hand-side measures
thee return to employment, which consists of the following terms. The first term measures
thee direct surplus of wage income over the loss of leisure. The second term measures the
opportunityy value of shifted to a match with a higher or lower productivity level. Next,
thee value of labor might grow. The fourth term shows that the fmiteness of thee job reduces
itss value. The final term on the right-hand-side is the costate value for the restriction that
LLxx > 0 which satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker condition:
0 ? i X > OO

Lx>0

9lxLx

= 0.

(4.10)

Considerr a low productivity level x with a 'low' wage rate Wx. The fact that workers in
low-productivee jobs get low wages seems to be obvious, and we show it formally below.
Supposee for the moment that Wx is very low, such that the right-hand-side of equation
(4.9)) is less than the required return P\L,T unless 8^x > 0. The Kuhn-Tucker condition
thenn implies Lx = 0. Workers do not accept jobs with very low wages, but prefer leisure
orr search unemployment instead.
Summarizing,, a household increases search unemployment up to a level where the value
off searching equals the value of leisure. If a job searcher finds a vacancy, he or she accepts
thee job only if the return to employment outweigh the costs, consisting of the value of
leisuree and the lost opportunity of waiting for more productive jobs.

4.2.33

Investment firms

Onee of the linkages of the small open economy with the rest of the world is the free trade of
shares.. This implies that the rate of return to domestic shares has to be equal to the world
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ratee of return. Shares have a non-zero value because private capital is a stock variable
forr which adjustment is costly. In an economy where capital adjustment is costly and
wheree wages are negotiated, it is important whether or not these two activities interact.
Considerr a firm which has to decide to install capital and to hire a worker. The investment
decisionn depends on the negotiated wage rate, but this wage rate depends on whether the
investmentt has taken place or not. Before the investment takes place, firms and workers
negotiatee the wage rate, taking the capital adjustment costs into account. The surplus of
thee firm is therefore be relatively low, which reduces the negotiated wage rate. Based on
thiss low level of wages, firms decide to raise their stock of capital. However, once the capital
goodss have been installed, workers can renegotiate the wage rate to a higher level, because
firmsfirms cannot credibly take the adjustment costs into account anymore. In other words,
workerss know that firms are reluctant to cut the stock of capital, and use this information
too bargain a higher wage. 10
Thiss hold-up problem facing individual firms can be avoided by assuming that investmentt decision are taken independently of the labor demand decisions. Therefore, we
introducee two types of firms, namely production firms and investment firms. The productionn firms are modeled in the next section. They hire labor and rent installed capital from
thee investment firms. The investment firms are the managers of the capital stock. They
supplyy installed capital to production firms. In fact, the single task for the investment
firmss is to build up a capital stock and rent installed capital to the production firms.
Thee investment firms choose the level of investment I to maximize their cash flow:
irir11 (t) = R(t)K

(t) - (1 -

Sl)

Pj (t) I (t),

(4.11)

whichh consist of the return to their capital stock minus the costs of investment, where R is
thee rental rate, Pj is the (world) price of investment goods and sj is the investment subsidy.
Capitall adjustments are costly in the sense that a large investment level (compared to the
existingg capital stock) contributes at a decreasing rate to the growth of the capital stock,
cf.. Hayashi (1982):
K(t) K(t) * *

I(t) I(t)

K(t),K(t),

(4.12)

wheree $ is a convex installation function and 5K is the depreciation rate. The optimal
10
Denn Haan et al. (2000) point at the relevance of the interaction between the capital and labor markets
forr the propagation of shocks. In a mode! with search frictions on the labor market (modeled with a
matchingg function), an increase in capital adjustment cost enlarges the propagation of shocks.
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investmentt decision satisfies the following first-order conditions:

(413)

«« U) = Sr-'
rqKrqK = fl_(i;|W +

^

(4.14)

wheree q& is the shadow price of capital or Tobin's q. An increase in qx reflects an increase
inn the return to capital and raises the investment level. Tobin's q depends positively on
thee net return per unit of capital and on the change in the total value of installed capital
qqKKK. K.
Thee rental rate is determined on the domestic market for installed capital. At the
demand-sidee of the market, an increase in the rental rate forces production firms to reduce
thee productive stock of capital in order to raise the marginal productivity F^.

At the

supplyy side, this increase in the rental rate raises the shadow price of capital and induces
investmentt firms to raise their investment levels, contributing to a higher stock of capital.

4.2.44

Production firms

Laborr is demanded on the domestic labor market by a large number of large productionn firms, who employ labor in their productive activities and search for new workers by
openingg vacancies. Employment is characterized by their productivity levels which evolves
accordingg to equation (4.4). For firms, the number of matches can be written as M = fiV,
wheree the contact rate // is exogenous for firms. Firms determine the number of vacancies
byy maximizing the private net return to labor, without taking the externalities to workers
orr other firms into account. As soon as the costs of employing labor at productivity level
xx outweighs the benefits firms close the jobs with productivity x.
AA second private input in production is capital K, which the production firms can rent
att the rental price R. We introduce a third private input, energy E, because we want to
investigatee the response of the economy to oil-price fluctuations. Firms can buy energy
att the exogenous (world-price) Pp. Finally, the stock of public capital KG may influence
thee productivity of private inputs. Production firms maximize the future stream of profits
discountedd at the rental rate, where the cash flow np (t) is given by:
7rpp (t)
Y(t)Y(t)

=

Y{t)-R
=

{t) K(t)-

f Wx (t) Lx (t) dx - PEE {t) - (1 - sv) KV (0(4.15) )
Jo Jo

F{K{t),H(t),E{t),KG{t))

-f -f

H{t)=

Jo Jo

xLxdx,

(4.16)
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wheree K is the price firms have to pay for opening vacancies, which may be subsidized
withh the vacancy subsidy Sv • The production function is increasing in its arguments at a
decreasingg rate (Ft > 0, Fü < 0, i = K, H, E, KG), and linear homogenous in the private
inputs.. Finally, H is productive labor measured as the sum of labor weighted by the
productivityy level.
AA firm searches for a worker if the expected average net return to labor outweighs the
vacancyy costs. The return to labor, denoted gi,,x, is defined as the return to a unit of labor
timess the probability that a vacancy is filled. Firms increase the number of vacancies until
bothh values are equal:
(11 - sv) K = n / gxqL,xdx.
Jo Jo
Thee value of labor is determined by the arbitrage equation:
rqL,xrqL,x = xFH - Wx -f- f / gxqL,xdx + qL,x - (5L + £) qL%x + 6FLx,
Jo Jo

CC

> 0

Lx>0

CA

= 0

(4.17)

(4.18)

>

wheree dFL x is the costate variable of the restriction that firms cannot employ a negative
numberr of workers at productivity level x. The on-the-job return to labor should equal the
markett return, because firms have the choice between hiring labor by opening vacancies
orr saving their money against rate r. The return to labor on-the-job is defined as the
surpluss of productivity over wage costs, corrected for the possibility of moving to another
productivityy level, for possible changes in the value of labor and for the fmiteness of the
job.. Firms employ labor as long as q^^ > 0, but closes the jobs with productivity level
xx as soon as q^lX < 0. Suppose that for productivity level x the shadow value of labor is
equall to zero, which is its minimum value. In this case, a reduction in a: cannot push q^^
downwards,, but forces BFL x > 0 instead. The Kuhn-Tucker condition in equation (4.18)
thenn implies that Lx — 0. Stated differently, there exists a reservation productivity level
XR,XR, such that all matches with productivity level below the reservation level are terminated.
Itt is not profitable for firms to continue the production with these low-productive jobs. In
thee appendix we prove the following proposition.
Propositionn 4.1 There exists a unique reservation productivity level XR G (0,7), such
that: that:
1.1. Mx <xR:Lx
2.2. Vx>xR:Lx>

= qL:X = 0 and 9FLx > 0
0, qUx > 0 and 9FLx = 0
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Thee proposition implies that firms fire many workers if, for some reason, the reservation
productivityy level increases. On the other hand, if the economic conditions become more
favorable,, firms reduce the reservation productivity level but cannot immediately hire a
largee number of workers. New matches with productivity between the new and the old
reservationn levels gradually raises employment at these levels.
Thee reservation productivity level is the critical level at which qL.x becomes negative.
Therefore,, it satisfies (in the steady state):
XRFHXRFH + € /
JxJxR R

9*qLjdx

= Wxn.

(4.19)

wheree the left-hand-side determine the gains to the firm of keeping the worker including
thee option of waiting for an higher productivity level, and the right-hand-side shows the
cost-reductionn in case the worker is fired.

4.2.55

Labor market: wage bargaining

Wagess are part of households' income and part of firms' costs. They determine the choices
off entry and exit, because they determine the values of labor to both households and firms,
seee equations (4.9) and (4.18). If jobs are sufficiently productive, then the return of labor
forr both workers and firms is positive for a range of wages. The lower bound of the range
iss the point where the surplus of workers equals zero, i.e. where the return to employment
equalss the value of leisure. The upper bound of the range is where the surplus of firms
equalss zero, that is where the wage rate equals the productivity of labor. For any wage rate
inn this range, workers and firms are willing to match. Moreover, entry of new firms and
workerss is costly and does not push the wage rate to an unique equilibrium rate. Although
theree is a range of feasible wage rates, workers and firms have to agree about a unique rate.
Wee assume that they negotiate the wage rate, where the outcome depends on the relative
bargainingg strength of firms and households.
Ass soon as (and as long as) a worker and a firm are matched, they have the choice
too continue production or to separate. The values of jointly producing at exogenously
determinedd productivity level x for t h e worker and the firm are \{

x

(Wr) and q[ T (Wx),

respectively,, where both are functions of the wage rate. A higher wage rate improves the
surpluss of the worker, but reduces the surplus of the firm. In a Nash bargaining process, 11
thee wage rate is set such that the total surplus of the match, XLa + qLx, is shared between
111

The choice for Nash-bargaining is not unique, though it is common in the literature. Alternatively,
onee might assume that either the firm or the worker proposes a wage rate, where other party has a take-it
orr leave-it choice. The advantage of Nash-bargaining is that workers and firms simultaneously and rather
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workerss and firms. The resulting wage rate depends on the relative bargaining power of
householdss (ip) and firms (1 — ip). If ip is large workers can push the wage rate up to the
productivityy level xFH. On the other hand, for small ip the wage rate becomes close to the
valuee of the quit-option for households, which is the utility value of leisure, or the benefit
levell corrected for the disutility of search. The bargained wage rate therefore satisfies:
WWxx (t) = fxFH (t) + (1 - V) ( f T ^ y

(420)

wheree the wage rate depends positively on the level of employment, because workers want
too be compensated for the increasing disutility of work. Though the choice of accepting
aa job at a wage rate Wx influences both the average wage rate W and the total level of
employmentt L, the impact is assumed to be infinitesimally small. Therefore, the interaction
betweenn individual choices and aggregate results can be ignored in the negotiations about
WWxx. .
Iff workers have strong bargaining positions, the negotiated wage is close to the productivityy of labor and firms' return to labor is low. In response, firms offer few vacancies
whichh implies that the labor market tightness and the job-finding rate are low. Therefore,
althoughh the return to employment rises, the probability that a worker actually finds a job
falls.. This implies that if one worker bargains a high wage for him- or herself, it becomes
moree difficult for other workers to find a job, which is a negative externality from one
workerr to the other.
Twoo key externalities are present in the model. The externality from the negotations
implyy that if workers have strong bargaining power (ip is high), then they negotiate high
wagee rate. This reduces the number of vacancies V but might stimulate labor supply S.
Thee second externality is present in the matching technology, where the probability that
aa firm fills its vacancy depends positively on the number of job searchers. This effect is
strongg if the number of matches depend to a large degree on the number of job searchers.
Bothh externalities interact: if workers have strong bargaining power (high ip, which leads to
aa relatively low number of vacancies) and if the number of matches depend mainly on the
numberr of vacancies (low 77), then the number of matches are rather low, even inefficiently
low.. When workers have a strong bargaining position, then the number of matches are
att the efficient level only if matches are sensitive to the number of unemployed workers.
Moree generally, Hosios (1990) has shown that the labor market is efficient if ip = 77, and
thiss condition is confirmed in Proposition 4.2 below.
symmetricallyy negotiate the wage rate, which seems to match the negotiation process in the Netherlands
quitee well, except for the collective character of the negotiations.
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Government

Thee government in the market economy collects taxes, pays subsidies and benefits and
investss in public capital. T h e stock of public capital, which influences the productivity of
privatee inputs, cf. equation (4.16), depreciates exogenously at rate öGkkGG = IG-SGKG.

(4.21)

Thee government revenues stem from the labor and lump-sum tax. These revenues can
bee spent on public investment, benefits and subsidies on investment and vacancies. The
governmentt is assumed to balance its budget period by period. Government revenues and
expendituress therefore satisfy:
IIGG (t) + B(t)S

4.33

(t) + s,PII(t)

+ SVKV

(t) = tLW (t) L(t) + T (t).

(4.22)

Key properties of the model

Wee have developed a model with search frictions in a dynamic economy. We are interested
inn the key properties of this model, especially in the determinants of the unemployment
rate.. The model clearly describes an economy with an imperfectly functioning labor market.. This naturally begs the question whether the government has instruments for improvingg efficiency. This is investigated in subsection 4.3.1. The remaining part of this section
studiess analytically the properties of the model, with a focus on the unemployment rate.
Sectionn 4.3.3 focuses on a version of the model where firing is assumed to be exogenous.
Thee extension to endogenous job separations is briefly discussed in section 4.3.4.

4.3.11

First-best optimum

Thee government may act as a benevolent social planner, by maximizing the welfare of the
households.. The optimal behavior of the government is summarized in Proposition 4.2,
whichh is proven in the appendix. 12

12

Thee proof of the proposition is based on the comparison of the first-order conditions of the market

economyy with the social planner economy. Alternatively, one might use the so-called direct method, see
Ljungqvistt and Sargent (2000).
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 4.2 Given that p — r, the optimal rates of taxes, subsidies,
publicpublic investment

benefits and

satisfy

(l-t(l-tLL)xF)xFHH-L-Lll/°L/°L

, _

XFH-LV'L

31=0, 31=0,
FFKGKG

= P + SG.

Iff the Hosios condition holds, i.e. if 77 = ip, then the government should not use
anyy distortionary taxes, which implies that public investment should be financed lump
sum..

The final condition of the proposition implies that the return to public capital

shouldd equal the costs of keeping the stock of public capital at its steady-state level. If the
productionn function is Cobb-Douglas with public capital elasticity ƒ?, the condition reduces
to:: UIQ — ^1? • This condition implies that the share of public investment in output should
equall the output elasticity of public capital /?, corrected for the fact that public capital is
aa depreciating stock-variable, not a flow variable. 13
Iff the Hosios condition does not hold, the government faces a situation where the
externalitiess in the matching process are not matched by the externalities in the wage
negotiations.. In the absence of government intervention, the first and second conditions of
Propositionn 4.2 are not satisfied. Now, government intervention might restore optimallity,
ass the following Lemma shows for the special case without labor taxes.
L e m m aa 4.3 Suppose ip ^ n, and let ti — 0. Then the optimal benefit level and vacancy
subsidysubsidy rate satisfy B = ( %-$• J sS andi-v-i-vsy
Supposee that i\) < 77, then the government should raise benefits and tax vacancies.
Thee intuition behind this result is the following.

The relatively low bargaining power

off households imply that the wage rate is relatively low. This tempers the search effort
off households, but stimulate firms to open vacancies. The government is able stimulate
searchh on the labor market by offering benefits and it may temper firms' willingness to
openn vacancies by taxing them. 14
13

Chapterr 3 provides an extensive analysis of optimal public investment in a dynamic general equilibrium
modell where public capital is a stock variable.
144
This specific combination of instruments is not the unique solution in an inefficient economy with
ipip ^ 77. Heijdra and Ligthart (2002) show that a combination of a hiring subsidy and a firing tax might
alsoo restore efficiency.
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Linearization

Wee analyze a linearized version of the model, which is presented in Table 4.1.
AA few comments have to be made with respect to the linearized model. First, we assume
thatt labor market adjustments are fast, much faster than capital adjustments. On a yearto-yearr frequency, labor market adjustments have already taken place, so we assume that
thee labor market dynamics have been completed: Lx — qi,x — \L.X — 0. This assumption
allowss for a theoretical analysis of the model and simplifies the numerical analysis. A
rationalee for this assumption is that the focus in macro-models generally is on the medium
andd long run, without emphasizing day-to-day changes. Second, we aggregate the labor
markett equations as much as possible, using the reservation productivity property and
thee assumption that productivity levels are uniformly distributed in [3^,7]. Next, we use
aa Cobb-Douglas production function with constant returns to the private inputs and an
additionall effect of public capital. So, in equation (4.L8) holds cti + a^ + a E: = 1Fourthly,, the linearization of the model with exogenous job separation, which is the
modell with homogenous productity, can be derived from Table 4.1 by restricting the distributionn of productivity levels to a single point, x = 7. This makes equation (4.L9)
determiningg the change in the reservation productivity level redundant. Finally, the nonnegativee CT-terms in equations (4.L10)-(4.L13) define the elasticities of respectively the
firms'firms' and households value of labor (aq and o\) and employment (<T/) with respect to
thee reservation productivity level. Equation (4.L3) shows that assets of the firms and the
foreignn assets are owned by the households. In equation (4.L15), an exogenous replacement
ratee is introduced, which links benefits and wages.
Inn the following, we first analyze theoretically the model with homogenous labor productivity.. Next, we shortly discuss the extension to the version of the model with heterogenous
productivityy levels and endogenous job separation. In section 4.4 we numerically investigatee the properties of this endogenous job separation model.

4.3.33

Exogenous job separations

U n e m p l o y m e n tt rate
AA key issue is this chapter is the determination of the unemployment rate. What determines
thee rate of unemployment and how do exogenous shocks affect it? In section 4.1.1 we have
noticedd the coincidence of shocks and changes in the unemployment rate. For example, the
oil-pricee crises in 1973 and 1979 have been followed by steeply rising unemployment rates.
Cann the model explain this? Does an increase in the price of energy result in steady-state
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T a b l ee 4 . 1 : T h e linearized m o d e l a n d r e l a t e d definitions
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Tablee 4.1 continued: definitions.
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increasee of unemployment rate in the model?
Equationss (4.L17) and (4.L13) show that the unemployment rate is determined by the
job-findingg rate:
UU = -(1-U0)f,

(4.23)

wheree U0 is the initial unemployment rate. An increase in the job-finding rate makes it
easierr for workers to find a vacancy which reduces the number of job-searchers relative to
thee number of workers. Of course, in absolute values, the numbers of both unemployed
workerss and employed workers might increase, but the growth of the latter is the largest.
Thee job-finding rate is determined on the labor market. In the following, we show how it
dependss on the supply and demand for labor, as is shown graphically in Figure 4.2.
Thee upward sloping line in this figure represents the relation between the supply of
laborr and the job-finding rate. The supply of labor is given in equation (4.L12) where it
stilll depends on full consumption and the shadow value of labor supply. Combining this
equationn with equation (4.L11) makes the job-finding rate independent of full consumption
andd shows that it is related to the return to employment relative to the gains from search
unemployment: :
ƒƒ = 7TL

(1 +7T/J \W - tL] + (1 + 7TS) — - 7TBB.

(4.24)
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Figuree 4.2: Employment and the job-finding rate
ƒƒ

Thee graphs show the labour supply (S) and labour demand (D) relations between the change in employment
andd the contact rate. The continuous line with equilibrium E° represents the basic scenario. An increase
inn labour productivity moves both curves rightward with new equilibrium E1.
Thiss equation determines the job-finding rate at which the household is indifferent between
enteringg the labor market or not. Therefore, a reduction in the gains from labor supply, i.e.
aa lower level of wages or benefits, should be compensated by an increase in the job-finding
rate.. An increase in the utility-loss from labor supply should be compensated similarly.
Inn a few steps, the previous equation can be written in terms of employment and labor
productivity.. First, equation (4.L13) can be used to write search unemployment in terms
off employment and the job-finding rate. Next, benefits can be written in terms of wages
byy substituting equation (4.L15) in. Finally, the wage rate depends on labor productivity
andd employment by equation (4.L16). The supply-side relation between the job-finding
rate,, employment and labor productivity can thus be written as:

(A) )

11 + 71-B

11 +

0"S S

ƒƒ
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(l+TTi+TTB^Ii,,
OL OL

(11 + * B ) P

hh

(4.25) )

|| + ( 1 + 7 T L + 7 T B ) ^ .
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Considerr the case where labor supply in terms of employment and search unemployment
aree equally sensitive to price changes (which holds if as = &L)- Then the relation between
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t h ee job finding rate and employment is clearly positive. Similarly, employment is positively
relatedd to labor productivity. The intuition behind both relations is that households decide
too supply more labor only if they are paid for it, by higher wages (which are positively
relatedd to labor productivity) or by a higher job-finding rate. If uL > as, then a given
increasee in employment combined with the same reduction in search unemployment reduces
thee welfare of households, see equation (4.L1), which implies that the desired job-finding
ratee rises. Only if aL < < as, it is possible that an increase in employment, paired with
thee same reduction in unemployment, improves welfare, such that the desired job-finding
ratee falls. By drawing an upward sloping supply curve, we assume that this situation does
nott occur.
Thee downward sloping curve in figure 4.2 is related to the demand-side of the labor
market.. Equations (4.L14) and (4.L17) show that a higher value of labor qL induces firms
too open more vacancies, which reduces their contact rate \i and results in a higher jobfindingfinding rate ƒ. From equation (4.L10) it is clear that firms' value of labor depend on the
surpluss of labor productivity over wage costs. The labor demand relation between the
job-findingg rate and employment can therefore be written as:
eeLL -

DD

N-T N-T11

<*L-£L

OILOIL

jmL

LL —— +tL++ §v.

(4.26) )

- £ L

Firmss create new vacancies if labor productivity grows or wages fall due to an increase in
thee utility-costs of labor supply. The rise in the number of vacancies makes it easier for
householdss to find a job.
Bothh lines in figure 4.2 depend on the change in labor productivity, which is an endogenouss variable, which steady-state response can be investigated analytically. The steadystatee change of labor productivity depends on the changes in the other labor inputs, where
t h ee capital change is endogenous, the change in energy depends on its price and the publicc capital change is determined by its investment level. Therefore, an increase in public
investmentt or a reduction in the energy price stimulate the productivity of labor:
11
1 1 '3I'3IGG (OO)
FFLL (oo) = —
aaEEPPEE (oo)

(4.27) )

Ann increase in labor productivity in turn shifts both curves in figure 4.2 rightward,
unambiguouslyy causing employment t o grow, whereas the change in the job-finding rate
dependss on the slopes of both curves. If aL = <xs, an increase in labor productivity raises
t h ee job-finding rate and reduces the unemployment rate. In this case, the change in the
job-findingg rate is dominated by the upward shift of thee labor demand curve. Note that the
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reversee may hold if cr^ < < as. This would however search unemployment would reduce
welfaree much stronger than employment, which we consider to be unlikely.

4.3.44

Endogenous job separations

InIn the previous section we have abstracted from endogenous job separations. With heterogenouss productivity, however, firms are able to respond to shocks not only by opening
orr closing vacancies, but also by closing jobs. In a dynamic labor market the consequences
off changing this reservation level are asymmetric. If the return to employment reduces for
somee unexpected exogenous reason, firms raise the reservation level and all jobs between
thee old and new level are closed immediately. On the other hand, if firms reduce the reservationn productivity level, those jobs with productivity level below the previous reservation
productivityy level can be created only gradually, according to equation (4.4). However, the
asymmetryy has worked out in the labor market steady state. Therefore, we can analyze
thee steady state changes in the reservation productivity level symmetrically.
Thee reservation productivity level XR, given in equation (4.L9) can be written in terms of
thee productivity of labor, employment and the labor tax rate by substituting the equations
forr the value of labor (4.L10) and the wage rate (4.L16) in:
Q
((
L
(LüR(LüR + uR (7 - xR) - aq) xR = [UJR-\

(1 — iP)\

—— +

tL-FL

(4.28) )

0"L L

Thee first element of the term in brackets on the left-hand-side measures the direct relation
betweenn welfare changes and the reservation productivity level. With the second term, the
effectt from XR on productive employment H is taken into account. Finally, an increase in
XRXR reduces the value of labor q~i because the probability that a productivity shock makes
thee job unproductive increases. We assume that the latter term does not dominate the
firstfirst two terms, i.e. that (U)R + OUR (7 — xR) — aq) > 0.
AA reduction in the welfare of households stemming from an increase in employment
raisess the negotiated wage rate. This reduces firms' return to employment and jobs at the
lowerr tail of the productivity distribution are not profitable anymore, xR increases. On
thee other hand, profitability improves if the aggregate productivity of labor Fi increases,
whichh makes it cost-effective for firms to accept jobs with productivity levels below the old
reservationn level, XR is reduced.
Changess in the reservation level directly affects the unemployment rate:

==
UU

-(l-U0)[f-<Tfxa]

(4.29) )
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wheree a f > 0 is an indicator of the sensitivity of aggregate employment L for changes
inn XR. This sensitivity is low, for example, if new productivity levels arrive infrequently,
i.e.. if £ is low. An increase in the reservation productivity level raises the unemployment
ratee because it reduces the number of job-matches acceptable to firms. Moreover, the
unemploymentt rate still depends negatively on the job-finding rate, which in turn is affected
byy the reservation productivity level too.
Thee determinants of the job-finding rate can be analyzed with figure 4.2. An increase
inn the reservation productivity level reduces the probability that a match results in a
productivee job. The incentives for households to supply labor are reduced, which increases
thee tightness on the labor market and raises the probability that the remaining searchers
aree matched. The labor supply curve therefore shift upwards. On the demand side of
thee labor markets, the probability that a vacancy results in a productive job reduces if
thee reservation productivity level is increased. The reduction in the number of vacancies
reducess the probability that unemployed workers can find a job, so the labor demand curve
inn figure 4.2 shifts downward. This unambiguously implies that employment falls, whereas
thee job-finding rate is positively affected by the reduction in labor supply, but negatively
byy the reduction in labor demand.
Finally,, we can observe the following about the productivity of labor. In the model with
exogenouss job separation, the long-run change in labor productivity was shown to depend
onn public investment and the energy price, see equation (4.27). A similar expression can
noww be given for the change in labor productivity measured in productive units:

FFHH (oo) = —

/3/ G (oo) )
ÖG ÖG

--

UEPE

(OO)

(4.30) )

Thiss equation shows that the steady-state response of labor productivity does not depend
onn any parameter except the production function parameters and the adjustment speed of
publicc investment.

4.44

T h e causes of unemployment

Wee extend the analysis by calibrating the model. Several results from the previous section
aboutt the steady-state responses of the economy were ambiguous either because the analysis
wass partial or because the results depended on too many factors. By simulating the model
wee check the results from the partial analysis and are able to indicate the size of the
responses.. Moreover, the transition path of the responses can be analyzed numerically,
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wheree we are interested in the sign and size of the short term responses and the duration
off the adjustment process.
Inn this section, we first describe the calibration of the model. Next, the response of
thee economy to several shocks will be investigated. These shocks includes changes in
publicc investment, the oil price, the interest rate and several policy variables. From these
simulation,, conclusions are drawn on the ability of the model to mimic the unemployment
fluctuationss in the Netherlands.

4.4.11

Calibration

Calibrationn generally involves two steps, namely estimation and verification or testing, see
Hansenn and Heekman (1996) and Kydland and Prescott (1982). The estimation in the first
stepp does not only involve the independent variables or parameters, but may also concern
thee dependent variables. For example, one might choose to use the information about
ann observable variable like the investment share, to parameterize the capital installation
function.. In contrast, the parameterization of the matching function is based on econometricc estimations of this function. The second step in calibration is verification. Models are
designedd to explain or mimic several economic relations. The simulations of the parameterizedd models results in model outcomes, which can be compared with real-world relations.
Inn this chapter, the parameterized model is used to replicate unemployment fluctuations,
stemmingg from changes in public investment, the real interest rate, oil prices, and a few
taxess and subsidies. The common approach in economics, which we follow here, is to test
thee calibrated models by visual comparison of the model outcomes with the observed real
worldd relations.15 In this section, we describe the step of calibration. Verification is left
forr subsequent sections.
Wee assume that the economy is in a steady state in 1997, and we require the model to
mimicc the key statistics for this year. The two data sources we use are Statistics Netherlandss and Broersma et al. (1998). On the first key variable, the unemployment rate, both
sourcess disagree: Broersma et al. report an unemployment rate of 8.8%, whereas Statistics
Netherlandss come up with an unemployment rate of 6.4%. In our calibrated model, we take
15

Onee might go one step further by specifying a loss-function on the difference between the modelandd real-world outcomes, that might weight particular features of the model more than others. This step
off verification is not fundamentally different from the testing step in standard econometrics, see Hansen
andd Heekman (1996). For example, the loss-function of ordinary least squares models is the square of the
differencee between observed and simulated variables, and this loss functions is minimized. With calibration,
thee loss function might be in terms of correlations, turning points, long-run responses, etc., but this is not
fundamentallyy different from the OLS-approach.
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Tablee 4.2: Calibration
Parameters s
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thee intermediate position, see Table 4.2. The unemployment rate is the result of inflow
andd outflow, where b o t h are about 10% of the labor force annually. The annual flows in
andd out of unemployment are therefore larger than the number of unemployed (at a given
date),, which implies t h a t the average unemployment duration is less than a year (48 weeks
accordingg to Broersma et al.). Stated differently, the annual job-finding rate ƒ is slightly
largerr than unity. 16

Given that the initial steady state is assumed to be an equilibrium

"'Withh discrete time intervals, ƒ is the ratio of job matches {which is a flow variable) over the number
off unemployed workers (a stock variable). An individual worker still has a less than unit probability to
findfind a job. no matter how long the time period, even though ƒ might exceed unity on the aggregate level,
meaningg that in the time-period under consideration, the number of job matches (over the time interval)
exceedss the number of unemployed workers (measured at a single point in the period).
Usingg a panel of Dutch workers in 1984-1985, which was a period of recession with a relatively low flow
off vacancies. Van den Berg (1990) estimated that the expected number of job-offers per week was about
1.2'X.. This implies that the probability that an unemployed worker finds a suitable job within a year is
aboutt 45%. In this recession period, the flow out of unemployment is therefore about half of the stock.
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situation,, job finding and job separation should be balanced: fS — 6*LL, where 5*L is the
totall job separation rate. This total job sepa ration rate follows from the unemployment
ratee and the job-finding rate by workers and should therefore be equal to 11%. 1T Total job
separationn is the sum of exogenous and endogenous separation. We assume that one-third
off total job sepa ration is exogenous and the remaining part is endogenous.
Thee matching function has frequently been estimated, see Petrolongo and Pissarides
(2001)) and Broersma and Van Ours (1999) for recent overviews. These studies generally
doo not reject the constant returns Cobb-Douglas specification and the estimates for r] are
generallyy close to, or slightly less than 0.5. We adopt Van Ours (1991) estimate of i] — 0.4.
Thee unemployment rate, contact rate and labor market tightness are then fixed to their
19977 levels by calibrating the constant of the matching function MQ and the vacancy cost
parameterr K.
Onn the supply side of the labor market, we have to calibrate the preferences of households.. We assume that welfare responds similar to changes in employment or unemployment,, which implies oL — og-, where we fix both at one. In a model without wage bargaining,, the value of o^ = 1 implies that an increase in wages by x% would increase the
supplyy of labor with x% too. The coefficient for search unemployment in the definition of
fulll consumption influences the unemployment rate significantly. A high level of s implies
thatt households prefer working over searching for a job, which reduces the unemployment
rate.. The value of s is set such that the unemployment rate is about 8%.
Thee investment share in output ui, which depends on the real interest rate, the depreciationn rate and the installation function, is fixed at 19% of output. We use a quadratic
specificationn for the latter, where a high level of <f> reduces the investment share. The real
interestt rate has fallen in the most recent years, but has varied around 6% annually from
19800 onward. Finally, we assume that about one-tenth of both private and public capital
depreciatess annually.
Forr the production function we use a Cobb-Douglas specification with constant returns
too the private inputs, labor, capital and energy, multiplied by a public capital term. 18 The
sharee of energy in output of 10%, might be quite large and implies that observed effects of
17
Abbringg et al. (1998) show that the displacement rate, which is the ratio of the number of new UI
(unemploymentt insurance) cases and the number of employed paying UI premiums, is trending upward in
thee Netherlands between 1970 and 1993, rising from around 4 percent in 1970 up to 11 percent in 1993.

18

Inn section 4.A.4 of the appendix, we investigate the sensitivity of the key results to changes in the
productionn structure. With a CES production function, the conclusions are qualitatively similar. Overall,
thee economy shows larger responses if the substitution elasticities are lower. The unemployment effects of
publicc investment are still very small.
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energyy price shocks are overstated. We use a moderate value for the output elasticity of
publicc investment, but report the sensitivity of the results to this parameter.
Thee government budget is assumed to be balanced in the initial steady state.

We

abstractt from many parts of the actual budget, like government consumption, transfers
andd interest payments. 19 Instead, we focus on public investment, which is assumed to be
4%% of GDP, and on the labor tax rate.
Finally,, we assume in the basic calibration that the Hosios condition holds, i.e. ip = 77,
butt the sensitivity of the results to this assumption are investigated.

4.4.22

Shock to public investment

Doess the unemployment rate change if government raises public investment, rather than
publicc consumption? Can public investment be a useful policy instrument for reducing
unemploymentt structurally in a small open economy facing a constant exogenous interest
rate?? And related to this: is it likely that the growth of the unemployment rate in the 1970s
iss caused by the reduction in public investment? We return to the final question at the
endd of this section. First, we investigate whether and how a change in public investment
affectss the economy.
Considerr a policy where the government raises public investment with 10%. The funds
forr this expenditure are raised by a change in the lump-sum tax rate insofar the endogenous
labor-taxx revenues are insufficient, cf. equation (4.L18). This lump-sum tax only affects
thee consumption-saving decision of households, without influencing their labor supply decisions.. Due to the higher investment level, the stock of public capital gradually grows,
andd finally reaches a 10% higher steady-state level. The growing stock of public capital
improvess the productivity of the private inputs. Because the elasticity (3 of output with
respectt to public capital is 0.1, a 10% increase in public capital would be similar to a 1%
increasee in total factor productivity, abstracting from the financing issues.
Thee responses of the economy over time are shown in figure 4.3 and the steady-state
responsess are summarized in the accompanying table. The continuous line and the first
roww of the table show the response of the economy in the basic calibration, where the
economyy is distorted with taxes, subsidies and benefits, but where the Hosios-condition
ipip = 77 holds. The growing stock of public capital stimulates the production firms to raise
theirr production. In the end, output will have grown with about 3% in response to the
10%% growth in public capital. In the small open economy, the return to private capital
19

Thiss implies that government consumption, transfers and interest payments are treated as part of
consumptionn C.
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Figuree 4.3: Public investment shock

Thee pictures show the response of various variables, measured as percentage points deviations from the
initiall steady state, to a once-and-for all 10% increase in public investment (which is about 0.4%-point of
output)) financed with changes in the lump-sum tax rate. The continuous line represents the basic case.
Thee long-dotted line represents the case with r\ = 0.8 and the dotted line is the case where ip = 0.8.
Thee steady state responses have also been reported in the table. This table also includes the steady state
responsee of consumption, lump-sum taxes and full consumption (which is by assumption time-invariant). In
addition,, the sensitivity of the steady state responses with fixed reservation productivity level is presented.
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Figuree 4.3 continued: Public investment shock

Tablee F4.3: Public investment shock
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Thee table shows the relative changes (defined as L — AL/L) of output, consumption, investment, employment,, vacancies, unemployment, reservation productivity level, wages, lump-sum tax (T = AT/Y)

the

laborr tax (t^ = Ati/ (1 — ti)) and full consumption and the percentage point change in the unemployment
rate.. For example, in the first row, a shock t o public investment of 10% raises output with 2.87% and the
unemploymentt rate with only 0.03%-point.
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andd energy have to be equal to their world-market equivalents, see equation (4.L7), which
impliess that the relative changes in private capital and energy are equal to the relative
outputt change. Given that the change in public capital is larger than the output growth,
thee change in employment has to fall short of the output change.

In terms of figure

4.22 this implies that the labor-demand curve is shifted rightward resulting in an higher
employmentt level, an increase in the job-finding rate and therefore a reduction in the rate
off unemployment.
Off course, this is not the end of the story. The growth of the productivity of labor and
employmentt induces households to bargain a higher wage rate. This causes a downward shift
off the labor-supply curve in figure 4.2: labor supply grows and the job-finding rate falls.
Inn the end, the job-finding rate rises about 1%-point. Nevertheless, the unemployment
ratee hardly changes, because the reservation productivity level improves, see figure 4.3.
Howw did it come about? One would expect that an improvement in productivity would
makee it profitable for firms to keep jobs with lower technology levels open. In contrast,
firmm close the jobs at the lower tail of the productivity distribution. The reason is twofold.
First,, existing jobs have become more productive, so that the same amount of output
cann be produced with less workers, and of course the low-productive jobs are separated
first.. However, the most important reason is that the supply of labor increases, which
increasess employment at each productivity level: Lx = 1.67. Therefore, low-productive
jobss substitute for high-productive ones.
Thee growth in public investment requires an increase in tax revenues of about 0.4%
off output. We have designed the policy such that all tax rates, except the lump-sum tax
rate,, are held constant. However, a large part of the required tax revenues still stemmed
fromm other sources, because the tax- and subsidy bases have changed. In the basic scenario,
laborr tax revenues increase with about 0.5% of output, the expenditures on benefits and the
investmentt subsidy are both 0.05% higher, leaving a necessary increase in the lump-sum tax
revenuess of only 0.04% of output. The public investment policy improves welfare, as can
beenn observed from the 2.1% growth in full consumption. Employment and unemployment
increasee and leisure declines. This reduction in welfare is more than compensated by the
consumptionn growth of 2.3%.
Thee dynamics of the response are shown in figure 4.3, the continuous line. With the
exceptionn of private investment, no variable responds at impact. Investment has to change
inn order to gradually build up the capital stock in a way that adjustment costs remain
limited.. The other variables do not respond because the stock of public capital is not
largerr yet. Over time, both private and public capital increase, which raises output and
thee productivity of labor as well. In response, firms demand more labor, the bargained
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wagee rate improves and households supply more labor too. Given that the main dynamics
stemm from the accumulation of public capital, the response of the variables over time is
monotonically. .

Sensitivity:: d e v i a t i o n s from the Hosios condition

How sensitive are these results

forr changes in parameters? Or stated differently, how do different economic conditions
affectt the relation between public investment and the private sector? A few key deviations
fromm the basic calibration are presented in figure 4.3 and the accompanying table. 20
First,, consider the public investment policy in an economy where the Hosios condition
failss to hold because 17 7^ ip. If 77 = 0.8 (and ip is still equal to 0.4), then the number
off job-matches is very sensitive to changes in the number of unemployed job searchers 5',
andd rather insensitive to changes in vacancies. Therefore, firms use the relatively cheap
instrumentt of job separation instead of vacancies to affect the level of employment. Firms
reducee this separation rate by lowering the reservation productivity level as compared to the
casee where vacancies are more effective. In the steady state, the reduction in separations is
accompaniedd by a reduction in the number of matches. Therefore, households can reduce
theirr search activity (for the same level of employment) and the unemployment rate falls.
Thee sensitivity of the results with respect to the bargaining power of households i)
showw that the public investment policy increases rather than reduces the unemployment
rate.. This can be explained from the notion that the change in the unemployment rate has
twoo causes; an increase in the job-finding rate reduces the unemployment rate, whereas
thee unemployment rate depends positively on the reservation productivity level (that is
onn a reduction in the endogenous firing rate), see equation (4.29). In response to the
publicc investment policy, firms both demand more labor (which increases the job-finding
ratee for workers) and they separate jobs at the lower tail of the productivity distribution
20
Thee sensitivity analysis involves two steps. First, the parameter changes induce a shift in the steady
statee values of the endogenous variables and parameters. The sensitivity of the steady state values for
thee key variables to a number of parameter changes are summarized in Table 4.7. Note that an increase
inn the bargaining power of households i' raises wages, employment and labor productivity, and reduces
thee job finding and rate and the reservation productivity level. The opposite holds for an increase in the
matching-elasticityy of unemployment r\. In the second step of the sensitivity analysis, the responses to the
public-investmentt policy are simulated in deviation from this new steady state.
Thee sensitivity of the results to changes in the substitution between labor, capital and energy are
investigatedd in the appendix, see Table 4.8. The main conclusion of this sensitivity experiment is that
thee economy shows larger responses if the substitution elasticities between labor and a capital-energy
composite,, and between capital and energy are lower. However, the unemployment effects of the public
investmentt policy are still very small.
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(byy raising the reservation productivity level). This shift away from low-productive jobs
iss already present in the basic calibration. This shift is stronger if workers have strong
bargainingg position, resulting in an increase in job separations and the unemployment
rate. .
Sensitivity:: e x o g e n o u s firing

In the discussion so far, the changes in the unemploy-

mentt rate were quite small, because the increase in the job-finding rate was counteracted
byy a an increase in job separations. Do the results change if firing is excluded from the
model,, in which case firms can only change employment by changing the number of their
vacancies? ?
Thee bottom line in Table F4.3 shows the responses of the economy to the public investmentt policy with exogenous separations. The answer to the previous question is negative:
thee reduction in the unemployment rate is still rather small. Refering to Figure 4.2, both
thee demand curve and supply curve shift rightwards: firms demand more labor which
improvess the job-finding rate for workers, and the households supply more labor which
reducess their probability of finding a job. The net effect is a significant improvement in
employment,, but neglegible variations in the unemployment rate.
AA surprising result might be the reduction in the number of vacancies. The reason is that
processs of seperating jobs at the lower tail of the productivity distribution and creating jobs
withh possibly higher productivity levels is impossible. Therefore, the vacancies involved in
thiss process are not opened.
Givenn that firms cannot fire workers at any desired rate, workers can bargain higher
wagess without the drawback of increasing the risk of becoming unemployed too much. The
averagee wage rate increases even though low-productive workers remain employed, because
theyy cannot be fired by increasing the reservation productivity level.

Shockk t o public investment financed w i t h t h e labor t a x
Wee investigate two deviations from the previous policy. First, we assume that the public
investmentt expenditures have to be financed with a (time-varying) change in the labor tax
rate,, instead of a change in the lump-sum tax rate. In the next section, we assume that
benefitss are fixed. The response of the economy can be found in Figure 4.4.
Supposee that the government uses the labor tax for financing public investment expenditures,, such that the budget of the government becomes:
SSLL (1 - tL) tL = UJGIG +SB(É

+ S)+

SjOJiï + SySyV ~ tL£L (W + L) .

(4.31)
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Publicc investment can be financed with an endogenous increase in labor tax revenues base,
withh endogenous reductions in subsidies or transfers, or with a change in the labor tax rate.
Initially,, the endogenous changes in taxes and revenues are insufficiënt for the finance of
thee public investment expenditures.

Therefore, the labor tax has to be raised, which

impliess that the distortions on the labor market are enforced. In response to the higher
laborr tax rate, households negotiate a larger wage rate. At impact, firms face higher labor
costs,, whereas the benefits from the increase in public investment have to come. Firms
respondd to this profit reduction in two ways: they reduce their vacancies and increase the
reservationn productivity level. This implies that workers are fired and employment declines.
Firedd workers have to decide whether they start looking for a new job or not. Many of
themm choose to leave the labor market, i.e. both S and L decline, because the return to
employmentt falls. Observe that the relative changes in employment and unemployment
aree almost the same, so the rate of unemployment is hardly affected, see the graph of the
unemploymentt rate u.

Overr time, public investment becomes productive. This improves firms' return to employmentt in several ways. To start with, labor productivity improves with the growing
stockk of public capital. Therefore, firms demand more labor by opening more vacancies
andd households are able to negotiate a larger wage rate. This wage reduction improves the
laborr tax revenues for the government and allows for a reduction in the wage rate. This is
thee second channel by which the growing stock of public capital positively influences the
markett economy. In the end, the labor tax almost returns to the pre-shock level, resulting
inn only small reductions in employment, unemployment, vacancies and output as compared
too the lump-sum tax financing case.

Thee result that the method of financing matters especially during transition has also
beenn observed by Baxter and King (1993) in a model with endogenous labor supply, but
withh a perfectly competitive labor market. However, this result contrasts with the argumentt of Aschauer (1988) that the method of financing public expenditure is more important
withh permanent shocks because taxes have to be raised permanently. This might be true
forr unproductive expenditures where output is stimulated via demand, but appears to be
untruee with productive investment. The reason is that public investment increases the
taxx base over time, which implies that over time a declining part has to be financed with
higherr tax rates.
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F i g u r ee 4.4: P u b l i c i n v e s t m e n t shock II

Forr the impulse and the continuous line, see figure 4.3. The long-dotted line represents the case with labor
taxx financing. The third dotted line is the case where we fix the benefit level. The steady state responses
havee also been reported in the table. This table includes the steady state response of full consumption
(whichh is by assumption time-invariant).
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Figuree 4.4 continued: Public investment shock II

Tablee F4.4: Public investment shock II

//
YY
CC
LL WW VV
,S' '
ff
ƒ ƒ XR XR Au Au
2.87 7 2.27 7 2.87 7 1.46 6 1.43 3 2.87 7 1.85 5 0.60 0 1.21 1 0.03 3 0.06 6
ABAB = 02.89 9 2.30 0 2.89 9 1.47 7 1.44 4 2.89 9 1.68 8 0.71 1 1.13 3 0.01 1 0.02 2
ttLL(t) (t)2.66 6 2.06 6 2.66 6 1.25 5 1.43 3 2.66 6 1.64 4 0.60 0 1.21 1 0.03 3 *0.001 1

XXF F
1.87 7
2.17 7
1.76 6

*:: absolute change of the labor tax rate, namely 0.1%-point. See also the comments to Table F4.3.
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Shockk to public investment while benefits do not respond
Iff wages and benefits are linked, we have seen that the unemployment changes axe small.
Onee reason is that the trade-off between search and work does not change and the incentives
forr leaving unemployment, by accepting a lower wage, are small. This suggests that the
unemploymentt rate might be larger if the trade-off between employment and unemployment
iss affected, for example by fixing the benefit level whereas wages respond. The dotted line
inn figure 4.4 shows how the economy responds to the public investment policy if benefits
doo not respond, but stay at the pre-shock level (with lump-sum tax financing of benefits
andd public investment). In this scenario, wages grow while benefits don't, which implies a
reductionn in the replacement rate.
Thee remarkable observation from the wage-graph is thatt the response of the wage rate
doess not depend on the replacement rate change at all! What is the reason for this? A first
indicationn of the fact that wages do not depend on benefits comes from the wage equation
(4.L16),, where wages do not directly depend on benefits. The reason is that households
choosee their levels of employment and unemployment so that they are indifferent between
marginall changes in employment, unemployment or non-participation. The utility to nonparticipation,, where L = S = 0, stems from the consumption out of financial wealth,
cf.. the welfare and budget equations (4.6) and (4.5) and is independent of changes in
thee replacement rate. Utility from unemployment consists of three parts, stemming from
consumptionn out of wealth, from benefit income and from the loss of leisure. The welfare
stemmingg from wealth is independent of the labor market situation of the household.
Therefore,, welfare for an unemployed worker is equal to welfare from non-participation
onlyy if the second and third part of 'benefit welfare' sum to zero. Both parts sum to zero if
aa reduction in the benefit level is accompanied with a reduction in unemployment (which
iss the natural response to lower benefit levels). Welfare for workers consists also of three
parts,, stemming from consumption out of wealth, from labor income and from the loss of
leisure.. Again, households are indifferent between employment and non-participation if an
increasee in the wage rate is accompanied with an increase in the employment level.
Usingg this information, we might have a look at the wage negotiations. In the wage
negotiations,, the surpluses of households and firms are shared, see section 4.2.5. Firms'
surpluss is clearly not affected by the change in the replacement rate. Households' surplus
cann be measured in two ways (which are equivalent in equilibrium): as the surplus of
employmentt over non-participation or as the surplus of employment over unemployment.
Thee first definition of the surplus is not affected by the replacement rate change, which
impliess that neither firms nor households have any incentive to change the wage rate in
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responsee to a change in the benefit level. Moreover, households have to balance both types
off surplus, which implies that a reduction in the benefit level has to be compensated with
aa reduction in unemployment.
Inn the figures about public investment with constant benefits we therefore observe that
wagee change is exactly equal to the case where benefits change (both with lump-sum financing).. Employment does not change nor does the demand for labor in terms of vacancies. In
contrast,, the number of unemployed workers declines, which implies a reduction in benefit
incomee and a reduction in consumption. Overall, the fact that benefits do not grow in
responsee to the public investment policy is welfare improving, which indicates that in this
modell a high (positive?) level of benefits does not improve welfare. Note that this clearly
stemss from the fact that households share their income, so benefits do not have to be used
forr income equalization.
U n e m p l o y m e n tt in t h e Netherlands

Finally, we return to the question whether, ac-

cordingg to our model, public investment can explain a significant part of the change in
thee rate of unemployment in the 1970s. According to our model, an increase in public
investmentt raises the attractiveness of work and raises the fraction of unemployed workers
insteadd of reducing it. Therefore, the reduction in the share of public investment between
19700 and 1980 (from 6% to 3% of GDP) does clearly not explain the sharp growth in the
ratee of unemployment.

4.4.33

Oil price

AA different cause of changes in the unemployment rate could be fluctuations in the oil price.
Empiricall studies, see section 4.1.1, have shown that the sharp growth in energy prices in
thee seventies, they are doubled in 1973-74 and again in 1979-81, might have increased
unemploymentt by about 5 percentage points. The question arises whether our model can
accountt for these figures. Note that we have calibrated a relatively large share of energy,
aaEE = 0.1, which implies that the model is biased to overstate the responses.
Considerr a 10% increase in the price of energy relative to the output price. The response
off the economy to this shock are shown in figure 4.5 and the accompanying table. Firms
respondd to the 10% increase in the energy price by reducing the use of energy with more
thann 10%, which of course implies a reduction in output. Therefore, the returns to capital
andd labor fall, so firms reduce the demand for these inputs. For capital they have only
onee option, to reduce investments in order to cut the stock of capital, and we observe that
thee stock of capital reduces to a 3% lower steady-state level (the relative change of capital
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Figuree 4.5: Energy price shock
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T a b l ee F 4 . 5 : E n e r g y price shock
Thee pictures show the response of the key variables in the economy (with the basic calibration) to a onceand-forr all 10% increase in the price of energy. The first graph presents the responses of unemployment
(continuouss line) and vacancies (dotted line). The second graph presents the responses of employment
(continuouss line), output (long-dotted line) and investment (dotted line). These steady-state responses
aree also given in the first row of the table. The table also includes the responses for higher r) or 4>, with
constantt benefits or reservation productivity level and with endogenous
LL
WW
VV
SS
EE
YY
ƒƒ
-2.78 8 -11.60 0 -1.44 4 -1.40 0 -2.80 0 -1.82 2 -0.60 0
7?? = 0.8 -3.07 7 -11.86 6 -1.57 7 -1.55 5 -2.70 0 -1.48 8 -0.26 6
•00 = 0.8 -2.56 6 -11.40 0 -1.24 4 -1.32 2 -4.12 2 -2.72 2 -0.86 6
BB = 0 -2.80 0 -11.62 2 -1.45 5 -1.42 2 -2.82 2 -1.65 5 -0.71 1
-4.04 4 -12.69 9 -2.72 2 -1.40 0 -4.05 5 -3.10 0 -0.59 9
hh
xxRR = 0 -3.40 0 -12.13 3 -1.86 6 -1.73 3 -2.29 9 -1.21 1 -0.65 5

labor taxation.
XR XR

-1.22 2
-0.15 5
-8.75 5
-1.14 4
-1.22 2

*:: absolute change in the labor tax rate. See also the comments to Table F4.3.

Au Au
-0.03 3
-0.01 1
-0.11 1
-0.02 2
-0.03 3
0.05 5

TT
0.33 3
0.39 9
0.32 2
0.36 6
*0.01 1
0.44 4

XXF F
-2.67 7
-3.10 0
-2.37 7
-2.73 3
-3.34 4
-3.52 2
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inn the steady state equals the output change). For labor, firms have two options, reduce
employmentt or reduce its price. In both cases, they reducetotal wage payments. The fact
thatt both wages and employment fall stems from the fact that households balance the
welfaree reduction from the reduced wage income with an increase in leisure.
Thee unemployment rate declines in response to an increase in the oil price. This is the
resultt of two factors. First, the job finding rate falls due to the reduction in the number
off vacancies. This induces upward pressure on the unemployment rate. The counteracting
mechanismm is the reduction in the reservation productivity level, induced by the employmentt decline which makes it beneficial for firms to hire labor at lower productivity levels.
Withoutt this reduction in the reservation productivity level, the unemployment rate would
risee rather than fall, see the bottom line in Table F4.5. This rise would be the expected
responsee of the unemployment rate to an increase in the energy price. However, it only
occurss if firing is difficult. If firms intensively use firing as an instrument to cope with the
negativee shock, then the rate of unemployment falls.
Inn contrast to the public investment policy, the economy immediately slows down, becausee the energy price shock immediately affects the productivity of labor and capital. The
impactt change in private investment overshoots its long-run value, due to the adjustment
costs.. Initially, the capital stock is much larger than the desired level, and investments
falll sharply. Over time, the capital stock declines and investments adjust upward. The
reductionn of the capital stock implies that output and the demand for labor fall even further,, where their steady-state responses are about twice as large as the impact effect. The
reductionn in the demand for labor, visible by the reduction in the number of vacancies
inducess in turn a reduction in search unemployment. Over time, both are diminishing due
too the reduction in the capital stock.
S e n s t i t i v i t yy analysis

Table F4.5 shows the sensitivity of the result to changes in a few

parameterss or assumptions. Consider first the case where r\ is larger than ip. Then search
unemploymentt more effectively result in job-matches, but vacancies are less effective. This
impliess that a costly instrument for firms to hire labor becomes less effective, and they want
too reduce the use of it and prefer to use the firing instrument instead. The reduction in labor
demandd is effected by an increase (relative to the base case) of the reservation productivity
level.. In addition, the fact that firms still have to use vacancies as an instrument, but with
aa smaller return, implies that firms scale down production slightly and reduce the demand
forr labor. Therefore, wages and employment fall.
Iff workers have more bargaining power, i.e. v is higher, then wages are more closely tied
too changes in the productivity level. However, this productivity level hardly varies across
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scenarios.. In fact, the change in effective productivity only depends on production function
parameterss and of course on the change in the energy price: FH — —1.58, in all rows of
Tablee F4.5. Next, the change in actual labor productivity is related to FH according to:
FFLL — FH — ( - ^ J xR. By coincidence, the initial value of reservation level is much larger
inn the base case, whereas the relative change of it is much larger in the variant with higher
ip.ip. Therefore, the change in labor productivity happens to be the same in both scenarios,
namelyy FL = -1.36 in the base case and FL = —1.34 if ip — 0.8. The change in the wage
ratee is closely related to this productivity change if workers have strong bargaining power.
Thiss relatively small reduction in wages, implies that the demand for labor falls less, and
employmentt improves slightly In addition, firms reduce the reservation productivity level
inn response to the an increase in the return to labour. This reduces the unemployment
rate. .
Whetherr or not benefits are linked to wages hardly influences the response of the economy.. The relative increase in benefits stimulates search unemployment, and slightly temperss the reduction in the unemployment rate. Finally, the way of financing does not matter
forr the response of the unemployment rate, because an increase in the tax rate affects the
returnn to both unemployment and employment equally. The activity of the economy is,
however,, scaled down significantly, if the government uses labor taxes instead of lump-sum
taxess for balancing its budget.
Unemploymentt in the Netherlands Historically, the first energy price doubling is
accompaniedd by an increase in the unemployment rate of several percentages. In the simulationss however, the rate of unemployment falls, unless the reservation productivity is
fixed.. Even in this scenario, doubling energy prices increases the unemployment rate with
lesss than 1%-point. Therefore, the model is unable to explain the variation in the unemploymentt rate from variations in the oil price.

4.4.44

Interest rate

Considerr a scenario where both the interest rate r and the subjective discount rate p
increase.. The interest rate might affect the rate of unemployment for several reasons.
First,, a higher interest rate raises the price of investment goods, which is passed on to
productionn firms via a higher rental rate. Similar to a shift in the price of energy, this
higherr rental rate increases the price of a production factor, namely capital. This reduces
thee return to and the demand for labor, and likely increases the rate of unemployment.
Next,, the interest rate affects the economy in a completely different way, by raising the
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Tablee 4.3: Steady state responses to 1%-point higher interest rate
YY

ƒƒ

LL

-7.46 6
-7.52 2
BB = 0
-11.16
6
hh
xxRR=Q =Q -8.19 9

-13.80 0
-13.86 6
-17.13 3
-14.45 5

-4.39 9
-4.41 1
-8.24 4
-4.90 0

WW
-3.85 5
-3.88 8
-3.82 2
-4.24 4

SS
VV
-9.32 2 0.38 8
-9.37 7 0.85 5
-12.94 4 -3.66 6
-8.72 2 1.13 3

xxR R Au Au T T
ƒƒ
-5.91 1 -1.51 1 0.36 6 0.95 5
-6.19 9 -1.30 0 0.39 9 1.04 4
-5.90 0 -1.48 8 0.36 6 '0.03 3
0.45 5 1.08 8
-5.96 6

XXF F
-3.73 3
-3.90 0
-5.75 5
-4.75 5

*:: absolute change of the labour tax rate
Thee table shows the relative changes (defined as L — ALjL)

of output, investment, employment, vacancies,

unemployment,, reservation productivity level, wages, lump-sum tax (T — AT/Y)

or the labour tax [ti —

A / L // (1 - t-L.)) and full consumption and the percentage point change in the unemployment rate.

discountt rate for both households and firms. This reduces the discounted future return
too employment. For firms this clearly implies a reduction in the surplus of employment,
becausee the fall-back option of no-employment is costly and is therefore unaffected by the
interestt rate. For households, not only the return to employment falls, but also the return
too unemployment. The value of non-participation does however not change, because it is
affectedd by the interest rate in two ways. First, it raises the discount rate, which reduces
thee present value of future wealth income. However, future wealth income increases with
thee same factor, leaving the return to non-participation unaffected. Therefore, the surplus
off employment over non-participation clearly falls. Because the changes in the surplus for
bothh firms and households are similar, they do not affect the negotiations.
Thee key to understanding the response of the unemployment rate to changes in the
interestt rate is the difference between the discount rate to unemployment and those of
employment.. Unemployment is discounted at rate r + ƒ. which is the probability of leaving
unemploymentt ƒ added to the 'normal' discount rate r. The discount rate of employment
iss r + 6L + £, where 5L + £ < ƒ. A given increase in the interest rate affects the discount
ratee of employment relatively stronger. Therefore, households want to reduce employment
moree than unemployment, which implies an increase in the unemployment rate.
Tablee 4.3 shows the steady-state responses to a 1%- increase in the interest rate (and a
similarr shift in the discount rate) from 6% to 7% annually. The increase in the user cost of
capitall induces a 14% reduction in private investment and the stock of capital. Firms have
too scale down their production, labor productivity falls, and less vacancies are opened.
Thee reduction in the number of vacancies significantly reduces the job-finding rate for
unemployedd workers. In order to compensate for this reduction in the probability that
searchh results in a job, households increase their search effort. This tempers the reduction
inn employment as compared to the reductions in output and investment.
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Inn response to an increase in the interest rate, the reservation productivity level falls.
Thiss is induced by the reduction in employment, which improves the productivity of labor
att all technology levels x, in particular at the lower tail of the technology distribution.
Therefore,, employment in jobs with lower technology levels become profitable. In the
absencee of this reduction in xR, see the bottom line in Table F4.3, employment declines
evenn further. This induces an adverse reaction in search unemployment by households to
keepp employment at a reasonable level. Therefore, the rate of unemployment increases
evenn further.
Thee reduction in wages and employment results in a large reduction in tax income, and
thee government has to raise its taxes. If it uses the labor tax for balancing its budget, it
hass to increase the tax rate with almost 3%-point. Clearly, this scales down production
andd labor demand even further, but does not affect the unemployment rate.
Unemploymentt in the Netherlands The simulations with the 1%-point increase in
thee interest rate shows that it might result in an increase in the unemployment rate of
0.25%% — 0.5%-point. In comparison, Broer et al. (2000) report a semi-elasticity for the
unemploymentt rate with respect to the cost of capital (which is closely related to the
interestt rate) of 0.14. According to our model, the four percentage points increase in
thee interest rate, as observed between 1975 and 1985, might have been an important
determinantt of the growth in the rate of unemployment, though it clearly cannot explain
thee full shift in unemployment on its own.

4.4.55

Alternative policies

Inn this section, we investigate the response of the economy to several policy changes. An
importantt policy change, namely an increase in public investment has already been analyzed.. In addition, changes in the labor tax and the replacement rate have been discussed
ass scenarios in the previous analysis. In this section, we extend the number of policy optionss to changes in the vacancy and investment subsidy rates. Table 4.4 shows the response
off the economy to changes in the initial share of public investment (i.e. the initial size of
thee public capital stock) OJG, in the labor rate t^, vacancy subsidy syy investment subsidy
sisi and the replacement rate RR. In this table, the size of the shocks are normalized, such
thatt the change in the lump-sum tax revenues induced by the policy equals 1% of output.
Forr example, an increase in the public investment share from 4% to 6.2% (see second and
thirdd column) of GDP raises the lump-sum tax rate with 1% of GDP. This normalization
off the policies allows for a comparison between them. All policies cost the same, but the
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Tablee 4.4: Government policies with fixed revenues
oldd

new

II"
S
V
L
Y
ƒ
xR
du
9.68 8 12.44 4 19.94 4 9.94 4 20.24 4 3.95 5 7.68 8 0.16 6 11.82 2
4 7 7 6.27 7
4.90 0 0.30 0 0.61 1 0.01 1
2.69 9
ttL L 307 7 27.67 7 0.71 1 4.38 8 4.90 0 4.18 8
5 7 7 35.77 7 -5.05 5 1.76 6 28.35 5 -4.11 1 -10.03 3 14.95 5 25.87 7 0.44 4 -11.60 0
*Y *Y
107c c 17.67 7 5.76 6 7.44 4 11.74 4 5.91 1 11.83 3 2.38 8 4.72 2 0.10 0
6.00 0
*I *I
RR RR 607 7 85.77 7 -0.47 7 4.98 8 -0.95 5 -0.40 0 -0.94 4 -3.43 3 2.20 0 0.39 9 -2.11 1
Thee first column shows the policy variable and its initial value in percentages is presented in the second
^G ^G

columnn (old). The third column (new) shows the new value of the policy variable, such that the policy
changee induces a change in the lump-sum lax revenues (by the government) of l(7i_ of output, i.e. T — 0.01.
Thee remaining columns show the steady state responses of wages, unemployment, vacancies, employment,
output,, the job finding rate, the reservation productivity level and full consumption in relative changes,
andd the absolue change of the unemployment rate.

returnss to the policies are clearly diverse.
P u b l i cc i n v e s t m e n t

The increase in public investment has been treated at length in

sectionn 4.4.2. It stimulates the economy by raising the productivity of the private inputs.
Itt results in higher levels of employment, output and capital. In addition, the wage rate
improves.. Because employment becomes relatively attractive, households are willing to
searchh harder for a job, so the rate of unemployment increases rather than reduces. Overall,
thee investment policy clearly improves welfare.
Laborr t a x

The next policy is an increase in the labor tax rate. This policy does not

increasee unemployment in the long run and we have shown previously that is only slightly
affectss the unemployment rate during transition, cf. figure 4.4. The reduction in the labor
taxx rate with 2.4%-point hardly affects the wage rate, but stimulates the real economy.
Fromm the perspective of households, it allows for an increase in consumption, at the cost of
aa reduction in leisure. Overall, the labor tax reduction is welfare improving, so a distortion
inn the economy is reduced.
V a c a n c yy subsidy

In the basic scenario, a small vacancy subsidy of 5% of the vacancy

costss is given to the firms. Is this subsidy too small or should it be increased? Table 4.4
suggestss that vacancies should not be subsidized at all, because an increase in the vacancy
subsidyy reduces welfare instead of increasing it.
Thee key to understanding the consequences of the vacancy subsidy is the endogeneity
off job separations. A stylized scenario is presented in Table 4.5, where the response of the
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Tablee 4.5: Vacancy subsidy and the endogeneity of job separations
CC
W
S
V
L
Y
ƒ
XR
du
f
XF
-2.400 -1.14
1.53 8.85 -0.88 -2.31 4.27 8.28
0.18
0.35 -3.23
xxRR = 0
2.39
1.07 -2.58 5.11
1.96
1.96 4.66
-0.31 -0.41
2.61
Thee Table shows the response of the economy to a shift in the vacancy subsidy rate from 5% to 15% of
totall vacancy costs.

economyy to a 10% increase in the subsidy are shown with endogenous and exogenous job
separation. .
Ann increase in the subsidy rate stimulates the economy, improves welfare and reduces
thee unemployment rate if job separations are exogenous. With endogenous job separations,
however,, vacancies should not be subsidized: welfare declines and the unemployment rate
rises. .
Howw does the vacancy subsidy affect the economy? First and most importantly, it
stimulatess firms to open more vacancies. Next, the subsidy reduces the value of existing
employment.. Because it becomes cheaper to hire new workers, the value of keeping the
oldd reduces: qi falls. If firms are free to fire workers, then the reduction in the value
off employment induces firms to fire the low-productive workers. Instead of keeping the
low-productivee workers participating, it is optimal for firms to open vacancies and wait
forr high-productive job matches: both vacancies and the reservation productivity level are
higher. .
Thee subsidized access to new job-matches implies that firms' position in the negotiations
improvess (whether job separation is endogenous or not). It matters less if workers do not
acceptt the wage offer, because finding another is less expensive. Therefore, the negotiated
wagee rate falls or has the tendency to fall. In response, households reduce their search effort,
att least compared to the jump in firms' search effort, and the job-finding rate improves.
Householdss face two changes. The demand for labor improves, but wages are pushed
downwardd by firms. The improved demand for labor makes it easier for workers to find
aa vacancy. Therefore, the growth in unemployment may fall short of the growth in employment.. With exogenous firing, this is the end of the story and the unemployment rate
declines.. With endogenous firing, however, households have to search harder because they
aree fired at a much higher rate, and the unemployment rate rises.
Thee difference between the exogenous and endogenous job-separation cases matters a
lott for tax revenues. In the endogenous separation case, wages and employment fall, which
reducess the revenues from the labor tax significantly, and a strong growth in the lump-sum
taxx rate is required. The contrast with the exogenous firing case can hardly be stronger.
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Wagess and employment grow and the induced increase in tax revenues is not only sufficient
forr financing the vacancy subsidy, but even allows for a reduction in the lump-sum tax rate.
Summarizing,, according to Table 4.4, the government should never use the vacancy
subsidyy if firms can fire their workers easily. Table 4.5 shows that the opposite holds for
situationss where firing is fixed.
I n v e s t m e n tt subsidy

The fourth row of 4.4 show the response of the economy to a

changee in the investment subsidy. Clearly, the investment subsidy is costly, because an
increasee in the subsidy rate from 10% to 17.6% has to be financed with a 1% of GDP
increasee in lump-sum tax revenues. Nevertheless, the subsidy stimulates the economy and
improvess welfare.
Thee increase of the investment subsidy has the expected effect of stimulating investment,, where the size is quite strong: private investment and capital are 22% higher in the
neww steady state. In response to the growth in the capital stock, firms raise production and
demandd more labor. Households respond by negotiating higher wages and by supplying
moree labor. This growth in labor supply implies that employment at higher production
levelss grows, which induces firms to reduce employment at the lower tail of the productivity
distribution.. The growth in XR implies that firms fire more workers.
R e p l a c e m e n tt rate

A policy that unambiguously raises the rate of unemployment is an

increasee in the replacement rate, because it favors search unemployment relative to employment.. It is remarkable, however, that the rise in the replacement rate does not result
inn a higher wage rate. In section 4.4.2, where we varied the replacement rate by keeping
benefitss constant, we have already explained this result. Because workers are in equilibriumm indifferent between non-participation and employment, the replacement rate does not
matterr for the wage negotiations. The single effect of an increase in the benefits is an increasee in search unemployment, such that utility from welfare reduces and workers remain
indifferentt between non-participation and search unemployment.

The growth in search

unemployment,, in turn, reduces the wage rate. The reason is that firms use the abundantt supply of labor for negotiating a wage rate reduction. This wage reduction induces
householdss to cut employment, in order to remain indifferent between non-participation
andd employment. Overall, employment, wages and output falls, and the increase in the
replacementt rate reduces welfare.
Thee growth in the replacement rate such that taxes grow with 1% of GDP is rather
large,, namely 25%-point. Nevertheless, the effects of this large impulse are modest. The
unemploymentt rate raises with only 0.4%-point and the contact rate is only 3% lower. This

mode
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resultt is in line with empirical evidence from Van den Berg (1990) who estimates almost
noo effect from benefits to the contact rate.
Policiess compared The policies summarized in Table 4.4 can be compared in terms of
theirr consequences for unemployment and welfare. A reduction in the replacement rate
improvess both, and in addition raises tax-revenues. If the government is not concerned
withh income inequality, the only reason for high benefits is the stimulation of labor supply.
AA replacement rate of 60% is clearly too high for this single purpose.
AA reduction in the unemployment rate and an improvement of welfare can also be
achievedd with a reduction in the vacancy subsidy rate. This result holds only if job separationn is endogenous. In this case, the vacancy subsidy is misused by firms to select highly
productivee matches only. With exogenous job separations, subsidizing vacancies raises the
unemploymentt rate by stimulating households' search effort, but improves welfare. Similar
effectss can be obtained by raising public investment or subsidizing private investment.

4.55

Conclusion

Whyy does unemployment exist, and what determines the rate of unemployment? We
pointt at search frictions as a direct cause of unemployment. Fired workers and labor
markett entrants cannot immediately find a job, but have to search for it. Similarly, firms
cannott immediately fill their vacancies, but have to search for workers too. A second
determinantt of unemployment is job separation. In this chapter two types of separation
aree present, namely exogenous and endogenous separation, where both may exist at the
samee time. The endogenous separation is an instrument for firms to optimize the outflow
outt of employment.
Havingg introduced these search frictions, the unemployment rate is shown to depend
onn several determinants. First, the relative price of production factors like capital and
energyy raise the rate of unemployment permanently if job separations are exogenous. If
firmss are able to change the firing rate, the unemployment rate still increases due to
aa higher interest rate, but is reduced by an increase in the price of energy. Both the
interestt rate and the energy price are the prices of inputs in production. In addition, the
interestt rate serves as the discount rate. With endogenous firing, an increase in a price
off a production input, reduces the productivity of labor and reduces the labor demand.
Thee reduction in employment, however, makes production with low-productive workers
profitable.. Therefore, firms reduce the firing rate and the unemployment rate falls. The
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specificc element of an increase in the interest rate, is that future returns are discounted
moree heavily. For households, the discount rate to employment is smaller than the discount
ratee for unemployment, which implies that an increase in the interest rate affects the first
relativelyy stronger. Therefore, employment is reduced much stronger than unemployment
andd the unemployment rate increases.

Ann increase in public investment raises the productivity of private inputs, including
labor..

In response to an increase in public capital, the rate of unemployment hardly

changes.. It slightly reduces only if job separation is assumed to be exogenous.

Ann interesting conclusion can be drawn about the effects of the vacancy subsidy. The
subsidyy clearly reduces unemployment if firing is exogenous. However, if job separation is
endogenous,, then firms increases their firing rate, because it becomes cheaper to hire new
workerss after firing the low-productive ones. Therefore, both hiring and firing takes place
att a higher rate.

Historically,, large fluctuations in the rate of unemployment can be observed. For example,, in the Netherlands, the unemployment rate was about 1% in 1970, jumped to almost
10%% in 1983, and has fallen below 4% in 2000. Among the possible explanations for these
fluctuationss are changes in the oil price, the interest rate, the replacement rate and the
publicc investment share. We investigate how far our model can get in explaining unemploymentt from these factors. The following conclusions emerge. First, no single factor is able
too explain the unemployment fluctuations on its own. Next, it is not clear from our model
thatt possible determinants like an increase in oil prices or a reduction in public investment
raisee the unemployment rate. In our model, the effects are small and often negatively
signed.. Third, an important determinant of the unemployment rate in our model is the
interestt rate, where a 1%-point increase in the interest rate might raise the unemployment
ratee by 0.5%-point. Fourthly, our model, and therefore the Mortensen-Pissarides frameworkk with flexible wages, cannot explain the high increase in the unemployment rate in
1979-1980,, nor the recent reduction in the unemployment rate. The reason is that none
off the simulations come close to the 6 a 7%-point unemployment rate jump, whereas the
strongg unemployment reduction does not coincide with sizable strong changes in the exogenouss variables. One reason for the weak performance of the model in this respect might
bee the flexibility of the wage rate. A logical next step would therefore be the introduction
off frictions in the wage negotiations, like the presence of long-term contracts.
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Appendix t o section 4.2: t h e model

Laborr market The labor market consist of large amounts of workers and jobs, which
aree matched one by one, or are waiting for a match. Workers are either employed or
unemployed,, where the unemployed workers are searching for a new job. Workers may also
choosee to stay home, which implies that the supply of labor is endogenous. Jobs are either
filledd or vacant. Let L be employment, which equals the total amount of filled jobs and
byy definition also the total amount of employed workers. Let S be the total amount of
unemployedd workers and V be the vacancies. Job search is time consuming, because only
aa fraction of unemployed workers and jobs are matched. Let M (t) be the total amount of
neww job matches in period t, which is related to unemployment and vacancies as:
M{t)M{t) = MQS(t)nV{tf-n

M(t) < min{S(t),V(t)}

(4.A1)

Job-workerr pairs are heterogenous in their productivity x, with 0 £ [0,7]. Let Lx be the
numberr of job-worker pairs (or employment) with productivity level x. Every period, a
fractionn £ of the existing job-worker matches is hit by a productivity shock, i.e. gets a
neww productivity level. The new productivity level is determined by a random draw from
thee productivity distribution, which is assumed to be uniform on [0,7]. The density gx of
thiss distribution is therefore gx — I / 7 . The change in the productivity level of existing
job-workerr matches can therefore be written as:
xx (t) = 0
xx (t) = x* (t) e [0,7]

with probability
with probability

1— £
£

wheree x* is the new productivity level. The productivity level from newly created jobworkerr matches is also determined by a random draw from the uniform distribution on
[0,7]. .
Employmentt with productivity x changes for several reasons. First, part of total employmentt (i.e. independent of the productivity levels) is destroyed at rate 5^, workers
becomee unemployed and firms simply loose employment. Second, employment is randomly
hitt by the productivity shocks, which reduces Lx at rate £. The total amount of matches
(employment)) getting a new productivity level is £L, where total employment is defined as:
LL = J07 Lxdx. Thirdly, a fraction gx = I / 7 of these matches will have its new productivity
levell equal to x. Finally, a fraction gx = I / 7 of the new matches M get productivity level
x.x. So the change in employment at productivity level x is:
LLxx (t) = -(5L + 0 Lx (t) + gx [£L (t) (t) + M (t)}

(4.A3) )
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P r o d u c t i o nn firms Production firms produce output using labor, capital and energy,
wheree the productivity of the private inputs depends on public capital. Production firms
aree price-takers on all markets. They maximize:
/•OC C

maxK K ==

/ FF (K, H, E, KG) - RK - PEE

Jt=o Jt=o

ff

rtrt
dtdt
WWxxLLxxdxdx — (1 —e~e~
sy) KV

(4.A4)

Jo Jo

subjectt to:
H(t)H(t)

= I xLx{t)dx,
JoJo

LAt)LAt)

=

M(t)M(t)

=

-(óL+0LAt)

L(t)=

Jo

/

Lx(t)dx
+ M(t)) L.r>0 L.r>0

+ 9A^(t)

(4.A5) )
(4.A6) )
(4.A7) )

fxV(t)

wheree H is the total amount of productive labor and \i is the contact rate, which is
exogenouss to the firm. Note that vacancies are not defined per productivity level, because
productivityy levels are randomly assigned over newly created matches. The Hamiltonian
is: :
WW

= e

FF

ff

K,, I xLT (t) dx,E,E, KG

Jo Jo

\ - R K -

PEE

ff11 WXLXdxdx — (1 — sy)

KV

Jo Jo

ff

QL,x \9x (£L + flV) - (ÖL + 0 Lx] dx + qL LLTTdxdx —++L &F,xLx

++ /

Jo Jo

Jo Jo

Thee first-order conditions are (w.r.t. K, E,V, Lx and L):
FFKK

=

R,

(4.A8) )

FE = PE

'I'I - SV)K

= n / gxqi.xdx
Jo o
(iL.x(iL.x = {r + ÖL + Q qL-x - xFH + Wx - qL - 9F,X
QLQL

) F xx

=

>

(,

(4.A10) )
(4.All) )

qta-gxdx

Jo Jo
0
Lr > 0

(4.A9) )

6F.XL6F.XLXX

— 0

(4.A12) )

Thee first set of equations is standard. The second equation states that the marginal costs of
aa vacancy should equal the marginal revenue, which is the probability finding a match times
thee average value of it. The third equation states that the rental value of employment, rqL,
dependss positively on the productivity in the current match (at the current productivity
level),, on the expected return at new productivity levels (final term, see fourth equation)
andd on value changes, qia, but depends negatively on job separation and wage costs. The
finalfinal equation states that employment should be valued non-negatively.
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I n v e s t m e n tt

firms

The investment firm maximizes:
roo roo

maxVmaxV11 = /
Jo Jo

[R(t)K(t)-(l-Sl)I(t)]e-rtdt

(4.A13) )

subjectt to:

k(t) k(t)

(4.A14) )

K(t) K(t)

K(t) K(t)

Smalll investment firms take the rental rate as given. Let qK be the co-state variable for
thee capital accumulation equation. The first-order conditions are (w.r.t. I and K):
I-siI-si

=

'®®
qK&

qKqK = (r +

(4.A15) )

i

fo-$(—jW-fl

+ (l-s/)-^

(4.A16) )

H o u s e h o l d ss Households are large, so they internalize all income uncertainty. We specify
thee model such that the labor supply decision does not depend on households wealth or
consumption.. The objective function for the households is:
UU (C, L, S) = logCC -

—

(4.A17) )

s-

1 + 1/^S

11 + \joL

subjectt to:
LLxx{t){t)

= -(6L+S)Lx(t)+9x[SL(t)

AA (t)

= rA(t) + (l-

M(t)M(t)

= f(t)S(t)

+ M(t)]

Lx > 0

tL) f Wx (t) Lx (t) dx + B (t) S(t)-T
Jo Jo

(4.A18)
(t) - C(t)

(4.A19)
(4.A20)

wheree ƒ is the job-finding rate, which is exogenous for individual households. The Hamiltoniann becomes:
r ll + l/iTz.

HHhh

= e-"* I log I C - -=L-^-,
1 + \ j a LL
+\A +\ArArA

cl + l/o-s

(4.A21] ]

s
1 + 1/ffs

+ (l- tL) f WxLxdx +
Jo Jo

BS-T-C

++ f AL,r [gx (ZL + fS) - (ÖL + 0 Lx] dx
Jo Jo
+\L +\L

rr

LLTTdx ++
dx

Jo Jo

OLXLJ.
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Wee have the first-order conditions

_L L ==

-Vl

X~X~F F

==

XXf f
A/...rr

BXA + ƒ /
Jo o

=

XLXL

OL.XOL.X

A.4 = - (r - p) \
g.rXL^dx

(4.A23) )

(/» + ^ + 0 Xl.a - ( l - t
=

—
FF

AA

>

0

(4.A22) )

A

£ /
JO

L

) WT\,\

+ \

L

(4.A24) )

- ÖL.s

(4.A25) )

(JjXL.jdx

/,, > 0

eL,xLr

(4.A26) )

= 0

Thee second and fourth equation can be combined to:
SsSSsSllll""LL=ZB=ZB

W a g ee bargaining

+ f\LXF

+

fL1/("

(4.A27) )

Let sy = q,_ and sh = Xi./XA, such that wages solve:
V-'' (1 - tL) qL,r = (1 - yj) AL.,./A.,,

(4.A28)

whichh implies that the following time-derivative has to hold too (use XA — iL = 0):
r ( ll -tL)qL.s

= (1 - W)AI.J./A,I

Thenn (use r — p):
1-rr

i ' ( ll - * i ) [ g / . . . r - ( r + <ÏL+09/...

*/'(!-*/.) ) W''

""AL..,, - {P + 6L +

OXL.S

A. .
ƒƒ l / f /

- xF,7

-

9.r(jL,.rdx 9.r(jL,.rdx
Jo o

:i-^))

f~'

A . 4 ^ FF

^ ( l - f / J l H - V - F / z / z ^ ) ]]

-

U; r (t))

-

\

iriririr~(i-tL)w~(i-tL)wJJ.-^.-^
7o

A,4

(1-tf
v x F ; / (t) + (1 - *.

(4.A29) )
(1-tii

II h a v e o m i t t e d t h e (9F..r a n d 6 1 //,. terms. If BFr.9H.r

> 0 t h e n L r = 0 a n d Wx = 0 (or a t

l e a s tt t h e v a l u e of \Vr d o e s n ' t m a t t e r ) . If \V,. > 0 a n d L.r > 0. t h e n 6F_X = 9HT

T h ee e x i s t e n c e of a unique reservation productivity level

= 0.

The model can be sim-

plifiedd by introducing a reservation productivity level. The following proposition proves
thee existence and uniqueness of such reservation level.

/ 5x
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P r o p o s i t i o nn 4.4 There exists a unique reservation productivity

level 0 < xR < 7, such

that: that:
1.1. Vx < XR : Lx = gz,,x = 0 anrf 0i. x > 0
2.2. Vx>xR:Lx>

0, qL,x > 0 and ÖL,X = 0

Proof.. The value of labor for the firm (in equation 4. A10) can be integrated to:
/•ooo

"

QL,xQL,x (t) = ƒ
Jt Jt

(T)-W(T)-W
xFH
xx(T)(T)

-(r+s-(r+sLL+t)(T-t)+t)(T-t)dTdT
+ee0L,AT)

+ S-r;

a)) For x = 0:

mm

f°[

(1-^)^

, r« 1 p

-(r+*L+€)(T-() d d

Thee first (negative) term will dominate the second positive term for small £ (which we will
assume).. The restriction that qL,o > 0 holds only if 6>L0 > 0, which implies L 0 = 0.
b)) Equations (4.A9) and (4.A11) give:
QL QL
==

pp
K
Z / QL,x9xdx = £- > 0
JoJo

V

whichh implies that 3x : qLiX > 0.
c)) From equation (4.A10) follows:

-n n

dgL,xdgL,x jt)
dx dx

(1(1 - 4) FH

{T)

dedeLL,,xx (-ee-(r+S-(r+SL+L+0(r-t)0(r-t)dT dT

+

dx dx

Considerr an x* > 0, with Lx* > 0 and therefore QL#* — 0 and of course qL,x* > 0. For this
productivityy level x* clearly holds ^§f

> 0. For x = x* + e holds <?L,X > 0, BL,X - 0 and

LLxx > 0. This implies that for all x > x* holds: Lx > 0, qL,x > 0 and 6L^X = 0.
d)) Because 0L,o > 0, there must be a x > 0, such that Vx < x : #L.o > 0 and Lx = 0.
e)) Finally: xR — m a x x = minx* by continuity of x.

4.A.22

Appendix to section 4.3: key properties

Sociall planner problem
Considerr the social planner's choice problem:
/•OO O

m a x A ( 0 ) == / hi XF (t) e~f"dt
Jt=o Jt=o

(4.A30
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subjectt to:
11 + 1/(7/,
L(t) L(t)
Clt) Clt)
ss

XXFF(t) (t)

= -(h

LAt)LAt)

,1+l/ff.v v

+ Z)LAt)+gASL(t)

+

L(t)L(t)

= f'
Jo Jo

K(t) K(t)
Y(t)Y(t)

Kit) Kit)
• ' * $ > - **
=
F(K(t),H(t).E(t).KG(t})

H(t)H(t)

=

f

f(t)S(t)]

LAt)dx

xL.r{t)dx

'«>> km)'"
Y(t)Y(t)

= C(t) + I(t) + Ia(t) + PEE(t)

Thee Hamiltonian can be written as:
HHss>'>' = In
F A ' .. / xLxdx. E. KG } - I - Pt:E - Ic - K\

LL11++11--/(7/(7l. l. S 11
S + 1/(T.s-

11 +

Jo Jo

i: i:
-u -u I I
«L. «L.

77

+ KV(t)

1/<TL

1 + l/os

7

LLrrdx dx
++

C•

' **

withh stock-variables L,. and A', flow variables 5 , 1 7 and ƒ and exogenous variables (for the
moment)) IG and A'6-. The first-order conditions are (w.r.t. S. V. L. Ls. E. I. K):
sSsSl/(Tl/(T' '
XXF F

^— öö

'J Qi.AX X

(4.A31) )

KK

x
x7 x7= =(1-11)^.9-"(1-11)^.9-" 1 qZA

XXF F

= =-- J qi. Ax + qL

(4.A33) )

uup p= =(P(P + h+Oq?.r-^
PE PE

+

(4.A34) )

QL QL

= =FFE E

(4.A35) )

**© ©
# ' ' = =P<-TP<-T -- * *
Hi) Hi)tf* (Itf*=)I)

11
=
X~r~ X~r~

=

susu

(4.A32) )

r rr

h

sp

qq

FF

-&K -&K ++

II
K

(4.A36) )
(4.A37) )
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Optimall policy
Thee following first-order conditions of the market and social planner solutions have to be
equal: :
AA Social planner: equations (4.A36) and (4.A37) can be combined to:
sp

PP +

&&
*-k)*(lc *-k)*(lc

SK-$[-

(4.A38) )

Market:: equations (4.A16), (4.A15) and (4.A8) can be combined to:

Hr+'"-*(*)-fö-*M*)]«K K

(4.A39) )

Bothh equations are equivalent if p = r and Sj — 0.
BB Social planner: equations (4.A33) and (4.A34) can be combined to:
xFxFHH - v-i°*< i
dx dx
&& = (P + &L+t)<f& XX
- ; / ««
FF
Equationss (4.A31) and (4.A32) can be written as:
11
_
V M0 ^
f sp
dx dx
X~X~FF ~ 55V-L 7
J 9Lx
1-rjMp
f sp
11
dx dx
whichh can be used to get two equations for qs^x:

q*q* = (p + 6L + Z)q&-[
QTQT =

—rfi

5gl/g|{

"--jjqfc

(4.A40) )

xFxFHH - L1'"1- MQ

(p + h + 0QiPx

7

KK

( l - i j J f l - ' - i jj JqsLpxdx (4.AU)

Finally,, equations (4.A31) and (4.A32) can be combined to:

sSsSl/asl/as = K-^—9
11

-j]

Market:: equations (4.A24), (4.A23), (4.A29) and (4.A25) can be combined to:
A?? = (P + * L + 0 A &

( l - t i j x f i f - l V ^ M pp
!_„ _ i
WW
s5 l /a ss _ B

VV
XX

ZxZxdx dx

whichh is equivalent to the SP-equation (4.A40) if
(11 - tL) xFH

sSsS11^^

- I1/"-

- B i>i> =

xFH

-

L>I°L
11

SSSS /"---/"---

(4.A42) )
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Iff w = 17, the equation holds if B = tL = 0. Equations (4.A10), (4.A29), (4.A9),
(4.N15)) and (4.All) can be combined to:

<ll<ll = (r + 6L + 0qr!., ~ I

(i-Sv)K

~

tt-^9

~J J *Ldx

whichh is equivalent to the SP-equation (4.A41) if
x F H - L - / » V ( l - t t ))
( 11 — S\-)

, F H - L ^
hi

K

Iff 1 — w ~ 1 — r) and r = p, the equation reduces to s\- — ti — 0.
O p t i m a ll level of public capital
Inn the social planner problem, we can easily derive an expression for the optimal share of
publicc investment in output. Assume that the social planner can choose IQ, and has to
accumulatee public capital according to:
KKGG = h; ~ k;KG

(4.A44)

whichh enters the Hamiltonian with costate: qc- This adds the following set of first-order
conditions: :
^^

=

qaqa =

QG

(4.A45)

(p + Sa)qa-FKc;^-

(4.A46)

Af-inn the steady state, with FK(. — 3Y/Kc- we have:
p+5p+5aa-F-FKaKa=0=0

=*• u>G = -t-£PP + OQ

whichh is the Social Planner optimal share of public investment.
Laborr market in s t e a d y s t a t e

The model can be simplified further by assuming that

thee labor market is in a steady state. We assume that the dynamics of the labor market
aree much faster than the dynamics of the capital market. We are interested in the yearto-yearr behavior of the economy, not in the day-to-day transitions. Therefore we make the
followingg assumption:
A s s u m p t i o nn 4.5 Lx = 0.

(4.
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Thiss assumption implies that q\,x — ^L,X = 0. We now derive steady state expressions
forr labor, wages and both values of labor. We use the previous proposition about the
existencee of an unique reservation productivity level. From equation (4.A5) using gx = I / 7
followss that employment does not depend on the productivity level:
(jL(jL + M
LxLx
LL

=

__

X XR

~

W+sT)
P

ZL + A1

~ Li(Z + sL)dx-i(t
== M( 7~? )

LLxx

l

= M (

t-L + M

XR)

+ sL)^

(4-A48)

) = — —

(4.A49)

Forr the average wage rate (in the steady state) holds:
WW

=

—-— /
1-XR1-XR

==

2^^FH

Wxdx

(4.A50)

JXR
+

( 1

(4.A51)

_ ^ ) _ _ _

Thereforee WL = ƒ WxLxdx clearly holds. The total amount of productive labor can be
writtenn as:
HH = f xLxdx = — — f xdx = 7 ~ X f i L
(4.A52)
JxJxRR
1-XR JTR
2
Next,, we derive an expression for the weighted average value of labor, q^.
QLQL =

pp p
77 JxR

qt,xdx

**

f (xFH-Wx + qL)dx

££

( (T

-y{T-y{T + SL +JXft
e,)JXft

XR)

£{1-XR)£{1-XR)

FH-(f-xR)W

+

(7-xfi)qL

(I-XR

77 {r + 5L) + £,xR\

2

FFHH - W

(4.A53)

Inn the second equation we have substituted the steady state equation for q\,x, in the third
equationn we have used the definition for the average wage rate, see equation (4.A50). Note
thatt from the definition of H follows:
LL

H

dL

H

2

Too get an expression for the aggregate value of labor supply, we first substitute (4.A24) in
(4.A25): :
fftt{-{-11-x-xRR){l-t){l-tLL)W-)W-11{p{p
j(pj(p + \[J + £xtf

+ öL + £,)lM'"< ( 1
\XF
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and write the previous equation as:
(xR)) L1^'-

XXLLXXFF = g (xfl) (1 - tL)W -{l+g

(4.A54)

Combinee equation (4.A23) with (4.A25) to write:
sSsS1/(T1/(T<-<- = B + | \\LXF

+ Ll/(TL]

Thee previous two equations can be combined to:
sSsS1/ai1/ai-- =B+ llipil

[(i _ tL) W - L1^'}

(4.A55)

Thee great unknown in these expression is the reservation productivity level xR. We know
thatt if x — Xfj then qLjr = 0, which implies that equation (4.A10) can be written as:
qqLL = -xRFH

+ WTlt

(4.A56)

Usee equation (4.A29) to eliminate Wj-RQLQL

= (l - i')
l-tl-tL L

XRFXRFH H

(4.A57) )

Thiss completes the development and simplification of the model. The model is summarized
inn Table 4.6. The linearized version of the model can be found in the main text, see Table
4.1. .
T w oo observations a b o u t t h e nonlinear m o d e l
Iff </' — 0 (firms have full bargaining power) then I}I"L — (1 — ti) W, which implies XL^F —
00 and sS1/"* = B. Therefore:
RR RR
andd the unemployment rate is a function of the replacement rate and the utility parameters
only. .
Iff U) = 1 (households have full bargaining power) then W = FL, qi — 0 and ƒ = 0.
Firmss will not open any vacancy because there is no operating surplus which can recover
thee vacancy costs.

4.A.33

Analysis of t h e linearized model

Unemployment t
Thee change in the rate of unemployment depends negatively on the contact rate and
positivelyy on the reservation productivity level:
U=U= - (1 - U0) ƒ - <JSxn\

(4.A47)
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Savingg and consumption
(4.N1) )

(r(r - p) XF

XXF F

rArA + {\-tL)WL

AA
A A ==

QKK

+

77

+

BS~T-C

(4.N2) )

QL

LL + F

(4.N3) )

= XXFF + , . , , — + s

CC

11 + 1/<TL
1 + 1/(7^
Capital,, investment and output

QK QK==

KK

[r + 8t
$$

==

6K 6K K

KK

—

K

(4.N6) )
YY

PEPE

KKG G

IQIQ

=

(4.N4) )
(4.N5) )

«*(*)

RR

yy

qxqx - R + (1 -sj)

• ' **

(4.N7) )

= OCE

- So KG

(4.N8) )

aK

(4.N9) )

L aE

K H" E Kï
Employment,, unemployment, vacancies and wages
-(l-iP)F-(l-iP)FHHxxRR

QL QL

+
(l-iij)
l - t LL

77 -XR
[F LL - IT]
-y(p-y(p + öL) + £xR
<< ( 7 -

XhXp XhXp

1-XR 1-XR

QL QL

(4.N12) )
(4.N13) )
(4.N14) )
ƒ

=

MlMl!!\ \,1-V»? ?

iyj(l-*L)WW

W W ==

tftf

fXLXF

•fs •fs

7 ( 1 - « V ) K ,,

"7 7

(4.N11) )

a;fl)

££ ( s S 1 / ^ - B) LL

=

(4.N15) )
(4.N16) )
(4.N17) )

^FL + (1-^)
l - t LL
11

(4.N10) )

-XR
FRFR

= OCL

(4.N18) )

Governmentt budget

TT

-

IIGG + BS

+ sil

+ SVKV

-

tLWL

(4.N19) )
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Inn t h e subsequent analysis, we focus on the determinants of the contact rate and the
reservationn productivity level.

In remarks t o the summary of the nonlinear model we

havee already noticed that t h e unemployment rate will be zero if workers have complete
bargainingg power (v — 1) and it will be constant (i.e. depend only on the replacement
rate)) if firms can push the wage rate down t o the reservation level of households (i.e. if
ij;ij; — 0). One remaining question is whether the rate of unemployment is endogenous if
00 < v < 1.
I n v e s t m e n tt s y s t e m
Thee energy demand in equation (4.L7) and the production function (4.L8) can be combined
to: :
1 1 (*KK(*KK + aiH — <:v/.;P/.; + $KQ
(4.A48) )
YY =
11 — a E
whichh implies for the productivity of labor and capital:
11

FH FH

11 — f> ƒ.;

YY - K

=

^

—

aahhKK

11 — a E

\-aLK

(4.A49) )

- aKH - a/,P £ + 3KG
+ aLH

- «EPE

(4.A50) )

+ 3KG

Thee dynamic system in capital and its shadow price can be written as:
aaK K

QK QK

U?E U?E
(1 1

rr

T-TAA

aa
11

++
^'KQK ^'KQK

ÜJE ÜJE

-rt/.A'' + aLH
oil-:) oil-:)

- CYEPE + 3KG)

\uh-qK + OLLFH + VLKPE ~ 0KG - (1 - */) w/•?ƒ

==

- -(1(1
- si)u,si
\UT<qK + oLFL + (\EPE - 3K
GG G
ruJl

sAui
*i *i

aaEEPE-3KPE-3KGG\\
KK -H\ +
11 — a>

==

=

'I'I -

r - - sj\
- l
[qw

+ aL (-) - xIt) xn\

-(l-si)u;isi

(4.A51)
(4.A52) )

Capitall and Tobin's q depend on several exogenous variables and labor productivity. Next,
wee use the labor demand and supply equations to write:
FFLL = vKK + ipEXEX

(4.A53) )

wheree EX is a vector of exogenous variables.
S t e a d yy s t a t e In the steady state is I — A', so (}K — 0, cf. equation (4.A52). Equation
(4.A51)) then implies:
aaLL \k -H]=

pKG - (*EPE

(4.A54)
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Ann increase in public capital implies an increase in the capital-labor ratio. Using equation
(4.A49)) the productivity of labor can be written as:
F„F„

=

FFLL

=

—

bkG

- CLEPE]

(4.A55) )

— \pKG - aEPE] + (7 - xR) xR
or,, L
J

Explanation:: an increase in public capital cannot benefit capital, because the return to
capitall is fixed. Therefore, an increase in public capital (or an increase in productivity)
raisess the productivity of labor.
Remark:: this observation will be the first step in the explanation for a likely positive
effectt from public capital on the unemployment rate.
T h ee e m p l o y m e n t s y s t e m
Reservationn productivity

Equations (4.L9), (4.L10) and (4.L16) can be combined

to: :
Q L ( 11

( w f l ( ll + 7 - X f l )

Oq)XROq)XR URUR
= (1 +

-ji)

——
°L °L

(4.A56) )

+tL-FL

Wee assume that 0 ^ ( 1 + 7 — XR) — aq > 0, because an increase in employment reduces the
welfaree of households. They bargain a higher wage which reduces firms' return to labor.
Therefore,, the productivity level at which labor is just profitable increases.
Laborr supply
ll + H

Equations (4.L11), (4.L12) and (4.L13) can be combined to:
+ 7 r /

)/

=

0-5 5

(^. +
as as

,L)[w-iL}-nBB

+
OL OL

(11 + nL) aq - TTLcrx H

TTTTS S

0 7 XR XR

0"s s

Substitutee equation (4.L15) in:

11 + ^ + ^ ) / = L[^.
<^s <^s

+

(M-0 RR-RR0

--KR --KR

+ nL +

,B){w-tL]

(11 + 7TL) aq - TTLCT\ H

(4.A57) )
<Tf XR XR

as as

Thee contact rate depends negatively on the net wage and the replacement rate, which
impliess for given level of employment that higher replacement rate and net wage rate
increasess unemployment. The contact rate depends positively on the level of employment
forr two reasons. First, for given number of job searchers, a higher contact rate raises
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employment.. Next, a higher level of employment reduces full income, to which households
reactt by consuming more consumption goods and leisure, i.e. the number of job searchers
fallfall and the contact rate increases. Finally, an increase in the reservation productivity level
reducess the number of successful matches and reduces the probability of finding a job.
Wee use the wage equation to write the job-finding rate in terms of employment and
laborr productivity:
HH
&S&S

+*•ƒ]ƒ
J

=

+ (1 + 7Ï7,
\OS

+TlB)

OL

(11 + nL + TTB) ^

_7rss f

£L&L

[>L - tL]

m_ l'RR _

(4.A58)
TTt,' '

(11 + 7IY ) CXq - -K\a\

+ — £7/
O'S S

Iff the productivity of labor increases, wages grow, workers supply more labor and the
contactt rate falls. The dependence of the contact rate on employment consists of two
parts.. In addition to the positive relation between ƒ and L evident in equation (4.A57), a
negativee connection is added because an increase in the level of employment reduces welfare
andd raises the bargained wage rate. As before, the higher wage rate reduces the contact
rate.. The positive relation between employment and the contact rate clearly dominates
thee negative relation if aL = o$. The negative relation might possibly dominate if aL <<
aass..

However, we assume that at the supply-side of the labor market a higher level of

employmentt reduces the incentives to supply even more employment and therefore reduces
thee rate of unemployment. We therefore impose the following assumption.
A s s u m p t i o nn 4.6 ( ^ - ^

^

+ (1 + irL + wn) f^)

> 0.

P r o p o s i t i o nn 4.7 In the labor supply relation holds: ^-

>0

Proof.. Using the nonlinear equations. First, combine equations (4.N12) and (4.N13)
to o
fg"fg" [(l-tL)

W - L 1 ^'-] = ^ (sS 1 / f f * - B)

Substitutee equation (4.N14) in:
ƒƒ l + l'"s ( V )

l/(TS

<? [(1 - tL) W - I}""}

=

€

(sL^x

Forr given levels of employment, wages and benefits holds:
df_^8ldf_^8l dg^+dldgf_ > Q
dxRdxR
dg<> dxR
dgf BXR

- B)
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Equations (4.L10), (4.L14) and (4.L16) can be combined to:

T)T) 1 - 7 ??

(1 -il))aL
&L&L

p

-EL

eL - ipaL LL ~
—— + tL

<*L-£L <*L-£L<*L <*L

aaqqxxRR + sy

(4.A59) )

Ann increase in the productivity of labor induces firms to open new vacancies and the
contactt rate increases. An increase in employment reduces the productivity of additional
employment,, the number of vacancies falls which reduces the contact rate.

4.A.44

Appendix to section 4.4: numerical application

Sensitivityy t o parameter changes
Tablee 4.7 shows the sensitivity of the basic calibration to variations in the key parameters of
thee model. The table shows that the unemployment rate is sensitive to the weight of leisure
inn welfare for obvious reasons, and for variation in the upper bound of the productivity
distribution,, because firms will fire more low-productive workers if they can raise the output
off high-productive workers.
Tablee 4.7 shows that the unemployment rate falls if labor supply is more costly in utility
termss (higher aL and 5). An increase in vacancy costs makes the demand for labor more
expensive.. Consequently, firms will close fewer existing jobs, which reduces the unemploymentt rate. An increase in the exogenous separation rate 5L raises unemployment, whereas
ann increase in the Poisson rate £ makes it more attractive for firms to keep low productivee jobs open and wait for a higher productivity level. An higher level of 7 stimulates
thee economy over the whole range, including the supply of labor. A higher elasticity of
matchess with respect to unemployment raises the number of job searchers. If workers have
moree bargaining power, wages will be negotiated to a higher level. The job-separation rate
iss higher if search is more effective (higher M 0 ). Finally, an increase in capital costs, due
too higher depreciation or adjustment costs, depresses investment, output and the demand
forr labor.

C E SS production function
Inn this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the basic results to changes in the production
structure.. We allow for variations in substitution between factors, by introducing the
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Tablee 4.7: Sensitivity of steady state to parameter changes
Sensitivityy of steady state withrespectt to parameters s
(") )

CC

LL

SS

VV

\Y \Y

YY

ƒƒ

2.52 2

1.13 3

0.10 0

0.02 2

1.77 7

3.78 8

1.29 9

YY

ƒƒ

ss

LL

XR XR

1.19 9

«(%) )
7.82 2

xxR R Aw(%) )

(b) (b)

CC

VV

WW

<*L <*L

4.58 8

2.90 0 - 1 1 . 6 7 7

4.59 9

1.69 9

4.84 4 10.66 6 - 6 . 2 3 3

-1.03 3

ss

1.06 6

0.48 8

-5.48 8

1.07 7

0.55 5

1.12 2

4.10 0 - 2 . 5 7 7

-0.43 3

KK

2.98 8

1.36 6

-1.06 6

-6.53 3

1.54 4

3.14 4 - 3 . 3 5 5 - 7 . 0 6 6

-0.17 7

3.02 2

3.73 3 - 9 . 7 7 7

-0.42 2

-0.31 1 -0.18 8 -0.63 3

0.24 4

28.96 6 - 4 . 7 2 2

18.18 8

0.81 1

3.65 5

**
<*/. .

3.28 8

-2.57 7

-0.48 8 -0.36 6

2.92 2

5.89 9

77

27.30 0 13.85 5

VV

-2.80 0 -1.27 7

tt

1.66 6

26.78 8

3.56 6

2.62 2 - 0 . 1 7 7
16.97 7 13.59 9

0.83 3 - 3 . 1 9 9 - 1 . 4 8 8
4.02 2 - 5 . 5 4 4

0.55 5

1.56 6

6.07 7

7.13 3

0.16 6

1.28 8 - 5 . 6 2 2 - 2 . 9 3 3

0.25 5

-2.99 9

5.07 7

-8.64 4 -0.11 1

-2.03 3 -1.95 5

4.80 0

0.43 3

Mo Mo - 4 . 2 8 8 - 1 . 9 3 3

1.19 9

-5.12 2 -2.28 8

-4.58 8

5.83 3 11.12 2

0.23 3

-3.19 9 -1.92 2

-2.44 4

-3.74 4 -1.88 8

-3.71 1 -0.80 0 -1.64 4

-0.04 4

r),r), tf; - 1 . 4 7 7 - 0 . 8 7 7
00

SK SK - 1 0 . 2 5 5 - 5 . 3 0 0 - 6 . 7 6 6 -10.21 1 - 5 . 1 8 8 -10.08 8 - 2 . 2 4 4 - 4 . 6 5 5 - 0 . 1 1 1
Thee parameters have been increased with 10% relative to their basic values. In the 77.1'-row. both values

havee been raised with 10%.
(a)) Basic calibration in levels;
(b)) relative changes in consumption, employment, unemployment, vacancies, wages, output, the job-finding
ratee and the reservation productivity level and the absolute deviation of the unemployment rate due to
thee changes in the parameters.
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Tablee 4.8: Sensitivity to CES production function
WW
Au u
XR XR
ƒƒ
LL
VV
SS
ƒƒ
GLZ,OKEGLZ,OKE
yÊ Ê
Shockk to public investment IIGG = io%)
2.73 3 2.73 3 1.49 9 1.44 4 2.61 1 1.62 2 0.58 8 0.78 8 0.01 1
0.99
2.83
1.94 4 1.94 4 1.30 0 1.27 7 2.79 9 1.81 1 0.55 5 1.41 1 0.03 3
0.55
2.22
-0.05 5
3.25 5 3.25 5 1.82 2 1.70 0 2.25 5 1.18 8 0.64 4
0.9aa
3.35
aa
-0.05 5
2.65 5 2.65 5 1.79 9 1.66 6 2.25 5 1.17 7 0.62 2
0.5
2.96
Shockk to energy price (PE —10%) )
4 -1.78 8 -3.19 9 -2.01 1 -0.72 2 -3.45 5 -0.01 1
0.99
-3.32 -11.33 3 -3.322 -1.84
1 -4.71 1 -9.44 4 -6.26 6 -2.05 5 -9.02 2 -0.11 1
0.55
-6.67 -10.96 6 -6.677 -4.81
aa
0.06 6
4 -2.10 0 -2.77 7 -1.46 6 -0.79 9
0.9
-3.95 -11.91 1 -3.955 -2.24
0.17 7
0 -5.86 6 -7.72 2 -4.15 5 -2.25 5
0.5aa
-8.84 -13.20 0 -8.844 -6.30
Thiss table shows the response of the economy to shocks to public investment and the energy price, where we
havee varied the substitution elasticity between labour, capital and energy. In the first column, we indicate
whetherr both elasticities are equal to 0.9 or 0.5. In rows with superscript 'a', the reservation productivity
levell has been held constant. See equation (4.AGO) for the definition of the substitution elasticities.

followingg production function:
YY

= aaLLHH

ZZ

=

KK
11 - OLl

"LZ

"HE

+ ( 1 -aL)Z

"LZ-l "LZ-l

"L

K, K,

(4.A60) )

1 - otK "-1UÏ- E "KE

+
1 - QQ

Tablee 4.8 shows the steady-state response of the economy when output is specified according
too this production function. In response to the public investment shock, private inputs
respondd less if both substitution elasticities are small. Consider the response of private
capital,, which equals the private investment response. In the steady state, the relation that
marginall cost equals marginal revenues still have to hold: R — FR. The shock to public
investmentt raises the productivity of private capital. The upward pressure on FK has to
bee offset by a downward pressure, stemming from an increase in the level of private capital
(notee FKK < 0). The required increase in capital is small if the substitution is inelastic.
Similarr reasoning also holds for the changes in employment and energy.
Inn response to the energy price shock, a low elasticity of substitution implies that inputs
aree more closely related, they move jointly (to a higher degree) if the relative price of one
off the inputs changes. This implies that both labor and capital shows a larger reduction
(moree in line with the large energy reduction) if both aiz

and OKE are low. The sharp
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reductionn in employment implies that labor supply is less costly in welfare terms, and
thee supply of labor is stimulated. This implies an increase in the unemployment rate,
whenn job separations are being fixed.

With endogenous job separation, the reduction

inn employment implies that jobs at lower productivity levels become profitable and job
separationn falls. This reduction in the inflow into unemployment dominates the laborsupplyy induced increase in the unemployment rate.
Overall,, the economy shows larger responses if the substitution elasticities are lower.
Thee unemployment effects of public investment are still very small. The effects from the
energyy price shock becomes more sizable (up to 1.7% if the energy price doubles), but
thee effect on the unemployment rate is positive only if job separation is assumed to be
constant. .

model

Chapterr 5
Dynamicss of public investment and
energyy prices
5.11

Introduction

Bridgess are not being built overnight, airports are not being built in one year, and they
mightt become productive only after many years. In response to these infrastructure investments,, firms will have to make their own investments too. An example is the world wide
web,, where the possibility of world wide communication induces firms to develop software,
too invest in hardware and to train their employees. It might take years, possibly decades,
beforee these investment projects will generate benefits.
Microeconomicc examples like these ones indicate that output and private investment
respondd in a dynamic fashion to changes in public investment. One purpose of this chapter
iss to show that this translates to the macroeconomic level, i.e. to show that output and
privatee investment, in the first place respond to public investment and secondly, that this
responsee is dynamic.
AA well known fact is that the post-war economy has grown faster before the mid seventiess than afterwards. To mention one statistic, the average growth rate of real GDP was
4.9%% between 1948-1974 and is only 2.3% in 1975-1997. A few explanations for this growth
slowdownn are a change in the composition of the labor force, two oil price shocks and a
slowdownn of productivity growth. This chapter focuses on two possible causes, the oil price
changess and the reduction in public investment (which might be a cause of the productivity
slowdown).. Oil has become gradually cheaper in first two decades after 1950, but in the
seventiess two sharp shocks have quadrupled the oil price. Two sharp recessions in 1975
andd 1980-1981 have followed these oil price shocks, which at least suggest a causality from
207 7
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oill prices to the real economy. The second possible cause is public investment, where the
sharee of public investment in output has gradually risen from 4.5% in 1950 to 6.5% in 1969.
Startingg in the early seventies, investments in public capital are reduced sharply, to 2.6%
inn 1986, and it stayed at that level afterwards. Note that the public investment reduction
precededd the recessions in the seventies, and might have been one of their causes. This
evidencee is suggestive, and a more thorough investigation of the interaction between the
oill price, public investment and GDP is the main topic of this chapter.
Startingg point of the investigations is a dynamic theoretical model serving the followingg purposes. First, with this model it is shown why firms might prefer to delay their
investmentss in response to shocks, like the reduction in public investments or a change in
thee price of oil. The reason offered for delaying investments is that capital stock changes
aree costly to firms, which imply that they both anticipate future productivity prospects
andd smooth the response to unanticipated events. In case of a public investment shock a
secondd retarding factor is present, because it takes time before public capital is built up
andd can become productive. The second purpose of presenting a theoretical model is that
thee model offers a consistent interpretation frame for the empirical results. Finally, the
modell allows for the formulation of hypotheses, which will be tested empirically.
Thee first key element in the model, which will be presented in section 5.2, is the productionn function, where output is being produced with three private inputs: labor, capital
andd energy. The returns to the private inputs do not depend on their levels, which implies
thatt the model contains a balanced growth path. Next, we assume that public capital
improvess the productivity of the private inputs. These assumptions about the production
functionn imply that a change in the relative price of energy or the share of public investmentt in output, not have permanent growth effects. The second key assumption is that
largee adjustments in the stock of private capital are costly, which forces profit maximizing
firmss to smooth their investments. In response to shocks firms do not instantaneously
reducee or increase their capital stock, but the adjustment may take several years instead.
Consequently,, output and employment respond gradually too. Finally, in the model for a
smalll open economy, output, energy and investment goods are marketed at world prices,
whereass the market for labor is closed.
Sectionn 5.3 turns to the empirical model in which the data-oriented vector autoregresionn (VAR) approach is applied instead of more structural estimation methods for the
followingg reasons. First, one could estimate the theoretical model structurally, by estimatingg the Euler equations or the closed form solution. In these estimations, one does
nott only estimate the key elements of the model, but also the specific assumptions made
forr analytical tractability. For example, the estimated parameters for the adjustment cost
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functionn can be insignificant because the quadratic functional form is rejected by the data,
whichh does not imply that adjustment costs are absent. Alternatively, a structural VAR
approachh could be used, where the investigator imposes several theoretical relations on the
estimatedd VAR model.1 The reasons for not using this approach are twofold. First, the
theoreticall assumptions are imposed on the statistical restrictions and depend therefore
onn the strength or weakness of the statistical tests, see Cooley and Dwyer (1998) for an
explorationn of this argument. Second, in many cases these assumptions are just-identifying
thee model, so they cannot be tested. Instead of using theory without testing, we prefer to
estimatee a data-oriented model, where economic theory only guides the choice of variables.
Onee of the main strengths of the VAR approach is that it is system of equations, which
allowss for multiple endogenous variables and allows for causality tests. Moreover, the (dynamic)namic) responses to shocks can be investigated, for which the generalized impulse-response
functionn developed by Koop, Pesaran and Potter (1996) is used. The final section discusses
thee link between theory and empiricism and summarizes the main results.

5.1.11

An introduction to the literature

Publicc investment
Thee empirical literature on public investment can be divided into two approaches. In
thee first approach, a production function, generally Cobb-Douglas, has been estimated.
Thiss approach is initiated by Aschauer (1989) who regresses output on public capital,
employmentt and private capital and shows that output depends significantly on the stock
off public capital.2 Some of the weaknesses of the Aschauer approach are that it ignores the
commonn trends present in the data and that it omits potentially important variables like
somee measure of energy prices (see Gramlich 1994 for these and other criticisms). Moreover,
thoughh employment and both capital variables might be endogenous, i.e. might depend on
output,, Aschauer includes them as explanatory variables, which biases his OLS-estimates.
Ann interesting observation with respect to the production function estimations has
beenn documented by Glomm and Ravikumar (1997) who survey the literature on the
11

These assumptions have to be made for the identification of the impulse-response functions, see section

5.3. .
22

Aschauer shows that a 1% increase in the ratio of public to private capital raises total factor productivityy by 0.38 - 0.56%. Similar or even larger parameter estimations are reported by Munnell (1990a)
forr the United States, Berndt and Hansson (1992) for Sweden and Sturm and De Haan (1995) for the
Netherlands,, all based on national-level data, where the latter two papers are critical about their own
estimations.. Much smaller, and even negative productivity parameters are being observed in state-level
estimations,, see Munnell (1990b), Evans and Karras (1994) and Holtz-Eakin (1994).
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productivityy effects of public capital and conclude that there is little evidence for any
productivityy effect in the short run, whereas public capital might be productive in the long
run.. Using the VAR-model we will be able to estimate these short- and long-run effects
jointly. .
Severall extensions to the production function regressions are worth mentioning. First,
DeLorme,, Thompson and Warren (1999) use a stochastic-frontier approach, where they
estimatee the best practice or frontier technology instead of the aggregate production function..

They suggest that public capital affects output indirectly by reducing technical

inefficiency.. Second, Holtz-Eakin and Lovely (1996) embed the production function in a
generall equilibrium context. Next, Duggal, Saltzman and Klein (1999) use a nonlinear
extensionn of the Cobb-Douglas production function, which is S-shaped, rather than concave.. They conclude that public capital is productive, though at various rates. Finally,
Aii and Cassou (1995) and Otto and Voss (1998) introduce the time dimension in their
modelss by assuming that current investments, both private and public, become productive
next.. year. Theoretically, we extend their models by introducing private capital adjustment
costs.. Empirically, we extend their models by taking the presence of common trends into
accountt instead of estimating the model in first differences.
Thee alternative to the production function regressions, though still static, is the cost
functionn approach, where generally the input demand equations are estimated."'

Theo-

retically,, firms demand less private inputs, like private capital and labor, if the stock of
productivee capital increases. Empirically, these studies confirm the mixed finding that
publicc capital is in some studies productive, in others not. One step towards dynamic
modelingg the effects of public capital is taken by Shah (1992) and Morrison and Schwartz
(1996a)) who separate the short run. where public and private capital are fixed, from the
longg run, where both can be varied. Morrison and Schwartz show that the positive benefits
off public capital are more definite in t h e short run when public investment may substitute
forr a lack of private investment. Concluding, both the production function and the cost
functionn approach indicate that the short-run effects of public investment might differ from
thee long-run effects.
Inn dynamic models of public investment, the VAR approach is generally used. Otto
andd Voss (1996) and Batina (1998) estimate VAR-models including public and private
capital,, employment and output, for Australia respectively the United States. Both studies
concludee that public capital is productive, but they disagree on the exogeneity of public
3

Seee Berndt and Hansson (1992) for Sweden. Lyndc and Richmond (1992). (1993a) and (1993b) for the
U.S.. and U.K.. Morrison and Schwartz (199Gb) for U.S. state-level data. Nadiri and Mainunetus (1994) for
U.S.. industry-level data, and Sturm (1998) for the Netherlands.
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capital.. Otto and Voss find no evidence for causality from private production to public
capital,, whereas Batina concludes that a positive innovation in output can induce an
increasee in public capital. Both studies do not test whether or not a potentially important
variablee like the price of energy should be included in the model.
AA study which does include the price of energy is McMillin and Smyth (1994) who also
includee inflation in their VAR-models. They estimate two VAR-models, one in levels and
onee in first-differences, without testing for the integration order of the variables. Neither
doo they test for the presence of cointegration and they do not estimate an error-correction
model,, which might however be the appropriate model. Their model in levels may therefore
bee spurious, whereas their first-difference model ignores potentially relevant long-run relationss between variables. Their conclusion that there is no evidence of a significant effect for
governmentt capital on output (where both are defined per unit of private capital) is thereforee doubtful. Sturm, Jacobs and Groote (1999) carefully analyze a VAR-model in output,
machineryy investments and infrastructure investments for the 19th century Dutch economy.. They show that output temporarily increases in response to a shock in infrastructure
investment. .
AA common shortcoming of these VAR-studies is that they lack any theoretical foundation.. The papers lack therefore a consistent interpretation frame for the impulse-response
functions.. Second, none of these studies test for causality, but the authors base their
causalityy conclusions solely on the impulse-response functions and on the variance decomposition,, i.e. they base their conclusions on forecasts of the model, not directly on the
estimatedd parameters. Finally, these studies do neither test for the inclusion of additional
variables,, nor for the exclusion of one or more variables.
Inn the literature about the dynamics of public capital, there is a single study, as far as
II know, which tries to combine theoretical and empirical results, namely Holtz-Eakin and
Schwartzz (1995). They develop a model where economic growth is driven by public capital
growth,, which in turn depends on its initial value and on the propensity to invest in the
publicc sector. They characterize the relation between labor productivity and public capital,
bothh in the steady state and on the transition path. For the estimations of the steady-state
andd transition path equations, they use a cross-section, and in a few cases a panel, of 48
U.S.. states. They observe only minor effects from public capital to labor productivity. An
importantt drawback of their study is that they analyze growth conditional on the level of
privatee capital, while we argue that one way in which public capital boosts output (and
laborr productivity) is via its induced effect on private capital growth. Allowing for this
'indirect11 effect from public capital to output might produce a more significant productivity
effect.. A second weakness of their study is the separate analysis of the transition path
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andd the steady state, which are integrated in this chapter. Finally, they are not able to
investigatee the causality between output and public capital.
Endogenouss growth models predict that tax and public expenditure variables may have
growthh effects, especially if the taxes are distortionary, or the expenditures are productive.
Supportivee evidence for this thesis is presented by Kneller et al. (1999), who estimate
grcwthh regressions for a panel of OECD economies. However, the coefficient for productive
governmentt expenditures becomes insignificant (t-values below 1) in the estimations by
instrumentall variables, i.e. when a correction has been made for possible endogeneity.
E n e r g yy prices
"Alll but one of the U.S. recessions since World War II have been preceded (..)

by a

dramaticc increase in the price of crude petroleum" was the plain conclusion by Hamilton
(1983).. This conclusion was based on the inspection of the graphs of the crude petroleum
pricee and GDP, and on the analysis of VAR-models. From the VAR-models, he concludes
thatt the oil price cannot be explained from variations in output, unemployment, U.S.
prices,, wages and M l , and is only weakly dependent on input prices. On the other hand,
thee oil price is a significant determinant of output and unemployment. The conclusion
followss that the oil price is an exogenous determinant of output in the U.S. especially in
thee post-1973 period, but also in the postwar period. This conclusion has been confirmed
byy Gisser and Goodwin (1986) and for the post 1980-period by Hooker (1996).4 Gisser
andd Goodwin conclude that the relationship between oil and the U.S. economy appears to
havee been remarkably stable over the entire postwar period.
Thee opposite conclusion has been drawn by Darby (1982) and Darrat, Gilley and Meyer
(1996).. Darby investigates the relation between the oil price and national income in eight
countries.. For only three countries, among which the Netherlands, he observes a negative
butt hardly significant relation between both. For France, he observes a positive relationship
andd for the other no significant coefficients are obtained. This leads him to conclude that
thee recessions in the seventies cannot be contributed to the sharp increases in the oil-price.
Thee conclusion of Darrat et al. (1996) is remarkable because they adopt a methodology
similarr to Hamilton (1983), but with opposite results. The reason might be the inclusion
off a different set of variables (including for example the real interest rate) and a larger
samplee period.
Ann extension of the previous analysis is analysis of asymmetric effects of oil price
'Seee also Pindyck (1980). Santini (1992). McMillin and Smyth (1994) and Gardner and Joutz (1996)
forr similar results.
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changes.. An increase in the oil price is assumed to have larger effects than a reduction.
Onee of early papers on this issue is Tatom (1988) who rejects the hypothesis of asymmetry.
However,, subsequent papers of Mork (1989), Gardner and Joutz (1996) and Van Soest,
Kuperr and Jacobs (2000) observe asymmetry. Van Soest et al. explain the asymmetry of
thee response to the presence of thresholds, where output only responds significantly to an
energyy price increase (reduction) only if the energy price level is at an historically high
(low)) level.
Next,, we briefly discuss why the energy price might affect production. One reason
mightt be that energy is one of thee production factors, distinguished from labor and capital.
Dependingg on the substitutability between energy on the one hand and labor and capital
onn the other hand, a change in the price of energy might affect the demand for labor
andd capital and might reduce output. This reason has been proposed, among others, by
Berndtt and Wood (1975), Darrat et al. (1996) and Tatom (1988). 5 Empirically, Berndt and
Woodd observe a strong complimentary between energy and capital, whereas Apostolakis
(1990)) concludes that short-run complementary between capital and energy is often found
inn empirical work. 6 An alternative reason might stem from the impact of the oil-price
onn aggregate demand. The export-revenues from an energy-exporting country depends
positivelyy on the price of energy. An increase in the price of energy might therefore, at
leastt in the short run, stimulate the economy. Of course, the opposite holds for an energyimportingg country. Tatom (1988) concludes, however, that the support for this channel is
ratherr weak.

5.22

Theory: dynamic equilibrium model

II analyze the dynamic responses of thee economy to exogenous changes in public investment
andd the price of energy. We introduce dynamics in a model for a small open economy
byy assuming that capital adjustment is costly for firms. Under this assumption, profit
maximizingg firms change their capital stock gradually if the productivity of private capital
unexpectedlyy changes, for example due to an unanticipated increase of public investment.
Firmss maximize the expected stream of future profits discounted at the exogenous world
interestt rate r. Net annual profits ix equal the benefits from selling output Y at a fixed
(normalized)) unit price, minus the sum of input costs. Firms have to buy labor L, energy
EE and investment goods I at their prices W, PE and Pj respectively. Net annual profits
''Seee also chapter 2.
Estimatingg Euler equations, Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983) reach the similar conclusion that especially
capitall responds strongly to changes in the price of energy.
c
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aree therefore defined as:
7T,, = K'^L(;iEr-Kit

- PuIt

- WtLt - PEAEt.

(5.1)

Firmss use labor, energy and private capital for the production of output. We present the
modell with a Cobb-Douglas production function, because it allows for a clear presentation
off the arguments. Public capital improves the productivity of all private inputs (at least
inn this specification), and we assume constant returns to private inputs.
Thee capital adjustment costs are a function of the investment-capital ratio, and implyy that private capital responds gradually to shocks. Both private and public capital
depreciatee at constant rates, Ó and SG respectively:
KKt+1t+1 = $ (jp)

K, + (l-S)

Kt,

KGJ+1

= IG, + (1 - 5G) KGJ.

(5.2)

wheree <£> is a convex investment installation function. At a given date, firms maximize the
discountedd stream of profits by choosing optimally current and future levels of investment,
employmentt and energy. Labor and energy are chosen optimally if their marginal productss equal their prices.' The first-order equation for capital offers a dynamic investment
equation,, where in the steady state, investment depends positively on the productivity of
privatee capital F^-, and negatively on the investment price level.
Thee model is closed with the following assumptions. First, output, investment goods
andd energy are traded on the labor market, and the small open economy is a price-taker
inn these markets. Second, households supply labor, where we assume that labor supply
dependss only on the current wage:*
LLtt = Wt"L.
Laborr supply does therefore not depend on households wealth or consumption. In addition,
investmentt and savings are independent due to the small open economy assumption, which
impliess that apart from labor supply, households decisions do not affect the production
sidee of the economy. This chapter therefore abstracts from the households sector. For
thee analysis of the model including households, we refer to Heijdra and Van der Horst
(2000)) and chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. The single remaining part of the model is the
provisionn of public capital. For simplicity, we assume that public investment is financed
withh lump-sum taxes.
"Thee derivation of this and other results are given in the mathematical appendix.
Seee chapter 2 for a derivation and motivation of this labor-supply equation.

8
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Tablee 5.1: Summary of the model (linearized)

qqtt

=

(l + r)qt-i-

— (Yt-Kt)+^Pu

qtqt = aA (lt - K^j + P />t
Kt+iKt+i
YYtt
WWtt
UU

= Kt + ^-(lt-Kt)

(5.L1)
(5.L2)
(5.L3)

= aKt + 0Lt + (l-a-P)Èt+rikG.t

(5.L4)

=

(5.L5)

Yt-Lt

= <TLWt

PE,IPE,I
KKGG,t+\,t+\

(5.L6)

= Yt-Êt
=

(l-SG)kGtt

(5.L7)
+ 6GïGjt

(5.L8)

AA variable with a 'tilde' is defined as: x = Xt~* , where xt is the value of x at date t, and x* is its value
inn the initial steady state (before a shock occurs).

5.2.11

Changes in public investment and price of energy

Thee central question of this section is how key macro variables like output, private investmentt and employment respond to changes in either public investment or in the price
off energy. Suppose that the economy is in the steady state where both stocks of capital,
andd all related variables, are constant. At a given date, labeled t = 0, one or both of the
followingg independent events occur; the government raises the level of public investment
oncee and for all with a fixed amount, or the price of energy increases once and for all with
aa fixed amount. We assume that these events occur suddenly, in other words, firms have
nott been able to anticipate these changes. Given these fixed relative changes in public
investmentt or in the price of energy, how does the economy respond? These questions will
bee analyzed using a linearized version of the model, whose key relations are summarized in
Tablee 5.1. The first three equations determine the dynamic behavior of private investment
andd capital. Equations (5.L4)-(5.L7) determine the link between capital on the one hand
andd output, investment and employment on the other hand. The final equation shows the
accumulationn of public capital.
Usingg the relations in Table 5.1, we analyze how the economy responds to once-and-for
alll changes in either public investment or the price of energy: lGt — lG and p£,t = PE, Vt >
0.. In response to the change in public investment, the stock of public capital starts to grow.
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Thee stock of public capital grows until the depreciation of the larger capital stock equals
thee higher investment level:
KKGGAA = [1 - (1 - «Sr;)'] Ic

kc.^

= IG.

(5.3)

Thee growing stock of public capital makes private inputs gradually more productive. Considerr first the extreme case where private capital is a flow variable, i.e. 5 = 1 . In this
case,, firms adjust their private inputs one-to-one with public capital and there is no reason
forr either delayed or anticipated investment behavior. Therefore, the evolution of private
investmentt and capital mimics the exponential growth of public capital in equation (5.3).
Inn the situation where private capital is a flow variable, its response to an energy price
increasee would also be unlagged; private capital would jump initially and stay there forever.
Thiss contrasts to the case where capital adjustment is costly and takes time. In the
followingg we analyze this more interesting case. First, it is shown how private investment
andd capital respond to exogenous shocks. Next, the response of output and employment is
investigated. 9 9
Privatee investment and capital have to be solved from the system of first-order difference
equationss for private capital and private investment, which can be written for both variables
inn relative changes as:

))EE-0-0GG > 0 ,
AIAItt

J

\

It-i

)

(5.4) )

\ OEPE ~ OCKCJ

wheree M/ is a two-dimensional square matrix and A is the first-difference of a variable
definedd as Ax, = xt — xt-\.

This system is saddle-path stable and Mj has one positive and

onee negative eigenvalue, denoted r; and —hi respectively.
Att time t — 0 the economy is hit by a shock: either the government increases its
expendituree on public investment once and for all or the price of energy changes and is
expectedd to stay at its level.

Firms cannot immediately adjust their stock of capital,

i.e.. K{) — 0, but respond to this information by changing investments. In response to the
publicc investment shock where the stock of public capital does not changed at impact, firms
anticipatee future productivity improvement by increasing their investments immediately.
Inn other words, private investments are smoothed and do not mimic the development of
thee stock of public capital.
Investmentss are also smoothed in response to the energy price shock. Now, the investmentt response is being delayed, and the stock of private capital is adjusted only gradually.
''Inn the appendix, we also analyse the response of the economy to a change in the investment price level.
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Thee impact change in private investment can be represented in two ways, where the first
stressess the forward-looking character of private investment and the second gives the exact
solutionn for the postulated shocks:

hh = ^2 ( i +

j [QGKGJ+I+J - 0EPEtt+j^ ,

r

(l(l + ri)öG
IGIG ~ —PE.
riiöcriiöc + rj)
rj rj

(5-5)

Publicc investment boosts private investment because it is a free input (at the firm level)
whichh raises the productivity of private inputs. If energy becomes more expensive, firms
reducee their demand for energy and reduce their use of the other inputs unless these inputs
aree (almost) perfect substitutes of energy. With a Cobb-Douglas production function firms
reducee their demand for capital and investments fall immediately. The hypotheses that
privatee investment increases initially in response to an increase in public investment or a
reductionn in the price of energy will be tested empirically.
Howw fast private capital adjusts depends on two factors. First, a large depreciation rate
off private capital and small adjustment costs make private capital more flexible (it makes
11 — hj low). Second, in case of a public investment shock, a larger depreciation rate of
publicc capital, SG, makes public capital relatively more fluid, increases the productivity of
privatee capital at a higher rate and increases the adjustment rate. The adjustment paths
off private investment and capital can be written as:
KKtt
hh

=
=

A'0O[l-(l-/i/)t]-Tii:T(l-/i/,l-<5G)*),
t

7oo[l-(l-/l/) ]+/0{l-/i/)

t

+ r/T(l-/i7Jl-*G,t),

(5-6)
(5.7)

cc

Withh

wheree 5 & I/K

tfeo

=

/oo = j —

{0GÏG

- eEPE)

,

(5.8)

and TK > 0 if IQ > 0 and T/ = TK (8G ~ $) /$• Observe that private

investmentt and capital increase in the long run in response to a positive public investment
shockk or a reduction in the price of energy. The dominant characteristic of the time paths
off private investment and capital is the monotonie adjustment from impact change to longrunn change with constant adjustment speed (1 — hj). In response to a public investment
shock,, both time paths also include a non-negative transition term, which stems from the
previouslyy mentioned interaction between the adjustment processes of public and private
capital.. The transition function T is bell-shaped: zero at impact and in the long run and
positivee in between.
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Next,, we turn to the responses of employment, energy and output. At impact, these
variabless do not respond to a public investment shock, because neither public nor private
capitall respond, i.e. the marginal productivity of neither labor nor energy changes. Over
time,, both capital stocks increase. The growing stock of public capital increases the productivityy of labor and energy and stimulates their demand, and output grows too. The
growingg stock of private capital raises the demand for labor and energy (unless the labor
orr energy are close substitutes for capital) and output grows too.
Withh an energy price shock, firms reduce their use of energy, output falls, the productivityy of labor is smaller (unless the substitution elasticity between labor and energy
iss very high) and firms demand less labor.

Over time, private capital falls too, which

resultss in additional reductions of output and employment (unless labor and capital are
closee substitutes).

S u m m a r i z i n gg

A few implications of the theoretical model are repeated. First, output

andd private capital do not respond immediately to changes in public investment, but privatee investment does. Next, the response of private investment is smooth, due to capital
adjustmentt costs. Third, a positive shocks to public investment or a reduction in the price
off energy induce positive responses of output and private investment. Finally, the response
off the economy to shocks is dynamic, due to anticipation and adjustment effects. These
implicationss of the theory can be tested empirically. Moreover, the theory might be helpful
inn explaining the results of the empirical analysis, which is presented in the next section.

5.33

Empirical analysis: vector autoregression models

Thee main hypothesis of this section is that changes in public investment and the price of energyy induce the real private sector to respond dynamically. The use of vector-autoregressive
(VAR)) models is natural in this context, for three reasons. First, we have argued theoreticallyy that variables like output, employment and private investment are jointly endogenous,
whichh asks for the estimation of a system of equations. Secondly, it allows for Grangercausalityy tests. Finally, it allows for t h e computation of dynamic responses of one variable
too changes in the others.
Thiss section contains two parts. The empirical results are preceded by a description of
thee estimation and testing techniques. 10
10

Thee description of the VAR-method is based on Hamilton (1994) and Enders (1995). See also Jacobs
andd Van der Horst (1997) for a discussion and application of the Johansen method.
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VAR-model: short description of the method

Ann unrestricted vector autoregression (VAR) model is a system of equations, where each
variablee is regressed on its own lags and on the lags of the other variables in the system.
Considerr a set of n variables {xitt}t=1 ,i = 1, • •«•, and let Xt — (xiit, ...,xpj)' be the vector
off these variables at date t. In a VAR-model each variable is regressed on p lags of all
series.. This p-th order vector autoregression can be written as:
OO00XXtt = c + 0iX t _! + ... + epXt_p + eu

(5.9)

wheree c is a n~vector of constants, e = (EI, ..., en)' ~ iid(0, £) is a n-vector of residuals,
andd @k,k — 0, ...p are (n x n) matrices with elements 6^. In a primitive VAR-model,
thee matrix Bo is unrestricted. This implies, however, that variable Xi is regressed on
xx
],t,],t, j 7^ i- so on all contemporaneous variables excluding itself. In this case, the set
off regressors differs between the endogenous variables. A key feature of the VAR-method
iss however that each variable is treated symmetrically, which implies that 0 O has to be
restrictedd to the n-dimensional unity matrix In. This implies, however, that the VARmodell is underidentified, which has important implications for the analysis (in particular
off the impulse-response functions) of the VAR-model, see below.
Thee important initial step in specifying a VAR model is the choice of the variables in
thee vector X. Next, the number of lags included in the model has to be determined. The
VARR model is estimated at various lag lengths. The first selection is that the residuals,
£i(,, are not serially correlated. The hypothesis of no serial correlation is tested using the
Lagrangee multiplier test. Among the model where serial correlation is not statistically
significant,, we prefer the model which maximizes the Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Thee variables used in the VAR-model are nonstationary, see the Data Appendix, which
impliess that they might be cointegrated. We test for the presence of cointegration and
forr the number of cointegration vectors in the VAR model and estimate the following
error-correctionn model (ECM), which can be obtained from equation (5.9), with 6 0 — In
imposed: :
AXAXtt = c + TiAXt-i + ... + r p _!AX f _ p+1 + ILYt_i + et.
(5.10)
InIn this equation, the AX-terms are stationary, because the series in X are 1(1). This
regressionn equation is therefore well specified if IlXt^i is stationary too, in other words,
iff linear combinations of the elements in X are stationary. These linear combinations of
non-stationaryy variables are called cointegration vectors, and the number of independent
cointegrationn vectors is denoted the cointegration rank, which is the rank of II. We test
forr the presence of cointegration and for the number of cointegration vectors using the
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likelihoodd ratio-tests developed by Johansen (1988). The two tests used are the so-called
^•max^•max and Xtrace statistics, where the first statistic tests the null hypothesis that the numbe
off distinct cointegration vectors is less than or equal to r against a general alternative. The
secondd statistic, Xtrace tests the null hypothesis that the number of cointegration vectors is
rr against the alternative of r +1 cointegration vectors. The cointegration vectors represent
thee long-run relations between the variables in the model. Armed with economic insights
fromm the theoretical model, the cointegration vectors will be interpreted.
Next,, several exclusion hypotheses will be tested. Consider a (2 x 2 ^representation
off the error-correction model in equation (5.10), where the set of variables is split in two
subsets,, i.e. X = (X\, X2) •

(-:Hg(ïl)(:t:M:)(^(£;::)-(5.11) )
wheree 7-] is the i, j-element of the matrix i \ ; a — (a1,a2)'

is a (n x r)-matrix and

PP = (p1, p2) is the (r x n) matrix of cointegration vectors. We test whether one parameter,
orr a set of parameters, are equal to zero. These hypothesis are tested using the Wald
statistic,, which is under the null-hypothesis distributed as \ 2 with degrees of freedom
equall to the number of restrictions. First, it is tested whether a single variable i Granger
(k) (k)

causess another (single) variable j : in the equation for AXj,

we restrict 7 ] / = a,- = 0,

withh p — 1 + r degrees of freedom, where p is the number of lags and r is the number
off cointegration vectors. Note that this hypothesis includes the test whether or not the
cointegrationn relations can be excluded from the AXj-regressions.

The test might therefore

bee rejected, because ctj 7^ 0 for some reason not related to Xi:, i.e. it might be rejected
tooo soon. 11 Acceptation of the hypothesis, however, implies that the lags of Xl do not
contributee to the fit of Xj, i.e. that i does not Granger cause i. In extention to the singlevariablee Granger causality, block causality tests will be executed, where in a similar way,
itt is tested whether Xx (a vector of variables) can be excluded from the X 2 -equations.
Forr the analysis of the dynamic responses of the variables in the system to shocks
generalizedd impulse-response (IR) functions, as introduced by Koop et al. (1996) will be
computed.. In a VAR-model, shocks are introduced by increasing one (or more) of the
residualss Sj,t, by one standard deviation. The IR function of variable i to a shock in the
residuall for equation j is defined as the change in the s-period ahead forecast for xi caused
byy the increase in Ej in a single period, t. The IR-functions are obtained in a few steps.
111

We would prefer to test «j/3, = 0, but the mill hypothesis of this test, where both a} and $l equal
zeroo is quite complicated, see Toda and Phillips (1993).
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First,, the error-correction model is rewritten in terms of the levels of the variables. The
ECM-modell in equation (5.10) can be written as a Vector Moving Average model:
oo o

AXAXtt = n + Yl*(T)et-T,

(5-12)

r=0 0

wheree 3> (r) is a series of (n x n)-matrices and e is the n-vector of residuals. The variables
inn levels can therefore be written as a function of the residuals by summing over the firstdifferences: :
ii

oo

xxt+lt+l = xt+i»+Y,Y,®^6t+k-T-

( 5 - 13 )

fc=lfc=l r = 0

Thiss implies that the i-step ahead response of an unit impulse in the residuals of period t
iss X)jt=i ^ CO- Because VAR-models are underidentified the response of x^t to changes in
£j£j are not unique if the residuals are correlated. Therefore, additional restrictions have to
bee imposed in order to identify the impulse response functions. The classical solution to
thiss identification problem, proposed by Sims (1980), is to orthogonalize the residuals, for
examplee by using the Choleski decomposition, where the econometrician has to impose a
causall ordering among the variables. An alternative solution to this identification problem
iss to use the cross-correlations of the residuals explicitly. By analyzing the effects of a
shockk to any residual, it is natural to take these correlations into account, by means of
puttingg shocks on the correlated residuals too. The responses of each endogenous variable
too such 'system of shocks' are called the generalized impulse-response functions.12
Thee generalized impulse response functions measure the change to the n period ahead
forecastt of each of the variables that would be caused by a shock to the disturbances and
mightt be considered as a weighted average of the orthogonalized impulse responses, where
thee weights are the cross-correlation as being estimated by the covariance matrix E. The
importantt advantage of the generalized impulse responses is that they are unique; they
dependd on the measured correlation between the residuals, not on the non-unique ordering
off the variables.
Thee final step in the analysis is the decomposition of the forecast error variance. The
forecastt error can be obtained from equation (5.13) as:
ii

xxt+1t+1 -(xt+ifi)

= j2J2* (r) e*+*—
fc=lfc=l

12

oo

( 5 - 14 )

T= 0

Theyy are introduced by Koop et al. (1996). Pesaran and Shin (1998) compare the orthogonalized and
thee generalized impulse response functions. Pesaran and Smith (1998) provide a comprehensive explanation
off the generalized impulse responses.
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Thee forecast-errors depend on each of the shocks Ej, because the <ï>-matrices are not diagonal.. Therefore, the variance of the forecast error can be decomposed into contributions
off each of the shocks e}. The forecast error variance decomposition shows the proportion
off the movement in a sequence xut+!i due to various shocks. If variable j is an important
determinantt of variable i, then the fraction of the forecast error variance for Xi explained by
thee shock to residual £j should be large. Note that the generalized variance decomposition
doess not add to unity because the correlation between the residuals is taken into account
(thee residuals are not orthogonal).

5.3.22

VAR-model: model selection

T h ee first and important step in developing a VAR-model is the choice of variables. The
minimumm set of variables is (some measure of) output and private investment.

Private

investmentt is included because the capital adjustment costs is one of the corner stones of
thee theoretical model. A key hypothesis of the chapter is that both variables are endogenouss and significantly dependant on exogenous variables like public investment and the
pricee of energy. These two variables are included in the model too, where we investigate
whetherr these variables are in fact exogenous. The fifth variable introduced in the model
iss employment, because labor, together with capital, is a key input in production and it is
onee of thee standard inputs in macroeconomic production functions. Including employment
iss also in line with the empirical literature on public capital, e.g. Aschauer (1989) regresses
outputt on public and private capital and employment and the existing VAR-studies all
includee some measure of labor. Finally, the set of variables is extended with the use of
energy,, which is a natural companion to the price of energy.
II estimate a number of VAR-models, each consisting of a different (sub)set of these
variables.. In the investigations annual series for the Dutch economy in the post-war period
19500 - 1997 are used, see the appendix for more detail. The appendix also report unit root
testss on these series, where they are shown to be integrated of order one, i.e. they are
stationaryy after first-differencing. 13
Thee set of six variables allow for a large number of VAR-models, including all or a
subsett of these variables at various lag length.The set of models are restricted in a few
steps.. First, output and private investment are included in all models. Next, the optimal
1,1

11 have constructed capital series from the investment series. We did not use these series because they
aree 1(2). Though it is possible to analyze VAR-models including I(2)-variables. see Johansen (1995), it
wouldd complicate the analysis significantly, especially if 1(1) and 1(2) variables are jointly included in the
model. .
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Figuree 5.1: Time series for the Netherlands (1950-1997)
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Tablee 5.2: Determine lag length
Model l

AIC C

LM(lag=4) )

lag=4 4 lag=3 3 lag=2 2 l a g = l l

EE

LL

II

YY

AA

5.63 3

5.55 5

5.50 0

5.55 5

lc lc
0.85 5

BB

2.97 7

2.87 7

2.86 6

2.75 5

0.15 5 0.33 3

0.75 5 0.40 0

- 1 . 0 8 8 - 1 . 0 8 8 -1.22 2 - 0 . 6 5 5
- 3 . 9 7 7 - 3 . 8 2 2 -3.91 1 - 3 . 7 8 8

0.83 3

0.43 3 0.23 3 0.17 7

0.57 7 0.53 3

0.51 1 0.83 3 0.48 8

EE

- 2 . 3 1 1 - 2 . 1 7 7 -2.26 6 - 2 . 2 7 7

0.26 6 0.35 5 1.78 8

FF

- 9 . 2 7 7 - 8 . 9 0 0 -9.06 6 - 9 . 0 6 6

0.07 7 0.50 0 2.73 3 0.32 2 0.43 3 0.48 8

CC
DD

PE PE

0.16 6 0.08 8

0.60 0 0.49 9

Sample:: 1952-1997 for models A and C; 1954-1997 for models B.D.E and F.
Thee variables included in each model arc:
A:IA:I(;(;,I,Y,I,Y
B:PE.IG.I.Y
C:IC:I(;(;.L.LY.L.LY
D:
PF.IG.L.I.Y
EE : PH. ƒ(,•. E. LY
F: PE. IG, E. L, I.Y
Thee first part of the table reports the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for lags 4 to 1. The second part
off the table reports for each dependent variable in the models with four lags the Lagrange Multiplier test
statisticc for first-order serial correlation, which is asymptotically distributed as \2{l)

. The 90% critical

valuee of this test is 2.71.

lagg length is determined by maximizing the Akaike information criterion. Finally, a single
modell is selected based on its explanatory power for private investment and output. In
thee following, six VAR-models are compared in detail. The results for the complete set
off models (at fixed lag length and with uniform number of cointegration vectors) can be
foundd in the appendix.
Thee six models are labeled A to F. Model A is the minimum model including investments
inn public and private capital together with output. The first extension to this model is the
inclusionn the price of energy (in model B), employment (in model C) or both (in model
D).. Finally, models B and D are extended to E and F by including energy use. 14
II estimate the VAR models, test whether the residuals are serially correlated and determinee the number of lags using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). With one lag,
thee residuals are correlated. For the small models A,B and C, the AIC is minimized for
lagg length 1 or 2, for the larger models the lag length is four, see Table 5.2. A common
" II havo also investigated a VAR-model including eight variables, where wages and the price index
off private investment were added. This VAR-model includes too many variables, which shows up in
inconsistentt results and serially correlated residuals for any lag length.
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lagg length of four lags is chosen for the subsequent estimations. With this lag length,
first-orderr serial correlation is absent, except for energy in model F, as can be seen from
thee Lagrange Multiplier test statistic reported in the second part of Table 5.2.
Thee variables in the models are non-stationary, which implies that they might be cointegrated.. We test for the presence of cointegration and for the number of cointegration
vectorss in each of the six models using the likelihood ratio-tests developed by Johansen
(1988).. The two tests used are the so-called Xmax and Xtrace statistics, where the first
statisticc tests the null hypothesis that the number of distinct cointegration vectors is less
thann or equal to r against a general alternative. The second statistic, Xtrace tests the null
thatt the number of cointegration vectors is r against the alternative of r + 1 cointegration
vectors,, see Enders (1995). The estimation results are presented in Table 5.3, where A are
thee eigenvalues of the matrix IT from which the Xmax and A(race statistics are calculated.
Usingg the most restrictive criterion, where the hypothesis is rejected if the estimated values
exceedd the 99%-critical values for both statistics, a single cointegration vector is included
inn models A, B and C, two vectors in models D and E and three vectors in model F.
Beforee analysing the VAR model, we select one of the six models. We use the selection
criterionn of maximizing the explanatory power for private investment and output. The
log-likelihoodss per equation for these two variables are presented in Table 5.4, where the
likelihood-ratioo (LR) statistics for testing the restricted model (reported in rows) against
thee less-restricted model (in columns) are included as well.
Tablee 5.4 clearly shows that model D is preferred over model E, because the explanatory
powerr of model D is stronger than that of model E, with the same number of variables,
i.e.. with employment instead of energy. In testing model D without energy against the
six-variablee VAR-model F, the exclusion of energy cannot not rejected. Restricting model
DD to a three- or four-variable VAR-model reduces the explanatory power of the model
significantly,, as can be observed from the large LR-statistics in testing model D against
modelss A, B and C. Therefore, model D, including the price of energy, public and private
investment,, employment and output, is selected as the preferred model, and the properties
off this model are analyzed extensively in the sequel of this chapter.

5.3.33

VAR-model: analysis

Wee analyse the VAR model including the price of energy, public and private investment,
employmentt and output. The first step in the analysis is the interpretation of the cointegrationn vectors. Based on the Johansen test in Table 5.3 the cointegration rank is fixed
att two. The two vectors are normalized in two ways. First, the variables are rescaled by
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Tablee 5.3: Johansen test for cointegration
HH00 : rank{n)

AA
A A ^riiax ^riiax
•^trace •^trace

AA
B B "•max "•max
Aff race

AA
C C AflHLJ-AflHLJA// ,acc

AA
D D '"•max '"•max
^•trace ^•trace

AA
EE

^niax ^niax
"•trace "•trace

AA
FF

^7/11 a x

•^trace •^trace

=

0

0.51 1
31.3° °
41.2" "

1

2

3

4

0.19 9 0.02 2
9.0 0 0.9 9
9.9 9 0.9 9

0.56 6 0.43 3 0.20 0 0.03 3
35.9° ° 25.1'' ' 9.6 6 1.5 5
72.0° ° 36.1" " 11.0 0 1.5 5
0.63 3 0.30 0 0.22 2 0.10 0
44.1a a 15.9 9 10.7 7 4.6 6
75.2" " 3 1 . r r 15.2C C 4.6 6
0.622

0.52

0.38

0.32
&

0.05
2.2

43.1""

32.2"

21.0*

16.9

115.4""

72.3"

40.1"

19.1''

2.2

0.633

0.55

0.38

0.24

0.17

45.4""

35.3"

20.8

b

12.2''

8.1"

119.8""

76.4"

41.1"

20.3"

8.1"

0.688

0.64

0.55

0.39

49.5""

45.1"

34.9"

22.0''

11.6

0.23

8.1"

0.17

171.3""

121.8"

76.7"

41.8"

19.8"

8.1"

Sample:: 1954-1997. Lags in VAR-mcxlel: 4. The models, as defined in Table 5.2 are given in the first
column.. I have included a constant both in the cointegration space, i.e. in IT, and in the short-run matrices,
i.e.. c ^ 0 in equation (5.10). The number of variables included in both tests is 5. The final six columns
presentt the test that the cointegration rank (r) — 0. 1

5. where superscripts ci.b.c indicate that the

nulll hypothesis of r cointegration vectors is rejected at the 99%,95'/t.90(/i significance levels, respectively.
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Tablee 5.4: Likelihood ratio test for private investment and output

II

logL L
AA

A A 11 1
B B 14 4
C C 14 4
D D 18 8
E E 18 8
F F 22 2
YY

-107.14 4
-104.93 3
-106.82 2
-99.98 8
-102.50 0
-97.95 5
logL L
-135.75 5
-132.42 2
-132.64 4
-124.56 6
-126.96 6
-121.40 0

DD

4.42 2
0.64 4
14.506 6 10.086 6 13.86° °
cc
9.28 8 4.86 6 8.64
cc
cc
18.38 13.96 17.74b b 3.88 8

AA
A A 11 1
B B 14 4
C C 14 4
D D 18 8
E E 18 8
F F 22 2

LR R
CC
BB

LR R
BB
CC

DD

6.66c c
6.22 2
22.38° ° 15.72° ° 16.16a a
17.586 6 10.92b b 11.36c c
28.70° ° 22.04a a 22.48a a 6.32 2

Sample:: 1954-1997, four lags. See Table 5.2 for the variables included in each model and Table 5.3 for
thee meaning of the superscripts. The first column contains the model with the number of coefficients per
equationss mentioned in the second column. The log L-columns present the logarithm of the likelihood
functionn for the private investment and output equations. The LR-columns include the likelihood-ratio
statisticss for testing the exclusion of the price of energy, private investment, energy and/or employment in
thee restricted models (reported in columns) against the less restricted models (in rows). The LR-statistic
hass a ^-distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of coefficients in the
twoo models. For example, 4.42 in the model-B row is the x 2 (3) statistic of excluding the price of energy
withh three lags in the private investment equation.
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dividingg by their means. In addition, we impose that the first vector does not depend on
outputt and the second vector does not include employment. Note that neither the rescalingg nor the normalization involves any restriction on the two-dimensional cointegration
space.. The coefficients are significant in the sense that the likelihood ratio test rejects the
restrictionn of any coefficient to zero, as can be concluded from the LR-statistics in Table
5.5. .
Tablee 5.5: Long run relations
PE PE

IG IG

LL

6 -0.32 2 -3.38 8
cvcvx-0.56
x

II

YY

11

00

(13.6) ) (13.9) ) (28.5) ) (29.4) )

cvcv2 20.22 2

0.50 0
(11.3) ) (23.4) )

00

-1.37 7

11

(33.0) ) (33.2) )

Thee table shows the two cointegration vectors for model D. The numbers in brackets shows the LR-statistic
off omitting the variable from of the cointegration vectors. The LR-statistic is distributed as \2 (!)• All
coefficientss are significant.

Thee long-run relations can be interpreted as follows. According to the second vector an
increasee in public investment increases the investment-output ratio, so public investment
stimulatess private investment relatively more than output. It is evidence that public and
privatee capital are complementary inputs. An increase in the price of energy also increases
thee investment-output ratio, which might be due to the fact that it reduces output more
thann investments, i.e. the energy price shock reduces the use of energy, which directly
affectss output. As a complementary input, private capital falls as well, but by less than
output.. The first equation can be viewed as an input relation.

It suggests that more

laborr and more capital go hand in hand, more public capital boost the demand for private
capital,, but a higher price of energy implies a shift from energy to capital (or alternatively,
employmentt is reduced at a higher rate than capital).
Theoretically,, it has been argued that public investment and the price of energy are
importantt determinants of private sector variables like employment, private investment
andd output. The first empirical evidence stems from Table 5.4, where the model including
publicc investment and the price of energy is preferred over the without one or both. Second,
thesee variables cannot be excluded from the cointegration space, see Table 5.5.
Next,, Granger-causality test (or Wald exclusion test) are reported in Table 5.6. We
testt whether one variable does not cause the others, i.e. the hypothesis is tested that
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Tablee 5.6: Wald exclusion tests

PPEE
IIGG
LL
II
YY

Dependentt variable
PPEE
IG
L
I
Y
2.4 24.8a
9.56 11.56
9.3C
8.8C 19.0a 2.4
6
9.2 12.0
14.46 13.16
8.2 10.4C 14.56
8.4
8.4 10.8r 16.0a 10.6C

Sample:: 1954-1997; model D. See Table 5.3 for the meaning of the superscripts. The first column reports the
variable(s)) excluded in the test. The degrees of freedom are 4 for PE and Ic, where only one cointegration
vectorr is excluded. The degrees of freedom for L, I and Y are 5, where two cointegration vectors are
excluded.. The second to sixth column reports the dependent variable from the regression equation from
whichh the variables of the first column are excluded.

thee coefficients for variable i can be restricted to zero in the equation for variable j , and
rejectionn of the hypothesis is evidence for the causality from i to j . The test results show
thatt public investment and the price of energy cause employment and investment but
outputt is not caused by public investment. On the other hand, employment, investment
andd output cause public investment, but are not significant determinants of the price of
energy.. The Granger-causality show that the price of energy is exogenous, unlike public
investment,, in the sense that the energy price cannot be explained significantly by the
otherr variables, whereas public investment depends on employment, investment and output.
Bothh public investment and the price of energy are significant determinants of the private
sectorr variables, with the exception that public investment can be excluded from the output
equation.. The relation between public investment and output deserves more attention as
thee evidence so far suggests that output does not depend on public investment.

Impulse-responsee functions The dynamics of the relation between public investment,
energyy prices and the economy can be investigated by means of the impulse-response functions,, shown in figure 5.2. We have discussed in the previous section that the generalized
impulsee response functions might be used if the residuals of the VAR-model are correlated.
Tablee 5.7 shows that the residuals of public investment and energy prices are hardly correlated,, the residuals of private investment and output are highly correlated, and the other
correlationss are moderate.
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Figuree 5.2: Impulse-response functions; shocks to public investment and the energy price

Pricee of energy

Publicc investment

Employment t

Investment t

Output t

Thee graphs show the responses of the price of energy, public investment, employment, private investement
andd output to shocks to public investment (continuous line) and the price of energy (dotted line).
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Tablee 5.7: Residual correlation and covariance matrix
PE PE
PE PE 323.00 0
0.02 2
IG IG
L L -0.34 4
II
-0.30 0
Y Y -0.15 5

LL
II
YY
IG IG
2.01 1 -3.42 2 -20.10 0 -3.16 6
24.90 0 -0.06 6
5.27 7 0.46 6
-0.02 2 0.31 1 0.38 8 0.27 7
0.28 8 0.18 8 14.00 0 2.93 3
0.08 8 0.41 1 0.65 5 1.46 6

Sample:: 1954-1997; model D.
Diagonall and upper triangle: covariances, when the variables are defined as 100*X(/x; Lower triangular:
correlations s

Beforee plotting the impulse-response functions, the variables have been rescaled by
dividingg them by their means. A shock to the public investment residual causes a persistent
risee in the level of public investment. This observation is important for the comparison of
theoreticall and empirical results. Theoretically, we have analyzed the effects of a permanent
changee in the level of public investment. Empirically, we analyze the response of the
economyy to a period-t change in the residual of the public investment equation, but the
observationn in the text shows that these two are empirically closely connected. Together
withh the higher public investment level, the employment, private investment and output
aree higher which is supports the hypothesis that public investment boosts the economy:
firmss demand more labor and capital and produce more output. A shock to the price of
energyy increases the price of energy, quite at lot at impact, but much less in the long run.
Thee observation that the response of the price of energy does not resemble the theoretically
posedd persistent shock, implies that the responses of the private sector variables should be
comparedd with the theoretically derived relationships with great care. Together with the
increasee in the price of energy, the private sector variables like employment, investment
andd output decline, which confirms the theoretically posed negative effect of higher energy
prices. .
Thee long-run responses support the evidence from the cointegration relations (as they
should),, that public investment boosts both private investment and output, and increases
thee investment-output ratio as well. On the other hand, the investment-output ratio is
largerr in response to an energy price shock, because the reduction in output is much larger
thann that of private investment. Energy and capital seems to be substitutes in the long
run. .
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Next,, observe that output responds only gradually to changes in both the price of
energyy and in public investment, where the response to the public investment shock is
muchh slower.

It takes ten years for output to come close to its new long-run level in

responsee to a shock in public investment, whereas the long-run level is reached within four
yearss after an energy price shock. This evidence supports the hypothesis that both public
andd private capital are stock variables, adjusting only gradually. Note that the minor
initiall response of output to changes in public investment may explain the results from the
Granger-causalityy test, see Table 5.6, which rejects the causality from public investment
towardss output in the first few years, but does not measure the long-term response.
Thee response of private investment is quite smooth, it shows great persistence without
aa large peak in the first few periods. This indicates that the installation costs of private
capitall are important, because they prevent firms from instantaneously adjusting their
capitall stock in response to changes in the economic environment.
Underr the assumption that the long-run relative changes in the stocks of capital equal
theirr investment responses, it can be observed that in response to a shock to public investment,, public capital and investment increase about 9%, private capital and investment
increasee 3.5%, output grows with 2% and employment with about 1%. This indicates (but
iss by no means a precise measure) that the long-run output elasticity of public capital is
aboutt 0.2, much smaller than Aschauer's (1989) measures. The numbers also suggests that
publicc capital increases the demand for private capital because the productivity of private
capitall is significantly enhanced. Moreover, though employment rises in absolute terms,
thee share of labor in output falls. This might either indicate that public capital has little
spill-overss towards labor, or that the supply of labor is relatively inelastic, in which case
wagess should have risen.
AA characteristic of the theoretical model is that private investment possibly overshoots
inn response to a public investment shock, but not after an energy-price shock. However,
inn figure 5.2, overshooting takes place after both shocks. The first observation clearly fits
intoo the theoretical model, with r ; > 0 in equation (5.7), indicating that firm anticipate
thee future growth in the stock of public capital. The second observation does not directly
followw from the model, but can be explained from the dynamic response of the price of
energyy to its own shock. In the first few periods, the increase in the price of energy is
largee (over 15%), to which firms react by reducing their investments. However, the price
off energy does not remain that high, to which firms respond by offsetting part of their
investmentt reductions.
Finally,, the VAR-model is stable, as can be observed from the non-exploding response
functions.. This supports the use of production functions with decreasing returns to scale.
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Tablee 5.8: Variance decomposition
Dependentt variable
PEPE

s::
PE PE
IG IG

LL
II
YY

L

IG

I

Y

2

10

50

2

10

50

2

10

50

2

10

50

2

10

50

80
16
11
14
8

054
633
112
423
88

439
331
213
311
811

9 5
1 79
3 1
1 11
1 3

55
973
11
114
34

52
365
11
45
415

2 59
5 10
1 50
5 22
5 19

947
040
015
230
97

739
050
512
021
72

9 20
0 22
2 2
1 71
2 38

09
250
22
156
815

94
064
24
645
56

4 23
4 5
4 8
5 52
6 74

323
518
82
270
456

319
829
21
075
647

9
9
1
5
7

Sample:: 1954-1997; model D. This table presents the decomposition of the forecast error for the variables
inn rows contributed to the estimation errors in the variables in columns, for the s = 2,10 and 50-step
aheadd forecast error.

Inn fact, it rejects endogenous growth models where higher energy prices or higher share of
publicc investment in output have growth effects, rather than level effects.

Variancee d e c o m p o s i t i o n

If one variable is an important determinant of another, it

shouldd contribute 'at a high degree' to the forecast of the others. Translated in VARterms,, the forecast error variance can be decomposed to the residuals of each equation. In
Tablee 5.8 the generalized variance decomposition are reported for the n = 2,10,50-step
aheadd forecast error, see Pesaran and Shin (1998). The generalized variance decomposition
iss unique in the sense that it does not depend on the ordering of the variables, see the
discussionn about generalized impulse response functions in section 5.3. Prom Table 5.8, it
iss clear that the sum of 0^ (n) over the shock-terms j does not equal unity, which is due
too non-zero covariance between the error-terms (or shocks). In other words, the variance
decompositionn measures the direct effect of shock j to the forecast error of i, whereas
indirectt effects might be present too.

Comparing the relative sizes of the generalized

variancee decomposition indicates, however, the importance of shock j in explaining the
forecast-errorr for i.
Tablee 5.8 shows that public investment is an important determinant of all variables,
especiallyy in the long run (n = 50), whereas output and employment depend to a large
extentt on the price of energy too. This confirms that both the price of energy and public
investmentt are important determinants of output, investment and employment. Second,
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thee importance of public investment in explaining the forecast errors of output, private
investmentt and employment increases over time.

The theory of section 5.2 offers the

explanation,, that first the stock of public capital has to be build before public investment
becomess productive. Next, the forecast errors of neither public investment nor the price of
energyy are explained by shocks to the output, investment and employment errors, which
indicatess that these two variables are exogenous. Finally, in the decomposition for output,
nott only the exogenous variables lc and Pg are important, but especially private investment
iss important too.

This shows that private investment is an important determinant of

outputt and indicates that changes in public investment affect output via the accumulation
off private capital.

5.44

Conclusion

Thee private sector in the economy responds dynamically to exogenous changes in both the
levell of public investment and the price of energy. Two sources for these dynamics have
beenn identified. First, public investment builds up the stock of public capital and will not
becomee productive until the stock of public capital will have grown significantly larger.
Second,, firms smooth their private investments, which implies that the stock of private
capitall will respond gradually to changes in the economic environment. The theoretical
reasonn for this investment smoothing is that the installation of capital is costly. Empirically,
thiss effect shows up in gradually responding private output and employment and in longlastingg private investment responses. The dynamic nature of the private sector response to
publicc investment implies that the static estimations are limited and will show significant
publicc capital elasticities only if they are able to capture the long-run productivity effects.
Wee have argued theoretically and shown empirically, that in the long run public investmentss boosts private investment, employment and output, whereas an increase in the price
off energy significantly reduces private sector production. This result confirms the existence
off positive productivity effects of public capital, first being estimated by Aschauer (1989),
butt qualifies it too. It takes several years before this productivity effect becomes visible.
Inn the short run the stocks of both public and private capital has to be build up, which
givess a negligible short-run effect from public investment on output. Over the years, public
investmentt becomes an important determinant of output.
Ann important contribution of this chapter is that it investigates the productivity effects
off public investment both theoretically and empirically. Both the main assumptions of
thee theory, like the exogeneity of public investment and the price of energy, and its main
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implications,, like the gradual response of the private sector to exogenous shocks, are shown
too hold empirically. Moreover, the theory has shown to be useful in providing a consistent
interpretationn frame for the empirical results.

5.. A
5.A.11

Appendix
Data description

Wee use annual data for the Netherlands for 1948-1997, where data for the price of energy
aree available for 1950-1997. Prom the National Accounts of Statistics Netherlands (CBS),
wee use the series for output (GDP), public and private investment and their price indices;
forr employment (in years) and wages (wage per year = total wage payment divided by
employmentt in years). The series for energy (total usage in PJ) were taken from Statline,
thee CBS-database on internet15 and the series for the price index of imported energy were
providedd by the CPB.
Tablee 5.9: Definition of variables
Abbr. . Name e

Units s

Source e

EE

Domesticc use of energy

PJ J

CBS S

In In

Grosss Fixed Investment

1066 guilders CBS S

IG,TI IG,TI

Publicc investment

10 6 guilders s CBS S

LL

Employment t

1033 years

PE.JI PE.JI

Deflatorr of imported energy

index x

CPB B

APJ APJ

Deflatorr of private investments

%-change e

CBS S

APG G

Deflatorr of public investments

%-change e

CBS S

APy APy Deflatorr of G D P
Yn Yn
II

%-change e

CBS S
Grosss domestic product (GDP) 1066 guilders CBS S
==

In/Pi

hh

==

IG.JPG

PE PE

==

PE.U/PY

YY

== Yn/Pv

CBS:: Statistics Netherlands. Voorburg.
CPB:: CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, The Hague.
15

CBS S

Address:: http://statline.cbs.nl/witch/indexned.stm
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II test all variables for the order of integration with the augmented Dickey-Fuller test
(ADF),, testing the null of a unit root in the series. For a series x, the equation:
pp

Ax,, =a + bt + 7fff-i +Y^0Axt-i

+£t

(5.A1)

iss estimated, where a trend and/or constant are included whenever the series possibly
containss one (by visual inspection). In addition, up to 4 lags (p) of the lagged differenced
seriess are included. We test the null hypotheses 7 = 0 with the Dickey-Fuller test. Results
aree reported in Table 5.10.

Tablee 5.10: Unit root test

Lag g

ADF F

ADF F

Lag g

II

1 1 t t -2.49 9

00

c c -5.08" "

la la

00

c c -6.67" "

Pi Pi

4 4 t t -2.62 2
4 4 t t -2.52 2

11

c c -6.46° °

PE PE

0 0 t t -1.85 5

00

c c -5.94° °

YY

1 1 t t -2.01 1

00

c c -4.06° °

LL

2 2 t t -1.71 1

11

cc

-4.20 0 0

WW

4 4 t t -1.47 7

00

cc

-4.62" "

EE

0 0 t t -1.05 5

00

c c -5.70° °

Samplee 1948-1997 for variable's in levels. Sample; lor PE is 1950-1997. Lag denotes the? number of lags
includedd in the (augmented) Dickey-Fuller - (A)DF - test, where the number of lags is based on the
significance'' of the ^-parameters. We include eitheT constant anel trenel (t). only constant (c) or none of
themm (n). Superscripts aj).c indicate rejection e>f the unit-root hypothesis at respectively 99%, 95% and
90%% significance level.

Thee series for public and private investment, IQ and I, the price of energy, PE. employment.. L, and output, Y, are shown in figure 5.1.

5.A.22

Appendix to section 5.2: theory

Individuall firms take all prices as given, but in the aggregate economy, the wage rate is
determinedd in the labor market. The infinite horizon optimization problem for the firm
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Appendix Appendix
cann be written as, where R = 1 4- r:
iaxxx Vt = 5 Z ^ ' t F i + i ~ Pu+Jt+i - Wt+iLt+i - Pst+iEt+i]
max
withh

i^+i+i

M+i M+i

=

++ 1-ÖKKt+i t+i

aa

YYtt

(5.A2) )

a

a

KKK r LL rr E
irP
iq;
LX E%EK[
G,f> G,f>

=

Introducee the costate q for the capital accumulation equation. The first-order conditions
L,E,I,K):
aree (w.r.t.
YYtt.
OIL' OIL'

.

==

YY
t+it tt+i
OLE OLE
Ei t+i
Ei t+i

Wt.
^t+i

DD

tiqt+i-itiqt+i-i

=

J
t+t t
Pi, Pi,
E,t+i, E,t+i,Qt+i& Qt+i&
Kt+i Kt+i

l

c*K-jp

Vqt+i
\\ Kt+i J

J^t.4-i J^t.4-i

Kt+i

\Kt+i

++ 1-Ó

wheree the third and fourth equation can be combined to a first-order difference equation
inn private investment.
Thee model is closed with the following assumptions: the price of output goods, energy
goods,, investment goods and the rental rate are given at their world-market prices. The
laborr market is closed, such that the wage rate has to equate labor demand (by firms) and
laborr supply (by households). We pose the following labor supply equation (c.f. chapter
2)) Lt = W[L where OL is the wage-elasticity of labor supply.
Writee in t e r m s of relative changes In this appendix, we analyze how a given relativee change in one of the exogenous variables causes (relative) changes in the endogenous
variables.. Let X be a variable, with steady state value X*. We define the relative change,
XXtt as follows: Xt — (Xt — X*)/X*. For the volume variables, we define: 6L — L*/K*, and
similarr for E and KG- For the price variables we define CUL — W* jK*, and similar for the
pricee of energy and private investment. The linearized equations are:
Yt-Lt Yt-Lt= = ww
tt
It It = =ooLLWWt t

(5.A3) )

YYtt-Ë-Ët =
t = PPEE,t ,t

(5.A5) )

Qt Qt=
Qt Qt--

(5.A4) )

= aaAA (Jt - Kt) + h,t
(l(l + r)qt-i

-(Yt-Kt)

(5.A6) )
+—Pi,t

YYt t = = aaKKKKtt + aLLt + aEEt + /3KGtt
Kt+i Kt+i
= = KKtt

+

!OL (/, - A-«)

KKGG,t+i =
,t+i
= (11 - 6G)KGtt + 5GIG,t

(5.A7) )
(5.A8) )
(5.A9) )
(5.A10) )
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wheree ah- = us + uK-

and energy prices

Equations (5.A6) and (5.A7). using (5.A9). can be combined to:

TOK TOK

a.,-k,.a.,-k,.ll)--L((l-)--L((l-,,^L)p^L)ptjtj--llll++r)Pr)PIJIJ..ll)-J^-(Y)-J^-(Yll-k-kll) )
\\
I
<jA \ \
uK J
J
OA^K V
/
(5.A11] ]
Equationss (5.A3)-(5.A5) and (5.A8) can be combined to (note aE = 1 — CKK — C*L)'ItIt - It-i =

UK UK

~~
,
Y,-KiY,-Ki

aAkt-i
+ ^ilt-i-K^)}
=
L
„ h V

{l+<TL)\pkG.t-aEPE^
-i
's

^ +

(5-A12)

whichh implies:
A7, ,

raraAA--,, .
UK UK

rujQL
\ ~
(*K(*K 1 + CT£)+a L J

raK / \ ,
UK V

rujaL-uKocL
« A ' ( 1 + O"L) + « ^

Notee that the steady state value of ij depends positively on public capital, but negatively
onn both price levels.
S o l u t i o nn of t h e i n v e s t m e n t s y s t e m
Considerr the following shocks IGA = h; > 0, PEA = PE > 0, and PIit = P{ > 0,Vi > 0.
Thiss section investigates the responses of the endogenous variables to these shocks. Define:
7/.ff

=

eGKc, - eFpE - 9,PL
raraKK{l+a{l+aLL))
•3,,
o\44 [a A (1 + C/J + «/.

9i > 0
n

(5.A13) )
raK

n

<7.4^'A A

TOTO A- (1 + ( 7 / , )
ro-A ro-A

cr.44 [«A" (1 + o-/J + a/„

First,, the relative change in the stock of public capital, see (5.A10), can be solved in terms
off the relative change of public investment as (cf. equation (5.3) in the text):
kkGG..tt = SG Yl f1 - Ö«)J ïaj-i-j

= [1 - (1 - Sof]

ÏG,

(5.A14) )

Next,, write the dynamic equations for private investment, (5.All), and private capital,
(5.A9),, in matrix form, and refer to it as the investment system:
AA', ,

A'f-] ]

AlAlt t
(5.A15) )
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Notee that the trace of the Jacobian, M/, is positive (because aK > CÜI) and the determinant
iss negative:

Mim=-Mim=- (r-^) (r-^) ( „ r v

) <»

VV L)K J V UK } \OK (1 "I- Oh) + OIL J

Thee eigenvalues of Mi +12, where 72 is the two-dimensional unit matrix, are 1 - hi < 1 <
I+17. .
R e s p o n s e ss t o shocks
Thee investment system is solved by application of the so-called Z-transform, see Ogata
(1995,ch2).. Equation (5.A15) leaded one year can be written as:

\*\*-(/.+-(/.+mm

ziozio__zteKcJ-zteKcJ-tltl-p,-p,--eeB

wheree ï0 denotes the values of It at t = 0, and impose that K0 = 0. For z = 1 + r}
thee rank of [zl2 - {h + Mt)] reduces to one. Multiply both sides by the adjoint-matrix of
[zl[zl22 - {h + Mr)], such that the left hand side of (5.A16) reduces to the two-dimensional
zero-vector.. The right-hand-side of (5.A16) equals this zero-vector if:
Z{6Z{6GGKKGG,,t+1t+1

==

- 9IPI - 6EPE, 1 + n}

1

T^

+ 6GÏG\

99IIPI~6PI~6EEPPEE

ll + ri

1

y1_(i

+ r/

)"1

,

^

((I-6G)8GÏG

1+r/

J l-{l-5G)(l

rIy1

+

B1P1B1P1
eEpE {l{l + n)SG'
IGIG
hh VG
nn
TI
riri (ri +SG)_

(5-A17)

whichh is equation (5.5) in the text.
T i m ee paths of private capital and investment For z 7^ 1 + r/, the model can be
solvedd for the time-paths of private investment and capital. Rewrite equation (5.A16) as:

z

( SH-

(M,r

'( (

00

zkzk - z{ecKG,t+i - OiPi - eEpE, z)

Lett M = [mij],
r rr

/T

.,,,_!

[^2-(/22 + Afz)]

1

( z-{l

-[z_{l_hi)][z_{l

+ ri)]y

+ m22)
m2i

mi,2
z

_(1

+

and d
zhzh ~ Z{eGkG,t+i
witnn

A -

- BiPi - 9EPE, Z) = A
ri

,

n -

^

A ri+5a

B^XtU

\
m u )

J
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Thee Z-transforms of capital can then be written as:
Z{KZ{Ktt,z},z}

11
11
mh2A
—— rri\2B
-(l-h,)][l-z~ -(l-h,)][l-z~
[22 - ( 1 - ^ ) ] [ 1 - ( 1 - ^ ) 2 - » ]
(11 + m u )
A
BB
(11 - /z/)] [1 - (1 - J^)^- 1 ]
:I-M][I-*-!]..

=

Z{!Z{!tt.z}.z}

=

whichh can be (after a few manipulations) inverted to (cf. equations (8)-(10) in the text):
KKtt
hh

= k^h-a-hj^-TKTa-hi.l-Sa.t)
=

(5.A18)

/ 3 C [ i - ( i - f t / ) ' ] + / 0 ( i - / i / / + r/r(i-/i/.i-<yf;.i)

(5.A19) )

wheree the transition function T is defined in Lemma 2.9, and where

kkxx

= i^ =

—-^—[6GiG-e,Pj-6EpE

ru,&a(l-Sru,&a(l-Saa)f )f
UKUK
rt + 5 a

Tl Tl

Sc;Sc; - S

Inn the text we use S = L^-L = -yr % -p-.
S o l u t i o n ss for labor, e n e r g y and o u t p u t For Pj = 0, we know from (5.A6) and (5.A7)
thatt K*. — km- From (5.A12), with A'0 — AV;,o = 0 follows:
Vr. .

Q E ( 11 + Q"L)

(5.A20) )

Pf f
aA-- (1 +CTf,) + Q L

andd the transition path will be hump-shaped, positively related to capital. Employment
andd energy are related to output:
L, L,

YY . .
11 + <TL tt

EEtt = Yt-

PE

(5.A211 1

Summaryy in Dutch
Dee overheid is een belangrijke speler in het economisch veld. Zij consumeert en investeert,
enn heft belastingen om deze uitgaven te dekken. De grootte van deze inkomsten- en uitgaven
stroomm is niet te verwaarlozen. In veel West-Europese landen is de belastingendruk 30%50%% van het nationaal inkomen, en de uitgaven zijn ongeveer even groot.16 Een deel van
dezee uitgaven is er op gericht om de welvaart van de burgers te verhogen, door middel
vann het beïnvloeden van individueel gedrag, door herverdeling van inkomen en door het
verstrekkenn van publieke goederen. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn belastingen op energie en
tabak,, de sociale voorzieningen, en de aanleg van wegen.
Dee eerste centrale vraag in dit proefschrift is: wat zijn de economische effecten van het
overheidsingrijpen?? Het is duidelijk dat de overheid in staat is om, op macroeconomisch
niveau,, de consumptie en productie te beïnvloeden, al is het alleen maar doordat zij zelf
consumeertt en produceert. De gevolgen van overheidsingrijpen gaan echter verder: zij
leidtt er ook toe dat het consumptiepatroon van huishoudens en de productiemogelijkheden
vann bedrijven veranderen. Om een voorbeeld te noemen: een belasting op benzine maakt
benzinee duurder ten opzichte van andere goederen, en is bedoeld om de consumptie van
benzinee te remmen. Dit kan vervolgens bedrijven aanzetten tot het produceren van energiezuinigee auto's.
Inn dit voorbeeld is overheidsingrijpen gericht op het veranderen van gedrag en het
verdelenn van inkomen. Zij zal leiden tot een verandering van welvaart, waarbij het meestal
zoo is dat sommigen erop vooruit gaan, waar anderen betalen. De tweede centrale vraag
vann dit proefschrift is de vraag naar de welvaartseffecten van overheidsbeleid. Deze vraag
zall allereerst op individueel niveau beantwoord moeten worden. Maar in dit boek zal ook
dee vertaalslag naar de macro-economie worden gemaakt: is het voor de overheid mogelijk
omm met behulp van gerichte heffingen of uitgaven, in combinatie met een herverdeling van
inkomen,, de welvaart van alle burgers te verhogen? Zo ja, onder welke omstandigheden en
mett welke instrumenten?
166

Zie Tanzi and Schuhknecht (2000).
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Dee omstandigheden worden gekarakteriseerd door markt-imperfecties. Als deze afwezig
zijnn zal de welvaart zonder overheidsingrijpen maximaal zijn, en kan de overheid slechts een
dalingg van de welvaart bewerkstelligen. Maar als de informatieverspreiding onvolledig is, als
marktenn onvoldoende flexibel zijn, of als er externaüteiten zijn, dan zal de markteconomie
niett leiden tot de beste economische keuzes. In deze situaties kan de overheid het gedrag
vann individuen beïnvloeden op een manier die de totale welvaart in de economie doet
toenemen. .
Dezee centrale vragen komen in de vier inhoudelijke hoofdstukken herhaaldelijk naar
voren.. Van deze vier hoofdstukken wordt in het vervolg een korte schets gegeven.

De

samenvattingg wordt afgesloten met een karaktisering van de hoofdlijnen in dit proefschrift.

Dee economie, het milieu en de overheid
Startpuntt van hoofdstuk 2 is de observatie dat het milieu in een proces van decennia
vervuildd wordt door het gebruik van energie in het productieproces. De economische en
welvaartseffectenn van deze observatie worden onderzocht, waarbij de waarheid van deze
observatiee niet in twijfel wordt getrokken. Uitgaande van de relatie tussen energie-gebruik
enn milieu rijst de vraag op hoe de overheid hierop moet reageren. Verschillende reacties
zijnn denkbaar. 1 ' Aan de ene kant kan de overheid de relatie negeren in haar economische
politiek,, met als argument dat het wel de taak van de overheid is om het functioneren
vann de economie te bevorderen, maar niet om de mogelijke negatieve gevolgen voor het
milieuu terug te dringen. Het is echter de vraag of deze stellingname houdbaar is. Als het
milieuu ernstig vervuild wordt, dan zal dit vroeg of laat negatieve gevolgen hebben voor
dee productiemogelijkheden, of voor de leefomgeving van de burgers. Dit impliceert dat
hett nalaten van actief milieubeleid ook een keuze is, namelijk een keuze voor het toelaten
vann waarschijnlijke toekomstige veranderingen. Recht tegenover dit beleid staat een politiekk die het milieu centraal stelt. De gemeenschap moet streven naar een gezond milieu,
waarbijj de vervuiling moet stoppen. De economische keuzemogelijkheden worden hieraan
ondergeschiktt gemaakt. Hoge kosten voor het toepassen van schone productiemethoden,
hett opruimen van bestaande vervuiling en zelfs het sluiten van industrieën zijn van secundairr belang.
Uitt de schets van deze twee extreme posities blijkt dat een keuze gemaakt moet worden:: meer aandacht voor milieu gaat ten koste van de economie en omgekeerd. De vraag
iss dan hoe deze keuze gemaakt moet worden, hoeveel vervuiling toegestaan moet worden
enn hoeveel economische groei de overheid na moet streven. De economische wetenschap
111

Zie hierover "Never the twain shall meet", in The Economist van 2 februari 2002.
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maaktt deze keuze expliciet door het beprijzen van het welvaartsverlies van milieuvervuiling.
Economischee productie heeft al een prijskaartje, haar waarde is bekend. Milieuvervuiling
kann worden beprijsd door het heffen van gerichte belastingen of het introduceren van verhandelbaree emissierechten. Met behulp van deze prijskaartjes kan een afweging gemaakt
wordenn tussen economische groei en de kwaliteit van het milieu.
Bijj het analyseren van beleid dat gericht is op het terugdringen van vervuiling moet
rekeningg houden met de observatie dat er een tijd verschil van decennia kan zitten tussen
vervuilenn en de zichtbare achteruitgang van het milieu. Dit impliceert dat de kosten van
hett terugdringen van milieuvervuiling uitgaan voor de baten in termen van een schoner
milieu.. Als een milieuheffing wordt ingevoerd of verhoogd zullen de dan levende generaties
betalenn voor een beleid dat met name voor komende generaties resultaat oplevert. Hieruit
blijktt dat er een conflict tussen generaties kan ontstaan over het optimale milieubeleid.
Alss een overheid alleen met de welvaart van de huidige generaties rekening houdt, dan
zall het gevoerde milieubeleid weinig ambitieus zijn. De kosten hiervoor komen terecht bij
dee toekomstige generaties in de vorm van een vervuild milieu. Zij zullen daarom bereid
zijnn om mee te betalen aan milieuheffingen in eerdere jaren. Een overheid die de belangen
vann zowel de huidige als de toekomstige generaties in haar besluiten meeneemt, zal de
vervuilingg door de huidige generaties relatief zwaar belasten, en zal tevens een deel van de
kostenn doorschuiven naar toekomstige generaties.
Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt de bovenstaande schets van intergenerationeel milieubeleid verder
geanalyseerd.. Hiervoor wordt een model ontwikkeld met overlappende generaties, waarbij
hett milieu vervuild wordt door de productie van bedrijven. Het milieu wordt op haar beurt
positieff gewaardeerd door huishoudens. Zij zijn bereid om een deel van hun consumptie
inn te leveren voor een schoner milieu. De milieu-externaliteit in dit model komt voort
uitt het feit dat bedrijven bij hun productiebeslissingen geen rekening houden met de consequentiess van de vervuiling voor de huishoudens. Als oplossing voor deze externaliteit
wordtt een heffing op het gebruik van energie in het productieproces geheven, waardoor
bedrijvenn de vervuiling in hun eigen portemonnee gaan voelen. Dit beleid heeft gevolgen
voorr de welvaart van huishoudens, niet alleen in termen van een schoner milieu, maar ook
inn een verlaging van inkomen of vermogen. Het inkomen van werknemers daalt doordat
bedrijvenn een deel van de milieuheffingen af kunnen wentelen in de vorm van lagere lonen.
Huishoudenss die eigenaar zijn van de bedrijven, met name de oudere generaties, zien de
waardee van hun aandelen dalen door de milieuheffing. Dit onderscheid tussen loontrekkers
enn de eigenaars van bedrijven is de eerste oorzaak van een onevenwichtige welvaartsverdelingg van milieubeleid. De tweede oorzaak komt voort uit het dynamische karakter van de
milieuvervuiling,, waardoor toekomstige generaties meer profiteren van milieubeleid dan
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huidigee generaties.
Alss oplossing voor deze intergenerationele externaliteit wordt een herverdelingsbeleid ingevoerdd waarbij op een niet-verstorende manier inkomen wordt verschoven tussen huishoudens
vann (mogelijk) verschillende generaties.

Hoofdstuk 2 laat zien wat de economische en

welvaarts-effectenn zijn van het milieu- en herverdelingsbeleid. De optimale milieuheffing
diee hieruit resulteert hangt af van de relatieve waardering die huishoudens hebben voor
hett milieu ten opzichte van consumptie en vrije tijd, van de hoeveelheid energie die in
hett productieproces gebruikt wordt, van het vervuilende karakter van dit gebruik, en van
dee aanpassingssnelheid van het milieu. Bijvoorbeeld, hoe sneller het milieu reageert op
eenn vermindering van vervuiling, hoe eerder de baten van milieubeleid zichtbaar worden.
Tegenoverr deze hogere baten mogen in het optimum ook hogere kosten staan, zodat de
hoogtee van de milieuheffing positief afhangt van de aanpassingssnelheid van het milieu.
Dee milieuheffing genereert inkomsten die op verschillende manieren aangewend kunnen
worden..

In het hoofdstuk worden twee aanwendingen onderscheiden via een verlaging

vann de loonbelasting of lump-sum belasting. Bij een verlaging van de loonbelasting rijst
dee vraag op of hiermee niet twee doelen bereikt kunnen worden: een milieuheffing voor
hett verbeteren van het milieu en een verlaging van de loonbelasting ter stimulering van
dee werkgelegenheid.

Over dit vraagstuk zijn meerdere artikelen verschenen waarbij de

algemenee conclusie is dat het bereiken van deze twee doelen met slechts een instrument,
namelijkk de belastingvorming, niet mogelijk is. In het dynamische model van hoofdstuk
22 kan deze conclusie op een punt genuanceerd worden: het bereiken van twee doelen is
tijdelijkk mogelijk, maar op termijn zal de werkgelegenheid afnemen.

Overheidsinvesteringenn gefinancierd met verstorende belastingen
opp arbeid
Dee intergenerationele verdeling van kosten en baten staat ook centraal in hoofdstuk 3
waarinn de effecten van een, met verstorende belastingen gefinancierde, verhoging van de
overheidsinvesteringenn onderzocht worden. Een basisaanname in dit hoofdstuk is dat de
overheidsinvesteringenn leiden tot een stijging van de arbeidsproductiviteit in een proces
datt jaren of zelfs decennia in beslag neemt. Hierbij wordt verondersteld dat zowel het
opbouwenn van overheidskapitaal. als de reactie van bedrijven op de veranderde productiemogelijkheden,, tijd kosten. Een voorbeeld hiervan is het aanleggen van een haven en de
tijdd die het kost voordat de beschikbare ruimte benut wordt door particuliere bedrijven.
Eenn van de gevolgen van de tijdsduur die bestaat tussen de investeringen door de overheidd en de toename van de particuliere productiemogelijkheden is dat de verdeling van
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kostenn en baten verschillende generaties kan omvatten. Het is waarschijnlijk dat toekomstigee generaties relatief veel profiteren van een stijging van overheidsinvesteringen zonder
datt zij evenredig hebben bijgedragen aan de ontwikkelingskosten. In het licht van het
vorigee hoofdstuk ligt het voor de hand om ook deze intergenerationele onevenwichtigheid
opp te lossen door middel van een herverdelingspolitiek. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om een
niveauu van overheidsinvesteringen te bepalen die voor alle huishoudens van alle generaties
optimaall is.
Dee reden waarom een stijging van de overheidsinvesteringen zonder herverdeling niet
welvaartsverbeterendd is (kan zijn) voor alle generaties, is dat de investeringen gefinancierd
moetenn worden. Voor deze financiering zal de overheid, in veel gevallen, een verstorende
belastingg zoals de loonbelasting moeten verhogen. Zelfs als de overheid gebruik kan maken
vann lump-sum belastingen voor nieuwe investeringen, dan nog moet zij rekening houden
mett het bestaan van verstorende belastingen. In hoofdstuk 3 laat ik zien dat zelfs bij
lump-summ financiering van overheidsinvesteringen de bestaande verstorende belastingen de
consumptie-- en welvaartseffecten beïnvloeden. Dit resultaat kan worden verklaard vanuit
dee volgende observatie. De stijging van de vrije tijd, en de daarmee gepaard gaande daling
vann het arbeidsaanbod, leidt aan de marge tot een relatief geringe daling van het netto
looninkomenn als de loonbelasting hoog is.
Dee conclusie dat het welvaartseffect positief afhangt van de hoogte van al bestaande
belastingenn geldt niet eenduidig als verstorende belastingen gebruikt moeten worden voor
dee financiering van overheidsinvesteringen. De reden hiervoor is dat in dit geval de belastingverstoringg versterkt wordt. Deze negatieve relatie tussen de welvaartsmutatie en
dee hoogte van de belastingverstoring werkt de positieve relatie tegen. Uit de vergelijking
tussenn beide vormen van financiering, lump-sum of via loonbelasting, volgt verder dat de
stijgingg van de productie en de werkgelegenheid lager zijn in het tweede geval, en dat de
welvaartt minder zal toenemen.
Vervolgenss wordt de vraag gesteld of het tijdpad van financiering uitmaakt voor de
welvaartseffectenn van overheidsinvesteringen. Natuurlijk maakt het uit voor de verdeling
vann welvaart tussen de generaties. Een belastingverschuiving van de ene periode naar de
anderee impliceert een verschuiving van de welvaart. De meer interessante vraag is of deze
verschuivingg van de welvaart teniet gedaan kan worden door middel van herverdelingsbeleid
diee gebruikt maakt van overheidsschuld en lump-sum belastingen? Anders geformuleerd:
maaktt het vanuit het oogpunt van efficiëntie uit wanneer de verstorende belasting geheven
wordt? ?
Bijj het beantwoorden van deze vraag worden twee scenario's onderscheiden. In het
eerstee scenario past de loonbelastingvoet zich onmiddelijk aan, zodat het overheidsbudget
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opp elk moment in evenwicht is. Hieruit volgt een dynamisch pad van de belastingvoet
waarbijj de stijging van de belastingvoet hoog is in het begin, dus in de periode waarin
dee overheidsinvesteringen nog nauwelijks tot extra productie hebben geleid, en na verloop
vann tijd laag is. In het tweede scenario is de aanpassing van de loonvoet eenmalig en
blijvend,, waarbij de verdisconteerde som van overheidsuitgaven en ontvangsten aan elkaar
gelijkk moeten zijn. Uit de analyse, en met name uit de numerieke toepassing, volgt dat
hett in veel gevallen optimaal is om de belastingvoet te laten variëren. Dit is het resultaat
vann een negatief en positief effect van de variabele belastingvoet. Het negatieve effect is
hett bekende tax-smoothing resultaat: de verstoring van de belastingen door de verhoging
vann de belastingvoet (in de beginperiode) is groter dan de vermindering van de verstoring
bijj de verlaging van de belastingvoet (in latere perioden). Hiertegenover staat dat het
rendementt op overheidsinvesteringen, in welvaartstermen gemeten, groter is naar mate de
belastingvoett hoger is. Een variabele belastingvoet impliceert dus een extra hoog welvaartseffectt in de (begin)periode, waarbij de belastingvoet hoog is, tegenover een relatief gering
effectt in de latere periode. Dit verklaart het resultaat dat het beter is, in veel gevallen, om
dee belastingvoet te laten variëren.

Werkloosheidd in een dynamisch model - toegepast voor Nederland
Dee werkloosheidsvoet is hoog in West-Europa sinds de zeventiger jaren. Dit geldt echter
niett voor alle individuele landen. Aan de ene kant van het spectrum staat een land als
Spanje,, dat met steeds hogere werkloosheid te maken heeft.

Aan de andere kant kan

Nederlandd genoemd worden waar twee decennia van hoge werkloosheid gevolgd werden
doorr een sterke daling van de werkloosheid in de negentiger jaren.
Zelfss een blijvend hoge werkloosheid impliceert nog niet dat werkloosheid een statisch
fenomeenn is. Integendeel, de jaarlijkse stromen in en uit de werkloosheid zijn soms net
zoo groot als de totale werkloosheid op een bepaald moment.

Dit roept echter wel de

vraagg op waarom de werkloosheid niet naar beneden gebracht kan worden als er jaarlijks
zoveell mensen uitstromen. Om deze vraag te beantwoorden is een model nodig van de
werkloosheidd waarbij de in- en uitstroom centraal staan.
Dee theorie die hierbij voor de hand ligt is het zoekmodel, dat ontwikkeld is door Diamondd (1982), Pissarides (1985) en Mortensen (1986). Dit model heeft de volgende basiskenmerken.. Werkloosheid wordt gekenmerd door een constante stroom in en uit de 'pool'
vann werklozen. De instroom wordt veroorzaakt doordat arbeidsrelaties beëindigd worden
off doordat niet-participanten toetreden tot de arbeidsmarkt. Mensen kunnen uit de werkloosheidd komen door zich terug te trekken van de arbeidsmarkt of door het vinden van een
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baan.. Basisveronderstelling is dat beide stromen altijd bestaan: er zijn altijd bedrijven
diee (een deel van) hun personeel ontslaan, en er zijn altijd werklozen die een baan vinden.
Beidee stromen zijn echter ook eindig. Het kost tijd voordat een werkloze een kans vindt,
zodatt in een bepaalde periode slechts een deel van de werklozen een baan vindt. De reden
hiervoorr is gebrek aan informatie: werknemers weten niet precies welk bedrijf hen nodig
heeftt en bedrijven weten niet welke werklozen ze kunnen gebruiken.
Beidee stromen worden in het model endogeen bepaald.

De instroom hangt af van

hett rendement wat nieuwe toetreders verwachten te halen en van de winstgevendheid van
bedrijven.. De kans voor een werkloze om een baan te vinden hangt af van het aantal
concurrerendee zoekers, dus van het aantal werklozen, en van het aantal vacatures. Het
aantall vacatures hangt tot slot af van het verwachte rendement voor een bedrijf van een
vervuldee vacature.
Hett verwachte rendement van een arbeidsrelatie hangt voor zowel de werknemer als
dee werkgever af van de loonvoet. Doordat er fricties bestaan op de arbeidsmarkt zal de
loonvoett de arbeidsmarkt niet kunnen ruimen, maar bestaat er ruimte om over de hoogte
vann het loon te onderhandelen. Bedrijven zullen echter niet accepteren dat de loonvoet
hogerr wordt dan de arbeidsproductiviteit per werknemer, terwijl huishoudens extreem lage
lonenn niet zullen accepteren. Bij te hoge lonen worden werknemers ontslaan, bij te lage
lonenn zullen huishoudens ervoor kiezen om niet te participeren op de arbeidsmarkt. De
hoogtee van het loon beïnvloedt de werkgelegenheid en werkloosheid. Bij een hoog loon zal
dee vraag naar arbeid, en daarmee het aantal vacatures, relatief laag zijn. Tegelijkertijd is
hett voor werknemers aantrekkelijk om actief te gaan zoeken naar een baan. Hierdoor zal
eenn stijging van de lonen leiden tot een toename van de werkloosheid.
Tweee vragen staan centraal in hoofdstuk 4. De eerste vraag is wat de oorzaken zijn van
werkloosheid.. Twee typen determinanten kunnen hierbij worden aangegeven. De eerste zijn
dee 'instituties', zoals de mogelijkheid voor bedrijven om werknemers te kunnen ontslaan,
dee relatieve onderhandelingsmacht van werknemers en werkgevers en de mate waarin het
ontstaann van nieuwe banen afhangt van het aantal werklozen en vacatures. De tweede type
determinantenn zijn de schokken in de economie. In een numeriek model voor de Nederlandse
economiee laten wij zien dat de werkloosheid in belangrijke mate beïnvloed wordt door
veranderingenn in de reële rentee en door gerichte arbeidsmarktmaatregelen. Hieronder vallen
eenn subsidie die de vacaturekosten verlaagt en de relatieve uitkeringshoogte. Onder de
schokkenn die de werkloosheid slechts tijdelijk beïnvloeden zijn de overheidsinvesteringen
enn de olieprijs.
Mett behulp van deze informatie kan de tweede kernvraag worden beantwoord: is het
modell in staat om de belangrijkste ontwikkelingen van de werkloosheidsvoet in Nederland
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inn de afgelopen decennia te verklaren? Een voorbeeld van een belangrijke verandering is
dee stijging van de werkloosheid met 6% in de periode 1980-1983. Deze stijging kan in het
modell voor een deel verklaard worden vanuit de stijging van de reële rente die in dezelfde
periodee optrad. Een andere mogelijke oorzaak van de stijging van de werkloosheid is de
verdubbelingg van de olieprijs in de periode 1979-1981. Doordat de olieprijs in het model
geenn blijvende invloed heeft op de werkloosheid, kan met deze schok niet het blijvend hoge
niveauu van de werkloosheid worden verklaard.
Dee simulaties laten zien dat het model onvoldoende in staat is om de fluctuaties in de
werkloosheidd te verklaren. Dit betekent dat de zoektheorie een goed startpunt voor het
modelerenn van werkloosheid kan zijn, maar het biedt geen volledige verklaring voor langdurigee veranderingen in de werkloosheid. Voor de verklaring hiervan moeten dus additionele
verstorendee factoren in het model worden geïntroduceerd.

Dee dynamiek van overheidsinvesteringen en energieprijzen - een
empirischee studie voor Nederland
Dee dynamische interactie tussen overheidsbeleid, energieprijzen en de economie is in de
vorigee hoofdstukken voorondersteld. Het laatste hoofdstuk in dit proefschrift onderzoekt
off deze dynamische relaties ook voor Nederland kunnen worden aangetoond.

De focus

hierbijj is de reactie van productie, werkgelegenheid en investeringen op veranderingen in
overheidsinvesteringenn en energieprijzen.
Hoofdstukk 5 begint met een klein theoretisch model, die kan worden gezien als een gereduceerdee vorm van de modellen in de eerste twee hoofdstukken. De kern van dit model is
eenn productiefunctie, waarbij de productie afhangt van werkgelegenheid, kapitaal, energie
enn beïnvloed wordt door de hoeveelheid publiek kapitaal (zoals infrastructuur). Dynamiek
wordtt in het model geïntroduceerd door aanpassingskosten in de ontwikkeling van de kapitaalgoederenvoorraadd te veronderstellen. Dit model wordt gebruikt om diverse hypothesen
tee formuleren, en fungeert als interpretatieraamwerk voor de empirische uitkomsten.
Eenn bruikbaar instrument voor de analyse van dynamiek in de economie is het VARmodel.. Het VAR-model dat de ontwikkelingen in productie en investeringen het beste
verklaardd (natuurlijk binnen bepaalde beperkingen) bevat naast de twee genoemde variabelen,, tevens werkgelegenheid, energieprijzen en publieke investeringen.
Dee eerste hypothese die onderzocht wordt is dat investeringen en productie positief
reagerenn op een stijging van de overheidsinvesteringen of een daling van de olieprijzen.
Hierbijj wordt aangenomen dat de causaliteit een kant op gaat: van overheidsinvesteringen
enn olieprijzen naar productie en private investeringen, maar niet andersom. Deze hypothese
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wordtt bevestigd met behulp van het VAR-model.
Dee tweede hypothese bouwt hierop voort. In de theoretische analyse is de nadruk gelegd
opp het langdurige karakter van de aanpassingprocessen in de economie. De impuls-response
functiess van het VAR-model laten zien dat het 5 tot 10 jaar duurt voordat veranderingen
inn met name de overheidsinvesteringen volledig uitgewerkt zijn. De aanpassingen na een
olieprijsstijgingg zijn sneller.
Dee vervolgvraag is hoe belangrijk beide schokken zijn voor de verklaring van de ontwikkelingg in de economie. De decompositie van de residuale variantie toont aan dat met
namee fluctuaties van de investeringen voor een belangrijk deel verklaard kunnen worden
vanuitt de overheidsinvesteringen. De investeringen beïnvloeden op haar beurt weer de
productie.. Dit suggereert dat de invloed van overheidsinvesteringen op de productie met
namee via de private investeringen gebeurt.
Dezee empirische resultaten ondersteunen het gebruik van dynamische modellen in de
analyseanalyse van de effecten van milieubeleid en veranderingen in de publieke investeringen. Het
hoofdstukk laat zien dat de productiezijde van de economie voor een niet te verwaarlozen
deell beïnvloed wordt door schokken in infrastructuur en olieprijzen. De analyse van deze
relatiess kan daarom ons begrip van de economie verbeteren.

Rodee draden
Err kunnen een aantal gemeenschappelijke thema's in dit proefschrift worden aangegeven.
Dezee zal ik kort karakteriseren.
Dee eerste rode draad is de focus op macroconcepten. Deze worden bestudeerd in relatiee met het milieu en met diverse vormen van overheidsbeleid. Voor het begrijpen van
dezee relaties is inzicht in het gedrag van individuen nodig. Om een voorbeeld te noemen,, kennis van de arbeidsmarkt en van bedrijven en werknemers die hierop opereren is
nodigg om de invloed van arbeidsmarktbeleid op de werkloosheid te kunnen begrijpen. De
macroeconomischee modellen in dit proefschrift starten daarom alle met de modellering van
individueell gedrag. Deze vorm van modellering maakt het tevens mogelijk om de implicatiess van overheidsingrijpen voor de welvaart van huishoudens te onderzoeken. Zo kan
ookk de vraag naar optimaal overheidsbeleid worden beantwoord.
Eenn tweede kernvraag is in hoeverre de economische situatie en beslissingen van vandaagg voor de toekomst gevolgen hebben. De urgentie van deze vraag komt vooral naar
vorenn in situaties waarbij de gevolgen van gemaakte keuzes onomkeerbaar of erg kostbaar
zijn.. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn het broeikaseffect en de aanleg van grote infrastructurele
projecten.. In deze voorbeelden zullen de consequenties van ingrijpen (of het nalaten daar-
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van)) verschillend zijn voor huidige danwei toekomstige generaties. Dit kan impliceren dat
huidigee generaties beleid tegenhouden die voor toekomstige generaties zeer gewenst is.
Herverdelingg van kosten en baten tussen generaties kan hierbij een oplossing bieden.
Dee derde rode draad in het proefschrift is het bestaan en oplossen van marktimperfecties.. Een veelvoorkomende vorm van imperfecties in dit proefschrift is het feit dat individuenn de consequenties van hun handelen voor anderen niet kunnen of willen overzien.
Voorbeeldenn hiervan zijn: de milieu-externaliteit waarbij bedrijven er geen rekening mee
houdenn dat zij het milieu van de burgers vervuilen; de intergenerationele externaliteit waarbijj huidige generaties geen rekening houden met de consequentes van hun handelingen voor
toekomstigee generaties; en de zoekfricties op de arbeidsmarkt. Bij dit laatste voorbeeld
speeltt gebrek aan informatie ook een belangrijke rol. Als alle huishoudens perfect zouden
wetenn welke vacatures beschikbaar zijn, zal de werkloosheid verholpen zijn. In veel gevallen
kann de overheid een oplossing voor deze marktimperfecties bieden. Voorbeelden hiervan
zijnn een heffing op het gebruik van energie, een intergenerationeel herverdelingsbeleid en
arbeidsmarktbeleid. .
Dee laatste rode draad is de verschuiving van theoretische naar empirische analyse.
Hoofdstukk 2 bevat alleen analytische resultaten, waarbij sommige aannames worden onderbouwdd vanuit de empirische literatuur. Het derde hoofdstuk over de financiering van
overheidsinvesteringg besluit met een numerieke toepassing, waarin de diverse vormen van
financieringfinanciering

met elkaar vergeleken worden. Hoofdstuk 4 is een numerieke analyse naar

oorzakenn van werkloosheid. Tenslotte wordt in het laatste hoofdstuk geprobeerd om de
cijferss zoveel mogelijk hun eigen verhaal te laten vertellen, waarbij de theorie fungeert als
interpretatiekader. .
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